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ABSTRACT 
The thesis is a report of an investigation into the 
relationships between fabric dimensions and the stitch length of 
single bar warp knitted constructions ~nder various conditions of 
relaxation. ?ne dimensions are described in terms of the k , k , 
c w 
k and k values of the fabrics. 
s r 
It has been found that the ultimate fabric dimensions are 
independent of yarn count but the relationship between c.p.i. and 
stitch length on the machine is count dependent. ~vo loop models 
have been proposed for relaxed and machine state fabrics and the 
felting properties of the 1 x 1 closed lap construction have also 
been investigated. 
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CHAPl'ER I 
INTRODUCTION - PRINCIPLES OF WARP KNITrING 
I. PREAl.fBLE 
Knitted fabrics are constructed by bending a yarn into a 
loop and passing this loop through a previously formed loop so 
that the latter hangs on the former. Thus a knitted construction 
is one in which the basic unit is a loop, the loops hanging on 
each other as illustrated in Fig.1. 
To form a fabric, these loops are arranged to make vertical 
and horizontal rows, a vertical row being termed a 'wale' and a 
horizontal row being called a 'course', (Fig.2). 
Two distinct classes of knitted fabric exist, weft knitted 
and warp knitted. Weft knitted constructions are produced from 
threads running across the fabric (weft-wise), a simple weft 
knitted stl~cture being illustrated in Fig.2. Machine produced 
weft knitted fabric is an exact copy of haud knitted fabric. 
The yarn is fed to the needles succesoively, but the loops may 
be formed collectively as on a Cottons Patent Machine, or 
successively as on the circular or flat bed machine. 
Warp knitted fabrics are formed from a multiplicity of 
ends (warp), the ends passing down a length of the fabric as 
they form loops. Generally speaking, yarns must traverse from 
wale to vale to connect the wales together to form a fabric. A 
simple warp knit construction is shown in Fig.3. The nearest 

Fig. 2 
course 
Fig. , 
-2-
hand product to a machine produced warp knitted construction is 
crochet work. In warp knitting the yarns are fed to the 
needles collectively and the stitches are formed simultaneously 
by all needles. 
II. WARP KNITTING HACHINES 
Warp knitted fabrics are divided into two groups according 
to the type of machinery on which they are produced. These are 
tricot and Raschel machines characterised by the manner in which 
the fabric is taken from the needles. (See later notes page 20). 
The fundamental difference between Raschel machines and 
tricot machines is in the lay-out of the knitting elements and 
in the knitting action during loop formation. This difference 
is such that each machine is suitable for a different range of 
fabrics. 
The bearded needle machine is a direct development of the 
original action used in the hand-frame and the lay-out of the 
knitting elements is shown in Fig.4. They consist of (i) bearded 
needles - mounted vertically to form the knitted loops, 
(ii) guides to lay the yarn round the needles, (two guides are 
shown in the diagram), (iii) presser to close the needle beards 
and (iv) sinkers which have four distinct functions, (a) to hold 
the fabric at the correct height, (b) to hold the fabric down 
'while the needles rise, (c) to land the old loop during pressing 
and Cd) to push the old loop clear of the ascending needle after 
knock-over. 
Presser 
Back guide 
bar 
, \ 
Fig. 4 
Sinker 
Front guide 
bar 
-~ 
1. Knitting action of a tricot machine 
The knitting action of a bearded needle machine may be 
described with reference to Fig. 4a to 4h. 
4a. Rest Position. This is 50 termed because the needles halt 
momentarily during their rise from forming the last course. The 
sinkers are forward holding the fabric down, the presser back, and 
the guides at the front of the machine. 
On modern machines the needles halt at a position which is 
two-thirds of its total movement from the bottom position. On very 
old machines, (prior to about 1924), this distance is approximately 
half and the needle had a longer stroke. 
4b. Overlap. The guides swing to the beard side of the needle, 
(towards the back of the machine), to form the overlap which is a 
movement parallel to the needle bar, generally one needle space. 
Occasionally a two needle movement may be used, or the movement may 
be omitted, e.g. when laying-in. The movement of each bar is 
completely independent although on the more common two bar 
constructions, the overlaps of each bar are generally in opposition 
to each other. 
4c. Return Swing~ The guides now swing through the needles to 
return to the front of the machine laying the thread around the 
needle across the beard. 
4d. Second Rise. The needles rise to their full height allowing 
the thread placed across the beard to fall onto the stem. 
4e. Pressing. The needles fall until the beard is in line with the 
--~ 
Fig. 4a Rest 
Fig. 4c Return Swing , " Fig. 4d Second Rise 
presser. In this position the threads are under the beard and the 
old loop outside it on the needle stem. The presser moves forward 
and closes the beard. 
4f. Landing. The sinker now moves back, the shape of the sinker 
belly forcing the fabric loop up onto the closed beard. 
4g. Knocking Over. The needles now descend thus drawing the new 
threads through the fabric loop and forming a new loop or, 
conversely, the old loop is knocked over the head of the needle onto 
the new threads. 
4h. Holding down. The sinkers now advance pushing the old fabric 
loop away from the ascending needle and holding the fabric down 
while the needles rise to the rest position to repeat the knitting 
action. At a point between pressing and landing and knocking over, 
(depending upon the type of machine), the guide bars make a second 
endwise movement parallel to the needle bar. This is the underlap. 
Its magnitude may be any number of needle spaces in either direction 
dependent upon the fabric structure being produced. As in the case 
of the overlap, each bar is completely independent in this movement. 
2. Knitting action of a Raschel Machine 
The knitting elements of a Raschel machine are shown in Fig.5 
and consist of the following - (i) latch needles to form the loops, 
(ii) guides to lay the yarn round the needles, (iii) sinkers to 
hold the fabric down while the needles rise, and (iv) trickplate to 
support the fabric. 
The knitting action of the Raschel machine may be described 
L I ~.' L~ 
Fig. 4e Pressing 
---------. 
D I 
Fig 4g 
Knocking over 
Fig. 4f Landing 
I 
Fig. 4h 
Holding down. 
-~ 
Buck guide 
bar 
Needle 
Latch ~d.re 
• 
. Sinker 
Fig. 5 
Front guide 
bar 
Fabric 
Trick plate 
Fig. 5a 
Underlap 
• 
D 
o 
Fig. 5b 
Clearing 
• 
, HI 
Fig. 5c 
Overlap 
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with reference to diagrams 5a to 5f as follows -
5a. Holding Down. The sinkers move forward over the trick plate 
to hold the fabric down while the needles rise to the rest 
position. 
5b. Rest Position. The needles rise from forming the last course 
and in so doing rise through the old fabric loop_ This opens the 
latch and the loop passes off the latch onto the needle stem. The 
latch wire prevents the latch from flicking to the closed position 
due to the tension in the loop as the latter passes from latch to 
stem. The needles, having reached their highest position rest, or 
halt, for lapping. 
5c. Overlap. The guides swing through the needles onto the hook 
side and in that position form the overlap which is exactly the same 
as an overlap on a tricot machine. The sinkers now withdraw. 
5d. Return Swing. The guides return to the front of the machine 
leaving the threads in the needle hook or across the stem above the 
latch. The needles now fall taking the threads in the hook, the 
old loop passing at the back of the latch. 
5e. Latch closing. The continued descent of the needle causes the 
old loop to close the latch. 
Sf. Knocking-over. The needles continue their uninterrupted down-
ward movement pulling the new yarns through the old fabric loop and 
forming a stitch. During knocking over, the underlap is made which 
is the second endwise movement of the guide bars and is the same as 
the underlap on tricot machines. 
• 
Fig. 5d 
Return swing 
1 J 
Fig. 5e 
Closing latch 
• 
Fig. 5f 
Kn6cking over 
• 
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All warp knittinG machines whether tricot or Raschel have 
the same fundamental construction and consist of the following 
sections:-
(1) The knitting elements to form the fabric (as described 
previously.) 
(2) The pattern drum mechanism to determine the pattern and 
fabric construction. 
(3) The warp let-off mechanism to control the delivery of the yarn. 
(4) The fabric take-up mechanism to take the fabric from the 
knitting elements. 
(5) Patterning mechanisms - additional mechanisms to produce 
special constructions. 
3. The Pattern Drum Mechanism 
The structure of the fabric 1s dependent upon the direction 
and magnitude of the overlap and underlap and these are established 
by the pattern dr~. These movements determine the fabric 
structure as may be seen by reference to Fig.6. The guides swing 
between the needles (a), form the overlap (b), and return to the 
front of the machine (c). While the needles descend to form the 
loop, underlap (d) is formed. This produces one course. The 
action is repeated on the next course, swing (e), overlap (f), 
return swing (g), and underlap (h). 
The actual pattern drum ~echanism consists of a metal drum 
with tracks or grooves cut in it, one track for each guide bar. 
Onto this drum are placed chains constructed of links, one chain 
I 
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for each guide bar. The end of the guide bar is kept in contact 
with the chain via a push rod and roller, (Fig.?), by means of a 
return spring. Thus, the periphery of the chain ~~ll determine 
the position of the guide bar. As a higher link is presented to 
the roller, the guide bar will move to the left by a positive 
movement and conversely a lower licit will allow the bar to move to 
the right by the return spring. This is a negative movement. The 
pattern drum may be placed on either side of the machine, 
although it is generally placed on the right. 
VariouB heights of link are available for fabric construction 
and are numbered representing the needle spaces from the lowest 
link zero. The difference in height between two consecutive links 
11 
1 
will be .• 
n.p.~. 
4~ Representation of fabric structure bl chain links 
Consider the structure in Fig. 6. All threads make the same 
movement, so one thread only need be considered. The needle spaces 
which are used by that thread are numbered, ° being placed on the 
same side as the pattern dl~nt in this case on the right, and the 
remaining spaces numbered consecutively from , this. Consider the 
knitting action: the guide enters at space 1 and forms the overlap 
leaving via space 2. The overlap is thus formed 1 - 2. On the 
second course, the guide enters height 1, forms the overlap and 
swings back on height 0, so the overlap is formed 1 - 0. It is 
only necessary to read off the overlaps, the underlaps automatically 
fall into place. Thus, if the chain links are arranged in the 
one repeat 
.A-
t 1 overlap overp t 
1 2 1 0 1 
tinderlap underlap 
L ..... ____ ---A--_ ~ __ ~) V V 
one course one course 
.. <~~ ___ Direction of movement 
Fig. 8a 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
-
• • .. 
1 
- 0 2 0 
• • • • 
1 - 2 2 
- 4 
-2 • 1 .0. Tricot 
Fig. Bb 
.4 • 2 • o • Raschel 
Fig. Bc Fig. 8d 
Fig. 8 
-~ 
order 1 - 2 / 1 - 0, the fabric illustrated in Fig. 6, (1 x 1 
closed lap). will be produced. The chain construction for this 
fabric is shown in Fig. 8a, it being noted that two links are 
required for the formation of each course. 
5. Point paper representation (Draft). 
It is not possible to illustr~te each fabric construction by 
drawing a loop structure in each case SO that a shortened version 
is used. This is referred to as the lapping movement and consists 
of drawing the paths of the threads without drawing the loop. 
This is drawn on special point paper which consists of vertical 
and horizontal rows of dots representing the position of the needle 
heads on successive courses. The 1 x 1 closed lap is illustrated 
in this manner in Fig. 8b~ 
From this lapping movement, it is possible to obtain the 
chain construction by numbering the needle spaces in the same 
manner that the needle spaces were numbered on the loop structure. 
In this case the '0' is placed on the right, and each space 
numbered consecutively from this. The chain cOllstruction is then 
read off by reading the overlap as in Fig. 8c. 
Tricot and Raschel drafting is performed in exactly the same 
manner. The chain construction is , however, slightly different as 
the needle spaces on a Raschel machine are numbered in twos. The 
equivalent Raschel chain is shown in Fig. Bd. 
III FABRIC CONSTRUCTION. 
The number of guide bars used on the machine determines the 
F:l.g. 9b 
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complexity, type and properties of the fabric which can be produced. 
For this reason, machines are available with 1 to 42 guide bars, 
although the majority of machines have 2, 4 or 6 guide bars. Fabrics 
are generally classified according to the number of guide bars 
used. 
Before considering the actual movements of the guide bars, the 
following points should be noted. ~~~ 
Open and closed laps. During knitting, the needle many be lapped 
in one of two ways, either so that the base of the loop is left 
open, or so that the threads are crossed to close the loop. The 
former is referred to as an open lap and the latter as a closed 
lap. They are illustrated in Fig. 9a and 9b respectively. 
Face and Back. Warp knitted fabrics may be used commercially so 
that either side is the face or the effect side. To distinguish 
the two sides of a fabric from a technical point of view, they are 
referred to as the technical face and the technical back. 
Technical face. This is the side which shows the 'v' shaped 
loops and the fabric is considered to be the right way up when the 
point of the 'v' is down. This is illustrated in Fig. 10a. 
Technical back. The technical back of the fabric is the side 
which shows the underlaps, (Fig. 10b). The fabric is produced with 
this side uppermost on the machine. It is for this latter reason 
that fabrics are always considered in this way when designing, 
drafting, performing fabric analysis and drawing loop structures. 
1. Single Bar Fabrics 
These have little or no commercial application owing to their 
Fig. 10a 
Technical Face 
Fig. 10b ' 
Technical Back 
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• • • 11g 
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11b 
Closed chain 
11d 
I 1 x 1 Closed lap 
11f 
2 x 1 Closed lap 
11h 
3 x 1 Closed lap 
11j 
4 x 1 Closed lap 
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limitations in pattern and properties. However, they serve to 
illustrate the basic lapping movements used in the more complex 2 
and 3 bar constructions. 
(a) Chaining construction 
The simplest construction is the chaining movement, (Figs. 11a 
and b) which in itself will not form a fabric, but may be used i~ 
conjunction with other guide bars to do so. The movement may be 
formed with overlaps only to make an open lap, (Fig. 11a), or with 
overlaps and underlaps to give a closed lap, (Fig. 11b). 
(b) Simple regular constructions 
To form a fabric with one guide bar using full set threading, 
(one thread for each needle in the knitted width), it is necessary 
to form an underlap to connect the wales together. A single needle 
underlap results in a 1 x 1 movement which is nearest to the plain 
veft knitted construction. It may be produced in either open lap, 
Fig. 11c, or closed lap Fig.11d. This structure suffers from the 
disadvantage that it will split from top to bottom should a thread 
break and is only used in conjunction with other guide bars. 
Other basic movements are produced by extending the underlap 
to give 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 constructions, (first figure indicates 
underlap and the second figure the overlap), which are illustrated 
as open and closed versions in Figs. 11e to 11j. 
Each of these constructions are simple regular movements 
repeating on two courses. They are devoid of pattern being perfectly 
plain in appearance. All suffer from the fact that the loops lie 
• 
12a 
4 Course Atlas 
• 
12c 
8 Course Atlas 
(Open laps) 
Fig. 12 Atlas Laps 
12b 
8 Course Atlas 
12d 
8 Course Atlas 
(Closed laps) 
0" 
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at an angle in the fabric, odd courses leaning in one direction 
and even courses leaning in the opposite direction. As the length 
of the underlap increases, the fabric weight, loop inclination, 
opacity, thickness and lustre on the technical back of the fabric 
increases, but the fabric stability decreases. 
(c) Atlas movements 
In this class of fabric the guide bars move for a number of 
courses in one direction one needle at a time and then return in 
the same manner, a simple example being shown in Fig. 12. An 
atlas movement is described by stating the total number of courses 
for the repeat. Fig. 12a shows a 4 course atlas and Fig. 12b an 
8 course atlas. Atlas movements are generally made open laps closed 
on the turn as Fig. 12a and 12b, but they may be made all open as 
Fig. 12c or all closed as in Fig. 12d. 
Atlas fabrics are often referred to as shadow stripe fabrics 
because as the guide bars move in one direction, the loops lie at 
an angle, this being reversed when the guide bar moves in the 
opposite direction. This gives a difference in light reflection 
resulting in a horizontal shadow stripe effect. 
(d) Fancy atlas movements 
Variations in the plain atlas movement offer considerable 
scope for patterning, particularly when used in conjunction with 
other guide bars an~or coloured warps. The possibilities are 
endless and a few of the simpler constructions are illustrated in 
Fig. 13. Checks, diagonal lines, chevrons and fancy zig-zag 
effects are the more popular motifs. 
Fig. 13 
Fancy Atlas Constructions 
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. 2. Two Bar Fabrics Full Set Threading. 
The use of two guide bars gives a wider scope for the 
engineering of fabrics both from the point of view of structural 
properties and patterning than is available with one guide bar. 
It is evident that the movement of the two bars must be different, 
otherwise the equivalent of a single bar construction would be 
obtained, but with two threads in each loop. It is equally obvious 
that to obtain the same degree of fullneSS of fabric, it is 
necessary for the count of the threads in each guide bar to be half 
that of the single bar equivalent. 
(a) Commercial fabrics full set threading 
Two bar fabrics with full set threadings form the backbone of 
the commercial warp knitting trade being produced mainly in 
continuous filament yarn. 
The simplest two bar construction is tricot with a front bar 
movement of 1 -.0/ 1 - 2 and a back bar movement of 1 - 2/1 - 0, 
but this is of little use commercially as it will split should one 
loop break. 
It should be noted that tricot is a generic term used to refer 
to all types of fabric produced on tricot machines and the trade 
associated with the production of these fabrics. It is also used 
to describe a specific single bar construction using a 1 x 1 lap 
'open or closed, and also a two bar construction using two 1 x 1 
laps in opposition, again open or closed. 
There are a number of basic fabric constructions in common 
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commercial use. These are locknit, reverse locknit, satin, loop 
raised, sharkskin and queenscord. The constructions of these 
fabrics are given b~low. Their lapping movements are illustrated 
in Fig.14. The loop structure of locknit is shown in Fig.15, that 
of loop raised in Fig.16 and sharkskin in Fig.1? 
Locknit 
Front bar 2 
- 3/1 - 0 
Back bar 1 -0/1-2 
Loop Raised 
Front bar 1 - 0 / 3 - 4 
Back bar o - 1/2 - 1 
Sharkskin 
Front bar 1 - 0 / 1 - 2 
Back bar 3 - 4 / 1 - 0 
or 4 - 5 / 1 - 0 
Reverse Locknit 
Front bar 1 - 0/1 - 2 
Back bar 2 - 3/1 - 0 
Satin 
Front bar 1 -0/3-4 
(or 1 - 0 / 4 - 5) 
Back bar 1 -2/1-0 
~eens Cord 
Front bar 1 - 0 / 0 - 1 
Back bar 3 - 4 / 1 - 0 
( or 4 - 5 / 1 - 0 ) 
To understand the characteristics ot two bar fabrics it is 
necessary to know the lay of the yarn in the fabrics and the 
relative movements of the two bars as these, together with the 
actual lapping movements employe~determine the final properties. 
(b) Lay of yarns in the fabric 
The loops lie on the technical face of the fabric and these 
loops contain two yarns, one from each guide bar. The uuderlaps 
from the back guide bars lay across the back of these loops and 
the underlaps of the front guide bars lay on top of these underlaps. 
Therefore, the loops are prominent on the technical face of the 
fabric, the underlaps of the front bar lie on the top on the 
FB B B 
Tricot 
FB or F B 
Loop raised 
FB BB or 
Sharkskin 
FB BB 
Locknit 
BB 
B B 
Fig. 14 
FB 
FB 
D 
FB BB 
Reverse locknit 
or F B 
Satin 
BB or 
Queen's cord 
BB 
B B 
Two bar cor.~tructions full set threading 
· Fig. 15 Locknit 
F1g.16 Loop raised 
Fig. 17 Sharkskin 
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• .. , 
18a 
Fig. 18 
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technical back of the fabric. The underlaps of the back bar are 
sandwiched in the centre of the fabric. 
(c) Relative movement of guide bars 
The effect of the relative movements of the guide bars is . 
summarised in the following rules. 
i. If the underlaps of the two bars move in opposition, the 
loops will lie straight in the fabric as the forces exerted 
by the underlaps of one bar will be balanced by the forces 
exerted by the underlaps of the other bar, (Fig. 18a). 
Examples of fabrics in which this occurs are locknit and 
sharkskin. The relative si~e of the under1aps, e.g. 1 x 1, 
2 x 1, 3 x 1, etc. are not important as the run-in of the 
yarn and, therefore, the tension in knitting is the 
predominant factor affecting the balance of the loop. 
ii. If the underlaps of the two bars move together, the loops will 
lie at an angle in the fabric, the direction of inclination 
depending on the direction of the underlaps, Fig. 18b. An 
example is the loop raised construction. 
iii. If a large under1ap is used on the front bar with a short 
movement on the back bar, the bars moving in opposition, the 
fabric will contain widthwise elasticity, e.g. locknit. 
iv. If the underlaps of the front bar are over 3 or 4 needle spaces, 
the technical back of the fabric will be of a lustrous nature, 
e.g. satin. This is because the underlaps lie almost straight 
and a large amount of light is reflected in one plane. These 
· -.--... -.,--.'-.-~ .. - .. ---." 
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underlaps may be brushed as in a loop raised construction. 
v. If a large underlap is used on the back bar and a short one 
on the front as in sharkskin and queens cord, a stable fabric 
is produced. This is because the long underlaps of the back 
bar are trapped in the centre of the fabric, thus restricting 
thread movement. The elastic:ty of any knitted fabric is 
dependent upon free transfer of yarn within the loop. It is 
for this reason that weft knitted constructions are more 
elastic than warp knitted constructions and why a sharkskin 
and queens cord fabric are very stable. 
(d) Laid-in fabrics 
When using More than one guide bar, it is possible to cause 
the back bar threads to connect into the fabric by forming under-
laps only. In other words the overlap, and therefore the loop, 
is omitted. This results in a range of constructions which are 
suitable for a variety of fabrics and differ in appearance and 
properties from those obtained when both bars are knitting. 
Generally speaking, these fabrics are stable in construction and 
lighter in weight than the equivalent fabric in which two bars 
are knitting. The laying-in technique is also used extensively for 
the introduction of ornate designs. Typical examples of these are 
dress fabrics, Raschel laces and curtain nets. 
One common fabric produced with two guide bars, with full set 
threading on each bar, consists of chaining on the front bar and 
laying in over three needles on the back bar. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 19. 
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The lapping mov~ments for laid-in constructions are obtained 
by plotting the threads as they appear in the fabric and then 
readirig off the chain in the same way as that for a knitted stitch. 
Two consecutive links will be of the same size, however, as no 
overlap is formed. Both lapping movement and chain construction 
for Fig. 19 are illustrated in Fig. 20 giving the link arrangement 
for a Raschel machine. 
Other basic constructions are openwork and net fabrics formed 
with one knitting bar and one laid-in bar, using a full set 
threading on both bars. The basic construction is, as with all 
nets, that no side connection is made between adjacent wales for 
a number of consecutive courses. The loop distortion thus caused, 
together with suitable yarn counts, results in an openwork 
construction, the two most common of which are marquisette, Fig.21, 
and tulle, Fig. 22. 
3. Three Bar Constructions. 
The use of three guide bars obviously opens the field for the 
production of more complex fabrics and, generally. speaking, the 
majority of these fabrics are ornate in nature •. With such 
constructions, it is not possible to class them as standard types 
with the exception of one or two of the simpler fabrics. These fall 
into two groups, those in which all bars knit and those in which 
some bars lay in. 
(a) Knitted constructions 
The most common of these is the shirting, blouse and dress 
fabric in which all bars are full set threaded with 40 denier nylon 
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or Terylene and the movements are -
Front bar 1 - 0 / 0 - 1 
Middle bar 1 - 2 / 1 - 0 
Back bar 1-0/3-4 (Fig. 23a) 
Three bar constructions have better stability, opacity and drape, 
but will obviously be heavier than their two bar equivalent. 
Variations of this basic three bar construction are made for 
the introduction of pattern which is generally achieved by 
altering the movement of the back bar to give horizontal stripes, 
or alternatively, alteration of the front bar threading to give 
vertical stripes, or a combinati~n of both to give check effects. 
(b) Laid-in constructions 
Two classes exist within this group; one produces a solid 
fabric and the other an open-work effect. The former is generally 
made by using locknit movements on the front and back bars and 
laying-in over three or four needles in the middle bar. By using 
a slack run-in on the middle bar, its threads can be caused to 
show on the technical back of the fabric. This princip~e is used 
to make two types of fabric, one by using a highly twisted yarn 
in the middle bar to give a crepe effect and the ot~er by using a 
flat yarn with a large number of filaments to make a pile fabric 
after subsequent brushing during finishing. (Fig. 23b). 
The second class in this group, openwork constructions, are 
generally marquisette or voile nets. The marquisette three bar 
. 
version is only an extension of the two bar type. Tbe third bar 
F.B. M.B. B.B r.B. M.B. B.B. 
23a 23b 
F.B. M.B. B.B. 
23c 
F.B. M.B. B.B. F.B. M.B. B.B. 
23d 
FIG. 23 
" 
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lays-in, in opposition to the second bar to give added stability 
and drape and prevent wale slippage. The three bar net is more 
common than the two. bar version. The two laying-in bars are not 
generally equal in movement unless the least underlap is used as 
in Fig. 230, which, although a commercial construction, is the 
lowest quality of this type of net. Other commercial constI~ctions 
are shown in Fig. 23d. 
4. Quality Control. 
The quality of warp knitted fabrics is controlled on the 
machine by determining the courses per inch and the stitch length. 
The former is governed by the take-up mechanism, a set of change 
gears being provided to give different courses per inch. The 
latter is determined by the let-off mechanism which controls the 
speed of movement of the warp. 
(a) stitch length 
Since it is impractical to measure one stitch on the machine, 
the required amount of yarn to produce 480 courses is measured. 
This is referred to as the 'run-in', or 'runner', or 'runner length'. 
480 courses is termed 'one rack', therefore, if a fabric has a run-
in ot 67" per rack, it means that 67" of yarn are required to 
produce 480 courses, or the stitch length is -&- = 0.140". Each 
warp requires a different run-in according to the lapping 
movement used. 
(b) Run-in ratio 
The. run-in ratio or runner ratio is the ratio of yarn required 
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between the various bars. e.g. If a locknit fabric has a run-in 
" " of 62 per rack on the front bar and 48 per rack on the back bar, 
the run-in ratio will be 64:48 or 4:3 or 1.33:1.00. 
(c) Estimation of run-in 
The usual means of estimating the run-in of a new fabric is 
by each designer using his own experience. Various formulae hav~ 
been proposed, (see Chapter Three), but none have been able to 
calculate accurately the run-in required to produce a fabric at a 
given number of finished wales and courses per inch. 
(d) Estimation of run-in ratios 
Th . t . b .. 1 1 1.2.3 e run-1n ra io can be determ1ned y emp1r1ca ru es , 
but these again give only an approximate figure. The system 
used is as follows -
The lapping movement is divided into loops and underlaps and each 
are given a value according to the movement. Loops equal 2, 
underlaps 1 for each needle space traversed, vertical underlaps as 
in a chain stitch 0.75 and the underlap of adjacent loops formed 
by a two needle overlap 0.5. Thus locknit would be :-
Back bar Total 
Loops 2 2 
~ "...,-.. 
1 -2 1 - 0 
'-y-' ~ 
Underlaps 1 1 2 
-
6 
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Front bar Total 
Loops 2 2 4 
r-........, ~ 
1 - 0 2 - 4 
'-\-' ~ 
Underlaps 2 2 4 
8 
Ratio of front bar to back bar - 8:6 or 4:3 or 1.33 1.00 
IV. POMPARISON OF RASCHEL AND TRICOT MACHINES 
In a definition of Raschel and tricot machines, it is 
general to describe the difference by stating simply that a tricot 
machine uses bearded or compound needles while a Raschel machine 
uses latch needles. There is, however, a more important difference 
which is the manner in which the fabric is removed from the needles •. 
On a tricot machine, the fabric is taken away at approximately 
90 degrees to the axis of the needle movement, while in a Raschel 
machine the fabric is removed at approximately 180 degrees to the 
beedle movement. 
The bearded needle is a one piece needle and, therefore, 
easier to manufacture in fine gauges than a latch needle, and it 
is for this reason that the bearded needle machine developed with 
the warp knitting trade at the introduction of continuous filament 
yarns, 28 gauge being the common gauge with 32 gauge more popular 
'for finer fabrics. The latch needle was used in 24 and 32 gauge, 
(12 and 16 needles per inch), at about this time and used mainly 
tor fibrous yarns. 
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Modern needle manufacturing methods now make it possible to 
produce much finer latch needles and 36, 40 and 48 gauge machines 
are now available. At the present time 56 and 64 gauge machines 
are the ultimate in Raschel gauges but these are used only for 
elastomeric materials, (power net). The reason for this is that 
if t~icot type fabrics, (locknit, loop raised, queens cord, etc.), 
were produced on fine gauge Raschel machines, the resultant fabric 
would be marred by lines running down the length of the fabric 
which is attributed to malformation of the loop. The cause of 
these lines is yet to be identified and cured, but it is not 
possible to produce these fabrics on a commercial basis as is 
possible on tricot machines. The use of an elastomeric material 
distorts the ground structure thus disguising the lines which still 
exist, but at a tolerable commercial level. 
Modern needle manufacture has also enabled the bearded needle 
to be manufactured at finer gauges and 36 and 40 needles per inch 
are now possible. 
(a) Layout of knitting elements 
The different layout of knitting elements in the two machines 
make each suitable for different classes of fabric because the 
holding down power supplied to the fabric is greater on a Raschel 
machine than on a tricot machine. 
Consider the basic layout of the knitting elements shown in 
Fig. 24. With the Raschel machine, Fig. 24a, the forces exerted 
on the fabric when the needles rise tend to lift the fabric. These 
Fig. 24a 
Fig. 24b 
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forces are the tension in the warp threads, (which is small), and 
the frictional forces between the needle and the loop. This 
latter force is the greater as the loop opens the latch and the 
loop expands over the increased thickness of the needle at the 
point of the latch pivot. The pull of the fabric supplied by the 
take-up rollers is, however, almost in a direct opposition to the 
needle movement, the fabric, therefore, holds down well irrespective 
of the lapping movement. In fact, the only factor which allows the 
loop to rise with the needle, is the stretch in the fabric and 
this is kept to a minimum by placing the take-up rollers as close 
to the knitting point as practicable. 
The Raschel machine will thus work without sinkers, the 
greater the force supplied by the take-up rollers the better the 
fabric is held down and it is, therefore, evident that this 
machine is ideal fOI fabrics which do not have a regular underlap 
such as tulle and marquisette nets. While it is possible to knit 
without sinkers, it is evident that the density or quality of fabrics 
that could be produced would be limited as they must be made under 
maximum fabric tension; thus sinkers are used to extend the range 
of qualities possible. 
The tricot machine has, however, no holding down properties 
at all if the sinkers are omitted. As the needle rises, the loop 
. sticks on the eye of the needle, (thickest part of the needle). 
The friction between the needle and loop, therefore, causes the 
fabric to rise and fall with the needle, the fabric "hingeing" on 
the take-up roller. Any increase in take-up tension provided by 
Fig. 25 
Fig. 26 
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the take-up rollers only makes the situation worse as 
held more firmly on the needle. Thus the old loop remains inside 
the beard, a condition under which knitting cannot be performed. 
The bearded needle must, therefore, be used with sinkers and 
on constructions which use an underlap on each course. This 
operation of the sinker is shown iJ Fig. 25. Chaining constructions, 
however, would rise with the needle, (see Fig. 26), the loop 
remaining inside the beard. The bearded needle is not therefore 
suitable for constructions which miss the underlap for one or more 
courses, or slack constructions which have no underlap, e.g. open 
lap atlas movements. 
A second difficulty sometimes encountered on tricot machines 
is failure to knock-over when the loop remains on the head of the 
needle and passes down between the sinkers. This fault is 
obviously more acute on structures without an underlap and is not 
troublesome on a Raschel machine where the trickplate forms "a 
knocking over edge". 
Thus the tricot machine is suitable for fine gauge fabrics 
which have an underlap on each course. The Raschel machine is 
suitable for coarser fabrics in which chaining movements are 
common. 
Cb). Three links per course on tricot machines 
Although two links per course are necessary for fabric 
formation, it is advantageous to use three or four links per 
course in certain circumstances. 
Three links per course is the standard arrangement on tricot 
machines in order to obtain two movements for the underlap so that 
overlap underlap underlap 
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large movements may be made in two small steps which is superior 
from the point of view of high speed knitting. 
The timing of the two underlap movements is illustrated in 
Fig.27a. The first movement takes place during pressing and 
landing and the second as the sinkers come forward after knocking 
over. 
The method of plotting lapping movements when using three 
links per course is to plot as if two links were used, i.e. for 
the overlap and then insert the third link so that it splits the 
underlap movement -
e.g. 1 - 0 / 2 - 3 
1-0/4-5 
would be 
would be 
1 - 0 - 1 / 2 - 3 - 2 
1-0-2/4-5-3 
If a machine is equipped to give three links per course and 
a lapping movement is used in which no underlap is employed, or 
in which the underlap is only one needle space, the second link 
is duplicated -
e.g. 1 - 0 / 1 - 2 
1-0/0-1 
would be 
would be 
1_0_0/1-2-2 
1_0_0/0-1-1 
Three links per course are also used to obtain the correct 
time of movement and to ease knitting difficulties. One example 
~f this is the production of the loop raised construction. If 
two links per course are used, or if three links per course are 
used where the underlap is split into two separate movements, threads 
are liable to pplit on the sinker neb causing vertical lines in 
the fabric. It is general, therefore, to use a front bar movement 
f 
Fig. 28 
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of 1 - 0 - 0 / 3 4 - 4 so that the underlap is delayed until 
the sinkers have come forward. 
A second examp~e of easing knitting difficulties when using 
three links per course is the blind lap. 
(c) Blind Lap ("Putting a cross in") 
Blind lapping is a technique used on bearded needle machines 
to ease knitting difficulties which may be encountered in the 
production of fabrics such as tulle and marquisette and in some 
cases open lap atlas which do not have an underlap on each course. 
It is achieved by the use of three links per course, the timing 
of which is sho ... rn in Fig. 27a. 
After the needles have been lapped in the normal manner, 
they descend to press and land and, at this point, the guides 
make the first underlap, the blind lap, (see Fig. 28). The 
needles then descend to knock-over in the usual way, the sinkers 
coming for~ard over the underlap, as shown in Fig. 29, to hold 
the fabric down as the needles rise. During this time the second 
underlap is made, as illustrated in 1!'ig. 30, to position the guides 
ready for lapping on the next course. When the sinkers withdraw, 
the yarn placed round the sinker neb is released and the tension 
in the yarn supplied by the tension rail pUllS the yarn straight 
so that the blind lap has no effect on the fabric construction. 
The blind lap is, therefore, an underlap inserted by using 
three li~~s per course to ease knitting conditions and does not 
influence the structure of the fabric being produced. 
Fig. 29 
Fig. 30 
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The method of plotting a blind lap is shown in Fig. 27b. The 
blind lap is always made in the opposite direction to the following 
overlap. 
(d) Knock-off lap (Blind lap) 
The knock-off lap is a term used to indicate that the presser 
is not used on certain courses, so leaving the threads lapped on 
that course under the needle beard when knocking-over. On the 
next course, the guide bar laps in the normal manner and so the 
needles will have two sets of loops. Pressing, landing and knocking-
over are now performed in the usual way. 
The original term was "double looped framework", (as described 
in the original patent4). Unfortunately this operation has also 
been described as blind lapping which lea·ds to confusion with the 
more general use of the term previously dp.scribed. 
Knock-off laps were extensively used for the production of 
pile type fabrics in the late 1800s and early 1900s for jackets 
and trouserings. The loop structure and lapping movement of such 
a fabric are shown in Fig. 31. 
(a) Two needle overlan 
• 
It is possible to produce fabrics by lapping two needles on 
the overlap, but this technique is not very popular as two loops 
have to draw their yarn from a single warp thread. The yarn, 
therefore, tends to chop across the sinker between the two needles 
lapped. Such fabrics have to be made with minimum knock-over, 
minimum warp tension and yarn with natural elasticity. An openwork 
fabric produced in this manner is shown in Fig. 32. 
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CHAPl'ER 11 
HISTORICAL SURVEY OF WARP KNITTING 
As modern weft knitting is a mechanical means of producing 
hand knitted fabrics, so modern warp knitting is a mechanical 
means of producing hand crochet work. 
The first knitting machine was the hand stocking frame 
invented by the Rev. William Lee of Calverton in Nottinghamshire 
in 15895• The machine's primary use was for the production of 
hose being made as a flat fabric and shaped on the machine thus 
producing a selvedged piece of m~terial which held well after 
seaming. 
I. THE HAND ~I ARP FRAME 
Machine production of warp knitted fabrics commenced somewhat 
later by the invention of the hand warp frame, generally attributed 
to Crane in 17756, who fitted warp guides to the hand frame. London 
stockingers apparently had a different account at the time as 
recorded by Henderson7, suggesting that it was the invention of a 
Dutchman, Vandyke. However, it is generally accepted that Crane 
invented the hand warp frame, but Vandyke was responsible for the 
production of atlas fabrics for use in stockings, often produced 
to give blue and white stripes for fashionable hose of the time. 
SU9h fabrics, however, did not remain popular for long. Although 
they were made in silk, an expensive quality material, owing to .the 
inelastic nature of the fabric, they were difficult to pull on and 
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off the leg and this, together with the fact that they were cut 
from flat pieces of fabric with no selvedge, caused them to burst 
at the seams. Warp knit hose made in cotton was very popular in 
Germany where some 300 frames were employed. 
Some ten years after the invention, the first significant 
improvements were made to the hand warp frame by Tarrett of 
4- 8 Nottingham. These consisted of utilising the pedals, (normally 
used for operating the sinkers and the jacks), to perform the up 
and down movement of the guides, and simplifying the sinker head 
to use one type of sinker only. 
It would appear that the hand warp frame was not extensively 
used for the production of hosiery apart from the initial attempts 
with the exception of the success in Germany as mentioned above. 
It was mainly used for the plainer types of fabric and it is 
fairly certain that the production of the hand warp frame was in 
excess of either the hand frame or the weaving loom. The hand 
frame required time to make the "draw", (sink and divide), while 
the warp frame only required to lap. The weaving loom could only 
insert a pick at a time, a smaller unit than a course, and although 
the flying shuttle was invented, the power loom was not in general 
use before 18059• Also of note, from the point of view of speed 
of the hand warp frame, was the introduction of a moveable needle 
·bar by Robert Barber of Bilborough, Nottinghamshire10• This 
machine was also used for the first production of double looped 
framework. (See Chapter I). 
11 In 1797, Barb~r took out a further patent for the 
improvement of double looped framework and for the production of 
pile fabrics made o~ this principle, being either cut or looped 
pile. The common term at that time for long loop pile was "shagg". 
The following is an interesting quotation from page 7 of this 
patent:-
"There is a kno\·m practice in the common warp work of laying 0. 
thread across the frame, under the needles, to serve the threads 
over, which I recommend to be used in making some kinds of my long-
looped or shagg manufacture, especially for carpets". 
So, in 1797, weft insertion was known and practised as was warp 
knitted carpet manufacture, two fields of technology in which warp 
knitters are showing great interest at the present time. 
Also in Barber's p~tent is reference to the introduction of 
the Derby Rib machine to his frame, the first reference to warp 
kni tted rib \lork. It is fairly evident that the lay-out of the 
knitting elements would be such that the guide bars lapped the 
horizontal needles, which on withdrawing to form the stitch, drew 
loops round the vertical needles which then descended to ~~ock-over. 
The above, and other patents, show that fabrics suitable for 
a variety of end uses from bedding to wearing apparel were produced, 
and it is fairly evident that large quantities of these goods were 
made in wool and heavily fulled. An extract from Felkin indicates 
the importance of this work - "and larger contracts were entered 
into from time to time with the government, for the supply of 
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woollen jackets and trousers. Our sailors fought for years 
clothed in Nottingham manufactures, for the supply of which 500 
machines were employed, made from fine frames and good materials; 
12 this webbing formed an excellent article for gentlemen's pantaloons" " • 
The trade, thus prosperous and with markets for its productions, 
stimulated an interest and many de'~'elopments and inventions were 
introduced. Worthy of note are the placing of the needles in an 
upright position by Brown and Finder in 179613, 120 such frames 
being employed, and the claim to the first two guide bar machine 
by Brown in 180414. 
Two major developments around this time which shaped the 
destiny of the trade were the introduction of Dawson's '~eel for 
guide bar control in 1791, and the introduction of the first warp 
lace frame in 179515 & 16. By 1810, some 435 lace frames were in 
use. It is interesting to note that the virtues of warp knitting 
were expounded as often and loudly at the turn of the 18th century 
as they are today. At this point in timet Felkin says17, 
"Thus the warp frame was found capable of competing in the woollen 
and cotton cloth markets with the common loom, and with a variety 
in its productions beyond its rival at that and even up to the 
present time (1867). Indeed it is impossible to describe all the 
methods and uses of this frame; no other machine is so universally 
applicable. Every kind of thread may be used; silk, cotton, linen 
and animal wool. Its speed is also unequalled, as it loses no time 
in passing weft threads; only one gait or thread to the next is 
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required, each thread being looped through a steel guide to its 
neighbour; all the series thus operating together across the loom. 
The cloth when made will not tear out, it must be cut. Velvet has 
been made on warp machines 150 inches wide, without using wires for 
raising the pile. 
The number of warp machines making cloth in the early part of 
this century was very large in England. Its great usefulness and 
rapid power of varied production caused it to be used abroad 
extensively, it having found its way into France, Spain, Italy and 
Germany." 
11. ROTARY ':/ARP FRt\HE - INTRODUCTION OF PO'.lER 
The invention of the pattern' wheel by Dawson in 1791 as 
mentioned above was probably the most significant development of 
the period as it paved the way for the introduction of power, a 
feat attributed to Orgil in 180718• 
The Dawson's wheel was a simple wheel of irregular periphery 
which pushed the guide bar to the correct position for the overlap 
and underlap, the same as today's pattern wheel. It is interesting 
to note that for ten years prior to this, the organ barrel was used 
for this purpose. The invention of the jacquard and its introduction 
in Paris and Lyons occurred ten years after the introduction of 
Dawson's wheel. It was not in fact applied for guide bar control 
pn warp frames until some ten years after its introduction in Paris. 
Power was applied to warp frames before it was applied to weft 
frames owing to their simpler construction and the fact that no 
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fashioning action was required. It allowed frames to be built 
72 inches \vide and often two frames were coupled together to be 
operated at 30 c.p.m. by one man. Before this, a hand frame was 
44 inches wide and \O/as operated at about 10 courses per minute. 
Warp knitting had thus established itself as a major fabric 
producing section of the trade during and at the end of the 
Napoleonic Wars. However, keen competition from the power loom 
caused warp knitters to turn to more lucrative markets, mainly on 
open-work fabrics, braids, sashes, tattings, galloons, etc., the 
plainer nets being the largest market using mainly cotton with some 
silk. 
At this stage, the twist lace frame was invented in 1802 by 
R. Brown to be followed by Heathcoat in 1808 and Leavers in 1813. 
Both the latter were concerned with developments in twist lace. 
This led to severe competition between "twist" and "warp" lace, a 
battle which has raged within the trade right up to the present, 
each taking its turn as the leader. The first effect of this battle 
was to cause the plain warp net to be driven out by the twist 
counterpart forcing the warp knitter to develop fancy effects and 
in 183119 warp knit production under the patronage of the Court 
became very large and many rotary frames were built, but depressed 
times again came in 1835 when twist lace producers developed fancy 
fabrics of similar type. 
In 1839, Draper applied the jacquard to the warp lace frame, 
(individual guide control), for the production of elaborate designs 
in shawls, scarves, falls, laces, etc. which, together with mitts, 
gloves and gimps gave a fillip to the warp lace trade, but these 
in turn were superceded by their twist lace counterpart and the 
warp lace trade fell on hard times once more. 
The severe competition from twist lace once again forced warp 
. knitters to change their products and various patents were taken 
out around this time for such fabrics as elastic woollen cloth, hat 
bands, gloves, pile cloths, velvet and combinations of velvet and 
lace. One of the most interesting patents about this time was 
that taken out by Messrs. Whiteley & Co. 20 for the production of 
taffeta, which is today referred to as milanese and was subsequently 
improved by other patents in 1851 and 185421 • 
Circular rnilanese was also first produced around this time. 
Felkin attributes this to Messrs. Ball & Co. of Ilkeston, Notts. 
at the Paris Exhibition in 1855. It is most probable that latch 
needles were used in this machine. 
Little is said in the literature available around this time 
of the gauge of wurp knitting machines, whether rptary or hand warp 
frame, although Reisfeld22 suggests 18 to 20 gauge, but fails to 
state whether this is needles per inch or per one and a half inches 
as is used on the hand frame. It is, hO\>/ever, reasonable to assume 
that fairly coarse gauge machines were used to accommodate the 
available yarns. Of particular interest from this point of view, 
is an invention by Dunnicliff and Dexter in 184523 for making 
"velvet pile ornamentation wrought in lace" using a number of guide 
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bars some with individual spring guides controlled from a jacquard, 
and with independent pressers for e~ch needle also controlled from 
a jacquard and at 28 needles ~er inch, which must have been a mechanical 
feat for that time. 
24 Wilkomm refers to fine gauge machines at 40 gauge ,but again 
'does not state whether this means needles per inch or needles per 
one and a half inches. 
The production of machinery then was obviously very pedestrian 
compared with modern standards, but nevertheless showed great advances 
• 
on the original inventions as illustrated by the following extract 
from Felkin25 : 
"As a striking example of the progress of this class of machinery, 
it may be stated, that the average width of warp blonde machines 
was 54 inches in 1830, and the production 80 racks, or 50 square 
yards per "'Ieek. But Hessrs. Ball of Ilkeston and Nottingham placed 
in the Exhibition of 1851 a power warp machine, which if worked 
twelve hours per day would produce 800 racks, equal to 1200 square 
yards in a week, or 60,000 square yards in a year. A square yard 
of silk blonde sold in 1830 for 2s and in 1851 had become reduced 
to 6d.". 
~ The latch needle was invented by M. Townsend of Leicester in 
1847 and was not used in the hand warp frame, but was used in the 
rotary warp machine, but only to a small extent at first in 
circular and double rib machines26 & 27. 
• Redgate, an Englishman, was the first to attempt the production 
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of rotary rib work in 1855 using bearded needles, but this 
arrange::J.ent was obviously clumsy, requiring the use of two pressers 
and two sets of sinkers. The horizontal needles were lapped, drawing 
loops round the vertical needle as they withdrew to knock-over. 
The vertical needles then descended to knock-over. It is presumed, 
therefore, that this arrangement w~s soon superceded by a much 
simpler construction, the double rib loom, using latch needles, the 
two sets of needles placed back to back each rising in turn to be 
lapped. This machine was ~own as early as 185928 by various names, 
Fang Kettenstuhl Raschel Hachine and Polker l-Iachine in Germany, and 
as the Double Rib Loom in England. 
The double needle bar Raschel machine thus described appears 
to have been little used. The only fabrics which were made were a 
few fancy constructions suitable for jackets and shawls the most 
popular of which was the Raschel equivalent of 1 x 1 weft knit, but 
this had the app~arance of the weft knit polka rib and for this 
reason was named the Polka Rib Nachine. 
~~e lack of popularity of the Raschel machine seems to be 
borne out by the fact that both lt/illkom29 and Herrill, Murden 
& Rowan30 give a list of common warp knitted fabrics, but neither 
mention Raschel fabrics. 
Ill. WARP KNITl'ED FABRICS 1870 - 1925 
The common warp knitted fabric over the period 1870 to 1925 
would appear to have been as follows:-
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1. Single Bar Constructions 
a). Plain Tricot (Plain \o/arp, Denbigh, or One and One) 
1 x 1 Closed l~p, produced in cotton, woollen and worsted 
for light linings, shawls and rugs, and for a base fabric for 
fancy constructions. (Fig.33a). 
b). ;lain Cord (\.,rarp Cloth) 
2 x 1 Closed lap, made in woollen yarn in medium gauges, (about 
30), then dressed in the same way as a woven fabric, milled, 
dyed, stretched, teaseled, sheared, and pressed and used for 
gloves, gaiters and occasionally for coatings, suitings and 
trouserings. (Fig.33b). 
c). Single Vandyke (Single Lap Loop, Single Guide Satin or Single 
Atlas) 
Single bar atlas open lap closed on the turn, generally made 
in silk or fine cotton for summer gloves. The most common 
constructions were 4, 8, 20, and. 24 courses lapping in one 
direction before the lap was reversed. It was necessary to 
"put a cross in" to produce this fabric. The fabric was 
occasionally made in closed lap in which case "putting a 
cross in" was unnecessary. (Fig.33c). 
d). New l·1ilanese (Back Lap \"arp Knit) 
Single bar atlas open lap closed on the turn, lapping alternate 
needles. (Fig. 33d). 
e). Dia$onal English Leather (stout Berlin) 
Made generally of carded wool, but occasionally of cotton and 
used for riding breeches, heavy gloves and shoe linings. It 
or 
. 
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was a thick fabric, soft in handle. The lapping movements 
were as sho'.m with knock-off laps on alternate courses, 
(Fig. 33e). The fubric had a diagonal appearance as the 
knock-off lap was always made in the same direction, the 
direction of the diagonal depending on the position of the 
knock-off lap. 
f). Straight English J .. eather (Stout Berlin) 
This was the same as the previous fabric except that the 
knock-off laps were made alternately to the right and the 
left BO that the fabric appeared straight and the knock-off 
laps were raised and stood erect in the fabric thus forming 
a pile surface. (Fig. 33f). 
g). Double Cloth 
A solid fabric made from soft yarns using a double needle 
overlap to obtain a thick material. The fabric was produced 
with minimum knock-over. It could also be manufactured with 
a half set threading, in which case the fabric was thinner 
and of an open- nature. (Fig. 33g). 
2. Two Bar Constructions 
In the fabrics listed below the guide bars are called tfront 
bar' and 'back bar' as with a conventional machine using a 
vertically positioned needle bar. These fabrics were, 
however, generally made with a horizontally positioned needle 
bar in which case the front bar would be equivalent to the 
bottom guide bar and the back bar would be equivalent to the 
top guide bar. 
LEEDS UN~JE~S.'TY UBR ARV 
.... 
a). Double Denbi5h (Plain Tricot, Single Rib or Single Tricot) 
Produced in silk or cotton and used for summer gloves • 
Front bar 
Back bar 
1 - 2/1 - 0 
1 - 0/1 - 2 
b). Double Bar Cord (Doppel Tricot, Double Tricot) 
Same jams and use as double denbigh. 
Front bar 1 - 0 / 2 - 3 
Back bar 2 - 3 / 1 - 0 
c). Back Lap Tricot 
Fron t bar 1 - 0 / 2 - 3 
Back bar 1-2/1-0 
d). Woollen Velvet (Plush, Woollen Plush) 
-
Front bar 
Back bar 
4-5/1-0 
1 - 0/1 - 2/2 - 3/2 - 1 
(Fig. }4a). 
(Fig. 34b). 
(Fig. 34<:). 
The front bar threads were made of wool and the back bar of 
cotton. The long wool underlaps of the bottom bar were cut 
with special knives in the finishing process and subsequently 
brushed to give a pile fabric and used for linings. The atlas 
movement was used on the back bar as it required the least 
"run-in", but the denbigh stitch was sometimes used. The 
fabric was made in all wool when used as the main material in 
a garment and could be ornamented by different coloured warps 
or part set threadings to give stripe effects. (Fig. 34d.) 
e). Double Vandyke (Diamond Fabric) 
This fabric was made from silk or cotton and used as a glove 
FB BB FB BB FB BB 
~_':fi 
FB BB FB BB 
FB BB FB BB 
Fig. 34 
~o bar constructions 
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cloth. It was made with two guide bars full set threaded 
producing normal atlas movements. If the traverse of the 
bars was only for a small number of courses before the 
return, it was often referred to as Satin Tricot. Willkom24 
refers to the use of fine gauge machines for this fabric, and 
states that 24 courses is the maximum traverse used, i.e. 48 
courses per complete repeat. (Fig.34e). 
f). Double Hilanese 
~,qD. Pit,,#-( 
,,~o bars which produced atlas mOVeIJents working in opposition 
lapping on alternate needles often for 24 courses and then 
returning. (Fig.34f). 
g). Lined Cloth (Cloth with Lining or Lining Cloth) 
This was produced with two guide bars, one making a 2 x 1 
closed lap and the other laying-in over three needles moving 
with the knitting bar. 
The laid-in threads lay on the technical back of the fabric 
and were subse~uently brushed in finisbing to give a soft 
fibrous pile; the fabric was sometimes used to produce garments 
but more often for a lining, particularly for gloves. A 
number of variations of the structures were made as follows:-
Name Front Bar (Ground Yarn) Back Bar (Pile Yarn) 
Cotton Lining Hard cotton Soft cotton 
(Cotton with lining) 
Double Cloth (Camlet) vlool Wool 
Lined Cloth Wool Cotton 
PluSh Lining Cotton Wool 
(Fig.34g). 
·3Sa 
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3. Three Bar Constructions 
a). Plush 
Woollen three ~ar construction produced by the front bar 
making a 4 x 1 closed lap and the remaining two bars making 
1 x 1 in opposition. The wool pile was cut and brushed and 
the ground, in general, was cotton. (Fig.35a). 
Silk Velvet (Silk Plush) was a variation using the same 
lapping movements as plush, but the front bar used silk yarn. 
It was not generally used as a fabric but in strips for 
trimmings. 
b). Lined Single Rib (Lined Tricot) 
Front bar 2 x 1 
Middle bar laying-in over three needles moving with front bar. 
Back bar 1 x 1 in opposition to the front bar. 
Generally made of cotton, silk or a combination of both 
materials and raised during finishing. The fabric was used 
for the production of garments, the pile normally being used 
inside. The back bar sometimes made an atlas movement. (Fig.35b). 
c). Lined Satin (Lined Atlas) 
The front and back bars moved in an atlas manner, the middle 
bar laying-in and moving with the front bar over two needles. 
(Fig.35c). 
Willkom continues to list other fabrics produced on warp 
knitting machines. These are fancy fabrics and jacquard constructions 
produced by guide deflection. . The only group of f~bric8 in these 
of interest from the point of view of wool is cut presser work31 ,32.33. 
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A presser with a serated pressing edge is used in conjunction 
with a part set threaded guide bar and only those needles which 
are lapped are pressed giving characteristic work referred to in 
the latter part of the nineteenth century as imitation crochet. 
On early machines, the presser was traversed by a direct connection 
with the guide bar, a connecting lever having one needle play to 
allow for the overlap. It is not known at what time this type of 
fabric was introduced, but it was an established type at the time 
Willkom wrote his book and was produced mainly in wool and cotton 
as an ornate fabric being used for dresses, jumpers, shawls, baby 
blankets, etc. 
From the period of about 1870 to the outbreak of the First 
\iorld \'lar (1914), the warp knitting trade appeared to be small but 
viable, ~/ool being one of the main fibres used and the constructions 
were as outlined above. However, possibly the main section of the 
trade was that of glove manufacture for which cotton and silk were 
extensively used. Various constructions were made from plain 
denbigh, atlas and milanese to thick 'duplex' constructions made 
by pasting two atlas cotton fabrics together with their technical 
. 
faces outermost and then finishing the fabric to give an imitation 
chamois leather or suede appearance. Also very fancy jacquard 
constructions were made including elbow length dance gloves. 
lv. WARP KNIT Se R~SCHEL HACHINERY 1914 - 1925 
During this time, steady development was made in the warp 
knitting field both in machine construction and in fabric 
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development. Worthy of note is the invention of the Simplex 
machine in 1915 by E. E. Preston of Leicester34• This was a fine 
gauge double needle bar machine using bearded needles with two 
guide bars. It produced a double faced fabric for glove manufacture 
causing the duplex construction to become obsolete. The machine's 
mechanical construction was the bearded needle equivalent of the 
Raschel machine in that each needle bar rose, lapped and fell, to 
knit alternately, thus having a different knitting action to earlier 
bearded needle rib machines. ~1achines of this, type are still in 
use for the manufacture of glove fabrics. 
It is difficult to trace the development of the Raschel 
machine around this time, but the omission of reference to it in 
publications of the period indicates that it was used only to a 
small extent and it would appear that this was for fancy coarse 
gauge work which could not be done on bearded needle machines, for 
example such fabrics as fall-plate, crepe, double needle bar and 
speciality work on jacquards. The machine was often fitted with a 
fringing motion35• 
After the First World War, the warp knitting trade continued 
in its steady state of development. Great effort was placed in 
the production of glove fabrics36 & 37. The production of other 
fabrics remained much as described previously. The most common 
machine gauges were 12 to 18 needles per inch38• The use of 
bearded needles mounted vertically in a moveable needle bar was 
now becoming common and these were known as Atlas looms or fast 
warp frames. Sinkers were fitted to Raschel machines when 
producing single needle bar wor~9. 
Quilter and C~mberlain40 give the following as a list of 
machinery available at this time -
Bearded Needle Machines 
Flat looms - plain type machines with provision for knock-
off laps, horizontal fixed needle bar and some-
times referred to as the chain loom. 
Fast looms - vertically mounted moving needle bar 
Milanese 
Double warp machines - for the production of warp lace fabrics. 
Double bar warp machines - Simplex 
Latch Needle Machines 
Sinker looms - single vertical needle bar with sinkers. 
Double rib loom or Raschel loom - two needle bars, creping 
mechanism, fringing apparatus. 
Special machines - jacquard looms, picker looms, (presumably 
weft insertion), plush looms, and small diameter 
circular machines for the production of gas 
mantles and neck ties. 
v. INTRODUCTION OF CONTINUOUS FILtu"lENT YARN 
In 1921 the first commercial batch of continuous filament 
acetate was produced41 for the warp knitting trade and was an 
immediate success. This was to be the most significant development 
of the decade. Continuous filament materials and the warp knit 
structures' inherent resistance to laddering gave an excellent 
combination for the greater expansion of this means of fabric 
production. Continuous filament materials are smooth and will, 
therefore, run on warp knitting machines without the accumulation 
of lint and at a low fault rate. The material can be spun fine 
yet sufficiently strong to withsta~d knitting strains and more-
over, at economical prices, thus enabling the production of a new 
range of light-weight fabrics, and allowing two, three and four 
bar fabrics to develop which otherwise would be too heavy and 
expensive for general use. Fine yarns and lighter fabrics soon led 
to the use of finer gauges and 28 needles per inch became standard. 
The widths of machines also became established at 84 inches and 
wide width machines were introduced. Various widths were used but 
the standard wider machine was 168 inches. 
Under these new conditions, the warp knitting tricot trade 
developed at a considerable rate, locknit being the main fabric 
produced. The majority of the machines were two bar machines and 
speeds of production developed from 200 c.p.m. in 1924 to 510 c.p.m. 
in 1939. A number of 3 and 4 bar machines were also used, but 
these were small in comparison to the number of 2 bar machines. 
r:.C . d 1 . . t t· 42 ~ons~ erab e mechanical development was made ~n machine cons ruc 10n 
but mainly in the interests of speed and efficiency rather than in 
new fabric structures43.) 
The use of fine gauges and higher speeds had a disastrous 
effect on the use of wool and fibrous yarns in general as they 
, 
- I 
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were unsuitable for fine gauge work in that they could not be spun 
fine enough or at an economical price, and the fault rate when 
using such yarns was high. Wool, therefore, assumed a minority 
role and ... las used for speciality fabrics both in coarse gauge 
Raschel and tricot, mainly in ladies wearing apparel for outer-
wear, dresses, blouses, jumpers, etc. 
The Second \-1orld War caused a temporary halt in warp knitting 
development t but aftervlards manufacturers tackled the future with 
renewed vigour. Two significant developments were introduced; 
first the increase in knitting speeds to twice that of the pre-
war level and second, the use of thermo plastic yarns, nylon and 
ferylene44 & 45. 
VI. HIGH SPEED KNITTING 
In 1945 F.N.F. Ltd. of Burton-on-Trent, England46 introduced 
to the trade a new machine which doubled the speed of knitting 
maintaining a cruising speed of 1,000 c.p.m. This machine 
embodied a number of new features and paved the way for the 
development of tricot and Raschel machines to the high speed 
precision instruments as we know them today. The new features were -
(i) The use of a compound needle 
(ii) The use of eccentrics as a means of driving 
the knitting elements. 
(iii) The use of a positive warp let-off motion 
(iv) Improved machine design to achieve static 
and dynamic balance 
(v) The use of better engineering techniques to achieve 
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more accurate movement at bigher speeds with less 
wear, etc. 
The compound needle was not new, but represented an improve-
ment on existing types. The true origin of the compound needle 
is somewhat obscure. Some attribute it to Lembeke and Gottlebe47 , 
but Willkom48 states that an attem}t was made in Germany in 1858 
to use a pipe needle, (the drawings of which show this to be 
virtually the same as a compound needle), and he comments - "This 
needle is exactly the same as one formerly made in Leicester by 
Jeacock, and known as Jeacock's needle". 
However, the use of the compound needle in the F.N.F. machine 
was the first practical industrial use of this type of needle. 
VII. HODERN NACHINES AND FABRICS 
Around 1950, nylon and later polyester, became available to 
the warp knitting trade for commercial use and this gave the trade 
its final boost to enter markets which had not been previously 
available to the warp knitter. This set off a chain re-action with 
machine builders to develop machines suitable for these new end 
markets. 
The main property which makes nylon so suitable is its 
thermopla$ticity enabling structures to be made which would not 
be stable in themselves but which can be set to the required 
dimensions by passage through a stenter during the finishing 
operations, sometimes with the addition of a resin, (Raschel laces). 
A second important property of nylon is that it is a strong yarn 
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50 that finer yarns and fabrics may be produced. The spinning 
limit of acetate for example in yarns intended for warp knitting 
is 55 denier while 20 and 30 denier nylon are used in considerable 
quantities. 
The main use of warp knitted fabrics is in lingerie followed 
by sbtrting fabrics. Other large markets are dress materials, 
linings, glove fabrics, blouses, working smocks, bed sheets, etc. 
Raschel fabrics show their biggest potential in laces and nets 
for curtaining, dress nets and edgings, and for the production of 
elastomeric constructions for foundation garments and swimwear. 
Other uses are fishnet stockings, vegetable bags, shoe linings, 
wearing apparel, dress fabric, costumes, etc. References to modern 
fabrics and machine mechanisms may be found in Paling49. 
Although the use of nylon and polyester have without doubt been 
responsible for the growth of the warp knitting trade, this expansion 
could not have taken place without a parallel development of warp 
knitting machinery and, although the F.N.F. machine set the 
standards and made the initial move, the majority of gro"«th 
subsequently has come from German machine builders. 
In the early 1950s, two bar bearded needle machines were 
introduced with a commercial knitting speed of 1,000 c.p.m. by 
K. Mayer of Germany and from this firm followed a formidable 
development in warp knitting equipment; high speed 3 and 4 bar 
tricot machines soon followed with special mechanisms for tulle 
nets50• In 1956 the first true Raschel lace machine was made using 
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twelve guide bars. In 1963 warp knitting machines were introduced 
with 12 bars and Raschel lace machines with 30, the latter being 
increased to 42 by 1968. Other significant machinery developments 
include high speed Raschel machines for power net51 , plain nets 
and outervlear, general purpose Raschel for outerwear and industrial 
fabrics, fish-net Raschel, carpet ~aschel, double needle bar 
Raschels and machines for pile fabric production. This is not a 
complete list, but it may be summarised by saying that tricot machinery 
has developed into a high speed unit, generally of 28 gauge and of 
varying widths up to 260 inches. Two bar machines are the most 
common, but large numbers of three and four bar machines are used. 
The majority of machines in industry today are bearded needle machines 
'OF "'''E (J''1f".IIIfJ AI SE D"'I'\ /'I" '''~, 
and although the initial develop~ent~was by F.N.F. Ltd., the Company 
went out of business in 1965. A new compound needle machine was 
introduced at the Basle Textile Machinery Exhibition in 1967 and a 
number of these have been installed within the industry. It is too 
early at this time to judge how this machine will compare with 
its bearded needle counterpart, but it looks most promising. 
Since the early 1950s, the Raschel machine has shown the 
greatest development in its history. The main reason for this is 
that instead of building multi-purpose machines as was the early 
tendency with this type of equip~ent, machine builders have 
concentrated on building a Raschel machine for a specific purpose 
to develop fabrics for a particular end use. 
From the point of view of wool, the development of this 
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machinery is of little consequence as 9~ is concerned with 
continuous filament materials for reasons outlined above. 
Wool is still used to a small extent for ladies' apparel, 
dresses, skirts, costumes, etc. and can be knitted on a commercial 
basis at relatively low speeds52 , (up to 200 to 300 c.p.m.), and 
on relatively coarse gauge machines, (up to 16 needles per inch). 
Although production would appear to be low in terms of courses, 
production in terms of linear yards per hour is commercially 
acceptable as the courses per inch used in the fabric are 
relatively low. 
From the foregoing, therefore, it may be concluded that at the 
beginning of the warp knitting trade, wool was in great demand as 
a raw material for this type of knitting. It is obvious that the 
quantities used rose and fell with fluctuation in trade and 
fashion requirements. However, it held its place as a major fibre· 
used until the introduction of continuous filament materials when, 
as with all natural fibres, its consumption fell. Today, in 
general, only fabrics having a special effect or aesthetic appeal 
which cannot be obtained in another manner, are produced. These 
then stand in their own right as a fabric and have little 
competition from other fabrics produced. They have, however, only 
a small market as they tend to be speciality fabrics fluctuating 
'with fashion demands and made in relatively small quantities. Examples 
are knop and shell fabrics made on cut presser machines, various 
forms of laid-in fabrics produced on Raschel machines, Raschel 
fall-plate fabrics and some carpets53 & 54. 
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CHAPrER III 
PREVIOUS WORK ON THE PHYSICAL AND GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES OF 
KNITTED FABRICS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
All knitted fabrics change in dimensions on leaving the 
knitting machine. In the past, it has generally been considered 
that the factors affecting the change in dimensions are many and 
include the follo'Ning -
Yarn: 
Machine: 
Yarn count, type, single or twofold, 
twist and fibre content. 
Type of machine, type of needle, stitch 
length, setting of sinkers, needles and 
other knitting elements and the timing 
of the various motions. 
Type of fabric: Weft knitted, warp knitted, plain, rib, 
Relaxation: 
Finishing: 
interlock, double jersey, etc. 
The way in which the fabric has been 
relaxed after knitting. 
The various dyeing, finishing and drying 
treatments given during the finishing 
operation. 
It is evident that some of the above factors have a major 
influence on fabric shrinkage and others have a very marginal effect. 
It is only by systematic study that the importance of the various 
parameters can be ascertained. 
Types of Shrinkage 
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The actual shrinkage which takes place in a fabric can be 
divided into three categories, -
a). Relaxation Shrinkage - that shrinkage which takes place after 
knitting and during subsequent processing, either dry or wet and 
is caused by the fabric recovering from the strains imposed during 
knitting. 
p). Consolidation shrinkage - that shrinkage which takes place 
after relaxation shrinkage, often during further wet processing, 
particularly in fabrics other th~n wool. 
c). Felting shrinkage - that shrinkage which is peculiar to wool 
fabrics and caused by the special properties of·the wool fibres. 
Generally, relaxation shrinkage is large, consolidation 
shrinkage is small and both shrinkages take place up to the 
finished fabric stage. In the case of a fabric which is being 
fulled, the fabric is made to felt, when some additional felting 
Shrinkage will occur. 
If a fabric is produced in which a large amount of relaxation 
shrinkage is still dormant, and the garment is made from the fabric, 
then on the first wash the fabric will shrink, rendering the 
garment useless. Similarly, if a fabric is set to dimensions 
greater than its truly relaxed dimensions and that set is temporary, 
then the fabric will again shrink if this set is released on washing, 
also giving an unserviceable garment. It is, therefore, essential 
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that if a fabric with satisfactory sta.ble dimensions is to be 
produced, it should be finished to conditions close to its fully 
relaxed dimensions or it must be effectively set in its distorted 
state. The object of fabric geometry is to predict accurately the 
dimensions of a piece of fabric in its fully relaxed condition. 
II. GEOMErRY OF PLAIN STITCH vlEFT KNI'ITED FABRICS 
1. Experimental Findings 
Work on fabric seometry was first undertaken on 't,eft kni tt-ed 
strUctures and more work has been done in this field than in warp 
knitting. 
Possibly the first account of the systematic study of the 
dimensions of a knitted fabric were recorded by Tompkins55 in 1914 
in his book "The Science of Knitting". He states that the product 
of w.p.i. and c.p.i. is a constant irrespective of the distortion 
of the fabric. He also found that for a plain fabric and a rib 
fabric the linear dimensions were dependent on yarn diameter. 
At that time, the trade apparently controlled fabric production 
in one of two ways, either by controlling the number of courses per 
inch on the machine or, by controlling stitches per foot of yarn. 
Cham· b 1 ' 56 1 ' B 't ' er aJ.n, states that lithe former was more popu ar 1n r1 a1n, 
but the latter method is a more accurate means of quality control." 
Thus, at this point in, time, the concept of stitch length as a 
parameter of the fabric structure was appreciated, but the effect of 
this parameter on the fabric dimensions was not understood. It is 
also of interest to note that the Nottingham & District Technical 
College taught as basic knitting technology that an important factor 
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in the reproduction of fabrics was stitches per foot of yarn and 
all students unroved fabrics for this purpose and made the 
corresponding stitch cam settings during practical classes. 
In 1944, Dutto~57 published his results from a large amount 
of experimental data in which an attempt was made to relate the 
dimensional changes observed in kn~tted fabrics with the knitting 
and production conditions. He concluded that the regularity and 
quality of plain weft knitted fabrics were dependent upon many 
factors, e.g. machine type and speed, temperature end humidity of 
storage and knitting room, type of yarn, type of yarn package, etc. 
This work also showed that relaxation shrinkage and felting shrinkage 
were critically dependent on knitting conditions. 
" The first significant step which was taken in the concept of 
modern fabric geometry was that by Doyle58 who w~s the first to 
observe that the area dimensions of knitted fabrics were solely 
dependent on the length of yarn knitted into the stitch, (~), in 
a relationship of the form -
k S = s 
1.2 
where S is the number of loops per square inch or stitch density. 
He proposed, therefore, that stitch length was the most 
accurate means of controlling knitting quality since, unlike 
measurements of a linear nature, i.e. c.p.i. and w.p.i., it is not 
affected by fabric strains, (~PQt •• ). 
Although it was known that the stitch lensth was a major 
parameter controlling fabric quality, this work can still be 
considered a major step forward as it gave a relationship between ~ 
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and S and formed a scientific foundation for the study of knitted 
geometry and a more fu~damental understanding of the structure. 
It was also a major step forward in that it made possible the wider 
appreciation of the importance of 1 within the trade. 
In 1959 Hunden59 emphasised the points made by Doyle and 
furth~r he showed, that when the fabric was relaxed and was free 
from the strains imposed during its construction, the loop took up 
a unique shape independent of the yarn, count, knitting conditions 
or knitting construction (stitch length), such that the dimensional 
properties were related in the following manner -
S x 1.2 
,/ 
= constant (k ) s 
c.p.i. xl. = constant (k ) c 
w.p.i. xl = constant (k ) w 
c.;E.i. = kc constant (kr ) w.p.i. = kw 
Munden pointed out that the value of the constants varies 
according to the relaxation state of the fabrics and increases as 
the fabric becomes more relaxed. He investigated two relaxed 
states as follows -
Dry relaxed - fabrics measured after standing for several 
weeks in a dry state. 
Wet relaxed - fabrics immersed in water for at least two/three 
hours, often overnight, and then laid flat on a 
sui table surface and allowed to dry, all 
measurements being taken when the fabric is dry. 
It was considered at this time that the wet relaxed condition 
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represented the completely relaxed state. The k values obtained 
were as follows -
Dry relaxed Wet relaxed 
k 19.0 21.6 s 
k 5.0 5.3 c 
k 3.8 4.1 w 
k 1.3 1.3 r 
In a 60 to show that the further paper , Munden went on 
shrinkage "/hich did take place was not associated with yarn shrinkage, 
but solely with a change in the configuration of the yarn in the 
loop. In fact, it was shown that with light washing procedures 
fabric shrinkage of up to 30% could be obtained where the yarn 
shrinkage was less than c>;j. 
To summarise at this stage, it is convenient to quote 
Natkansld61 who, on -talking of the constants, (ks ' kc, kw' kr ), 
states, "These formulae can be considered as the basic laws of 
knitted structures in that they indicate the dimensions which any 
plain knitted structure tends to in order to reach the state of 
equilibrium or minimum internal energy when knitted and removed 
from the machine. Further, they indicate that there is only one 
factor which governs the dimensions of the knitted fabric and that 
is the length of yarn knitted in the stitch. 
These experimental relationships have been accepted by 
subsequent researchers in this field and used as basic principles 
for further investigations." 
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62 In 1968 Knapton t Ahrens, Ingenthron and Fong produced a 
significant piece of work which stated that the wet relaxed 
condition does not give the fully relaxed state of the fabric, 
and it is necessary to tumble dry the material after wet 
relaxation in order to achieve a fully relaxed state. This in 
itself is important, but a more interesting statement claimed 
i and n 2 and that the product of loop length and c.p.i. or w.p •• t ~ 
stitch density, are not a constant in the dry relaxed state or 
the wet relaxed state, but only when the fabric is truly relaxed, 
i.e. after tumble drying. 
2. Loon Models 
• 
Many attempts have been made in recent years to construct 
loop models in order to explain the practical results already 
outlined above in order to obtain a more thorough understanding 
of the factors affecting fabric dimensions. 
The first of these attempts was made by Chamberlain63 who 
proposed a loop model to give maximum cover by suggesting that 
the needle loops touch at the sides and the sinker loops touch 
the needle loops at the top and the bottom to give maximum cover. 
From this model, Chamberlain was able to show that the following 
relationships should apply -
1 
w.p.i. 
1 
c.p.i. 
c.p.i. 
w.p.i. 
= 4d 
= 
= 
2 w.p.i. 
3'11 + 2J13 
4.w.p.i. 
2 
= n-- = 1.15 
(where d = yarn diameter) 
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Remarking on the accuracy of his model, Chamberlain concluded -
"In practice, however, there are so many other factors involved 
that the results obtained theoretically do not agree with those 
obtained practically ••••••• " 
One limitation of Chamberlain's model was that he considered 
a two dimensional model only. Pierce64 made a generalisation of 
Chamberlain's model and extended this to a three dimensional 
arrangement by bending the loops over a cylinder running in a 
course-wise direction and by suggesting alterations in the loop 
length due to yarn diameter by adding straight sections in the loop. 
As a result of this analysis, he showed that a formula linking 
courses, wales and loop length on the plain knitted stitch could 
be derived as follows -
R = 2 + 1 + 5.94d v.p.i. c.p.i. 
In 1955 Shinn65 considered a two dimensional model basically 
similar to that of Chamberlain's. Also in that year, Leaf and 
Glaskin66 criticised Pierce's model on the ground that it was 
physically unrea1isti~ suggesting discontinuities in curvature at 
points in the structure where no external forces were acting. They 
proposed a model.which did not include these physical limitations, 
but the model was found to give results which did not agree accurately 
with the practical results already established. 
Further models of the plain loop of varying degrees of complexity 
have been proposed at various times by Leaf6?, Munden68 , Munden 
anp Postle69 , etc. 
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Ill. GEOf·ffi'I'RY OF "'lEFT KNITTED CONSTRUCTIO:lS OTHER T:-1AN PLAIN 
Similar work on the dimensional and geometrical properties of 
other constructions.has been attempted, although these other structures 
have not been investigated to the same degree. This work has 
concentrated on dry relaxed, wet relaxed and, more recently, tumble 
dry conditions obtaining various k values and investigating the 
effects of stitch length ratio and yarn count. This "/ork includes 
1 x 1 ribbed studies by Smirfitt70 and Natkanski61 , interlock by 
Hurt?1 and various double jersey constructions by Knapton?2. 
Very limited ... fork has been done on the models of the loop 
configuration of these more complicated structures. 
IV. FELTING 
Untreated wool fabrics felt when washed and many workers 
r' 
have investigated the felting properties of weft knitted structures73 ,74,75 
The important feature which determines the felting rate of the 
fabric is the tightness of the structure which may be conveniently 
described algebraically by the formula J ~x . or ih- (where 
N equals the indirect count). 
It has been shown that for an extreme range of tightness of 
any knitted construction, the k values after dry, wet and tumble 
s 
dry relrucation,are independent of the fabric tightness. Ho .. ,ever, 
if felting of the fabric occurs, the k value of the fabric after 
s 
any washing treatment is critically affected by the tightness73 • 
(To obtain this value for k , the c.p.i. and w.p.i. of the fabric 
s 
are as measured after the wp~hing treatment, the value of ~ is 
as measured when knitted into the stitch.) 
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It has been suggested74 that the k value measured in this 
s 
way is an accurate manner of expressing the degree of felting of 
any piece of fabric knitted from wool, as it has been established 
that shrinkage which takes place to bring the fabric to its fully 
relaxed condition is attributed to loop configuration changes 
until a k value of 23.6 is obtainbd. True felting shrinkage is, 
s 
however, associated with actual yarn shrinkage. Thus if the k s 
value is calculated using a value corrected for yarn shrinkage, 
the k value will remain constant, (somewhere between 23 and 2J+) , s _ 
at its fully relaxed value giving no indication of the magnitude 
of the felting. 
v. WARP KNITTED CONSTRUCTIONS 
Although a considerable amount of work has been undertaken in 
the investigation of the geometry of warp knitted structures, it 
is by no means as large as that in the weft knitting sector of the 
industry. The reasons for this may be attributed to the fact that 
warp knitted fabrics are not as extendible as weft knitted 
constructions and therefore do not suffer from variations ,in 
dimensions to the same extent. In addition, the following features 
of warp knitting and warp knitted fabrics reduce the magnitude of 
fabric dimensional changes. 
1. Fabrics are generally constructed from thermoplastic yarns 
and heat set during the finishing process. 
2. Continuous filament yarns are generally used which suffer less 
from relaxation shrinkage than fibrous yarns. 
3. stitch length has always been the controlling parameter of 
fabric properties. 
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4. Positive feed has been used for many years. 
The first written research appears to be that by Sti~~e176,77 
who investigated the effect of structural variables, run-in, 
run-in ratio and courses per inch on fabric dimensions in order to 
predict the properties of locknit fabric. 
"He produced a range of locknit fabrics from 55/14 denier 
acetate yarns knitted at various run-ins, run-in ratios and courses 
per inch on the machine. He then measured the c.p.i. and w.p.i. 
off the machine in the grey state together with the bursting 
, 
strength and yield, plotting this data graphically and drawing a 
number of conclusions which were not related to any theory and 
which were, generally speaking, accepted knowledge within the trade. 
However, his work was a valuable contribution as it drew conclusions 
from experimental data rather than repeating trade know-how and it 
drew attention to the importance of runner ratio, as Stimmel 
pointed out that there is an optimum distribution between back and 
front bar run-in when each underlap will take equal strain and so 
give maximum bursting strength. 
The next published work was that by Fletcher and Roberts78 who 
also investigated the locknit structure by producing 97 fabrics of 
various deniers of acetate and viscose. These fabrics were studied 
in the grey state and also scoured, being set on a pin stenter. 
-In an attempt to discover the relationship between stitch length 
and fabric parameters, they found that an equation similar to 
that derived by Pierce64 for weft knitted fabrics could be used by 
, 
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varying it according to yarn type. The expressions obtained were -
~ = 4c + 3.5w + 11.75d for acetate 
~ = 4c + 3.5w + 13.52d for viscose 
where.R is the total stitch length (back bar plus front bar) 
c = course spacing, w = wale spacing and d = diameter of the yarn. 
They pointed out that in addition, the numerical factor by 
which d is multiplied, (namely, 11.75d for acetate and 13.52d for 
viscose), increased with increase in runner ratio if the front bar 
stitch length was considered separately and decreased with increase 
in runner ratio if the back bar stitch length was considered 
separately. However, if the sum of the stitch length of both bars 
was considered, then the coefficient of d was a constant. They 
also demonstrated that the fabric changed considerably in dioensions 
during laundering unless previously relaxed to remove knitting 
strains. They noted too that the changes which did occur were a 
geometrical re-arrangement of the yarn within the loop and that 
yarn shrinkage was no more than 2$~. They also established that the 
c average; values were 0.854 for viscose and 0.7555 for acetate. 
The data for relaxed and laundered fabrics was not given in the 
paper. 
The next published work was that by Allison?9 who constructed 
a loop model by split~ing the loop configuration into four basic 
parts, an underlap, two arms and a semi-circle and showed that the 
stitch length was the addition of the· components as follows -
~ = . Jc2 + n2.,,2 + d + 2(1.025 Jd2 + c2) + tf'J.d 
underlap arms of loop head of loop 
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where ~= stitch length, c = course spacing, w = wale spacing, 
d = yarn diameter and n = needles traversed on the underlap. 
This model did not take into consideration the three 
dimensional shape of the loop, nor did it make any attempt to 
differentiate between the length of yarn in the back bar and the 
front bar. It applied only to the machine state fabric. 
80 Grosberg was next to publish a loop model and in this case, 
he pointed out that the front bar yarn is more pro~inent on the 
front and on the back of the fabric so would use more yarn than 
the back bar. Secondly, he considered the underlap and loop 
separately, classifying the underlap as a straight line in the dry 
state, but as an arc of a circle after relaxation, and the loop as 
an elastica, (constant relationship between the length of yarn in 
the loop and the loop height, L = 2.543b where b = the loop height). 
The formulae given are -
Machine state fabric 
Front bar ~f = ~c2 + nf2w2 + 2.5430 + 7.12d 
,J 2 2 2 Back bar ~ b = c + n b W + 2.5430 + 4.683d 
underlap loop factor for plating 
yarn thickness etc. 
Relaxed fabric 
2 2 Front bar 
-If = 1.29)c2 + n fW + 2.543c + 7.12d 
Back bal' 1 b I: 1.29 Jc2 + n2 bw2 + 2.543c + 4.683d 
where ) f is the loop length of the front bar, ~ b = loop length 
of the back bar, c = course spacing, w = wale spacing and n = 
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number of needle spaces moved on the underlap. 
Grosberg found that his formulae held true for the total 
run-in, i.e. back bar plus front bar, but the individual values 
of back bar and front bar stitch length were often inaccurate. 
Also, if the calculation was reversed to obtain values of c.p.i. 
and w.p.i., these were also inaccurate. 
In their second paper, Fletcher and Roberts81 , in 1961 
extended their work to include cotton and to investigate the effect 
of twist. They used Allison's formula for the finished fabric and 
Grosberg's formula for the relaxed fabrics and reported good 
correlation between the experimental and calculated values of 
stitch length in each case. They also applied Munden's equation 
for the stitch density of weft knitted fabrics, viz : 
s k = s p 
where S = stitch density, Jt= stitch length and k = a constant 
dependent on the actual configuration of the loop and applicable 
to a wide range of fabrics with constant runner ratio. 
They also found that £ = 0.91 for a wide range of fabrics 
w 
which is at variance with their previous work. 
Smirfitt's work82 performed the detailed study of the effect 
of run-in ratio of the back and frortbars on fabric dimensional 
properties and undertook emperical corrections to Grosberg's 
formula stating that corrections were required for -
1. Variation in plating 
.2. Inclination of lorps to the vertical 
3. Curvature of the underlap. 
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Later work by GrOSberg83 divided two bar full set warp knit 
structures into two classes -
(a) Semi stable - e.g. locknit, three needle satin, etc. 
Those structures which are relatively elastic ~~d change 
in dimensional properties on relaxation. 
(b) Stable constructions - e.g. sharkskin, queenscord, etc. 
Those fabrics which are rigid and exhibit little change in 
dimensions on relaxation. 
He improved his original study by taking into connideration 
loop inclination, the curved underlap and the three dimensional 
form of the loop. Grosbergts final formula Vias as follm'/s -
1. 
= K~ { -3.057 + 2.85'1 J 1.145 + 2.856 (1 + (~)2 (!!.)2) } + w w d 
A{( n (~)2 (~»)) 2 (fill ~ d J1. 1L~5 + 2.856 (1 + + -(2.802 - 0.749) + w 
where c = course spacing, w = wale spacing, 1= loop length, 
d = diameter of yarn, n = number of needle spaces moved on the 
under lap , k = a factor for the bending of the loops out of fabric 
plane and interlacing with other loops, a = constant for 
curvature of underlap having a value of 1 for the machine state 
fabric in which the underlap is straight and varies in relaxed 
fabrics wi th ~. 
w 
PROV10f", .p.... . o.to J)lIr"lfllC/lVe-1O 
Grosberg cele~laleQ the values of ~ ~d be ~d graphically. 
w 
This proved useful for machine state fabrics where the value of w 
is given by the needle spacing. To use these graphs to predict 
the dimensions of the fabric in the relaxed state, a number of 
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assumptions are necessary, the validity of which are of 
considerable doubt. 
Tiryaki84 progressed on Grosbergts work by investigating 
the dimensions of t, ... o bar full set fabrics in their relaxed states 
deriving a method of determining the relationship between loop 
length and the physical dimensions, in which he assumed that a 
fabric was relaxed when the loops touched. This gave a further 
condition to Grosberg's work and resulted in the following 
equation -
~ = 4.0Skc sec e + A ~({n + 2)d + (n _ 1) 1.07c sec e)2 + c2~ ~ 
~ = 4.oBk sec e + A {({n + 2)~ + (n _ 1) 1.07c Bee e)2 + ~ ~ 
On plotting graphs l ,1 and 112 against gd t Tiryaki c w cw 
1. observed that for a wide range of d values, constants were 
obtained as follows -
(a) g was a constant kc and equal to 5.7 
c 
(b) 
(c) 
!.. was a constant kw and eoual to 4.3 W • 
2 L was a C(·1stant ks and equal to 24.6 
cw 
These values were checked with a large range of stable and semi-
stable constructions made from 40 denier nylon on a 28 gauge 
machine. He found that for the semi-stable structures good 
.agreement was obtained with the theoretical values if the 1 value 
used was that of the bar which made the shortest movement. 
Further work showed that the best run-in ratio to obtain 
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maximum stability and strength when yarns from both bars took 
equal strain was locknit 1.24 and 3 needle satin 1.57. 
Tiryaki further investigated stable constructions and found 
that the linear dimensions of the fabric were not in agreement 
with the theory due to the inability of the cloths to relax fully 
under any normal relaxation treatment. However, the area dimensions 
were found to be predictable from the stitch length but the 
following relationships obtained experimentally. 
Machine state 
Full tricot or (usi~g whichever 
value is the shortest) 
Reverse locknit S 
Locknit S 19.1 = 
-12b 
3 needle satin S 18.7 = -12b 
After relaxation 
Full tricot S 24.6 24.6 (using whichever = 
£2r 
or 
-/b value is the shortest) 
Reverse locknit S = 24.3 fr 
Locknit S 26.8 = 
/2b 
3 needle satin S 24.2 = 
-t2b 
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85 Shinn and El-Aref investigated a series of hlo bar full 
set fabrics including tricot, locknit and satin in order to 
deri ve a forr:lula to predict the run-in of tvlO bar fabrics for a 
given c.p.i. and w.p.i. The suggested formula for lapping move-
ments with ~~ underlap is -
.1 = J 10d2 + c2 + J 18d2 2 + C 
and that for the chain stitch is -
,J 2 2 10d + C + 2 + C 
+2.5]{d 
+ 
Good correlation between the experimental results and those 
predicted by the formulae was reported. 
Darlington86 investigated the validity of Tiryaki's work 
when extended to a wide range of fabrics produced from wool 
using a larger range of run-in ratios and a number of different 
structures, namely, tricot, locknit, reverse locknit, sharkskin 
and queenscord. He gave a formula for the length of yarn in the 
chain stitch as follo\'18 -
.,e = 4.08ki sec e + Ac 
He also investigated different states of relaxati~~ and found 
difficulty in obtaining stable constructions in a fully relaxed 
condition. 
This work showed that good correlation with Tiryaki's 
results existed only when the run-in ratio values were similar 
to those investigated by Tiryaki. 
Darlington also showed that -
(i) The run-in ratio varied with courses per inch in the fabric, 
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thus giving a direct relationship between k value and the 
s 
runner ratio. 
(ii) The dimensions of the fabric were not determined by the 
shortest lapping movement. but by the lapping movement which 
had been run-in tighter than that required for both yarns to 
take equal strain to give maximum bursting strength. 
(iii)The value obtained for yarn diameter varies according to the 
method of measurement and the actual diameter of yarn varies 
according to the space available in the fabric. He concludes, 
"These results suggest that no fixed value can be given to 
the diameter of a wool yarn;, the actual diameter of the yarn 
in the fabric being critically dependent upon the fabric 
structure and also upon the relaxed condition of the fabric. 
This fact has not been taken into account in previous work on 
the geometry of warp knitted fabrics, all of which have assumed 
a fixed value for yarn diameter." 
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CHAPrER IV 
DETAILS OF MACHINE USED FOR EXPERIHENTAL WORK AND INITIAL 
INVESTIGATION TIlTO ~TS OF HACHlNE VARIABLES ON THE 
DIHENSIONAL PROPERTIES OF THE FABRIC 
I. CHOICE OF t1ACHINE 
It is generally accepted in the warp knitting industry that 
a Raschel machine is more versatile than a tricot mac~ine for 
the knitting of fibrous yarns and since this thesis is concerned 
with the knitti·ng of wool, a Raschel machine was chosen for the 
production of the samples. 
The type of Raschel machine used was the !Carl Mayer RML.6. 
(Photograph ~). This is a bench top model, ideal for research 
and sample work as it operates from small warps produced by hand. 
The warps are made on 6 inch diameter by 6 inch wide spools on a 
I 
special hand warper, (Photograph t), the spools being mounted 
onto a common spindle or beam fo~ placing in the machine. 
Thus the experiment can be decided upon, the warps made and 
placed on the machine in a matter of hours rather than weeks as 
would be experienced on a full sized machine. Furthermore, small 
samples can be produced from small lots of yarn which would be 
impracticable on full size equipment. 
11. MACHnm DETAILS 
1. Gauge 
32 gaugo (16 needles per inch) 
2. Number of Guide Bars 
••• six 
Photograph 1 
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3. Knitting Action 
This is basically similar to that described in the 
introduction, the timing diagrams being illustrated in Fig.36. 
The only difference is that on the RML 6 machine, the needle bar 
is given a horizontal movement in exact opposition to the guide 
bars, (derived from the guide bar cam), to reduce guide bar swing, 
so diminishing machine vibration and easing tension control. 
4. Cams 
This machine is intended for the production of a variety of 
fancy fabrics and is, therefore, equipped to take one of three 
different sets of cams -
(i) To knit on two bars 
(ii) To knit on four bars 
(iii) For use when using the fall-plate mechanism. 
The difference between these cams is concerned with the needle bar 
vertical movement and the relative movement with the guide bars in 
a horizontal direction, (swing), the latter is the same for cams 
(i) and (ii) above,. the difference being concerned solely with 
descent of needles. In the first instance (i), the needles descend 
as the second guide bar is level with the needles on the return 
swing so that it is only possible to knit on the first two guide 
bars, the remainder being used to lay-in. The second set of cams 
'(ii), allows the needle to descend when the fourth guide bar is 
, 
level on the return swing and it is, therefore, possible to knit 
on the first four guide bars. As it is also possible to lay-in on 
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these bars, this arrangement is the more versatile. The third set 
of cams (iii) allows all bars to perform the return swing before 
the needles descend, but also the guide bars dwell on returning to 
the front of the machine while the fall-plate is lowered. These 
cams are, in the main, suitable for fall-plate work only. 
The cams chosen were, therefore, those which enable knitting 
on four bars, as they offer greatest scope should the work require 
it, or should the machine be needed for more complex work at a 
later date. Furthermore, this type of camming is the easiest to 
set for knitting as the tolerances between guide bar and needle bar 
movement are greatest. 
5. Pattern Drum Mechanism 
The pattern drum mechanism used on this machine is of the lever 
type illustrated in Fig.37. The principle involved is that the 
pattern drum itself operates on a lever fulcrummed at its lower end 
to the top of which is attached the guide bar push rod. The point 
at which the pattern drum links bear upon the lever is dependent on 
the gauge of 'the machine. 
The advantages of this kind of mechanism are that the same type 
and gauge of link can be used on all gauge machines, and the gauge 
of the machine may be changed if required for the cost of a new 
inside, (needles, guides and sinkers), a nominal cost compared to 
that of a completely new machine. 
6. The Fabric Take Up Motion 
The fabric is removed from the needles by a set of three take-up 
I-Crs "~Wr-
~ ,,--,.-, rI----, ... 
"~--------~L_.lJ"-"" .... .J'" _ ................... 
chain Push rod 
...... _--_. 
Guide bar 
lever 
pattern drum 
Fig. 37 Pattern Drum Mechanism 
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rollers situated as close to the knitting point as practicable. 
F1g.38. One roller (a) is driven by means of a ratchet from the 
main cam shaft of the machine via an eccentric. The second roller 
Cb) is driven from (a) at the same surface speed by means of a 
chain connecting the two rollers. The third roller (c) is driven 
by frictional contact with the fabric, the tighter the fabric is 
pulled, the tighter the grip provided by this roller. 
The take-up motion on a warp knitting machine governs the 
courses per inch in the fabric on the machine. The method of 
changing the c.p.i. on the machine under discussion is by means of 
the stroke of the ratchet lever driven from the eccentric. Two 
eccentrics were used which, in conjunction with the leverage 
available, gave a range of 10 to 40 courses per inch. 
The take-up motion thus described does differ somewhat from 
that employed on a full size machine in that the take-up rollers 
are driven direct from the main cam shaft via a gear box, this 
gearing being changed to alter the courses per inch in the fabric 
when on the machine. 
7. Warp Let-off ~Iechanism 
This consists of two essential parts, (a) the yarn take-up 
section which was a spring loaded bar oscillating up and down 
against the spri~tension to take up cyclic variations in yarn 
length during the formation of each course due to the swing of the 
guide b~s and the rise and fall ot the needles t and (b) the warp 
control mechanism which holds the warp firm until yarn is required 
main cam 
shaft 
Fig. 38 Fabric Take-up Mechanism 
ratchet 
eccentric 
roller 
take-up roller 
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when it allows the needles to pull the required amount of yarn 
forward. 
This latter part consists simply of a brake constructed of a 
"v" belt mounted in the groove of a "v" pulley positioned on the 
end of the beam bearing. This "v" belt is anchored at one end and 
tensioned by means of a spring at the other. (Fig. 39). 
The mode of operation is as follows:- As the machine runs, 
the tension bar moves up and down accommodating cyclic variations 
in warp tension until the tension reaches a peak at which point 
the tension rail is depressed further than usual and a casting 
mounted on the end of the tension rail raises the "v" belt, thus 
• 
releasing the braking force on the beam and allowing the yarn to 
be pulled forward by the knitting elements. As soon as yarn is 
delivered, the tension is obviously reduced, allowing the tension 
rail to rise, so re-applying the brake. Generally speaking, if 
correctly set, this type of let-off motion will allow yarn to be 
taken once per course when tension is at its highest, i.e. at the 
overlap. 
Ill. STITCH LENGTH CONTROL 
A preliminary glance at the knitting action will suggest 
. . 
that only three things can affect the stitch length on a Raschel 
machine. (1) the fabric tension, (2) the knock over setting, 
(3) the warp tension. 
1. The Fabric Tension 
The fabric take-up mechanism on a Raschel machine is generally 
a positive direct drive from the main cam shaft with change gears 
Fig. 39 Warp let-orf Mechanism 
~ 
'v' belt 
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to alter the courses per inch. The fabric is taken away at 
1 inches per course. 
c.p.i. 
N.B. There must be ,no slippage between fabric and roller otherwise 
uniformity of fabric cannot be guaranteed. 
The fabric will be under constant tension and stretch so that this 
movement, although continually occurring in the fabric, will take 
place at the knitting point as each loop is formed as the needles 
rise from knocking over. 
2. The Knock Over Setting 
It may be considered that the depth to which the needle 
descends below the top of the tri.ck plate, (knock over setting), 
will influence the length of the stitch. This, however, is not so 
because the yarn is "live" during loop formation, one end of yarn 
passing direct to the tension rail. As the needles rise from the 
knocking over position, yarn is pulled back out of the loop by the 
tension rail until equilibrium is reached with the take-up tension. 
3. The Warp Tension 
For any given setting of the take-up rollers, it is possible 
to produce fabrics under a variety of warp tensions. It the warp 
tension, however, is set "too slack" there will be a tendency for 
the fabric to rise with the needles and for the ascending needle 
to rise through the old fabric loop. If the warp tension,is set 
too high, yarn breakage will occur. Also, the fabric loop will be 
too tight, sticking on the latch as the needles rise. Under these 
two extreme conditions, it is impossible to knit, but between these 
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two points a limited variety of stitch lengths may be produced. 
IV. QUALITY CONTROL 
It is generally accepted within the warp knitting trade that 
the ultimate dimensions of the fabric are determined by the stitch 
length, the courses per inch on the machine being of secondary 
importance. The stitch length is controlled by keeping the machine 
knitting at a constant "run-in". This run-in is defined as the 
amount of yarn knitted in one rack, i.e. 480 courses. The length 
of fabric is measured on the machine in th~ grey state in racks. 
Thus, if a piece of fabric requires 48 c.p.i. finished, the 
length of fabric to be knitted on the machine for 100 yards is 
48 x ~x 100 _ 360 k . h· th 
--- _ rac s. The courses per 1nc 1n e grey 
• 
state is not considered, and the stitch length required to obtain 
these finished courses is obtained from pa~t records, or in the 
case of a new fabric, industrial "know how", or trial and error. 
Some firms consider, that Owing to the fabric'S distorted 
condition, a grey fabric has no physical dimensions other than 
weight. 
v. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT TO DE'rERMINE En'mT OF MACHINE VARIABLES 
ON FABRIC DI~ffiNSIONS 
During preliminary running of the machine, it was noticed that 
if excessive tension was placed on the warp let-off motion, it 
appeared to hold the take-up rollers back, and it was thought that 
, 
this may adversely affect the results unless its effect was 
~ompletely understood. Consequently, it was decided to run a 
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preliminary experiment to ascertain if in fact the rollers were 
being held back and if so, what effect this had on the resultant 
fabrics. 
In order to determine the effect of the various cechanisms on 
the fabric properties, it was decided to produce fabrics at five 
settings of the take-up rollers, (nominally five c.p.i. on the 
machine), and at each setting to use three different warp tensions, 
slack, medium and tight. 
To ascertain if the take-up roller was in fact being held back 
by the warp, the machine was set so that it was knitting with the 
minimum tension which when tested with the M.A.N.R.A. tensometer 
proved to be 9 grams per end. The c.p.i. on the machine was 24. 
The run-in per rack was 94!6 inches. 
A free piece of yarn was then placed round the rollers and the 
surface speed of the rollers obtained by measuring the length of 
" yarn moved by the rollers. This was found to be 20 per rack. 
The tension was then increased to its maximum, (25 grams), 
without altering the setting of the take-up roller a~d it was 
found that the run-in was reduced to 84.5 inches per rack, the 
surface speed of the take-up rollers was reduced to 17 inches per 
rack and the c.p.i. measured on the machine was 28. 
The c.p.i. on the machine was dependent on the let-ott motion. 
The ratchet drive on the take-up rollers proved to be negative if 
the warp tension was high, its effectiveness as a drive being 
subject to the balance between warp tension and fabric tension. 
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Thus it is not possible to perform experiments isolating the 
effect of either \'Iarp tension or fabric take-up. 
-ro "A~ -rll.$ """IJ~IMII,yT ,., c:'4OtA" /..AI' PfWA"., .... Me f'1f..'" ~I'ft. V*"II$ 
The fabrics were no\-, relaxed by wet relaxation and tumble 
drying, the dry relaxed state being ignored as it is known that 
fabrics in this condition are distorted. 
The results obtained in the tumble dry state are shown in 
Table 1 and graphs in Figs. 40 and 41. 
It will be observed that for all practical purposes the 
results fall on a straight line according to stitch length and 
do not group themselves according to \ofarp tension or take-up 
roller setting. 
These results indicate that :-
(a) The fabric properties and dimensions are only determined 
by the stitch length, as has been establi&~ed for weft 
knitting. 
(b) The fabric take-up setting does not affect the final fabric 
dimensions, only the ease of knitting. 
(c) Warp tension does not affect the final fabric dimensions 
unless it changes the stitch length. 
Cd) The ~~ 6 table top model machine is perfectly adequate to 
perform scientific investigations. Although the ratchet 
take-up motion is not truly positive, it does not affect 
the fabric dimensional properties in the relaxed state. 
Key 
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TABLE 1 
Relationship bet"leen stitch length a..'1d fabric dimensions after 
relmcing by tumble drying for fabrics kai tted nt 
different tensions 
Fabric c.p.i. on 1 group machine 
0.267 15 
1 0.300 13 
0.312 12 
0.203 21 
2 0.219 19 
0.257 16 
0.167 25 
3 0.183 23 
0.215 20 
0.148 36 
4 0.162 31 
0.181 26 
0.143 44 
5 0.153 41 
0.195 37 
Relaxed Relaxed Tension 
c.p.i. w.p.i. 
T 32.73 13.24 
M 30.00 12.00 
S 28.80 11.71 
T· 42.86 15.74 
M 40.00 15.24 
S 33.49 13.74 
T 49.66 18.46 
M 48.00 17.78 
s 41.43 15.48 
T 59.02 20.87 
M 53.33 19.59 
S 48.00 17. ': 6 
T 62.61 20.43 
M 59.02 19.59 
s 53.33 18.46 
T = Tight (25 gm.) 
M = Medium (16 gm.) 
. S = Slack (9 gm.) 
Relaxed 
stitch 
density 
433.21 
360.00 
337.16 
674.47 
609.52 
459.27 
916.71 
853."33 
637.05 
1231.64 
1044.90 
837.82 
1278.81 
1156.24 
984.61 
1 
," 
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CHAPI'ER V 
PRELIIUNARY EXP~.ENT TO INVESTIGATE THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT 
RELAXATION CONDITIONS ON THE DI¥~rSIONAL PROPERTIES OF 1 X 1 
CLOSED LAP FABRICS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Numerous relaxation procedures have been adopted by various 
research workers in order to relax fabrics and it is evident that 
each procedure gives a different relaxed condition. The object of 
these relaxation treatments is to remove all relaxation shrinkage 
so that the fabric assumes a stable state and no further shrinkage 
occurs on subsequent washing or treatment. This is then considered 
to be the "fully relaxed condition". 
The "fully relaxed condition" is difficult to establish, 
particularly in fabrics which felt, (i.e. wool fabrics), and 
different fabrics such as rib, plain, tuck, double jersey, etc. 
require different treatments to obtain the fully relaxed state. 
There is, therefore, ;.0 certainty that a relaxation procedure used 
to fully relax weft knitted or other warp knitted constructions 
would be suitable for the warp knitted fabrics under investigation. 
The following experiment was conducted, therefore, to 
investigate the effect of various relaxation treatments on the 
dimensional properties of the 1 x 1 closed lap warp knitted 
\ 
construction and to investigate whether relationShips between the 
fabric dimensions and the knitted stitch length, sim~.lar to those 
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observed in weft knitted structures, exist and are constant in 
the various relaxed conditions. 
11. EXPERIHEiTAL DErAILS 
WOO'-
For this work, 16"samples \>/ere produced consisting of four 
different stitch lengths of 4 yarn counts. Each fabric was made 
240 w31es wide and approximately 500 courses deep. 
For measurement purposes in the length direction, blo 
coloured yarns were laid across the needle bed, (laid-in), 360 
courses apart. Similarly, for measurement in a width direction, 
marker threads were introduced into the warp 180 wales apart. 
1. Machine Control 
The c.p.i. were measured on the machine with a piece glass 
at a point between the trick plate and the take-up rollers when 
the needles had reached their highest position and before the 
guide bars commenced their swing movement. The amount of yarn 
required to produce 360 courses was measured by marking a spare 
end from the warp at the commence~ent and the completion of 
knitting the 360 courses. The distance between these two marks 
was measured on a H.A.T.R.A. Course Length Tester. 
2. Measurement of Samples 
The width and length of each sample \-/as ascertained at each 
stage of relaxation by measuring between the marker threads. 
Both width and length were determined in three different places 
and the average taken. The use of marker threads in this manner 
reduces the problecs of measuring due to edge curling and is 
more accurate and quicker than the use of a piece glass. 
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3. Relaxation Treat~ents 
The following relaxation treatments were used in the 
experimental work -
a). Dry relaxation 
The fabrics were allowed to stand on a flat surface for 
48 hours and then measured. 
b). Wet relaxation 
Overnight soru{ing in water with wetting-out agent; fabrics 
allovled to dry on flat smooth surface and then measured dry. 
c). Dry tumble 
The fabrics, after wet relaxing as (b) above, were tumbled 
in a dry state for a total of 60 minutes and were removed and 
measured on a flat surface at intervals of 5. 10, 15, 20 and 
60 minutes tumbling. 
d). Tumble dry 
The fabrics previously wet relaxed as (b) above were 
re-wetted out with wetting age~for 15 minutes, hydro extracted 
for 15 minutes and tumble dried at 700 C for one hour in a Kamsin 
hot air tumble dryer. The fabrics were then laid flat and measured. 
4. Measurement of Fabric Parameters 
a). Courses per inch and "Tales per inch 
From the two measurements of width and length, the average 
·w.p.i. and c.p.i. were calculated as follows:-
w.p.i. 180 = measured width 
c.p.i. 360 = measured length 
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b) Stitch density 
The stitch density (8) was calculated as the product of 
w.p.i. and c.p.i. 
i.e. S = w.p.i. x c.p.i. 
c) Course/Wale ratio (k
r
) 
This is the ratio of the course spacing to wale spacing and 
is calculated from the formula -
d) Sti tch length (,t) 
k = r 
c.p.i. 
w.p.i. 
The total length of yarn required to form one stitch was 
calculated, the stitch being defined as a loop and an underlap 
and was calculated from the total length of yarn required to 
produce the sample between the two coloured markers using the 
following formula -
Yarn length 
= 360 
e) k t k and k values 
c w s 
These values were calculated for each of the samples at all 
stages of relaxation using the following formulae:-
k = c.p.i. x -f' c 
k = w.p.i. xJ w 
k = S xJ.2 s 
f) Cover factor 
This was intended as a means of measuring cover in a knitted 
fabric as in a woven fabric and is proportional to --1- • 
1$ 
This means of mea~~ring cover factor takes into consideration 
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only the yarn count and stitch length and is, therefore, only a 
measure of knitting tightness, since, in addition to these 
variables, the cover will be determined by the degree of relaxation 
of the knitted construction. 
For the 16 samples mentioned above, the details of yarn count, 
stitch length, w.p.i., c.p.i., k values, etc. for each relaxation 
treatment are shown in tables given in Appendix I. 
Ill. EXPEPJ}~AL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Preliminary Investigation 
As a preliminary investigation, it was decided to plot kc and 
kw values for each fabric against the relaxation state, (time), to 
ascertain the effect of each relaxation condition and to verify if 
a full analysis of each relaxation state was justified. 
Each yarn count was plotted separately in this manner and as 
a similar set of graphs was obtained for each count, only that for 
1/20s is illustrated, (Fig.42). From this information, it was 
possible to ascertain the following facts -
(i) As measured on the machine, a considerable difference 
in k and k values is observed from the measu.rements of the 
c w 
individual fabrics. The k value decreases with increase in 
c 
stitch length and the k value increases with increase in stitch 
w 
length. 
(ii) After dry relaxation the k values show less spread, 
c 
\ 
but there is still a significant decrease with increase in stitch 
length. However, the k values are now similar and are not 
w 
k 
c 
or 
k 
w 
,; = 0.157 
1 = 0.356 
1= 0.175 
J = 0.217 
J = 0.356 
.£ = 0.217 
J = 0.175 
1= 0.157 
10 
..... 
••••• 
••••• 
k / time 
c 
:::::i-~~ "I I I I --! 
on 
machine 
dry 
relaxed 
wet 
relaxed 
k / time 
w 
Fig. 42 Effect of Relaxation Treatment on k and k values 
c w 
'm Tumble 
dry 
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affected by difference in stitch length. 
(iii) After wet relaxation, the k .values are brought even 
c 
closer together, but the k values exhibit a slightly increased 
w 
spread compared with the dry relaxed state, the k value increasing 
w 
with increase in stitch length. 
(iv) Subsequent relaxation has little effect on the spread 
of either the k or k values, except in the case of the tumble 
c w 
dry condition when a reduction in the spread of the k values may c 
be observed. 
(v) There is a much greater change in k values for slack 
stitch lengths than tight stitch lengths during dry and wet 
relaxation. This is probably due to the fact that the slack 
fabrics are much more distorted on the machine than the tight fabrics. 
(vi) Tumbling the fabrics in the dry condition shows little 
change in the k value. 
The general relationships between the dimensional parameters 
and the stitch length are observed by plotting c.p.i. and w.p.i. 
" t 1 d "1 1 t" d" t" Th aga1ns ~ an S aga1nst Jr2 for each re axa 10n con 1 10n. ese 
graphs for the dry relaxed, wet relaxed, and tumble dry conditions 
are shown in Figs. 43 - 48. From these graphs the following 
general conclusions can be drawn:-
(a) The points show little spread with no apparent 
-relationship with yarn count. It may be concluded, therefore, 
that yarn count has no effect on the dimensional parameters of the 
fabric. This fact is discussed in more detail in Chapter VI. 
Key to Graphs 43 - 51 
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(b) There is a straight line in relationship between the 
measured fabric parameters of c.p.i. and w.p.i. against 1 and S 
. t 1 agal.ns ,/ 2. 
(c) The best fit line through the points gives an intercept 
the magnitude and sign of which varies with different parameters 
and different relaxation conditiono. 
It must be realised that if an intercept is present, it means 
that the k value, (relationship between the two plotted parameters), 
is NOT a constant, but will vary witht • 
An alternative way of showing these results is to plot the 
k values (detennined by k = c.p.i. xi., k = w.p.i. x ~ and 
c. w 
k = S x i 2), against stitch length for each relaxation condition. 
s 
The appropriate graphs for the dry relaxed, wet relaxed and tumble 
dry conditions are shown in Figs. 49 - 51. Visual observation 
confinns that the k values are not apparently constant, but vary 
with ,e. 
2. Statistical Analysis of Results 
It is general to analyse experimental results of this type 
by regression analysis, each relaxation state being considered 
separately.' Owing to the little change in dimensions obtained 
during tumbling in the dry condition, it was decided to omit the 
10 minutes and 20 minutes dry tumble tests from regression analysiS. 
This form of analysis can be used to test if the intercept 
obtained is real or if it is one which could be attributed to 
experimental and sampling error. If it is ascertained that it is 
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attributable to experimental and sampling errors, the regression 
line is recalculated to pass through zero, the slope of this 
line being the k value. 
The method used is to test the significance of the intercept 
by the Student's t-test, assu~ing the correct intercept to be 
zero, (null hypothesis), the resultant figures being converted 
by probability tables to give the percentage probability. It 
is generally accepted that for values above 716, the null 
hypothesis has not been disproved and that in the statistical 
sense the intercept is not significantly different from zero. 
If the value is below 5% the null hypothesis has not been proved 
and the intercept may be truly different from zero. 
Care must be exercised in using this test for the 
follouing reasons -
1. If a true intercept is present, this sho\'ls that the k 
value obtained from the regression line is NOT a constant. If 
the regression line is then recalculated to pass through zero, 
an error will be introduced, the magnitude of which depends on 
the size of the intercept. 
2. The value of 5%, generally accepted as the dividing line 
between an intercept which is statistically different from zero 
and one which is not, is not a fixed value but one which can be 
adjusted in the light of the circumstances under consideration, 
as Blackhouse87 states, 
"Here it is worth adding that the statistician never has 
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the last word in a statistical ir.vestigation - in any 
field such as medicine, economics,- psychology, etc., it 
is up to the expert in the field to interpret the results 
in the light of his special knowledge". 
The results of the statistical analysis of c.p.i. and w.p.i. 
against :1 and S against p. are given in Table 2. It will be 
observed from these results -
(i) A bigh correlation exists between c.p.i. and w.p.i. 
against 1 and S against l1 2• 
(ii) The values for k ,k and k are not all constant in any 
c w s 
one condition, but vary as itemised below -
(a) k values 
c 
1 The regression line for c.p.i. against 1 has a 
negative intercept in all cases except the tumble 
dry condition. The k value cannot be considered 
c 
a constant in the dry state, and after tumble 
drying, the intercept becomes such that the kc 
value may be considered a constant. In general, 
the intercept decreases with increase in 
relaxation condition. 
(b) kw values 
The k value shows a reverse trend, in that the 
w 
intercept is positive and there is a general 
trend for it to increase with increased relaxation, 
so that the '~ value can only be considered a 
Relaxation 
treatment 
Dry 
Relaxation 
Wet 
Relaxation 
Dry 
Tumble 
5 min. 
- ~ 
TABLE 2 
Relation between stitch length and fabric dimensions - Statistical Analysis 
Regression Standard error . Standard Correlation t-test 
equation of deviation coefficient of c 
about % 
m c regression probability 
line 
c.p.i. = 9:l9 - 7.290 0.4802 2.3360 2.3480 0.981 0.7 
w.p.i. = 2126 + 0.627 0.0975 0.4732 0.4779 0.990 20.0 
S 22.00 
- 35 • .500 0.6455 16.8310 28.2831 0.994 7.0 = ,f).. 
. 
c.p.i. = 9.07 _ 3.550 P 0.3458 1.6811 1.6904 0.990 6.0 
w.p.i. = 2i Z5 + 0.492 0.0571 0.2774 0.2794 0.997 10.0 
S 24.60 - 17.200 0.4153 10.8178 18.1965 0.998 15.0 = ,f~ 
. 8.75 C.p.1. = J- 1.250 0.2100 1.0222 1.0273 0.996 26.0 . 
. 2.83 W.p.1. = jJ + 0.819 0.0681 0.3298 0.3326 0.996 3.0 
S = 22·22 .R..~ + 4.440 0.4276 11.0118 18.7384 0.998 60.0 
i & 
»0 
TABLE 2 (Continued) 
Relaxation Regression Standard error Standard Correlation t-test 
treatment equation of deviation coefficient of c 
m c about 01 ;0 
regression probability 
line 
c.p.i~ = ~,75 - 1.050 0.2100 1.0222 1.0276 0.996 35.0 
Dry 
. 2.77 1 240 Tumble W.p.1. = T" · 0.0666 0.3237 0.3257 0.996 0.4 
15 mina. 
S = 2~iO +15.000 0.3595 11.0943 18.667 0.998 20.0 
. 
· 8.72 0 788 0.2093 1.0172 1.0226 0.996 40.0 C.p.1.m= ~ - • I & 
I 
Dry 
· 2.79 1 180 0.2821 0.2839 Tumble W.p.1. = T + • 0.0581 0.997 0.1 
60 mine. 
S = 2~r +15.100 0.4276 11.1391 18.7373 0.998 20.0 
· 8.71 0 347 0.2335 1.1367 1.1419 0.995 70.0 C.p.1. = T - · 
i 
Tumble · 2.84 1 660 0.0764 0.4064 0.3734 0.994 0.1 W.p.1. = T + • 
Dry 
S 26.62 t29.600 0.4496 11.7128 19.7.542 0.998 2.5 = JD:. 
- -- ---
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constant in the dry and wet relaxed condition. 
On subsequent dry tumbling and on re-wetting 
and tumble drying, the intercept becomes 
increasingly large so that the k value is not 
a consta~t. 
(c) k values 
s 
The k value is a constant in all cases except 
s 
the tumble dry condition. The dry relaxed and 
wet relaxed conditions show a negative intercept, 
and other conditions a positive intercept. 
This is only to be expected as the kc value 
shows a negative intercept and the k a positive 
w 
intercept, the k value being a combination of 
s 
the two. 
3. Sum~ary 
The results obtained from these experiments, (see Fig. 42), 
suggest that the dry relaxed and wet relaxed conditions do not 
represent the fully relaxed condition of the fabrics and that 
tumbling in the dry state has little effect on the fabric 
dimensions. The condition investigated representing the most 
completely relaxed state is. the tumble dry condition in which the 
fabrics were wet out for a second time a~d then tumbled until dry. 
It is interesting to compare the k values obtained from these 
fabrics in the various stages of relaxation with those obtained 
by previous workers in weft knitting62 where it has been reported 
that the constancy of all k values is increased with increase in 
• 
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relaxation of the fabric. 
In the case of the 1 x 1 closed lap warp knit construction, 
whilst the k value is constant, k varies 'I:i th .I to an increased 
c w 
extent as the relaxation becomes more complete. 
The k value which, it has been suggested, is of value since 
s 
it ic less affected by fabric strains, exhibits its greatest 
constancy after 5 minutes dry tumbling. With greater relaxation 
than this, the intercept increases to such a magnitude in the 
tumble dry condition that the k value cannot be considered to be 
. s 
a constant, but varies with stitch length. 
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CHAPTER VI 
MORE DETAILED INv~TIGATIO~I INTO THE D:r;·~~SIONAL PROPERTISS AND 
. 
FELTn~G BK~AVIOUR OF 1 x 1 CLOSED LAP FABRICS 
INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter V, the effect of relaxation treatments on the 
dimensional properties of the 1 x 1 closed lap structure has been 
described. One of the major objects of the present investigation 
was to establish the felting characterist~cs of wool warp knit 
fabrics under standard washing conditions and to do this a further 
larger set of samples was produced fro~ a greater range of yarn 
counts. 
The opportunity was taken to verify the surprising results 
obtained in Chapter V, namely, that with complete relaxation, the 
k values did not acquire a constant value and also to verify that 
yarn count had no effect on the fabric parameters. 
Th~ results in Chapter V had indicated that to obtain a fabric 
in its relaxed state, wetting of the fabric was essential and, 
therefore, the relaxation treatments studied on this wider range of 
fabrics were confined to the wet relaxed and tumble dry conditions. 
PART I RELAXATIO:~ R3SULTS 
I. EXPERIHE:~TAL D~AILS 
For this work a total of 57 samples was produced from 12 
different yarn counts. 
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The experimental details of sample size, marking and 
measuring of samples, machine control, etc. were all as used in 
Chapter V. 
1. Yarn Counts 
A range of yarn counts was used from 1/28'5 to 1/4'5 in 
steps of 4 counts with their equivalent two fold yarns. It was 
found that 1/4's and 2/8's gave considerable trouble in knitting 
due 
the 
2. 
to limitation of gauge and, therefore, they were omitted from 
experiments. The following yarn counts were used -
2/56's and 1/28's (31 Tex) 
2/48's and 1/24 's (37 Tex) 
2/40's and 1/20's (44 Tex) 
2/32's and 1/16's (55 Tex) 
2/24's and 1/12's (74 Tex) 
2/16's and 1/8'6 (95 Tex) 
Relaxation Treatments 
a) Wet Relaxed} Details of the wet relaxation and tumble 
dried treatments were as described in 
b) Tumble Dry Chapter V. 
3. Heasurement of Fabric Parameters 
All fabric parameters were measured in the manner described 
11 (4), Chapter V. 
For the 57 samples produced, the details of yarn 'count" 
stitch length, w.p.i., c.p.i., k values, etc. for each relaxation and 
ielting treatment are shown in Appendix 11. 
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II. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS - RELAXATIO~ 
1. Effect of Relaxation on k Values 
The results for th~ v/et relaxed and tumble dry conditions 
were analysed by regression analysis. The graphs for w.p.i. and 
. . 1 d . 1 bl dr C.p.1. aga1nst 7 an S aga1nst )2 for the tum e y 
condition are shown in Figs. 52 to 55. 
The regression equation, slope (m), standard error of slope 
and intercept (c), standard deviation about the regression line, 
correlation"coefficient and Students' t-test of the intercept for 
all graphs relating to all yarns are given in Table 3. 
From these graphs and this analysis, it will be observed 
that the conclusions drawn in Chapter V are endorsed by this 
information. In neither the wet relaxed nor the tumble dry 
conditions ere all parameters, k , k , and ks constant. The two 
c w . 
conditions may be considered as follows -
a) Wet relaxed 
In the wet relaxed condition, the k and k values are not c w 
constant but the k value has a probability of 23% by the Students' 
s 
t-test and, therefore, may be considered to be a constant. This 
is not surprising as the k value has a negative intercept and 
c 
the k value a positive intercept. 
w 
b) Tumble dry 
In the tumble dry condition, the k value can be considered 
c 
to be a constant. A small intercept is obtained, but the Students' 
t-test gives a probability of 80%. The k value, however, is not 
\IT 
Key to Grap~s'51 
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TABLE 3 
Relation between stitch length and fabric dimensions - Statistical Analysis 
Regression Standard error Standard Correlation t-test 
equation of deviation coefficient of c 
about Ol m c 
regression probn.6'ili ty slope inter- line cept 
. 10.2 6 390 C.p.1. = ~ - • 0.1380 0.6332 1.3370 0.995 0.05 
w.p.i. = 2~6 + 1.520 0.0518 0.2340 0.4949 0.990 0.07 
S 26.80 
- 10.500 0.3632 8.7760 32.5450 0.995 23.00 = J!,L 
. 8.96 0 210 C.p.1. = ~ + • 0.1080 0.4220 1.0510 0.996 80.00 
2.{;6 4 
w.p.i. = ~ ~ 2.2 0 0.0883 0.4051 0.8560 0.971 0.03 
S = 25.~ + 54.200 
..l 
0.3778 9.1290 33.8580 0.994 0.07 
I 
'" 
'f 
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a constant, the intercept being of a higher value than that 
obtained in the wet relaxed co~dition. As would be expected, 
therefore, the k value is not a constant in this case. 
s 
As the k values are not generally constants, their dependence 
upon j may be observed by plotting graphs of k value, (,.,.here k = 
. c 
c.p.i. xl, k = w.p.i. x 1. ,k = S x .,t2), against stitch length. 
w s . 
The graphs confirm the ~esults fro~ the statistical analysis and 
show as follows -
(i) Tne k value decreases with increase in J in the wet relaxed 
c 
condition, but is constant in the tumble dry state. 
(ii) The k value increases with J in both relaxation conditions, 
w 
the tumble dry condition showing the greater increase. 
(iii) Tae k value is constant in the wet relaxed condition, but 
5 
increases with increase in value of ~ in the tumble dry 
condition. 
The gr~phs for the tumble dry condition are shown in Fig. 56. 
c) kr values 
The k value (c.P.~.) in the tumble dry condition is shO\m 
r w.p.l.. 
plotted against 1 in Fig. 57. Statistical exa~ination shows 
that the ratio of courses to wales per unit area is not a constant 
in the wet relaxed or tumble dry condition, (Table 4). In the wet 
.relaxed condition the value varies from 3.2 to 2.4 decreasing with 
increase in stitch length. In the tumble dry condition, the 
variation is less, being from 3.0 to 2.6 decreasing with increase 
in stitch length. 
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TABLE 4 
.Regression Analysis - kr against ~ 
Standard Standard Relaxation Regression 
erx-or of deviation Correlation 
about 
Condition Equation 
m regression cC"efficient c line 
wet Relaxed k = -3.22 + 3.65 0.3213 0.1117 0.1873 -0.804-r 
i I Tumble Dry k = -1.61 r + 3.22 0.2808 0.0343 0.1634 -0.611 
*** - Significantly different from a horizontal line at the 0.1% level 
~-6 
probabili ty 
of 
correlation 
coefficient 
....... 
••• 
t 
\oD 
'1 
I 
TABLE 5 
Count Analysis - Wet Relaxed Condition 
All yarns separately 
. I 1 . ;. 1 
Yarn 
c.p.l.. T w.p.l.. T 
Count Slope Intercept Corr. Slope Inter- Corr. I I Coeff. cept Coeff. 
1/8 10.60 
-7.91 0.982 3.12 0.461 0.996 
1/12 9.67 -4.18 0.997 2.87 0.383 0.998 
1/16 11.01 
-9.48 0.997 2.59 1.910 0.993 
1/20 10.10 
-7.38 0.999 2.71 0 .. 628 0.999 
1/24 9.86 -4.21 0.999 2.72 0.467 0.999 
1/28 10.70 
-7.44 0.995 2.81 0.433 0.997 
2/16 10.50 
-7.75 0.997 2.87 1.020 0.996 
2/24- 9.41 -3.88 0.999 2.68 1.682 0.999 
2/32 10 • .50 -8.09 ' 0.999 2.75 1.260 0.999 
2/40 9.60 -2.73 0.997 2.59 2.01 0.998 
I 2/48 10.54 -6.22 0.998 2.81 1.47 0.998 
I 2/56 10.00 -7.38 0.998 2.55 2.40 0.998 I 
I 
-, 
Slope 
30.1 
26.4 
28.2 
25.9 
26.1 
28.3 
28.5 
25.9 
28.2 
26.2 
28.8 
26.5 
1 
S ;. ~2 
Inter- Corr. 
cept Coeff. 
-37.60 0.995 
-13.12 0.999 
-27 • .50 0.999 
-36.71 1.000 
-20.44 0.999 
-44.50 0.999 
-26.91 0.999 
3.97 0.999 
-35.33 0.999 
20.22 0.999 
-2.30 0.998 
-8.23 0.998 
I 
\.0 
?> 
Resultant counts 
. ;. 1 C.p.1. T 
Yarn Corr. 
Count Slope Intercept Coeff. 
1/8 + 2/16 10.50 
-7.73 0.991 
1/12 + 2/24 9 • .54 -3.98 0.997 
1/16 + 2/32 10.60 -8.21 0.997 
1/20 + 2/40 9.69 -4.24 0.993 
1/24 + 2/48 10.10 
-.5.04 0.997 
1/28 + 2/56 10.33 -6.63 0.994 
Single Yarns 
Singles " 10.30 I -6.60 I 0.995 
Folded yarns 
Two-fold J 10.20 -6.11 
Allyarns 
All yarns 1110.2 -6.39 I 0.99.5 11 
TABLE 5 (Continued) 
. I- '1 W.p.1. T 
Inter- Corr. Slope 
cept Coeff. 
2.92 0.969 0.992 
2.80 0.910 0.991 
2.70 1.471 0.997 
2.58 1.64 0.991 
2.73 1;15 0.999 
2.73 1.10 0.994 
2.66 I 1.52 J 0.990 
Slope 
28.9 
26.2 
28.1 
25.1 
27.0 
27.4 
1 
SI-,(2 
Inter- Corr. 
cept Coe!!. 
-28.50 0.997 
- 5.97 0.998 I 
- 2.96 0.999 I 
12.90 0.994 
- 2.81 0.989 
-28.70 0.998 
I 
~ 
~ 
I 
TABLE 6 
Count Analysis - Tumble Dry Condition 
All yarns separately 
. I 1 . I 1 
Yarn 
c.p.l.. ,e w.p.l.. "e 
.. 
, 
Slope Intercept Corr. Slope Inter- Corr. Count Coeff. cept Coeff. 
1/8 9.41 -0.984 1.000 3.06 1.13 1.000 
1/12 8.97 -0.113 0.998 2.70 1.89 0.999 
1/16 8.96 0.995 0.999 2.51 2.73 0.994-
1/20 8.64 1.123 0.998 2.68 1.4-3 0.999 
1/24 8.31 3.531 0.999 2.60 1.41 1.000 
1/28 9 .. 58 -1.442 0.999 2.83 0.66 1.000 
2/16 9.12 -1.083 0.999 3.01 1.10 0.995 
2/24 8.44 0.761 0.999 2.76 2.20 0.999 
2/32 9.17 -0.510 0.997 2.54- 2.81 0.996 
2/40 8.40 2.870 0.999 2.61 3.08 0.997 
2/48 9.11 0.474 0.997 2.79 2.35 0.997 
2/56 8.82 -0.024 0.998 2.45 4.59 0.914 
Slope 
30.4 
26.6 
26.3 
24.7 
23.5 
27.3 
28.1 
21.7 
26.2 
25.5 
27.8 
24.7 
1 SI.,£2 
Inter- Corr. 
cept Coe!i. 
7.95 1.000 
26.64 0.999 
45.84- 0.999 
31.43 1.000 
55.02 0.999 
3.98 1.000 
13.90 0.998 
124.00 0.996 
44.32 0.999 
81.71 0.999 
48.60 1.000 
87.30 1.000 
I 
~ 
? 
TABLE 6 (Continued) 
Resultant counts 
. I 1 1 
Yarn 
C.p.1. T w.p.i. f .f 
Slope Intercept Corr. Slope Inter- Corr. Count Coeff. cept Coeff. 
1/8 + 2/16 8.99 -0.119 0.994 2.99 1.27 0.996 
1/12 + 2/24 8.70 0.385 0.995 2.74 1.98 0.992 
1/16 + 2/32 9.03 0.411 0.997 2.55 2.64 0.995 
1/20 + 2/40 8.50 2.114 0.998 2.51 2.87 0.977 
1/24 + 2/48 8.68 2.113 0.996 2.64 2.12 0.962 
1/28 + 2/56 9.12 -0.402 0.994 2.78 1.86 0.946 
Singles yarns 
Singles 0.412 
Two-fold yarns 
Two-fold 8.97 I -0.060 0.995 
All yarns 
All yarns 0.210 
Slope 
28.3 
24.4 
26.2 
24.0 
25.1 
26.2 
1 
S /72-
Inter- Corr. 
cept Coeff. 
20.50 0.994 
70.11 0.990 
46.02 0.999 
81.30 0.993 
62.91 0.982 
38.02 0.999 
- - -
0.996 
I 
~ 
o 
~ 
I 
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2. Yarn Count 
Although there \-,as no apparent effect of yarn count on the 
knitted parameters, some workers in the weft knitting field62 
have suggested fro~ time to time that count may have an effect • 
... ".,..-_" I. 7 
To t-RO~Ol1ghJ 6' investigate"this fact, regressio~ analysis of 
c.p.i. and w.p.i. against 1 and S against J.2 was performed as 
follows -
a) On each yarn separately. 
b) On resultant counts, i.e. on each singles yarn with 
its equivalent two-fold yarn. 
c) On all singles yarns 
d) On all two-fold yarns. 
This analysis was performed in both the wet relaxed and tumble dry 
conditions and is shown in Tables 5 a~d 6 from which the following 
conclusions can be dra\.m: -
a) Each yarn separately 
A high correlation coefficient was obtained for each 
yarn sho\oring that a definite relationship existed with 
c.p.i. and w.p.i. with 1- and S against F · 
Observation of both the slope of the regression line 
and the intercept -revealed that a variation in their 
individual values existed, but this variation was very 
scattered and showed no relationship 'trith count. 
b) Result~~t counts 
These results also gave high correlation coefficients, 
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shO\"ing again a good relationship between the two 
parameters for each regression equation. 
The values of both slope and intercept contained a 
variation in value, but this variation was again 
scattered and showed no relatio~hip with count. 
c) & d) Singles and T\'lo-fold yarns 
A high correlation coefficient ,."as obtained both for 
the singles and the t.../o-fold yarns. 
A small difference exists between the slopes and intercepts 
f th ' 62 d h' o e two regress~on lines and, . since K!'lapton re\·! 1S 
conclusions from a singles and two-fold yarn, it was decided to 
analyse if, in fact, any difference did exist between these two. 
This was performed by analysing the slope and the intercept 
of each parameter in each relaxation condjtion. This a~alysis is 
shown in Tables 7 and 8. It will be noted that in all cases the 
Students' t-test gives a value well in excess of 5% for both slope 
and intercept. 
From this analysis, it can be concluded that count and ply of 
yarn have no effect on the k values as calculated in the "let 
relaxed a~d tumble dry conditions, i.e. for a given value of i the 
fabric parameters, c.p.i., w.p.i. and stitch density are not 
affected by yarn count or ply. 
3. Comparison of Results \·,rith those given in Chanter V 
The values obtained for the slope and the intercept of the 
regression equation for c.p.i. and w.p.i. against 1 )' and S against 
TABLE 7 
Slope Analysis Difference between Singles and Two Fold 
StD.l1dard error "Average" Variance Students 'T' Relaxation Regression of slope variance of Test % 
about difference probabili ty Condition Equation Singles Folded regression bet\'leen that slopes I line slopes are same 
. / 1 
. c.p.l.. 1 0.0627 0.0634 0.4319 0.0896 30 
Wet 
. / 1 w.p.l.. j" 0.0679 0.0410 0.3950 0.0818 99 Relaxation ~ ~ 
I 
1 0.4580 0.4790 29.6000 0.6648 35 S 1]2 
1 0.15.50 0.1690 1.2206 0.2292 100 c.p.i. I :[ 
Tumble 
. I 1 w.p.l.. j 0.0664 0.1290 0.6775 0.1406 12 
Dry 
S 1 1]2 0.4328 0.4560 28.0900 0.6307 24 
I 
I ( 
TABLE 8 
Intercept Analysis - Difference between Singles and Folded 
Standard error Variance Students tTt 
Relaxation 'Regression of Intercept of the Test % 
difference probability 
Condition Equatic·l Singles Folded betwcen thD.t intcrcepts Intercepts are srune 
. 
1 I 
. c.p.i. I 1 0.2840 0.2910 0.5086 2ff!o 
Wet 
· I 1 w.p.1.. J 0.3084 0.1883 0.2494- 6(ftG 
Relaxation 
s 1 IF 11.024-0 11.4920 1.8134 9Cfi~ 
· / 1 c.p.1.. j' 0.7037 0.7757 0.8155 3<Y't6 
Tumble 
· / 1 w.p.1.. J 0.3015 0.5908 0.6317 90"fo 
Dry 
s I 1 10.4260 10.9452 1.7622 80;6 
"j2 
! I 
.-\ 
o 
'r<J 
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1 )f2 for the set of 57 samples are differe~t froe those obtained 
for the set of 16 sacples in Chapter V. Tnis coepariso~ is 
shown in Table 9. 
a) Het relexed condition 
These two sets of results can be shovm to be statistically 
different, so that they must be treated separately. It will be 
noted from Table 9 that the sig~ificance of the intercept for the 
c.p.i. and w.p.i. against; was very much less in the case of 57 
samples than for the 16. Whereas in the case of the 16 samples the 
level of significaI1ce was in the5~j to 10:.·; range which suggests 
a 1 in 20 chance of being different froe zero, the level for the 
57 samples is such as to indicate that the intercept is not 
significantly different from zero. This illustrates the point 
that a probability in the 5% to 107; range should be treated with 
caution. Since the second set is obtai!led fro::! 57 samples, as 
opposed to 16, these have been accepted as the more accurate. 
The intercept obtained from S against ~2 is not significa~tly 
different from zero a~d therefore may be recalculated to pass 
through zero. 
The final relationships bet\>reen the knitted parameters and 
the stitch length in the wet relaxed condition are -
c.p.i. 10.2 6.39 = -j 
w.p.i. 2.66 + 1.52 = T 
s = 
26.2~ 
J2 
c.;e.i. 
- 3.221+ 3.55 w.p.i. = 
TABLE 9 
Comparison of Results of the two ~periments - 16 samples and 57 samples 
Slope Intercept Student Relaxation 
'T' Test 
Condition 16 57 16 16 57 57 
· / 1 C.p.1. I 9.07 10.20 -3.550 -6.39 6.0% OO.O~fo 
Wet 
· / 1 W.p.1. ~ 2.75 2.66 0.492 1.52 10.0% 00.0710 
Relaxation ~ 
-8 
S 1 IF 24.60 26.80 
I 
-17.200 -10.50 15.0% ~.O(Yfo 
· / 1 c.p.l.. 1 8.71 8.96 0.347 0.21 70. CY}6 80.00'/0 
Tuqtble 
· / 1 w.p.l.. j 2.84 2.66 1.660 2.24 0.1% 0.03% 
I Dry 
s 1 /12 26.60 25.50 29.600 54.20 2.5% 0.07% 
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So~e small differences are to be expected due to the differ~nt 
number of sa~ples used in the experi~ents. Also it was shovm in 
Chapter V that the wet relaxed condition, consisting only of a 
static soak, is not the compietely relaxed condition ·,·:llich 
accounts for the discrepancy between the hlo sets of results in 
the wet relaxed state. 
b) Tumble dry condition 
Observation of Table 9 shm'ls that the slope and intercept 
obtained in the regression ~~alysis of the set of 57 sa~ples is 
very similar to those obtained for the set of 16 samples. 
Analysis of the two sets of results, (Table ,0), ShO\'IS that 
statistically they are the same, therefore, they may be added 
together to give a final result from 72 samples. The results 
obtained from this addition are -
c.p.i. 
w.p.i. 
8.88 
= T + 0.33 
= 2.70 + 2.13 
I 
= 
25.64 52 46 )2 + • 
c.p.i. 6 R 
..;;..;..,;,...;...;:. ..;;.. = - 1. 1 + 3. 22 
w.p.~. 
1 It ca~ be shm·m that the intercept of c.p.i. against is l 
not significa~tly different from zero a~d, therefore, the slope 
may be recalculated to pass through zero. The interce~ts for 
w.p.i. against 1- and S agai~st~ are, however, statistically 
different from zero. Therefore, the final relations~ip5 between 
TABLE 10 
Intercept and Slope Analysis - 16 and 57 samples 
Intercept Analysis Slope Analysis 
~ ~-~-----------------r------- '\r J ") 
NC'"-I 
Students Standard error 
Intercepts 'T' tcst of slope Re 1 ruc- prob- "Average" Vario.nce Students 'T' 
lltion Regression New ability variance of diff- test probab-
Cond- equation Slope 16 56 that 16 56 about re- erence ility that , 
ition - samples sampJ.es inter- samples samples gression between slopes are 
cepts are slopes some 
Gumc 
I 
~ 
~ 
1 
c.p.i. / J 8.909 0.59 0.42 38% 0.2336 0.1090 0.790 0.1820 40/~ 
Tumble 
. / 1 w.p.l.. I 2.690 2.35 2.13 8(J'~ 0.0836 0.0890 1.075 0.2476 3rrlo 
Dry 
1 25.710 49.50 49.10 9(1'/0 0.4498 0.0120 31.700 0.8030 15% s / .1. 2 , 
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the knitted parameters and the stitch length in the tumble dry 
state are -
c.p.i. = 8.95 1 
w.p.i. = 2.70 + 2.13 
.J 
s = 
25.60 
+ 52.50 )2 
c.u.i. 
-1.611. + 3.22 • = w.p. i. 
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PART 11 FELTING RF..sULTS 
i. EXPERI:'IENTAL DETAI~S 
For this work, the same 57 samples were used as in Part I of 
this chapter and the experimental details of sample size, marking 
and measuring of samples, machine co~trol, etc. were as used in 
Chapter V. 
1. Yarn Counts 
These were as in Part I of this chapter. 
2. Felting Treatments 
a) Half hour Cubex 
The fabrics were washed in a Cubex ·.~asher in order to assess 
the felting characteristics of the fabrics. Tne test consisted of 
treating a 1 kilogra~ load, (500 gram. samples plus 500 gram. 
make-\-reigh t ), in a 25 litre solution of 4.5 grams/litre Sodium 
di-hydrogen phosphate and 9 grams/litre of Di-sodium phosphate at 
40°C. 
b) One hour Cubex 
This treatment involved a further half hour Cubex as (a) 
above. 
c) One and a half hours Cubex 
This treatment involved a further half hour Cubex as (b) 
above. 
d) Two hours Cubex 
This treatment involved a further half hour Cubex as (c) 
above. 
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The saoples were hydro-extrncted for 15 oinutes and then 
tumble dried after each Cubex operation at 700 C for half an hour 
and the fabrics measured dry on a flat surface. 
3. }~easurement of Fabric Para!71eters 
All fabric parameters were measured in the manner described 
in 11 (4) Chapter V. 
For the 57 samples produced, the details of yarn count, 
stitch length, \·I.p.i., c.p.i., k values for the various felting 
treatments are given in Appendix 2. 
11. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
1. k, k and k Values 
c \., s 
B 1 . . . t 1 d Y p ott~ng the graphs of \,l.p.i. and c.p.~. ag~ns T an 
S against ~2 in the same manner as for the unfelted fabrics, it 
is possible to see the effect of stitch length on the fabric 
dimensions after felting. Similar relationships were obtained for 
each of the washing treatments and as an example graphs are shol,om 
in Figs. 58 to 60 for the one hour Cubex treatment only. It may 
be seen from these graphs that the results separat.: themselves 
according to count. This separation increases with increase in 
washing time. It is also apparent that the k ,k and k values 
c w s 
vary greatly with i because very large intercepts are obtained 
and that these values, (k ,k and k ), will themselves be count 
. c w s 
dependent as each count has a different intercept. This is 
illustrated in graphs of k ,k and k plotted against i. , 
c w s 
Figs. 61 to 63, sno\o[ing that the k values vary vastly \-li th I. and 
c.p.i. 
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FIG. 58 
Relationship between c.p.i. and J ... in the one hour Cubex condition 
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FIG. 59 
Relationsllip between c.p.i. and ] in the one hour £ubex condition 
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Relationship bet\olcen k and stitch lcn0th in the one hour Cu'bex condition c . 
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that they arc, in fact, count dependent. 
These results nre in general accord with sir.1ilar investigations 
conducted on \-left knitted wool fabrics. 
2. k Values 
r 
Once the fnbrics have becor.1e felted, the k value becomes 
r 
constant. This is sho'.m in Fig. 64 which illustrates the 
relationship between k and J!. in the half hour C'.lbex and the hlo 
r 
hour Cubex conditions. Tnble 11 S;10WS the regression analysis 
for these parameters in all feltinG conditions cilld it vlil1 be 
seen that in fact there is no correlation between the two 
parnmeters in any of the felting' states. 
value may be taken as the operative value. 
Thus, the averrlge k 
r 
Further nnalysis of the k values shows that there is no 
r 
statisticcl difference between the largest and sr.1allcst avernge 
value. Thus, it may be concluded tlwt once the fabric hns 
become felted, its k value is constant and that value is 2.69. 
r 
3. Cover Factor 
Marfatia73 states in his study of the plc.in \, ]ft knitted 
construction that the felting properties are dependent on the 
cover factor rather th~~ an individual effect of stitch length 
or count. To investiGate this, the k values vlere plotted agninst 
~,rn; (i.e. the reciprocal of cover factor). The resultinG 
graphs for the two hour Cubex are shovrn in Figs. 65 to 67. It 
vrill be observed that the points no;'l fall in a single line for 
all the yarn counts showing thc.t after each felting trel'lt:-:1ent the 
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Condition 
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-
1 hr. Cubex 
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TABLE 11 
Regression Analysis - k against 
r 
Standard Standard 
Error dcviLltion 
Regreosion equation of o.oout 
reGression 
rn c line 
k = -0.664,e 
r + 2.83 0.577 0.068 0.337 
k = -0.6071 
r 
+ 2.81 o. 9/~2 0.099 0.~~9 
k = -0.G1+0~ 
r 
+ 2.81 0.775 0.085 0 .. 452 
k = -0.560 i.. 
r 
+ 2.75 0.578 0.069 0.337 
Corr. 
Coeff. 
-0.241 
-0.174 
-0.202 
-0.204 
n.s. = Not significantly different from D. horizo!1t::ti. li.ne 
0/ 
IV 
probo.bili ty Average 
of kr 
corr. value 
coeff. 
n.s. 2.706 
J 
I 
n.G. 2.711 -' 
-' 
f 
n.s. 2.G99 
n.s. 2.658 
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k values are indQpendent of the individual count and are 
relnted only to the cover factor of the fo..bric. Table 12 gives 
the resression equation of the k values 3.t;ainsti F, o.nd fro::1 
this, it will be noted that the positive slope of the graph 
indicates the k value increnses with decrease in cover factor; 
(k increases with increase of reciprocal of cover factor, see 
graphs). It will be noted that the slope of the line increases 
with increase in feltinG treatment. The angle of this slope, 
therefore, will give an indication of the W:10U!lt of felting 
treatDent a PQrticular set of samples have received, but it \-rill 
not indic3.te the degree of felting of o.ny particular fabric. As 
Harfatia suggests, it is the k value \-,hich gives the best 
s 
indication of the dec;ree of felting of any particular fabric. It 
will be observed from the graphs that after each treatment, the 
slack fabrics have a high k value, \'Ihile the tie;ht fabrics hCl.ve 
s 
a 10'101 k value, indicating the increased fel ting of the slack 
s 
fabric in comparison with the tight one. This effect may also be 
observed in Fig. 68 where the change of k vIi th tiDe of 'dashing 
s 
is plotted for a selection of the fabric samples. It will be 
noted that the individual curves separCl.te on washing according to 
the reciprocal of cover factor, (i.e • .IJn value). 
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TABLE 12 
Regression Eauation of k , k and k a5ainst) ~ 
, c VI s 
Condition paramete~~pc Intercept Corr. Coeff. 
k If,Jrl 7.653 3.399 0.968 
c 
t hr. Cubex k I1Jn 2.641 1 1.522 0.916 \1 I 
k IJJ"; 65.430 -16.900 0.899 
s 
k Ifdn I 10.433 1.834 0.974 C I , 
I 0.894 0.955 1 hr. Cubex kw Il~ I 3.719 
--
ks I1Jn i 105.100 _4lt.828 0.931 
kc / JJn \ 11. lt60 1.621 0.977 
1t hr. Cube x k I1Jn 3.950 1.014 0.934 w 
k I1Jn 128.740 -59.817 0.980 s 
k 11.JIi 12.038 1.747 0.985 c 
2 hr. Cubex k /JAlU w 4.467 0.814 0.977 
k '/JAI"n 146.050 -67.940 0.991 s 
,-
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CHAPTER VII 
lNVESTIGATIO:'! rrro Dr'~:::;;'!SIO:L\L PROPER'rIES OF 2 x 1, 3 x 1 A.!W 4 x 1 
CLOSED LAP AND 1 X 1, 2 x 1, 3 X 1 xm 4 x 1 
OPEl LAP Cm:STRUCTIO:lS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The basic constructions used in the production of warp 
knitted fabrics are simple regular lapping move~ents repeating on 
two courses in a m~~ner similar to the 1 x 1 construction 
previously discussed except that the length of the underlap is 
changed to be 2, 3 or 4 needles. Such fabrics are known as 2 x 1, 
3 x 1 and 4 x 1. A further means by which the basic construction 
is varied is to make the underlap in the same direction as the 
preceding overlap so that open lap constructions are formed. It 
is the object of the work in this chapter to investigate the 
dimensional properties of 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 closed lap and 
1 X 1, 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 open lap constructions. 
11. EXPERI:Z;TA1 DE :AILS 
For this work, a total of 84 samples was produced, 12 fabrics 
of each construction. Each set of 12 samples consisted of three 
stitch lengths of four yarn counts. 
The experimental details of sample size, marking and 
measuring of samples, machin~ control, etc. were all as described 
in Chapter V. 
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1. Yarn Count 
The yarn counts used for the 2 x 1, 3 x 1, 4 x I closed lap 
constructions were 1/12's, 2/32's, 1/20's and 2/48's ,,'lOrsted.illO-i f4J(JO~) 
The yarn counts used for the 1 x :, 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 
open lap constructions were 2/16's, 1/~6's, ~48's and i/28's.l/~~ ~,.,) 
It was imper~ive that all fabrics were produced from the 
same batch of yarns as those used for the 1 x 1 closed lap 
constructions so that all results v/ould be compo.ro.ble. 
As there "IaS insufficient yarn to produce the open lap and 
closed lap samples required for the v/ork in this chapter from the 
same counts, different counts were used, it being a~ticipated that 
this would have no effect on the results to be investigated as 
shown in the case of the 1 x 1 closed lap construction, (Chapter 
VI). It was necessary to use different ccunts ho\-Iever to verify 
this. 
2. Relaxation Treat~ent 
Three relaxation treatments were investigated as follO\vs -
a) Dry relaxed 
b) Wet relaxed 
c) Tumble dry relaxed 
Details of these relaxation treatments were as described in 
Chapter V. 
3. Measure~ent of Fabric ParaT.eters 
All fabric parameters were measured in the manner described 
in 11. 2 Chapter V. 
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For the 84 samples produced, the details of yarn count, 
stitch length, w.p.i. and c.p.i., k values, etc. for each 
relaxation treatment are shovm in Appendix 3. 
Ill. DISCUSSIO~r OF T:-rE RESULTS FOR 2 x 1, 3 x 1 AnD 4 x 1 CLOSED 
LAP CO:~STRUCTIO:rS 
The results of c.p.i. and w.p.i. against] and S against ~2 
for the dry relaxed, v/et relaxed and tumble dry conditions for 
each separate fabric were analysed by regression analysis and the 
results for the slope and intercept are shown in Table 13. 
The graphs for each construction in the tumble dry condition 
are shO\·m in Figs. 76 to 80. 
1. General Discussion 
Fro~ the grap~s and Table 13 it will be observed that the 
behaviour of the 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 closed lap constructions 
is, in general termb, the same as that for the 1 x 1 closed lap 
construction, the following points being of note:-
Each graph consists of 12 points which represent three 
stitch lengths of four yarn counts. It will be observed that in 
all cases for a single construction all the points fall in a 
single line and there is no separation of the results in terms of 
yarn count. Thus it may be concluded that yarn count has no 
effect on the dimensional properties of these constructions, nor 
on the resulting parameters of c.p.i. and w.p.i. 
The scatter of the points about the regression line decreases 
with each subsequent relaxation process shoHing that the fabrics 
TABLE 13 
Slope and Intercept for 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4- x 1 Closed Lap 
Structures in eo.ch Condition of Relaxation 
.., 1 S . 1 Relaxation I c.p.i. against I w.p.i. against I agalnst ?-
Condition 2 x 1 3 x 1 4 x 1 2x 1 3x '1 4-x 1 2 x i 3x 1 4- x 1 
Dry Relaxed 7.64- 7.64- 9.37 4.48 4.97 6.73 32.8 39.3 60.8 I 
Slope ~Jet HeL.uced 7.41 7.24 8.21 4.54 5.59 7.78 35.1 44.2 65.4 
8.77 I 
. 
6.11 8.29 78.8 Tumble Dry 7.15 7.49 5. Il~ LtO.I+ 52.1 
-' 
f\) 
er 
Dry Relaxed 
-3.06 -1.76 
-5.57 0.44 3.23 2.93 -19.8 29.3 -27.4-
Intercept Het Reluxed -2.61 -1.60 
-3.73 3.01 5.15 4.41 10.6 1~2. 7 
- 9.0 
Tumble Dry 0.97 0.45 -2.24 2.72 5.50 5.27 41.3 75. "3 19.0 
Key to Figs. 76 - 86 
\l = '1/28' s Horsted 
0 = 1/20'5 'dorsted 
0 _. 1/16's VJorsted 
0 = 1/12's Horsted 
A = 2/48's Worsted 
11 = 2/32 's 'vlorsted 
+ _. 2/16's Worsted 
0 = Calculated Values 
30 
20 
10 
c.p.i. 
or 
w.p.i. 
. 7. 15 0 c.p.~. = ~ + .97 
o 
. 5.14 1t;.p.~. = --y- + 2.72 
,,., -, 
o 1 2 3 
OJi<~~---------'-------------:------------~------------~--------:f 
4 
FIG. 76 
Relationship between c.p.i. and w.p.i. against J for 2 x 1 closed lap in tumble dry 
condition 
c.p.i. 
or 
w.p.i. 
30 
20 
w.p.i. 
10 
0,.,. 
o 
6.11 + 5.50 
= J 
1 
8 
= 7.49 + 0.45 
) 
2 3 4 
:r'IG. 77 
Relationship between c.p.i. and w.p.i. against ; for 3 x 1 closed lap in tumble dry 
condition 
1 
1. 
IN ·1 
c.p.i. 
or 
w.p.i. 
30 
20 
10 
w.p.i. 8.29 + 5.27 
= i -' 6 
0- 8.77 _ 2.24 
= f 
, 1 
' 4 o 1.£ I 2 3 .R 
o l 
FIG. 78 
Relationship between c.p.i. and w.p.i. against ~ for 4 x 1 closed lap in tumtle dry 
condition 
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Relationship between S and ~ for 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 
closed laps in tie tumble dry condition 
o 
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k = -0.3531+ 1.356 r 
k = -0.568J+ 1.155 r 
k = -0.5881 + 0.995 r 
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FIG. 80 
Relationship between k and i for 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 
r 
closed lap in the tumble dry condition 
, 
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are becoming more relaxed e..nd reaching their state of equilibrium. 
Examination of the slope and intercept relating to the grap!ls 
f . . 1 o c.p.~. aga~nst J reveals three facts -
i) As the relaxation of the fabric increases, the slope 
of t!le line decreases. 
ii) A negative intercept is obtained in the dry relaxed 
and wet relaxed condition. 
iii) The magnitude of the intercept decreases with each 
relaxation treatment. 
1 The graphs of \·1. p. i. against T show that, as the relaxation 
increases, the slope of the line increases and a positive intercept 
is obtained vlhich increases with the relaxation treatment. 
. 1 Observation of the regression analysis of S aga~nst )2 
reveals that both the intercept and the slope of the line 
increases with increase in relaxation. This is not surprising as 
the S value is the product of c.p.i. and w.p.i. 
The graphs of k against i show that the k value decreases 
r r 
wi th increase in the value of 1. 
Thus it can be concluded that in general behaviour the 2 x 1, 
3 x 1 and 4 x 1 closed lap constructions are the same as the 1 x 1 
closed lap. Differences do exist, hm·rever, in the actual value 
of the slopes of all graphs and the intercept for ... ,.p.i. against 
1 . 1 1 and S agalnst )2. These differences are discussed below. 
Examination of the specific values of the slope, ~~d the 
intercept for each parameter and in each relaxation condition 
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reveals two interesting facts -
i) That the value of the slope of c.p.i. against; is 
similar irrespective of the structure and t~e intercept 
is alr.lost zero in the tu:;)ble dry condition. 
ii) The value of the slope \".p.i. against 1 I varies 
according to the structure, the slope incre::..sing as the 
length of the underlilp increases in the stI".lcture. 
2. Detailed disc'J.ssion of c. D. i. V?tlues 
Table 14 shows the results of a complete regressio~ ~~alysis 
of c.p.i. against i ' listing the regressio~ equation, the 
standard error of the slope, Btandard deviation about tte 
regression line, the correlation coefficient and the percentage 
probability obtained from the Students' t-test of the intercept 
for all structures at each stage of relaxdtion. 
From these results, it will be observed that in the tumble 
dry condition the intercept is not significantly different fro~ 
zero except in the case of the 4 x 1 closed lap. Exa:1ination of 
the 4 x 1 results, (~ee graph, Fig. 78), indicates that the 
results for this structure are confined to a very narrO\of range of 
stitch lengths. There is no physical reason why this structure 
should be exceptional. It is reasonable to assume, therefore, 
that if samples could have been made over a wider ran~e of stitch 
lengths, results similar to those obtained for the ot~er structures 
would have been established. 
The regression line for this construction was recalculated to 
TABLE: 14 
R~~res8i9n Analysis of ceP,!, Against l/~ For 2x1. 3x1 & ,xl Closed Lap 
Relaxation Structure Regression Standard Standard Correlation t-test 
Condition F..quation Error Deviation Coefficient of 
About Intercept 
m c Regression % (slope) (inter) Line Probability 
2xl . c.p.i. = ~ - 3.06 0.617 2.121 1.528 0.969 n.s. 
Dry 3xl c.p.i. = ~ - 1.76 0.536 1.581 1.075 0.976 n.B. Relaxed 
-
4xl c.p.i. = ~ - 5.57 0.843 2.055 0.972 0.962 n.s. 
0 
2x1 ~ c.p.i. = - 2.61 0.317 1.090 0.785 0.991 • 
Wet 3x1 1.2J". 0.584 1.720 1.166 0.969 n.s. Relaxed c.p.i. = - 1.60 
4xl ~ c.p.i. = - 3.73 0.738 1.801 0.851 0.962 n.s. 
2x1 1.J.l c.p.i. = + 0.97 0.269 0.926 0.667 0.993 n.s. 
Tumble 3xl c.p.i. = ~ + 0.45 0.572 2.843 1.147 0.972 n.s. Dry 
4x1 ~ c.p.i. = - 2.24 0.395 0.962 I 0.455 0.990 • 
- ~ 
n.s. - not significantly c11fferent from zero • - significant at the 5-1% level 
I 
-.l. 
Yl 
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pass through zero in the sa~e n~~er as that for the 2 x I and 
3 x 1 closed lap f&brics. r.~e values thus calculated in the 
tumble dry cO!1di tio!1 are as follo',ls -
2 x 1 closed lap c.p.i. 7.44 = -,-
3 x 1 closed lap c.p.i. 7.62 = T 
4 x 1 closed lap c.p.i. = 
7.88 
f 
3. Detailed Discussio~ of ",f. D. i. Vnlues 
Examination of the di:-:Jensional properties i!1 a 'i/ale 
direction is ::lade by observing t~e grap!1s of w.p.i. against i 
(Figs. 76 to 78), ~~d the regression analysis i~ Table 15. This 
gives the regression equation, standard error of t~e slop0, 
standard deviation about the regression line, correlation 
coefficient, and Students' t-test of the intercept. 
These shO'.·1 that in the ::1ajori t:r of cases, the intercept is 
significantly different froo zero; thus the product of w.p.i. and 
j is not a const~~t. In each case, the intercept tends to 
increase \,lith relaxation treat::lent but there appears to be no 
relationship between intercept and fabric construction. The slope 
increases with increase in relaxation treatcent. 
The appropriate e~ua:ions relating w.p.i. with stitch length 
are therefore as given in Table ~5, the relationship for the 
tucble dry condition beb,g as follO\<{s :-
2 X 1 closed lap w.p.i. = 5.14 + 2.72 1 
3 x 1 closed lap w.p.i. 6.11 5.50 = - + J 
4x 1 closed lap w.p.i. = 8.29 + 5.27 1. 
TABLE 15 
Regression AnAlYsis or v.p.1. Against 1/1 For 2xl. 3ft1 & 4ftl Closed Lap 
-----
Relaxation Structure Regression Standard Standard Correlation t-test Condition Equation Error Deviation Coefficient of 
About Intercept 
m c Regression % (slope) (inter) Line Probability 
2xl v.p.i. = LJ& + 0.44 0.213 0.731 0.527 0.989 n.s. 
D17 3xl v.p.i. = ~ + 3.23 0.440 Relaxed 1.298 0.883 0.963 • 
4x1 2.:n. 0.752 1.832 0,867 0.943 n,s. v.p.i. = j + 2.93 I ~ 
I\.) 
2x1 v.p.i. = ~ + 3.01 0.334 1.148 0.827 0.974 • Y' 
Wet 3xl v.p.i. = ~ + 5.15 0.605 1.784 1.213 0.946 • Relaxed 
4xl ~ w.p.i. = J + 4.41 1.033 2.519 1.191 0.922 n.s. 
2xl w.p.i. = ~ + 2.72 0.3.30 1.136 0.818 0.980 • 
Tumble .Q..ll 0.770 2.270 1.544 0.929 • Dry 3xl v.p,i. = J + 5.50 
4x1 ~ v.p.i. = 1. + 5.27 0.906 2.209 1.044 0.945 • 
- -----
n.s. - not significantly different from zero • - significant at the 5-1% level 
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4. Detailed Discussior. 0: Stitch DensitJ Values 
Examination of this data, (Table 16) reveals that the 
intercepts are not significantly different from zero in the \o/et 
relaxed ani tum~le dry conditions, but the intercepts for the 
3 x 1 and 4 x 1 closed lap constructions are signific~tly 
different from zero in the dry relaxed state. 
The actual vnlue of the slope increases both \.,.i th the 
relaxation treatment and the length of the underlap. 
The values of the slopes w:lich have intercepts which are not 
significantly different fro~ zero may be recalculated to pass 
through zero and the appropriate values thus found cive the 
relationships betv;een stitch density and stitch length in the 
tumble dry condition as -
2x 1 closed lap S 43.5 = J2 
3 x 1 closed lap S 59.8 = )2 
4 x 1 closed lap S = 81.7 J.2 
5. Detailed Discussion of the Course/::ale Ratio Values 
Examination of the data in Table 17 indicates that ~ith the 
exception of the 2 x 1 construction in the tumble dry condition, 
the relationshin bebleen k and 1 is not a consta..'1t but varies 
~ r 
wi th 1, the kr value decreasing with increase in the value of .l · 
The appropriate relationships between the k value ~d the 
r 
stitch length are given in Table 17. The relationships in the 
tumble dry condition being as follows -
TABLE 16 
Regression An§lysis of s Against 1Ll~For 2xl, ,xl & 4xl Closed Lap 
Relaxation Structure Regression 
Condition Equation 
I ~ 2xl S = J;1. - 19.8 
Dry 3xl s = ~ + 29.3 Relaxed 
4xl .§Q& s = J:' - 27.4 
2x1 1ia1 s = ,f~ + 10.6 
---
Wet 3x1 M:2 Relaxed s = 1'- + 42.7 
4xl ~ s = ./J.. - 8.9 
2xl !&..J. S = J'- + 41.3 
Tumble 3x1 .&! s = j:" + 75.3 Dry 
---
4x1 ¥ s =.R + 19.0 
n.s. - not significantly different from zero 
• _ significant at the 5-1% level 
Standard Standard Correlation t-test 
Error Deviation Coefficient of 
About Intercept 
m c Regression % 
(slope) (inter) Line Probability 
1.406 17.89 22.81 0.991 n.s. 
3.435 7.47 40.05 0.964 •• 
1.720 10.60 9.42 0.996 • 
-----
1.666 21.19 27.02 0.989 n.s. 
4.591 42.65 53.53 0.950 n.s. 
2.463 15.18 13.49 0.993 n.s. 
2.005 25.52 32.53 0.988 n.s. I 
5.699 52.97 66.46 0.945 n.s. 
3.733 23.01 20.45 0.989 n.s. 
•• - significant at the 1-0.1% level 
••• - significant at the 0.1% level & lower 
-' 
I\) 
~ 
I 
KEY TO TABLE 17 
n.s. = not significantly different from a horizontal line 
• = significantly different at the 5 1j~ level 
•• = " " " " 
1 0.1% level 
•• '" = 
" " " " 
0.1% levol and lower 
TABLE 17 
Regression Analysis of k against for 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 
r 
Closed Lap Constructions 
-
Standard % 
Relaxation Regressio!1 Standard deviation Corr. probability 
Structure error of about of 
Condition Equation regres.sion Coeff. correlation 
m c line coefficient 
Dry Relaxed k = -0.558 j + 1.628 0.354 0.103 0.142 -0.296 .. r 
-
2 x 1 vlet Relaxed k = -1.902 R + 1.802 0.684 0.193 0.076 -1.408 *.* r I ~ 
I'\) 
Tumble Dry k = -0.3531 + 1.355 0.122 0.193 0.050 -0.240 n.s. r 'jP 
Dry Relaxed k = -0.85~1 + 1.456 r - 0.1-52 0.298 0.()I.8 -0.808 ... 
3 x 1 Wet Relaxed k = -0.8501 + 1.203 r 0.194 0.061 0.078 -0.870 
.... 
Tumble Dry k = -0.5681 + 1. 155 0.119 0.085 0.048 -0.676 • >to 
r 
Dry Relaxed k = -1.030'; + 1.321 0.392 0.103 0.077 -0.655 •• 
r 
4 x 1 Wet Relruced k = -0.60/+1 + 0.985 
r 
0.325 0.111 0.00+ -0.571 •• 
Tumble Dry k = -0.5882 + 0.995 0.188 0.096 0.037 -0.698 •• 
r 
.. 
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2 x 1 closed lap k ':: -0.353£ + 1.356 r 
3 x .., closed lap k ':: -0.568 P + 1.,55 I r 
4 x 1 closed lap k = -O.588~ + 0.995 r 
Note: The value for the 2 x 1 closed lap constructio~ is not 
signific~~tly different fron zero and could, therefore, be 
substi tuted \·ri th the averaGe value of k. This, hO',re'lcr, has not 
r 
been done because t~e significa.~ce level is almost 5~; and the 
point is given ~ore consideration in Chapter VIII. 
IV. DISCUSSIO:I Ot' RESULI'S 70R ~ xi, 2 x 1, 3 x 1 A:m 4 x 1 
OPE:~ LAP' CO:1Sl'rtuCl'IO::S 
The results for the dry relaxed, "'Iet relaxed and tunble dry 
condi tions were analysed by regression aJlalysis in the usual \"ay 
and the results for the slope and intercept for each construction 
and at each stage of relaxation are shown in Table 18 a.~d the 
graphs for these str'J.ctures in the tUr:lble dry cO!1di tion are sho· .... n 
in Figs. 81 to 86. 
1. General Discussion 
In general term~ the behaviour of this set of fabrics is 
similar to that of the previously considered closed lap 
constructions as follov/s -
.i) The slope of the regression line for c.p.i. against j 
is less after tu~ble drying than after dry relaxation 
, 
for the 1 x 1 and 2 x 1 open lap constructions. 
ii) The intercept of the regression line for c.p.i. agai~st 
1 . al . . I 1n gener decre~ses with lncrease in relaxatlon. 
I 
Slope 
Intercept 
TABLE 18 
Slope and Intercept for 1 x 1, 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 11- x 1 Open Lap 
Structures in each Condition of Relaxation 
Relaxation . . 1 C.p.1. aga1nst R . . 1 I w. p. 1.. aga1.nst T . s . 1 aga1nst 72 
Condition 1 x 1 2 x 1 3 x 1 4 x 1 1 x 1 2x 1 3x '1 11- X 1 1 x 1 2 x 1 3 x1 4x 1 
open open open open open open open open open open open open 
Dry Helaxed 8.52 8.20 7.93 8.13 3.23 4.51 It.9 1 G.63 25.8 35.0 43.3 58.3 
','!et Relaxed 7.89 7.65 6.61 6.32 4.03 5. 13 6.88 10.1 30.2 39.8 50.3 G8.3 
Tumble Dry 7.26 7.71 8.29 8.18 4.13 i+.8R 6.02 9. lt5 31.3 41.9 55.8 80.7 
Dry Relaxed -3.10 -5.85 -4.03 -11-.00 -0.67 2.24 6.33 6.03 -3 1.5 -16.2 24.5 1.9 
vJet Helwced 0.30 -1.81 1.4+ 1.69 -1.49 2.20 3.3'1 1.27 -13.9 1G.3 59.9 :;6.0 
'fumble Dry ll-.05 -o.oR -1.45 -0.72 -0.29 '1-.28 (;.02 -5.07 36.7 Go.l+ GO.5 21.0 
I 
....lo 
'vi 
er 
c.p.i. 
or 
w.p.i. 
5 
4 .• -
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1 
1 
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Relationship between c.p.i. and w.p.i. against j for 1 x 1 open lap in tumble dry 
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FIG. 82 
Relutionship between c.p.i. and w.p.i. against J for 2 x 1 open lap in tumble dry 
condition 
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Relationship between c.p.i. and w.p.i. against ~ 3 x 1 open lap in tumble dry condition 
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Relationship between c.p.i. and w.p.i. against; for 4 x 1 open lap in tumble dry 
condition 
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Relationship beb.,reen s'ti tch density and j,;o for 
open lap in the tu~ble dry condi~ion 
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Relationship beb/een k and.£ for 1 x 1, 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 
r 
4 x 1 o~n lap in the tumble dry condition 
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iii) The slope of the regression line of ~.p.i. against 7 
and that for S against F has an overall increase from 
the dry relaxed condition to the tumble dry condition. 
iv) The intercept of the regression line of w.p.i. against 
.:!. and that for S against F incre~es in the tumble dry 
condition compared to the dry relaxed condition. 
v) The results obtained are independent of ya~ count 
vi) 
because the individual points show no separation 
according to yarn count. Figs. 81 to 86 show the 
tumble dry graphs for c.p.i. against 1 t w.p.i. 
against It S against F and kr against 1 wi th each 
count marked differently. No separation according to 
count is visible. 
The regression equations of k against 1 show that the 
r 
relationship between these two parameters is not 
generally a constant, the k value varying with 1 . 
r 
A more detailed consideration is given in the following notes 
pointing out the difflrences which do exist. 
2. Detailed Discussion of c.~.i. Values 
. 
Table 1,9 shows a complete regression analysis of the results 
for c.p.i. against I giving the regression equation, standard 
',error of slope t standard deviation about the regression line, 
correlation coefficient and percentage probability calculated from 
\ 
Students' t-test of the intercept. 
Examination of this analysis in conjunction wit", an 
Relaxation 
Condition 
Dry 
Relaxed' 
Wet 
Relaxed 
I 
---
TABLE 19 
Regression Mo1ysis of C ep.i. Against lit. For We ?xl. 3xl & 4xl Open Lap 
Structure Regression Standard Standard Correlation t-test 
Equation Error Deviation Coefficient of 
About Intercept 
m c Regression % (Slope) (inter) Line Probability 
l.xl c.p.i. = ~ - 3.10 0.506 1.037 2.404 0.983 n.s. 
2xl 1 - 8.20 5 85 c.p •• - I - · 0.649 2.375 1.645 O.cnO • 
.3xl c.p.i •. = LJl- 4.03 1.071 3.210 1.772 0.920 n.s. 
W c.p.i. = ~ - 4.00 1.914 4.699 1.727 0.801 n.s. 
!xl c.p.i. = ~ + 0.30 0.174 3.283 1.780 0.989 n.s. 
2x1 
_ :z..M 
c.p.i. - J - 1.81 0.288 1.054 0.730 0.993 n.s. 
-.- -
3xl .9& c.p.i. =) + 1.61 0.514 1.541 0.851 0.971 n.s. 
4x1 c.p.i. = ~ + 1.69 1.139 2.7'17 1.028 0.869 n.s. 
- -- ---- - --- -- ------
Continued ••• 
I 
~ 
VI 
~ 
TABLI 19 (Continu,c1) 
Relaxation Structure Regression Standard Standard Correlation t-test 
Condition Equation Error Deviation Coerficient or 
About Intercept 
m c Regression % 
.. (slope) (inter) Line Probability 
. 
1xl -~ c.p.i. I + 4.05 0.390 1.890 1.856 0.986 D.S. 
2xl c.p.i. = 1jll- 0.08 0.366 1.337 0.926 0.989 n.s. 
1'wable 
DrT )xl. c.p.i. = ~ - 1.45 0.411 1.233 0.681 0.988 n.s. 
4x1 c.p.i. = 81'18 - 0.72 0.450 1.692 0.605 0.968 n.s. 
D.S. - DOt s1gm.f'1~antlT ditterent tro. zero • - significant at the 5-1~ level 
I 
-' VI 
'f 
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examination of the graphs in Figs. 81 to 84 ShO\OlS that for the 
1 x 1 open lap construction the slope of the line decreases 
gradually as the relaxation increases, but with the remaining 
structures, 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 open laps, the slope decreases 
in the wet relaxed condition, but then increases again in the 
tumble dry state, the amount of decrease and subsequent increase 
increasing with the length of the underlap. It is suggested 
that this may be due to the fact that the long lap constructions 
are less stable in a single bar fabric than the short lap 
constructions. 
A similar phenomenon is present in the intercepts for these 
constructions, being more marked in the 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 open lap 
constructions. However, the Students' t-test shows that in the 
tumble dry condition the intercepts for all constructions are not 
significantly different from zero, thus the regression lines may 
be recalculated to pass through zero. In this respect, therefore, 
these structures react in the relaxation process in the same 
manner as all other (~ructures investigated. The final values 
in the tumble dry condition are -
1 x 1 open lap c.p.i. 8.062 
= .1 
2 x 1 open lap c.p.i. = 7j76 
3 x 1 open lap . 7.794-c. p.1.= 1 
4 x 1 open lap 7.887 c.p.1. = i.. 
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3. Detailed Discussio~ of w.p.i. Values 
Table 20 shows the complete regression analysis for w.p.i • 
., 
against j in all stages of relaxation for all the open lap 
constructio~s investigated. Observation of this table, together 
with the graphs, Figs. 81 to 84, shows that for all structures 
except the 1 x 1 open lap, the slope of the regression line 
increases from the dry relaxed to the wet relaxed conditions and 
then decreases from the wet relaxed state to the tumble dry 
condition. However, the overall effect is to show an increase 
from the dry relaxed state. In the tumble dry condition the 
intercept for 2 x 1 and 3 x 1 constructions are statistically 
different from zero. 
The 1 x 1 open lap construction must be treated separately 
as the slope shows a gradual increase and the intercept is not 
significantly different from zero in any relaxation state. 
In the tumble dry condition, the relationship between w.p.i~ 
and stitch length for each structure is as follows -
1 x 1 open lap v.p.i. = ¥- - 0.29 
2 x 1 open lap v.p.i. 4.88 + 4.28 = 1 
3 x 1 open lap v.p.i. 6.02 + 6.02 = ,I 
4 x 1 open lap v.p.i. = 9.45 + 3.07 1 
4. Detailed Discussion of Stitch Density Values 
Table 21 shows a complete regression analysis of S against 
. 1 . 
~ for all open lap structures and for each state'of relaxation. 
TABLE go 
BeIZrBS8ioD_Anab:siLot Y.D.l. kainsLla. For lxLL2x1~ Be .AxL.O:tl~~Lan 
.. ... 
- I 
Relaxation Structure Regression Standard Standard Correlation t-test 
Condition Equat!on Error Deviation Coefficient of 
About Intercept 
m c Regression % 
(slope) (inter) Line Probabill ty , 
!xl v.p.!. = 3~/3 _ 0.67 0.186 0.900 0.884 0.984 n.s. 
2xl v.p.!. = 'j1 + 2.24 0.426 1.557 1.f179 0.958 n.s. 
Dr.Y 
Relaxed 3d v.p.!. = ~ + 6.33 0.757 2.271 1.253 0.920 • 
4x1 v.p.i. = 6)6J + 6.03 1.764 4.331 1.592 0:/65 n.s. 
I 
~ 
VI 
er 
lxl LQl v.p.!. =.! - 1.49 0.388 1.879 1.845 O.cr1S n.s." 
2x1 
_ 2.all 0.472 1.724 1.195 0.960 n.s. v.p.i. - 7" + 2.20 
Wet 
I Relaxed 3xl v.p.!. ~ 6}88 + 3.31 0.853 2.559 1.413 0.971 n.s. 
4x1 10.10 3.094 1.137 0.930 n.s. v.p.!. - ~ + 1.27 1.261 
. - --------~-
Contirmed ••• 
I 
TABLE 20 (Continue4) 
Relaxation Structure Regression 
CoDd1tiOD EquatioD 
. 
lxl v.p.i. = 'jl- 0.29 
2xl - L!Y! v.p.i. - j + 4.28 
1'wable 
Drr I v.p.i. = ~ + 6.02 3xl 
4x1 ~ v.p.l. = ~ + 3.07 
D ••• 
• 
_ DOt 81gD1t1CaDtlT ditterent fro. zero 
- sigDiticaDt at the 5-1. level 
Standard Standard Correlation t-test 
Error Deviation Coefficient of 
About Intercept 
m c Regression % 
(slope) (inter) Line ProbabilitY' 
0.309 l.4W 1.470 O.W) n.s. 
0.480 1.755 1.215 0.955 • 
0.614 1.842 1.016 0.988 •• 
1.429 3.510 1.289 0.902 n.s. 
•• - significant at the 1-0.1% level 
• •• - significant at the 0.1% level &: lover 
I 
~ 
l1 
Rel.axation 
Condition 
Dr7 
Relaxed 
wet. 
Relaxed 
-
TABLE 21 
Regression AnalYSis or , Against 1/ll-For 1x1. ?xl. 'xl Bc ,xl Open Lap 
Structure Regression Standard Standard Correlation t-test 
Equation Error Deviation Coerficient or 
About Intercept 
m c Regress.on % 
(slope) (inter) Line Probabilit, 
1x1 ~ 31"5 a = )'~ - • 1.227 32.93 55.69 0.989 n.s. 
2x1 Ji.Q s = J~ - 16.2 1.410 20.15 25.11 0.992 n.s. 
3x1 a = ~ + 24.5 3.421 32.15 32.41 o.mO n.8. 
4xl. s = '}1' + 1.9 3.903 24.08 17.06 O.ms n.s. 
!xl JQ.l s = "1'~ - 13.9 0.960 25.77 43.59 0.995 n.s. 
2x1 s = ~ + 16.3 2.053 29.33 36.56 0.987 n.s. 
. 
3xl 2Q..1 s = J'- + 59.9 3.611 33.95 34.22 0.m5 n.s. 
4xl '-----s = ~ + 36.0 4.792- 29.56 20.94 0.m6 n.s. 
- -- ---- - .. -.-.~ 
Continued ••• 
I 
~ 
~ 
'f 
TABLE 21 (Continued) 
Relaxation StruCture Regression Standard Standard Correlation t-test 
Condition Equation Error Deviation Coefficient of 
About Intercept 
m c Regression % (slope) (inter) Line Probability-
1x1 • = ~ + 36.7 1.339 35.91 60.74 0.991 n.8. 
I 
2xl 8 = /t}11 + 60.4 3.0'73 43.89 54.70 0.Cf14 n.s. 
Tumble 
Dr7 3xl 8 = ~ + 60.5 3.509 33.10 33.25 0.981 D.S. I 
-\ 
\.1'1 
4X1 - §2..7. 5.198 32.07 22.72 0.980 n.s. .. - .R.J.. + 21.4 
'f 
D ••• - not s1cD1t1cant17 d1t'terent troll aero 
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From this and the graphs in Fig. 85, it will be observed that the 
slope increases for all structures throughout the relaxation 
process. 
In the case of the intercept, it will be noted that in 
general the value of the intercept becomes more positive with 
increase in relaxation and with increase in length of underlap. 
Again, it is to be observed that the 4 x 1 open lap structure 
does not conform to the general relationships, presumably largely 
due to the narrow range of stitch lengths produced for this 
structure. 
However, in the tumble dry condition, the intercepts of all 
regression lines are not significantly different from zero, the 
Students' t-test value being greater than ~fo, therefore the 
values may be recalculated to pass through zero, the results for 
the tumble dry condition being as follows -
1 x 1 open lap 
2 x 1 open lap 
3 x 1 open lap 
4 x 1 open lap 
S = ;S2.4 )2 
s = ~ }2 
62.0 
S = 12 
84.1 
S = ,,2" 
5. Detailed Discussion of the Coursetilale Ratio Values 
Table 22 shows the complete regression analysis of kr against 
1 for all open lap constructions in each relaxation state and it 
will be observed that each structure behaves differently. 
The. 1 x 1 open lap construction Shows a decrease of k with r 
Relaxation 
Structure 
Condition 
Dry Relaxed 
1 x 1 Wet Relaxed 
Tumble Dry 
Dry Relaxed 
2 x 1 Wet Relaxed 
Tumble Dry 
Dry Relaxed 
3 x 1 Wet Relaxed 
Tumble Dry 
---
TABLE 22 
Regression Analysis of k against 1. - 1 x 1, 2 x 1, 
r 
3 x 1 and 4 x 1 Open Lap 
Standard 
Regression Standard deviation 
error of about 
Equation regression 
m c line 
k = -0.5271 + 2.669 1.023 0.106 0.263 
r 
k = 2.0161 + 1.694- 1.088 0.106 0.280 r 
k = 1.514~ + 1.690 1.039 0.103 0.267 r 
k = -1.405£ + 1.681 0.597 0.082 0.134 
r 
k = -0.619~ + 1.417 
r 
0.504- 0.263 0.113 
k = -0.4861 + 1.400 
r 
0.744 0.208 ·0.166 
k = -1.3861 + 1.412 0.661 0.096 0.124 
r 
k = -0.068£ + 0.928 0.369 0.111 0.069 
r 
k = -0.859£. + 1.250 0.199 0.064 0.037 
r 
Corr. 
Coeff. 
-0.163 
0.380 
0.425 
-0.624 
-0.563 
-0.723 
-0.584 
-0.077 
-0.819 
% 
probability 
of 
correlation 
coefficient 
n.s. 
•• 
•• 
••• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
n.s. 
*. 
I 
...) 
~ 
...) 
I 
TABLE 22 (continued) 
Standard 
Relaxation Regression Standard deviation 
Structure error of about 
Condition Equation regression 
. m c line 
. 
Dry Relaxed k = -0.5211 + 0.959 
r 
0.924 0.134· 0.134 
4 x 1 Wet Relaxed k = r 0. 1651 + 0.595 0.416 0.131 0.060 
Tumble Dry k = -0.1931 + 0.815 0.315 0.131 0.046 
-
. "J." _________ 
-
n.e. ~ not significantly different from a horizontal line 
• = significantly different at the 5 - 1% level 
•• = 
11 
" 
11 
" 
1 - 0.1% level 
••• = 11 
" 
11 11 0.1% level and lower 
Corr. 
Coef!. 
0.191 . 
0.127 
0.076 
% 
probability 
of 
correlation 
coefficient 
n.s. 
n.a. 
n.e • 
I 
-' ~ 
~ 
an increase in ) in the dry relaxed condition, but on wet 
relaxation and tumble drying the reverse is trUe, i.e. the kr 
value increases with increase in the value of J. This is the· 
only structure which behaves in this manner in these conditions 
of relaxation. 
Of the remaining structures, 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1, the 
2 x 1 and 3 x· 1 constructions show a relationship between kr and 
£ in which the k value decreases with increase in value of f • 
r 
The 4 x 1 construction is also an exception to the general 
rule in that, from a statistical point of view, the kr value is a 
constant in all conditions of relaxation. 
The final relationships in the tumble dry condition between 
the k value and the stitch length are given by the following 
r 
equations -
1 x 1 open lap k = 1.514 I + 1.690 
r 
2x 1 open lap kr = -0.4861 + 1.400 
3 x 1 open lap k = -0.8591 + 
r 
1.250 
4 x 1 open lap k = -0.193..( + 0.815 
r 
Note: As the value for the 4 x 1 construction in the tumble dry 
• condition is not significantly different from zero, it could be 
replaced by the average value for k. This has not been done as 
r 
the point is given more consideration in Chapter VIII. 
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CHAPI'ER VIII 
smn·1ARY OF THE EXPERn.1E?~TAL EVIDENCE CONCERNrnG THE DUtE!mIO'iiAL 
PROPERTIES OF SINGLE BAR OPEN AND CLOSED LAP STRUCTURES IN THE 
TUMBLE DRY CONDI':'ION 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The dimensional characteristics of single bar constructions in 
the tumble dry condition, (given in Chapters VI and VII), 
indicate the follo\O/ing general relationships applicable to all 
constructions. 
i) The dimensional properties of all structures are 
independent of yarn count. 
ii) The product of c. p. i. and J is a constant for 
any given construction. 
iii) The product of w. p. i. and 1 is not generally a 
constant and varies considerably according to 
the construction. 
iv) The product of S and ~2 is generally a constant, 
v) 
its value depending on the structure. 
The k value is not generally a constant but 
r 
varies with 1 . 
11. SUl.fl1ARY OF RELATIONSHIPS BET'NEEN THE DIMENSIONAL PROPERTIES 
AND THE STITCH LENGTH 
The relationships between the various parameters of c.p.i., 
w.p.i., stitch density and course/wale 'ratio with the stitch 
length are shown in Table 23 for comparison purposes. From this 
table it is evident that similarities exist between various 
structures. The object of this chapter is to draw together those 
relationships which are similar and thus simplify the results. As 
detailed in Chapter VII, eight different constructions have been 
investigated which form the base structures used in the formation 
of warp knitted constructions. It is more convenient to consider 
these relationships in groups rather than to consider each 
construction in isolation if at all possible. 
From Table 23, it will be observed that the relationships of 
1 1 . 1 
c.p.i. against I' w.p.i. against 1 and S against j2 are s!milar 
for the open and closed lap construction for the 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 
4 x 1 constructions, but the 1 x 1 closed lap and 1 x 1 open lap 
are completely different from each other and from all other 
constructio~. It was decided therefore to statistically analyse 
if, in fact, there was any difference between the open and closed 
constructio~s in the 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 lapping movements. 
The following results were obtained. 
Ill. ANALYSIS OF OPEH AND 'CLOSED LAP STRUCTURES FOR 2 x 1, 3 x 1 
AND 4 x 1 CO:'ISTRUCTIONS 
1. Course Values 
It has been Shown in the regression equation of c.p.i. against 
.~ that in the tumble dry condition the 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 
open and closed lap constructions have intercepts which are not 
significantly different from zero and, therefore, may be 
. 
TABLE 2} 
Structure c.p.i. against 1 i . 1 1 k against.1 w.p. • aga~nst 1 S against ,J. 2 r 
1 x 1 Closed 8.95 2.70 + 2.1} 25.60 52 5 
-1.6101 + }.220 
.,f --:r ~ 2 + • . 
1 x 1 Open 8.06 4.08 }2.4 1.5141 + 1. 690 
--r T 72 
2 x 1 Closed 7.44 5:;14 + 2.72 43.5 
-0.353..( + 1.356 J 12 
2 x 1 Open 7.58 )88 + 4.28 45.9 -0.486) + 1.400 T J2 
} x 1 Closed 7.62 6.11 + 5.50 59.8 -0.5681+ 1.155 
.I T ]2 
} x 1 Open 7.79 612 + 6.02 62.0 -0.8591 + 1.250 T }2 
4 x 1 Closed 7.88 8.29 +,,5.27 81.74- -0.588 J + 0.995 
.I .I 72 
4 x 1. Open 7.89 9.45 3 07 84.1 -0.1931 + 0.815 
-r ,f +. }2 
L 
Relationships between c.p.i., w.p.i., stitch density and course/wale ratio with 
stitch length as discussed in Chapters VI and VII 
I 
'"'" 0+:-
l' 
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considered to be zero, the following values were obtained. 
Closed lap Open la]2 
2x 1 7.442 7.576 J J 
3 x 1 7.618 7.794 J I 
4 x 1 7.878 7.887 1 J 
It will be observed that for each construction the value of 
kC is similar for the closed and open laps. Comparison of the 
two sets of results, (Table 24), shows that the Students' t-test 
indicates that there is no statistical difference between the 
slopes. It follows, therefore, that these values may be combined 
giving the following results -
2 x 1 open and closed laps 
c.p.i. = 7.509 J 
3 x 1 open and closed laps 
c.p.i. = 7.699 I 
4 x 1 open and closed laps 
c.p.i. = 
7.883 
J. 
2. Wale Values 
• 
It has been shown that "the intercepts for these open and 
plo sed lap constructions are significantly different from zero 
and that the regression slope is different for each construction. 
The relationships between v.p.i. and stitch length for each 
constructio:l. are as fo:.1o\'ls -
-148- . 
TABLE 24 
Students' t-test for c.p.i. against 1 for difference between slopes 
for open and closed lap 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 constructions. 
Students' t-test 
Structure Regression Variance about % probability that Equation regression line slopes are same 
2 x 1 Closed 7.442 0.0025 
"1 n.s. 
2 x 1 Open 7.576 0.0042 J 
3 x 1 Closed 7.618 0.0297 j 
n.s. 
3x 1 Open 7.794- 0.0041 J 
4 x 1 Closed 7.878 0.0046 J 
n.s. 
4 x 1 Open 7.887 0.0035 1 
n.s. = Slopes not significantly different 
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Closed lan Open lap 
2x 1 w.p.i. = 5~4 + 2.72 4.88 + 4~28 j 
3 x 1 w.p.i. = 6.11 + 5.50 J 
6.J2 + 6.02 
4 x 1 w.p.i. = 8.29 5·27 J + • ~ + 3.07 
It will be observed that for each construction, the value of k w 
is similar for the closed lap fabric and for the open lap 
construction. Comparison of the two sets of results, (Table 25), 
shows that the Students' t-test indicates that there is no 
statistical difference between the slopes or the intercepts in 
the tumble dry condition. It follows, therefore, that the 
experimental values may be combined giving the following results -
2 x 1 open and closed lap 
i -_ 2-)07 + 3_24 v.p. • 
3 x 1 open and closed lap 
w.p.i. 6.(17 5 80 
= T + -
4 x 1 open and closed lap 
w.p.i. 8.32 5 ~I = ,I + -7T 
3. Stitch Density Values 
It has been shown that the intercepts for the regression 
slopelin the tumble dry condition of relaxation for each 
, 
..... 
construction ie not significantly different from zero and the 
slopes, therefore,·were recalculated to pass through zero. 
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TABLE 25 
~t~~~ . 
Students' t-test_of difference between slope and intercent of 
open lap and closed lan constructions for 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 
movements in the tumble dry condition 
Slope Analysis 
Standard Variance of Students' t-test 
Construction Slope error of diff. between ~~ probability that 
m slopes slopes are same 
2 x 1 Closed 5.14 0.3302 
1.036 n.s. 
2x 1 Open 4.88 0.4798 
3 x 1 Closed 6.11 0.7700 
1.307 n.e. 
3 x 1 Open 6.02 0.6140 
4 x 1 Closed 8.29 0.9057 
1.174 n.s. 
4 x 1 Open 9.45 1.4293 
Intercept Analysis 
Standard Variance of Students' t-test 
Construction Intercept error of diff. between % probability that 
Intercept Intercepts intercepts are same 
2x 1 Closed 2.72 • 1.1361 
2.073 n.s. 
2 x 1 Open 4.28 1.7548 
3 x 1 Closed 5.50 2.2325 
3.053 n.s. 
3 x 1 Open 6.02 1.8458 
.4 x 1 Closed 5.27 2.2095 
4.044 n.s. 
4 x 1 Open 3.C17 3.5097 
D.S. = Slopes not significantly different 
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The value of the regression line through zero is similar 
for the open lap and closed lap of each construction. The 
Students' t-test reveals that in a statistical sense each pair is 
not significantly different, (Table 26), therefore they may be 
combined. The final values are as follows -
2 x 1 closed and open lap 
S = 
3 x 1 closed and open lap 
S - 60.95 
- )2 
4 x 1 closed and open lap 
4. Coursej\1ale Ratio Values 
The k against; relationship for the open and closed lap 
r 
constructions was analysed in the same way as that for the c.p.i. 
and w.p.i. against J and stitch density and p. It was found that 
there was no difference between the open and closed lap fabrics in 
a statistical sense as shown in Table 2:7. Therefore, the 
• 
regression equation was calculated for the total 24 samples for 
the fabrics in the tumble ~ condition. The following results 
were obtained. 
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TABLE 26 
Students' t-test of S against ~ for the difference between open 
and closed laps for 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 constructions in the 
Tumble Dry Condition 
Students' t-test 
Constructions Regression Variance about % probability that 
Equation Regression line slopes are sa:ne 
2 x 1 Closed S =43.51 8.39 
.1 2 n.s. 
-
2x 1 Open S = 45.91 13.87 
J2 
3 x 1 Closed S _ 59.80 29.53 
- J 2 n.s. 
3 x 1 Open S = 62.01 15.12 
J2 
4 x 1 Closed S = 81.74 10.40 
}2 n.s. 
~·x 1 Open S = 84.12 9.08 ~2 
n.s. = Slopes not significantly different 
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TABLE ~ 
Slope and Intercept Analysis of kr against) - 2 x " 3 x 1 and 
4 x 1 Open and Closed Laps 
Slope Analysis 
Standard Variance of Students' t-test 
Construction Slope error of diff. between % probability that 
m slopes slopes are same 
2x 1 Closed 
-0.353 0.122 
2.727 n.s. 
2x 1 Open -0.486 0.744 
3 x 1 Closed 
-0.568 0.085 
1.064 --n.s. 
3 x 1 Open -0.859 0.199 
4x 1 Closed 
-0.588 0.188 
2.222 n.s. 
4 x 1 Open 
-0.193 0.315 
Intercept Analysis 
Standard Varia..."lce of Students' t-test 
Construction Intercept error of Diff. between % probability that 
Intercept Intercept intercepts are same 
2x 1 Closed 1.356 0.193 
0.313 n.s. 
2x 1 Open 1.400 0.208 
3x 1 Closed 1.155 0.085 
0.142 n.s. 
3 x 1 Open 1.250 0~06l+ 
4 x 1 Closed 0.995 0.096 
0.413 n.s. 
4 x 1 Open 0.815 0.131 
n.8. = Not SignificantlY different 
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% 
;erob7 of 
Construction Re~ession Equation Corr. corr. 
Coeff. coeff. 
2x 1 Closed and open lap k = -0.5361 + 1.413 0.626 n.s. r 
3 x 1 Closed and open lap k = -0.672 R + 1.189 0.731 n.s. 
r 
4x 1 Closed and open lap k = -0.417.( + 0.915 0.421 n.s. 
r 
It will now be observed from this regression ~~alysis that 
none of the constructions exhibit a course/wale ratio which is 
constant but in each case the k value decreases with increase in 
r 
value of stitch length. 
IV • 1 x 1 CLOSED LAP VALUES 
From observation of the values of the regression equations of 
the various parameters for the 1 x 1 closed lap it is evident that 
these values are different from those of all other constructions, 
they must, therefore, be considered separately. The values are -
1. Course Values 
The regression equation of c.p.i. against 1 shows no 
significant intercept in the tumble dr). condition ~d gives the 
following relationship -
c.p.i. 8.95 
=7 
2. Wales Values 
The regression equation of w.p.i. against I shows a 
significant intercept in the tumble dry condition in the relation-
ship -
w~p.i. = ~ + 2.13 1 
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3. Stitch Density Values 
The regression equation of s against F in the tumble dry 
condition shows a significant intercept in the relationship 
25.60 
s = i 2 
4. Courseto'lale Ratio Values 
+ 52.5 
The regression equation of c.p.~. against i in the tumble 
w.p.l. 
dry condition shows that the relationship between the two 
parameters is not a constant but k decreases with increase in ~ 
r 
in the following relationship -
c.p.i. 
v.p.i. 
V. 1 x 1 OPEN LAP VALUES 
:= -1.61 J. + 3.22 
From observation of the values of the various parameters of 
the stitch length shown in Table 23. it is evident that the values 
of the 1 x 1 open lap are different from all the other constructions 
investigated and are as follows -
1. Course Values 
The regression equation of c.p.i. against 1 shows no 
significant intercept in the tumble dry condition and gives the 
following relationship -
c.p.i~ = 8.062 j 
2. Wale Values 
1 The regression equation of v.p.i. against i shows no 
significant intercept. This differs from other constructions and, 
therefore, merits se~ate consideration. 
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The final relationship in the tumble dry condition is -
w.p.i. 4.08 
= T 
3. Stitch Density Values 
The relationship between stitch densit~ and stitch length is 
as follows -
Stitch density 
4. Course/Wale Ratio Values 
The regression equation of c.P.~. against J shows a positive 
w.p.l.. 
value for the slope showing that the course/wale ratio increases 
with increase .in stitch length. This is the only structure to 
behave in this manner, the relationship between course/wale ratio 
and stitch length being -
c.p. i. = 1.5141 + 1.690 
w.p.i. 
VI. RECO~SIDERATION OF THE 1 x 1 OPEN LAP CONSTRUCTION 
The 1 x 1 open lap construction shows surprising results 
compared with all other constructions in the following manner -
a) The 1 x 1 open lap is completely different from the 1 x 1 
closed lap while in the 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 constructions 
the relationships between stitch length and the various 
fabric·parameters is the same for the open and closed lap 
variations of the construction. 
The k value has no intercept, whereas all other structures 
w 
have. 
c) The kr value increases with increase in stitch length while 
all other constructions show a decrease in k value with 
r 
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increase in 1 . 
These results are surprising as it' was anticipated that the 
dimensional parameters for the 1 x 1 open lap construction would 
be similar to that for the 1 x 1 closed lap construction. As 
there appears to be no obvious reason why these variations exist, 
it was decided to perform a short repeat experiment to verify the 
results obtained for this structure. The details for this 
experiment are given in Appendix 4 where it is shown that these 
results are not statistically different from those obtained in 
Chapter VII. The opportunity has therefore been taken to combine 
these results with those obtained in Chapter VII to give a total 
of 24 samples. The final values are -
c.p.i. = 7.79 1 
",.p.i. 4.02 = -~ 
stitch density = ~25 
c.p.i. 484 D 1 646 
....... ~.- = 1. ,{+ • 
w.p.]. •• 
VII. DISCUSSION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BET/tEEN THE DIHENSIONAL 
PROPERTIES OF SL"iGLE BAR CONSTRUCTIONS AND THE STITCH LENGTH 
From the above analysis of the relationship of stitch length 
and the dimensional parameters of single bar warp knitted 
.constructions produced from worsted yarns, a. number of 
'peculiarities' in the dimensional parameters become apparent. 
These are -
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1. The 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
a) 
b) 
Tile k value is different from 0..11 other structures 
c 
being i:.!. siGnificantly higher figure. 
" I The relationship beh/een the stitch density cmd .(2 
has an intercept and in this "/ay differs fro:~ all other 
constructions. 
2. The 1 x 1 Open Lap 
a) The relationship behleen w.p. i. and 1 has '" intercept 
and in this way differs from all other constructions. 
b) The relationship bet\./een c.P.~. and stitch length sho'ds W.p.l. 
a positive relationship, the ratio increasing "/ith 
stitch length. In all other constructions, this 
relationship decreases with increase in stitch length. 
3. The 2 x 1, , x 1 and 4 x 1 Constructions 
The relationship between the physical parameters a~d the 
stitch length is shown to be the same for the open a~d closed 
laps in each construction. 
4. Final Values 
The final regression equation of c.p.i. against ~, w.p.i • 
. 1 1 c-oi IJ 
agalnst jj, s. against - and ••.• against.l{ for 1 x 1, 2 x 1 t 
.,x ..,.e2 w.p.l.. 
3 x 1 and 4 x 1 open and closed lap constructions produced from 
worsted yarns are shown in Table 28. 
TABLE 28 
Stati0ticn.l rcl~tionnhips bet'.vcen the dimenniono..l 
para~eters and stitch length for fabrics in the tumble dry state 
Structure . . t 1 . . 1 S . 1 c.p.i. . t 1. c.p.J... agaJ..ns J w.p.J... agaJ..nst J agal.nst j2 . agal.ns w.p.l.. 
1 X I Closed lap · 8.95 · 2.70 2 13 s = 25.~0 + 52.50 c.p.~. = -1.61 J + 3.22 c.p.l.. = T w.p.l.. = ~ + • J w.p.l.. 
1 x 1 Open lap · 7.79 4.02 s = 30.50 c.p.~. = 1.48 J + 1.65 c.p.l.. = T w.p.i. = T J2 w.p.l.. . 
2 X 1 Closed lap · 7.51 · 5.07 3 24 s = 44.90 c.p.~. = -0.54/+ 1.41 2 x 1 Open lap c.p.l.. = T w.p.l.. = ~ + • 
.1 2 w.p.l.. 
.3 x 1 Closed lap · 7.70 · 6.09 5 80 s = 60.90 c.p.~. = -0.67 j + 1.19 i 3 x 1 Open lo..p c.p.l.. = T w.p.l.. = ~ + • )2 w.p.l.. , 
, 
4 x 1 Closed lap · 7.88 · 8.32 5 54 s = 78.00 c.P.~. = -0.421 + 0.92 4 x 1 Open lap c.p.l.. = T w.p.l.. = T + • 
.12 w.p.l. •. 
-- ------~ 
I 
-l. 
\.J1 
'P 
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CHAPTER IX 
NE':I LOOP ;·:ODZLS ?O~ SLi3LE 31tH 'tlARP KNI'l'l'ED CO:~STRUCTIO:~S IN 'l~1E 
TUl'J3LE DR[ CO:lDITION PROD:JCED FRO:·i ';lORS'l'ED YAP.:~S 
1. I;;'l'RODDC?Io:r 
In order to explain the relationships bebleen the 
dimensional parD..":leters :;f single bar warp knitted constructions 
and the stitch length, it \oJas decided to establish a loop model. 
This was considered necessary us all existing loop models used 
yarn count as a basis for calculation at one stage or another 
and it has been shoHn conclusively in the experimental results 
that yarn count has no effect on the relationship betvlcen stitch 
length and the dimensional parameters of single bar warp knitted 
structures produced from wool yarns in the wet relaxed and tumble 
dry conditions. 
Only the most relaxed condition investigated, (i.e. the 
tumble dry condition), was considered in this investigation as 
all other relaxed states represented only conditions through 'tlhic:'l 
the f~bric peEsed to achieve the most relaxed state. Further, 
the tumble dry condition is the most stable form of the fabric 
representing the condition to which the fabric will return after 
. ,My distortion which has occurred during manufacture has been 
removed. 
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11. PRELIHIHARY INVESTIGATION USING A 'r1'10 Dn~SIONAI, MODEL 
The method of investigation used to observe the detailed 
path of the yarn in the fabric was to take photographs of the 
fabrics and to measure the various components of the structure 
to establish the distribution of the yarn within the construction. 
1. Experimental Details 
Photographs vlere taken with a 35mm. single lens reflex camera 
using a bellows extension and then enlarging the resultant 
negatives to give a total magnification of 17 times. O~ing to 
the difficulty of following the path of one thread due to the 
density of the structure, transmitted light was used mounting the 
samples on a glass sheet between light source and the camera. 
As the results separated themselves into groups, it was 
decided to consider the proposed loop model in the following groupings. 
i) 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 closed lap constructions 
ii) 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 open lap constructions 
iii) 1 x 1 closed lap constructions 
iv) 1 x 1 open lap constructions 
2. Observation of Photographs for 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 Closed 
Lap Constructions. 
Photographs were taken of a range of stitch lengths and yarn 
counts in these constructions. Three of these are shown in 
Photographs 3 to 5. 
From general observation of these photographs it can be 
established - . 


... 
diff0r~~tly fro~ oven COU~~0S. 
and lies out of the plD110 of the f',1.bric r.i~\:CG it 
clifficc.ll t to observe the ch::ne of t:lO loop. 
if thc size of the head of the loop is related to the 
yarn count, or to cstnblis:1 if :;"<l.rn cO;1prcscio:1 OCCU!.'3 
at this point. 
These observed features of the structure r.1:-l~,' be used to 
construct t!18 diC!Gral1 sho'.m in Fig.S7, Hhere the s'1ope, the sic:e 
and positioning of the loops 3.!'e given as established fro 7':1 
observation o~ t:-:e p!1oto~rapns of the 2 x i cO:1struction. In 
order to establish a LOOP f.1odel based on t~1is st;rJ.cture, the 
sti tch \·J\J.S considered in hlO separate parts in the cO!1v'2'ntion.:.l 
manner, i.e. thc undcrlnp a.'1d t:ne loop. Fro::! t:lis detnled 
obsc:rva.tion of the pnot03r3phs, the follov:ing features of a tvlO 
dimensionnl model were established. 
a) Underlan 
The lengt:l of the underlap is a stra.ight line, or nearly so, 
and may be considered as the hypotenuse of the rignt a!1glcd 
p, 
;j 
~-l 
'C 
~) 
ll) 
C' 
h r-
l) 
,-
~ 
::: C\J 
1'-
cD 
• tG 
.r! 
C; . ..; 
for a V' ,_ .. n. .,...., 'f .. r'_'.. •• ~6''!J.- "] 7 r .' .... I ..• Oli>.:,;,.hJI.I" LeJ,-AJ ;.or 3. 3 x [J_ncl 
for G. Lt x 'I 
The lOll':; l;h of the u:l<.lcrl:.tp C~j.n t::cre[orc be CLl.1cu1:~t8cl ~.tS 
fo110\-/G -
+ ( ) 2 rn: 
\'lhere· n ~ .3(; for 2 x ., = i 
2.36 for 7. x "l ) 
3.31) for I ~ x i 
c = course sp~cinG 
The v::0 nes for the u!1derlo.p \.,.cre co.lculntcd Qccordi:1[; to the 
above for::1ula 8.1,d com}):lred \'/i th r:1eo:3urCr:1cnts tc'..l~e:1 on thc 
pnotogr:;.p!'.s. These Rre S~lQ1;m in r<lolc 29 and it \·,ill be o'o:3cr'/eo. 
that a good correlatio:1 beb-/ccn the calculated 2_'10 ocas:lrea value 
is obta.ined. 
b) Loon 
----
The heiGht of the loop is equal to the lenGth of the 
. hypotenuse of the right angle triangle RST in ::<'if,. 87. Due to loo}) 
inclin~tiO:1, the base sn is equal to 0.9':1 3..11d, s),t:1i1ar1y, because 
of the ovor1u.p of the loo!,s, the heiGht is equal to 1.25c. 
Therefore, the height of tlle loop h :::3.y be c:llc~l0.ted as foll0· .. :3 -
h. = 
') (,. ;;>~~I­
\ I. -.7'1 
:-
+ (O.90.-,f 
----
0.")>:.') o. ~ 2~J~ Cl. " I '9) ·1 (5. I) 
---- ----
----
4 x '" o.::;}') o. "S:y:: O. ,.,. -L r,! .• I)()} i ().? 
------
0.475 o. ';lt99 O. )1(;5 r) .,/ +L .• :J 
-_ ... 
'fABLE 30 
of the hci~ht of ttc 100D 
--- -----
Stitch C~clculD.ted l;e:~surcd 01 
.structure le!1s~rl loop loop 10 Differe:1ce fI;, , heiGht hi}~~t ("'" ) 
2 x '" 0.402 0.0852 0.0336 +1.3 I 
0.4--:6 o. '~OO9 0.099; +1.8 
0.259 0.0602 0.0621 -3.0 
3 x 1 0.327 0.0590 r (., 0.Ou5.) -9.? 
0.448 0.09~0 0.0909 +0.1 
, 
0.369 0.060-: 0.0~24 
-3.7 
4 x .., 0.386 0.0689 o.o69i -0.3 I 
0.473 0.0306 0.0799 +0.8 
c) E0:~.~ltio:·.: un ::')!;".'c:'~~: 4::~C 12!lr::~ of :I·~'.r!l i;l tjlC 100-:) ·'.::d loo~) 
--------_ .. -. ------... -_ .. - -------~-
hei r::l. t 
If the Ci::.ount of yc-:rn in the urderlnp is Guotr:tcteo. fror.\ t::e 
sti tch lcngt:l to give tile ~r.1ount of ~,·<.lrn in the loop o..'1d if this 
fiGUre is divided by the loop heiSl:t, then the relations:lip 
behlccn loop height and len3th of yarn in the 100l) can oe 
est<:tblish.:;d. '11rli.s is Gl""oHn in T~'.ble 31. 
TABLE 31 
:"o.1'n in loon ~nd loon ----------.~---~ 
height 
Stitch Ynrn in Height of I 'L 
Structure leTJ~th loon (y) 1001) (h) h III NI 
---:-
2 X ~I 0. 1+02 0.306!} 0.0836 3.6~ 
0.4'16 0.3~69 0.099'\ 3 ~~ .) : 
0.r:'59 0.16411- 0.062'i 2.66 
-. 
3 x .., 0.327 0.2202 0.0656 3.36 I 
0.l1-48 0.3003 0.0903 3.33 
o -, t:9 
.) ,') 0.2498 0.0625 4.0) 
, 
4 x 1 0.33G 0.2476 0.0692 3.55 
0.11-73 0.3265 0.0799 4.03 
Avcr::..c;c 3.5', 
tnis fi~"r,:, c~n:-:.ot be correct DCCo.US8 if" the loop \!crc et true 
thiJJl }v:d.:;·lt, 0. f~tct \'!l~ich is obviously incorrect fro::'1 visuo.l 
is c1C:1.r t:l::tt the estin3.tio,l of the 1en;::;t:l of yarn i:l t1~e undc~r-
letp fro::1 this ::,.odcl 11<1.13 not been sufficient, so that the lencth 
of yarn left for t:1e loop has been greater tho..n thut "'hich C2Jl 
occur in T,lrncticc. 'l'(H~ obvious cetunc of this error is tiwt no 
allOllC1.11Ce ho..s been ~:w.de for the fact that the underl:~p and loop 
may be curved out of the fabric pl:me. T:."1.ercfore, to ['.S30GB 
more 8.ccurately b.e 'Oath of the thread in the rubric, it is 
neCCSS3.ry to cxa~;line the three-dir:lcnsioD'J.l shu;?c of the undcrlap 
and the loop. 
fJ.'~ :~~ 1.001) 
--
1. Exucri::1cntul Procedure 
In the previous ·.lork, the ease '.-,i th "Thieh the pe.th of an 
individual thren.d could be traced in the fabric dencnded on the 
ti[)htncss of t:lC construction c~!ld the p3rticul::-.J.r construction 
-':C?-
differcn~ co~our h~d b~c~ i~trud~c~~ for this p~rnonc. ~~i~ 
u;~e ful itS s:lo',m by F1otoi:ra~hs 3 to 5. Even:.:;o, the p~~b 0': t:-_c 
inui vidual t:,re,),ds ':.';:1S Il-o..rd to follo .. " on t,:lC ':;,ore clC:~5e cO·l:;truc':.ioll:~ 
and mCllsure:;--,ents difficult to ~:1ru{e. 
0.) 
It \,ws decided to incrensc the m:lr;nificntion of tIle irnr;e 
obt0.incd in u11 further photor,rap!lS o.ncl in order to do 1;1:is 171;~crO-
photography Has used, (i.e. 0. P!1ot or;raph in \'lhic~l the ir.nr:;e on t!lC 
negative is lurBer than the object). This wns obtained by USln~ 
lens in reverse. C\ no 1"::1 0.1 lens is desiGned to prod'Jce cm i!":"l.:tCe 
0:1. the negative s;:laller th,Ul the objcct. Since the reverse is 
true of r.'I3cro-photosro.phy, better definition is obto.ined if nor:-:l:tl 
lenses o.rc reversed. In the work described, 0. special r.'IDCrO lens 
\'/nS not avo.il2..ble, so a norm:'..l 35~1:':1. lens \'I::1S used in reverse). 
The degree of ~agnification fro::1 image to negative depends 
on the extcEsion of the bell0',:s an] h.e focal lenGth of the lens 
vis:-
Hagnificatio:1. ::: cxtcnsiO:1 0: :)0110':15 focal lC:-lS~:l 0:' ",0:13 
'1)() ::n. 
~-- = 3.'7 
In order to follow the path of the thread more accurQtoly, 
various arrn..l1Gc::ents of lic'tting Here tried vd.th t!1C incrcnsed 
magnification, but none were found to Give signific~ntly better 
results than obtc~,ined previously. It \'las decided, tilCrefore, to 
im:-:Jcrse the fcl,bric in liquid of a Sir.lilur refractive index to the 
\,lhi to Hool so t:lC~t this \'lould "optically disappcar" and leave the 
tracer thrcad in isolation. A sui table liquid \'10.5 found to be 
liquid paraffin. 
The path of the tracer thread "las observed under the micro-
scope \-lhile imi.lerscd in liquid paraffin and also photograph::> 'dcre 
taken of fabrics thus r.1ounted. 
The effectiveness of this arransement may be judGcd by 
observation of PrlOtoGraphs 6 and 7. Photograph 6 ShO~'IS the effect 
of incidental lighting and photograph 7 shm!s the effect obtained 
... d th the fabric mou~ted in liquid paraffin • 
. c) Cross section 
To investisnte the three dimensional shape of the knitted 
loop it wns decided that the most sui tclble approach Has to immerse 
the fabric in r.101 ten po.r~ffin H<'lX, then ?...llml it to solidify and 
" 
• , 
/ 
... 

In order to exo.;:;inc! both the undcrlo.p Ct..'1.<.J. the loop, t':1e V::1.:{ 
V1C!S cut to c:':l)ose ti1e -tracer thread being car"Jcd Q\'lay n.lor_f; tb.e 
tnrcad in t:-lC r.:::mncr G~O'''':l in the iso::letric vie'.! in PhotoGr~1.r>hs 8, 9 
l:md 10. 
In order to invcstiGD..te and photocrc:.ph the yarn in the loop 
;:~nd the undcrlap, the s7il.l:ple Has mounted on a ball-moU!ltin[~ GO tI,tlt 
it could be moved to any place a'1d the loop ['.11(1 undcrlo:n 
po:::;i tioned at 90 degrees to the rodG of the CLl.lner:J.. By this 
means it VIas possible to photogrc:.ph, and ul tir:1cttely mcas'Urc, the 
nr;'lonnt of yarn in e~ch section of th8 ctructure. 
Exa:nplc: Photographs i 1 a.nd 12 shO\·! the loop '-!nd underlap 
rcspectively of the sample whose isometric view is shown in 
PhotoGraph 8. From these photograp~s, the lenf,th of yn.rn in the 
loop and underlnp can be meaGured by placinG a piece of string on 
the centre of the yarn in the photogroph and follovling the contour. 
d) Sarmlcfj 
c 
pnotocrr'..phs \'Iere tal:cn of three cO:1st.ructions in each 
GroupinG representing a slo.ck, r:18diu::1 o.nd tight fabric in cc:!ch 
case. 'l'he samples Here also selected so that 0.. number of yarn 
counts were represented in each gro~p as follo~s -
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COU:lt c.""C.i,. ~.: .. ~:. i. --... _--
--.-"-- .. -... -~ .- _L:~;~'l' .~:: .. -._--
---.-
---:0-'---(I.) 
X C~_O;J·:: :: O.·j·~? ".' I z ;; 2\.·'1. ~ r"' ""-,, :,/) .. 
-:;.)'-' 
11 I1 O.;~--,~) '")/'1 '< Yi.S9 -; ,5.2\ L. ~ u 
11 11 o. ',(:.; 'J20 ~)5. 3~) ~8.~'9 
1 X ., O~C;l 0.359 ')/7 -) 22.73 ;~~./·9 I L. ,F_ 
t! 11 0.20:) -'F)'J I C- IjO.CJ '19.?g 
l! 11 0.191 ';/20 '+8. Y? 2'1.23 
2 x I Clo.3cd O.l~J~ 2 1/'12 '1'7. ~:I-~ i L1-.03 
11 11 0.28'1 ' 'I/-c.) 25.0') ',9.75 
t! 11 0.233 2/48 3'1.30 25.'1-0 
3 x '1 Closr:d 0.4So 2/32 '15.93 '12,.', 5 
\I 11 0.356 1/-12 2~.8? '")' Cl') (_ I. :/ l __ 
11 11 0.313 2/32 2:5.5-5 25.2.,; 
L~ x ~, Closed 0.497 1/20 11t.52 2';.92 I 
11 11 0.419 1/12 i9. L1-6 24.211-
11 It 0.369 2/32 2~ 8r ) I. L 28.07 
2. Discu:3sion of r~cG'll ts for ? x ~, 3 x '1 D.nd 4 x 1 Closed J,'.1.~ 
The uctual shape of the stitch for~ed in the fabrics under 
investisution was studied under the ~icroscope and in the 
photographs and was found to be of a shape as that shown in Fig. 88. 
'rhe yarn enters the stitch at point (a) and for:-:1s the loop, 
,returning to run purcllel vii th the yarn entering the loop c,t (b). 
On e~erGing from this loop the yarn pnsses u~ and over the 
incoming yarn to form the underl~p (c). The undcrlap pusses over 
one, hlO or three 100-;';, (depenJing OIl \-!'net:ler a 2 x ~, 3 x 1 or 
7 
_____ ~i 
___ __ I 
--~ ----' 
.. --' 
..... 1-, ,. 
- i,' 1_ 
considerdio:l ut i·.':1ic~ point the :(~rnG bo~d to i'or.·.-, tb~ C,JCJC 
representi!1g the limit of the: loop [leicht could be ea cuOlished • 
... las rol,.~tively ens:,r to measure the loo:!,> \"idth ut. its Hiclcst point 
and fro~ this it is possible to calculate the loop heisht 
assuming t~lG.t the loop s:1L~pe is that of nn clastic.'). as :.:..11 Vi[;~l::~ 
and photo8ruphic evidence indicates. The rel3.tions:lip Dab/een 
85 height and Hidth of ['_!1 elastica is 
Fig. 89). 
h 2.08 - 2.72n (Sec 
It \'Jill be noted from the pnotosralJhs tho.t \'lhcre t:1e h.,ro 
arms of the loop beco~e paro.llel, they Are positioned ono on top 
of the other. Thus, the loop may be represented as s.n cl,~3tic'\, 
",here a = 0 Hence h = 2.08 or h = 2.02·,: w 
T~lble 32 shoviG the res'..ll ts obtu.ined. 
h 
J 
h 
:: 2.08 - 2.72a H 
If a ::: 0, h 2.08 
'vJ 
Therefore h = 2.08w 
Fig. 89 Elastica 
-----T-------- -- ---( .! • \ ,. i ,-,- ., I",~,· , 
",. """"-l-co'" I ~OO,' "'.1. t..)v}"iJG:ure --, , . ~ "'" 
"" ". ; 'c;;,,-' \ (-> O· ." _ .. l,. •• \.t, ..... ~.... L • .J .. .L 
t------ -----{IltL- _ _) _____ ~J-
o li:I-~+ "; '15 -;; (,I, 
e--- • - - -:, r--~~-~ 
-...... r .- S~ 7 ~I -.) :. -, t-- 'j 
"X, ,---.-.::" : ~. 1-' :'--~:- ____ L -. ~-'-
O.~33 ~.~o 2.~) 
----
-------- ----------
(\ L ~'l 
"".'. ,~..J \. i.T) 3. 0)i 
f------- ---
3 X ~I 0.356 i.10 2.29 
--'-'- ---
0.313 1.10 2.29 
0.119'7 
1. 9H= -). 9~) 
1+ X 1 0.li'19 .... ""2 r: 2.81 I •• ) _) 
\--._----
'1-.Y) I 0.369 2.50 
b) The l.l_nd0rl8.1) 
? ~4 I 
6.87 ~ 
To investigate the three dimensional sho.pe of this part of 
the sti teh, the amOUYlt of yarn in the underLlp \-IClS moa5ured by 
placing a string on the curved path of the underlap and also the 
straight path of the underlap \.:o-s measured, the yarn in the curvei 
path being expressed as a ratio of the yarn in the struig:-.t pat:;'. 
This is Rho·,·m in Tab"'. e 33. 
Fro~ this table, it will be observed that a v2riatio~ exists 
in the differenc~ beb/een the curved cmd straight underlap, but 
this variation is only small and scattered. It is of co~sidcro.ble 
interest to note that the value does not change \1i th sti teh 
length or with str~cture and, therefore, the average v~lue may be 
taken. This is 1.20. 
2. x 'j 
3 x I 
4 x 1 
c) Corrroo.ri~)on of t;,0 c:l.lculo.tcd sti tell lc:nth \·,i th the netu3.1 
, 
stitch 1cnsth 
The sti teh len[~;t.h V!3S calculated from the above vc:.lues 
obtained for the loop and the underlap and compared \·,i t:l the knm'!n 
stitch lenGth. Results obtained arc shovm in Table 34. 
Fro~ this table, it may be observed that the ~alculo.ted stitch 
length is less theUl the actual vo.lue. This nay be explained 
\'Ihen it is appreciated that in this nodel no n.llowance h::l.s been 
made for the fact that the underlo.p does not lie in a sinGle plane 
but takes a three di:7lensionul s:1<:.pe Hhere it joins the loop. If 
an allo'.wnce "lere r:J3.de for this, the ratio 0: straight to curved 
underlap ... /ould be greater than tho.t given by t:'1C 1 to i. 20 ratio. 
Structure 
2 x 1 
3 x 1 
4 x 1 
TABLE 34 
Difference between co.lcul~ted sti tcn lcnr.;-tn and o.ctuo.l sti tc~ lonrth 
Sti tcn Co.lculctted Calculated Tot 0.1 stitch I Actuc~l sti tC~l f f'-: ~ '· ... r'" 0(".' 
loon x 35 under1nD x 35 lc~~th x 35 I ,I J~~. __ - •. ~- li 
" ill/J ,",t" -(IN) . 
I 0.442 9.78 4.85 ~4.63;5.~7 -J.?9' 
! 
':0.!J5 O. ,?3? S.6·1 9.71+ r /\,,' 
I 1 1 -"/ 
, c: 0 " <) ~.' ':' ,r: I ' -, ," O. 253 ;). u ; 2. 30 u. ' .,') ~ _I). ',)' 
3.~3 
0.480 9.25 6.55 --;4. 'y; I h. 0;) I - :. S!+ 
0.356 
! 
I 5.8; 11.8~ -0 c.r;1 . '~..)~) , 6.00 ':2.J+-G 
10. 2~ 0.'513 5.8~ 4.11-5 iO.96 l' " ,'or I - '. / ) 
0.L~97 10.05 5.85 '15.90 '17.39 I '}. 0 - I. t./ 
0. 4i 9 7.14 5.90 i3.0L;. fL r ., G(, ',r:, 1 - • t ... r:._ 
';2.9'1 0.369 
1 
I -f).B] I ).87 ~12.02 5.15 
- " 
-<J 
.;:-
I 
O~ the 'u~ t t~:c; extc.l.t of t:1C r:'llo of 
,. " ...... 
,} ,~ .. 
1':\.3 LE .35 
.. >.~~:-\ .sti tC:1 loo;) lenc;t~ ~~ti \;ch l~:l:=:t:~ x 3) 3tr~~i~!1: Structure lCIl::;t:'1 ') r:' I (-' "Q,.) 35 r:linus ;"Ul'.t .~'. rl;~"0 \ , __ .,/ (._.\.I,J;, Y. 100I1 l-:m·;t:l :{ 55 Ill( ,11/ "V 
, . r.:.i\ ---. - ..!.~-----i-' o.Ll·!+2 9.21) 6.?13 L,.uJ 
0.23'1 G.6~ 3.433 2. 9~) .:-\ 2 x 1 . .'-) 
---
- ----
0.233 5.82 2.3.5'1 2.~O , . , ' . , 
. -_._--
'-
0.4?'O 9.25 7. :1r4 4.95 '"". _ :) ~l C-3 1 0.356 5.8'1 6.»)0 • '7--x 5.0'J '. ;--: 
.- -------
-
\ 0.3 13 5.81 5.15:) 3.9J '/ :. · / 
0.497 ':0.05 7.351 5. :r) ,,/ --,.~ · - , 
.-
4 x ~ ().4~9 7. ~Lf 7.521j Lt. 50 .' /'.7 , 
· -
o - (.r-' 
• ') v'} 6.87 6.039 I t .50 ~ 3" t _ ' .. 
AVGrD.r;e , ~ I' .').) 
}'ro:n this tD.ole it CJ.11 be se~n thr ... t t!-',c rntio of t~e y"tr:l in t'.:le 
underlap to the straib~lt undcrlnp is 1.36 Otnd thnt this value is 
independent of tig;1tncss of kni t:in:; and t: ..... e GtI\.),ct~ .. :c. 
-'.,?!C:-
occupied by t~c strc.iz,!lt u:1~lerlL'..p. It ~~s been Gho',m that bO::1 
the rL'.tio of the yilrn i!1 the loo;J c,nd t~1['.t of the cur';e oi tLe 
underlap are inucpendent of the tig;i.tn:~'3G of k'1ittini': Cl.nd 
structure for the 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 range of closed lar 
constructions. 
the Knitted Struct'J.re 
In consirl:;rinc the conGtruction of a loop r.lod8l \inich ShO'.13 
the relationship betHeen the c.p.i. and H.!>.i. to the stitch 
lenetn, it is necessa.ry to consider D tuo di:'!1enCiio~lGl nodel, aG 
tvlO planes only, hm.les and courses), arc taken into cO!1sidcratio:1 
~/hen calculati~g the stitch length. 'l'his r.1Ust t:lcn be related to 
the three di:'!1ensio~al s~r.;.pe by introducing the rc';uired ratios for 
the bend of the loop a'1d the underlup. 
Observation of the loop structure and the photp~ranhs 
..}.;r~ • 
~., 
suggested that the loop and the underl3.p could be cO~lsidcrccl t~e 
hypotenuD(~ of separate right-angled trianglcG, the horizontal 
axis of "'/hich \'JaS related to the w. p. i. and the vcrticc>"l w.:is 
being relat~d to the c.~.i. 
1:.1 ord.cT to i'SSCSG '':.Gcur;~tely t!1C precise rc1,)tionshi!) 
tri~mGles ::.nd the course ,:J;-:1 '.·:'-1.1c s~):~cin'i, me<lsa)'n:;~ents \,;ere :-:,,"-,de 
of t:1e VaI':~oH::j :n:lOtogra~!,-s of the ~1.i:-:.c constructio~1s dcscr:i.bccl i:l 
Pa.rt Ill. I (d) of t:1i3 c:1apter, vis. three stitch lene;ths of (;C1.C!1 
constructio!1, i. e. 2 xi, 3 x "I and II x1 closed lap constructio!".::;. 
Ex8.~plcs of the mannnr in "'!!lich the t\IO tri,':"'1[;les v,cre 
CO:lStructcd 011 eo..ch structure are sno':!tl in Photof,r~phs 13, ,./+ :~nd 
15. 
a) Loo'Q. 
o,.;ing to the fact that the l.oo!,s hlist and lie partially out 
of the plane of the fabric and due to the fact that they lean in 
altern<1te directions so that odd courses leo.n to the richt and 
even courses lean to the left, the space occupied by o~e loop is 
less than onc \'Iale and greater than 0:.19 course. li'urthcr, i:l some 
cases, the loors on odd courses are different to those on eVen 
courses so tho folloHing values of vTidth and depth of the loop, 
(l'able 36) are average valueG and sho\-I the 'v/idth ('f' the loon 
relati ve to the \.,.a1e sp~.ciag and the height of the loop relative 
to course spacing. 
Fror.l Table 36, it will be noted that \'/hilst a v~riation 
exists in the value of the height and base of the trianE,';le, this 
variation is o!11y small and cOl':1pletcly scattered ':lhich sUGGests 
that this relationship is independent of the stitch length F:.nd the 
constructio:1. It is, therefore, possible to t~~c the aver~~e 
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Structure 
2 x 1 
3 x 1 
4 x 1 
TABLE 36 
Relationshi;J of \oJidth a..'1d heieht of loop to course and vl.:lle sn;lcb.c 
( "it!A1 ...... tJ ';t{ '1'eII4Il) 
Stitch Measurement Heasurement HcaGurement of l·lc;::curcmcnt of 
length of 1 ... rale in of 1 wale in Ratio 1 course in 1 C(rlJ.rsc in Thtio 
fa.bric photo. f;:bric I';~~O !:o. 
0.442 2.49 2.00 0.80 2.03 2.:;0 i. ;!3 
0.287 1.77 1.58 0.89 1.40 i.65 1. -113 
0.233 1.38 1.1~5 ~ .05 'j.12 .~ • .')5 1. :/3 
0.480 1.90 1.60 0.83 2.20 2.60 1. 'j 3 
0.356 1.60 1.45 0.91 1.60 2.35 ' 1.l~7 
0.313 1.36 1.15 0.85 1.37 1.85 -: .35 
0.497 1. Go 1.10 0.69 2.L~ 1 3.25 '1.35 
0.419 1 .. 41~ 1.4l .. 1.00 1.80 2.60 1.lj/~ 
0.369 1.25 1.25 1.00 1.60 -. /j" ~-. ' j '1.32 
Average 0.89 Avcrar:;c 1.32 
---- ------
, 
I 
I 
- \ 
~ 
C~ 
I 
value of ti'le h0.ight ,me. be-Be of t:"'..e tric:L."'1.g1o for tnc t:::::-cc 
constructiO!1S 2 x '~, 3 x "j nn:1 4 x 'j in \'lhich CQse t~lC hcie;ht of 
the tria:lc1e [Jay be s::id to enual i.32c and the base e(~u'l.l to 
o. 8c)"r, therefore ttc r.ypotcnuse is equnl to -
+ . . •• 
The values of the loops \·rere calculated for each of the sU:1ples 
and compared vIi th the vG.lucs obtained in the photogrnjJ;ls. These 
are shown in Table 37 and it ... rill be noted t~at a good ogree:':1ent 
is obtained. 
TABLE 37 
Compariso~l of calcul:::t~d and r.1e:lsured nhoto-
r 
graphic values of loon heir;ht 
("'I.A~. lilt{ ,~.,..,) 
Structure Stitch C:\lculc.ted :;c:-lsurecl lengt:l height hei3ht 
O.4L~2 3.5) 3.50 
2 x '\ 0.237 2.43 ?5J I 
0.233 .., 9? I. ~ :.90 
0.480 3.37 3. Ll-O 
3 x 1 0.356 2.55 2.50 
0.313 2.18 2.20 
0.497 3.37 3.pO 
4x 1 0.419 2.70 2.80 
0.369 2.39 2.40 
% error 
:) 
+2.3 
" - I._~ 
+O.s 
-2.0 
+0.9 
+0.8 
+3.5 
+0.4 
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AllO'o:::L'1ce for three dirne!'"\sio~Jl G'1ane 
It has been sho\·:n th~t the loop hrists and lies into the 
third dimension, the fabric thickness, and that it curves 
at its base to CO::1::Jence the for::18.tion of the unclcrlc::.p. Thus 
the c::.ctual heir,!1t of the loop, (assuming it to be an 
elastica), in t!1e three dimensions is greater th~ that for 
the hlO dimensional value calculated fro:r. equation (I). The 
figures for the actual and calculated heights for the nine 
samples are comnared in Table 38 as a ratio. From this table 
it \<,ill be observed that this ratio remains constont and is 
independent of the tightness of the construction and the 
structure, therefore, the average value may be taken. Thus 
the loop height is 1.09 times greater than the loop height 
calculated by equation (1). 
Hence loop height = + 
The amount of yarn in the loop is 2.54 times greater than 
the 
or 
loop height, therefore, yarn 
= 2.54 (1.09J(1. 32C)2 + 
b) The underlap 
in loop -
(0. 89w)2 ) 
The underlap may be considered as the hypotenuse of a right-
,angled triangle whose depth is proportional to the course spacing 
and whose width is proportional to the wale spacing. The nine 
samples were examined and measurements taken from the photographs 
in a similar manner to that used to determine the loop size. 
-181-
'1'A1312 33 
ll1C~" ... .u 1"1 IN"'.C) 
Jc ~i .32c)2 .• .: c' .4- of Sti tc:::. (0.89".:: / :le.l.."'1,, Structure + "' 35 1001) Hatio le!17ti1 ... 
2.03 x H 
0.4112 0.Cl99 3. 1t9 3.74 ": .07 
.., 
X I 0.26) 0.070 2.43 2. 7~i -:.1"', c:. 
0.233 0.055 ~. 92 ?.39 I; .25 
0.lt30 0.09j 3.37 '7., " 2 0.99 " . 
3 x 1 0.356 0.073 2.55 2.60 "i.02 I 
O.Y;) 0.OS2 2. ~i7 2.L~9 ., ',5 '. 
0.497 0.096 3.37 3.95 ~:. ~7 
4 x 1 0.419 0.077 2.70 J 2.:-.>0 'i .0'+ 
0.369 0.068 2.39 2.l~9 1. Q!.t 
Aver-:Jf,e 1.09 
TABLE 39 
Relationshi'D behreen heir;ht ClYld '. ... idth of the underlo.;p to the 
cours'" "''''d . 'ale S-:-l'"'Ci'1'" 
-
c.~, .',e . '. 
. " 
(~I&C(l1tJ /N /-v"" •• J 
Structure Stitch '.lidth One Ratio Depth OYlI:! Ratio length ':!ale Course 
0.442 3.50 2.50 ':.40 2.20 2.04 -; .4:;8 
2 x 1 o :;>~7 •. , I 2.50 ~'. 77 1.40 i .40 ~ .40 ':.00 
0.233 i.90 ~ .37 ~ .37 ~ .00 "1. ':2 0.89 
I Average ~ .39 
0 .. 480 4.50 ~.93 2.33 2.40 2.20 i .09 
3 x 1 0.356 3.50 ~:. 60 2.i9 1.70 ~.6J ; .06 
0.3 13 3.25 ,. -I" 2.39 i .80 ;.37 ~ 3~ 1.)0 4. i 
I Aver2.ge 2.30 
0.497 5.20 J .60 3.25 1.70 ~.4~ ~,.20 
4 x 1 0.419 4.60 1.44 3. :9 1.80 1.30 1.00 
0.369 4.20 1.25 3.36 1.80 ~ .60 ~. ~.2 
l' l~ '!ernge 3.27 AvcrJ.:;c of 3 ~ .03 
struct~t!'-2S 
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The measurcme!1ts are shO\.fn in Table 39 and from this t.able it vtill 
be observed that the height of the right angled triangle under 
consideration is a little greater than one course. It "rill also 
be observed that this value is similar for each construction 
irrespective of the tightness of the stitch, therefore, it is 
reasonable to take the average of the nine samples which is 1.08c. 
Examination of the values for the width of the base of the 
triangle under consideration reveals that the vtidth of the 
triangle is dependent on the construction. Tnis is not surprising 
as the length of the underlap increases from structure to 
structure. The 2 x 1 movement has an undcrlap of two needle 
spaces, the 3 x 1 three needle spaces and the 4 x 1, four needle 
spaces. ~ne fraction by which this figure is greater than a 
whole number decreases with increase in l~pping movement and it 
is suggested that this occurs because the loops become 
successively more vertical as the length of the underlap increases. 
Thus, the length of the underlap may be calculated as 
foll01l/8 -
Underlap = J (1.08c)2 2 2 + n w 
where n = 1.39 for a 2 x 1 structure 
2.30 for a 3 x 1 structure 
3.27 for a 4 x 1 structure 
Values for the nine constructions were calculated and 
compared with the actual values measured from the photographs. 
This is shown in Table 40 where it will be observed that a good 
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TABLE 40 
Comnariso:J. of calculated and r.1easured nhotogranhic 
C $ rl' 
values of under lap 
lA4~_~ ~"" IlfIt~S ) 
Structure Stitch Calculated !·ieasured % Error length underlap underlap 
0.442 3.96 3.90 +1.5 
2 x 1 0.287 2.79 2.75 -1.5 
0.233 2.18 2.15 -1.4 
0.480 5.06 5.10 +0.8 
3 x 1 0.356 4.09 4.00 -2.3 
0.313 3.48 3.50 +0.6 
0.497 5.91 6.00 +1.5 
4 x 1 0.419 5. 17 5.10 -1.4 
0.369 4.49 4.60 +2.4 
agreement is obtained behleen the two sets of figures. 
Allowance for three dimensional shane 
. 
It has been shown at III 2 (c) above that the curved path of 
the underlap results in a length 1.364 times greater than the 
straight path. The length of the yarn in the underlap may, 
therefore, be calculated as follo ... rs -
,c) Complete loon model 
2 (nw) 
•• •• 
(2) 
The complete for~la for the calculation of stitch length 
from equations (1) and (2) above is, therefore, given by -
) = + 
\'/here 
4. 2 x 1 3 x 1 a."1d 4 x .., ' , I 
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2 (0.89' .... ) 
n = 1.39 
2.30 
3.27 
+ 
for 2 x : 
for 3 x 1 
for 4 x 1 
Oi)P,:1 Lan Constructions 
. 
(3) 
It has been shown in Chapter VIII that there is no difference 
in the relationship betVleen the knitted pnr~~eters and the stitch 
length for the open and closed lap versions of the 2 x 1, 3 x 1 
and 4 x 1 constTIlctions. It is suggested, therefore, that the 
same loop model may be used to predict the stitch length -
viz.J.. = 2.78 )(1.32c)2 + (O.89w)2 + 1.36 j(1.08c)2 2 +(m.,r) 
A spot check was taken for three samples, the theoretical stitch 
length being calculated according to the formula and compared with 
the actual value. A good agreement between the two sets of 
resul ts ,.,.as obtained as follows -
Structure Actual Calculated % Error 
2 x 1 Open 
3 X 1 Open 
4 x 1 Open 
1.. £ 
0.302 
0.369 
0.430 
0.299 
0.364-
0.431 
-1.0 
-1.1 
+0.2 
5. The Introduction of the Coursel .. lale Relationship 
It has been shown in Chapter VIr and VIII that a definite 
relationship exists between the wales and the courses in the 
single bar "larp knitted constructions investigated. This 
relationship vlas inve~~igated by analysis of the k values where 
r 
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it was sho·.'1:1 that the 2 x 1 t 3 x 1 and I .. x 1 constructions each 
possess a different k value, but that there is no difference in 
r 
a statistical sense beb/een the closed and open lap versions of 
each construction. 
It_ fo110i'I5, therefore, that for any given value of course 
spacing, there is a definite a"-ld fi.xed value of vlale spacing which 
must be used in the formula given at 3(c) and 4 above in order to 
calculate the stitch. length. This relationship must be introduced 
into the formula so giving a complete relationship between the 
courses per inch and-the stitch length, or alternatively, the 
wales per inch und the stitch length. 
Al though the relationship betlr/een courses and vlales was 
analysed in the form of the k relationship, this cannot be used 
r 
in the formula as k varies with stitch length. Also, the value 
r 
required is the relationship between course and wale spacing 
rather than that of c.p.i. and w.p.i. It was, therefore, 
necessary to obtain the relationship between course spacing and 
wale spacing by regression analysis. This, together with the 
relevant graphs, is shown in Appendix 5. The relationships 
obtained were as follows -
2 x 1 Open and Closed Lap 
3 x 1 Open and Closed Lap 
4 x 1 Open and Closed Lap 
w = 1.096c + 0.006 
w = 0.728c + 0.010 
w = 0.564c + 0.009 
These results may be substituted into formula (3) above together 
with the value for the number of spaces moved on the underlap, (n), 
to give the complete relationships between course spacing and 
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stitch length as follows -
2 x 1 Onen And Closed Lan 
. () J 2 2 
.x = 2.78 (1.32c) + (0.89 (1.096c + 0.006») 
+ 1.36 )r-(-1-. 0-8-c-) 2-+-(-1.-3-9-( 1-.-0-90-1'" c--+-0-.• -0-0-6,-)-:-"2 
or 
J.;;; 2.78j(1.32c)2 + (0.975c + 0.005)2 
+ 1.36 J"-(-1-. 0-8-c-) -=-2 -+-( -1.-5-23-c-+-0-.-0-0-3 )-;:2~ 
3 x 1 Open and Closed Lap 
J 2 . 2 j= 2.78 (1.32c) + (0.89 (0.728c + 0.010») 
+ 1.36 ,jr-( 1-.-08-c-)-=-2 -+-,-2-.-30-( 0-.-7-28-c-+ -0-.0-1-0-,-)-::2 
or 
J= 2.78)(1.32c)2 + (0.648c + 0.009)2 
+ 1.36) (1.08c)2 + (1.674c + 0.023)2 
4 x 1 Onen and Closed Lan . . 
j= 2.78A.h1.32c)2 + (0.89 (0.5640 + 0.009»)2 
+ 1.36)(1.08c)2 + (3.27 (0.564c + 0.009,)2 
or 
1.= 2.78) (1.32c)2 of (0.502c + 0.008)2 
+ 1.36~(1.08c)2 + (1.844c + 0.029)2 
IV. VERIFICATION' OF THE THREE DIHENSIONAL LOOP SHAPE ~m THE LOOP 
HODELS FOR T"rlE 1 x 1 OPEN AND CLOSED LAP CONSTRUCI'IOilS 
j. Introduction 
I t has been sho'.m in Chapters VII and VIII that the 1 x 1 
closed lap and the 1 x 1 open lap possess different relationships 
between the dimensional parameters and the stitch length fro:'!! 
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those for the 2 x I, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 open and closed lap 
constructions. 
Visual examination of the 1 x 1 open and closed lap 
constructions under the microscope and the photographs suggested 
that this difference was due to the angle at which loops lay in 
the fabric rather th~~ the three dimensional shape of the loop. 
It was proposed, therefore, to investigate the two dimensional 
shape of the loop and its relationship with the course and wale 
spacing only, and to ignore the three dimensional effect. Then, 
by substituting the values obtained for the 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 
4 x 1 closed lap constructions, it would be possible to verify 
the results obtained for the three dimensional shape of the loop. 
2. 1 x 1 Closed Lap Construction 
. 
a) Two dimensional shape 
Observation of the lay of the yarn in the loop from 
photographs, (photograph 16 illustrating one example), led to the 
development of the loop structure shown in Fig.90 from which it 
may be seen that the height of the loop may be considered to be 
the hypotenuse of a right angled triangle which is related to the 
course and wale spacing as follows -
h = + 
2 (o.64w) 
The underlap (u) is equal to the hypotenuse of a right angled 
'triangle which is related to the course and wale spacing by the 
relationship u + 2 (O.5w) 
The appropriate values of loop height and underlap were calculated 
C\.J 
o 
" 
x 
1..0 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
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and comp:'t.rcd 'vIi th r:leasurements on the photographs. A good 
agreement between calculnted anc. measured values was obtained as 
may be seen from Table 41. 
TABLE 1~1 
Stitcil Loop Underlap 
Length Heasured Calculated cl ,0 Heasured Calculated c' /0 
(i,., ) l°o,Ii,.ff • looB~1t. Error undE~lap un?'tf·ap Error 
0.362 3.25 3.26 +0.3 2.40 2.32 -3.4 
0.210 2.00 2.04 +2.0 1.40 1.40 zero 
0.160 1.60 1.56 +2.5 1.10 1.12 + 1.8 
b) Three dimensional shape 
. 
Allowance for the three dimensional shape of the loop was 
made in the same manner as described for the 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and . 
4 x 1 constructions in part III of this chapter. The resultant 
relationship between the w.p.i. and c.p.i. and the stitch length 
is as follows -
~ = 2.78)(1.53c)2 + (0.64w)2 + "1.36)(0.95c)2 + (0.50.,.,)2 
The values of 1 were calculated for the three samples used in the 
analysis and good agreement was obtained between the actual and 
calculated values as show:}. in Table 42. 
TABLE 42 
Actual Calculated 01 ,0 
sti tcc",}ength sti tC~N\ength Error 
0.362 0.349 -3.5 
0.210 0.211 +0.3 
0.160 0.165 +3.4 
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c) Relatio:lship ~etween course and \·tale spacin) 
The relationship betv/een the course and ... ,ale spacing as 
obtained by regression analysis and shown in Appendix 5 is -
w = 2.501c + 0.011 
This may be included in the formula for the 1 x 1 closed lap to 
give the complete relationship beh/een course spacing and stitch 
length as follo\'/s -
= 2.78J(1 •. 53c)2 + (0.64 (2.501c + 0.011) )2 
+ 1.36 J (0.95c)2 + (0.50 (2. 501c + 0.011) )2 
or 
= 2.78 J(1.53c)2 + (1.601c + 0.007)2 
------------------------~ 
+ 1.36J(0.95c)2 + (1.251c + 0.006)2 
3. 1 x 1 Open Lap Construction 
a) Two dimensional shape 
The 1 x 1 open lap construction was examined in the same 
manner as all other constructions in order to determine the two 
dimensional shape of the loop. arnof the photographs used is 
illustrated in Photograph 17. 
From this work, the loop construction in Fig. 91 was evolved 
and from this the following relationships between the loop height 
(h) and the underlap (u) were obtained -
h = ~(2c)2 + (0.7w)2 
u = + 
Values of loop height and underlap were calculated and compared 
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wi th the p~otographs, a good agreement being obtained as shovm in 
the follo\'ling table 43. 
TABLE 43 
Stitch Loop Underln.p 
Length Hcasured Cnlculated "I Heasurcd Calculutcd ~I j''J ~,) 
loop ht. loop ht. Error underlap unclerliJ.}! Error 
0.359 3.80 3.77 -0.8 1.30 1.33 +2.3 
0.205 2.10 2.16 +2.8 0.75 0.76 +1.3 
0.154- 1.65 1.70 +3.0 0.60 0.60 zero 
b) Three dimensional shane 
Allowance for the three dimensional &~ape of the loop was 
made in the same manner as that for the 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 
constructions. 
Thus, the resultant relationship between stitch length and 
the w.p.i. and c.p.i. is as follows -
2 (0.70\.1) + 
The value of 1. was calculated for the samples and good 
agreement was obtained between the calculated and actual values, 
as shown in Table 44. 
TABLE 44 
Actual Calculated (>/ 10 
stitch length stitch length Error 
0.359 , 0.351 -2.2 
0.205 0.202 -1.5 
0.151+ 0.159 +3.0 J 
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c) Relatio::"~~in beblee!1 course a.~d ':Tale spaci",s 
The rel~tionshi? beh:een cour;:;G and wale spacing as obtained 
by regression analysis and sho ... rn in Appendix 5 is as follO'.·;s -
w = 2.364c - 0.011 
This may be included in the formulae for the 1 x 1 open lap to 
give the complete relationship betHeen stitch length and course 
spacing as follows -
1. = 2.78 J'( 2-C-)=-2 -+-(-0-. 7-0-(-2-.-361-+-c -_-0-.-0-11-)-)~2 
+ 1.36J(0.70c)2 + (0.25 (2.364c _ 0.011 »)2 
or 
.f = 2.78J(2c)2 + (1.655c - 0.008)2 
+ 1.36 )r-(-O .-7-0-c )-=2-+ -(-0-.5-9-1 c---0-.-0-03-)-;::2-
4. Comparison of Actual and Calcalnted Values 
The above formulae v/ere used to calculate the stitch length 
for b/o values of c.p.i., one at each end of the experimental 
range of results for each construction. These values are sho'.m 
1 t d h 1 f ·· t 1. ~. 52 P ot e on t e re evant graphs 0 C.p.1. aga1ns Jr' 1.e. ~1gS. a. 
76, 77, 78, 81, 82, 83 and 84 from which it will De observed that 
a good agreement with the experimental values is obtained. The 
actual values calculated are shown in Appendix 5. 
v. CONCLUSIOJS AND DISCUSSIOn OF RESULTS 
From the work in the chapter, it has been shown that the 
single bar warp knitted constructions investigated namely, 1 x 1, 
2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 closed and open lap constructions 
produced from \iorsted yarns behave in a systematic manner 
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according to the way in which the loops lie relative to the 
course and wale spacing and are not influenced by the three 
dimensional shape of the loop ... :hich remains constant irrenpecti ve 
of the construction a.'1.d the tightness of knitting. 
In- the 1 x 1 open lap construction, the loops twist and lie 
at 900 to the fabric plane so occupying a positio~ in the 
thickness of the fabric. This is due to the fact that the loops 
in tv/O adjacent "'/ales produced from the same yarns twist towards 
each other. This results in a large loop and small underlap, the 
loop occupying the space of two courses and approximately three 
quarters of a wale resulting in ~ fairly upright loop. 
In the 1 x 1 closed lap the loops lie in an entirely 
different manner; the crossing of the yarns at the base of the 
construction prevent the loops twisting in their entirety into 
the fabric thickness and only partial twisting occurs. The 
direct connection of the underlap from one wale to the adjacent 
wale causes the loop to lean at a much shallower angle, (nearer 
the horizontal), giving a smaller loop in a course direction than 
the 1 x 1 open lap and resulting in a larger underlap. 
The remaining constructions, (2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 open and 
closed laps), behave in a similar manner to each other because 
the underlap of anyone thread in these constructions passes 
over one t two or three wales between the points at which it 
knits. This prevents the loops from twisting out of the fabric 
plane in either the open or closed lap versions of the 
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construction ""hen compared with the 1 x /1 open lap. 'E'1e loops 
take up a nore vertical position than in tne 1 x 1 closed lap 
again due to the fact that the underlap crosses a number of 
"'/ales betVleen the points at \'/hich the yarn knits. 
The conclusions dra ... rn from this chapter may be summarised as 
follows -
1. The fabrics group themselves according to the amount the 
loop is free to twist out of the fabric pI rule and the angle 
which the loop and underlap occupy in a b'lo dimensional 
manner which influences their relationship of the course and 
wale spacing, resulting in three different groupings. 
1 x 1 closed lap 
1 x 1 open lap 
2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 open and closed 
lap constructions. 
2. The loop takes up the shape of an elastica irrespective of 
the construction considered, or the tightness of knitting. 
3. The ratio of the yarn in the three dimensional shape of the 
loop, (thickness), in relation to the two dimensional shape, 
(wales and courses), is the same irrespective of the 
structure or the tightness of the construction. 
4. The ratio of the yarn in the three dimensional shape of the 
underlap, (thickness), to the two dimensional shape, (wales 
and courses), is the same irrespective of the construction 
and the tightness of knitting. 
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5. The results are independent of yarn count. 
6. Since there is a definite relationship between the course 
spacing and the \-.13.1e spacing, this fact has been incorporated 
into the loop nodel to give the following complete 
relationships bctvieen the course spacir.g and sti tC!1 length. 
Sir.lilar relationships may be calculated for the wale spacing 
and the stitch length. 
1 x 1 Open lap 
J = 2.78 J'( 2-c-) 2-+-(-1-. 6-5-5-C -_-0-.-0-08-)-=-2 
+ 1.36~(0.70c)2 + (0.591c - 0.003)2 
1 x 1 Closed Lap 
) = 2.78 ')'(-1-. 5-3-c-)-2-+-(-1.-6-0-1 c-+-0.-00-7-) 2-
J 2 2 + 1.36 (0.95c) + (1.251c + 0.006) 
2 x 1 Open and Closed Lap 
,,( = 2.78)(1.32c)2 + (0.975c + 0.005)2 
~----~----.----------~ 
+ 1.36)(1.08c)2 + (1.523c + 0.008)2 
3 x 1 Open and Closed Lap 
£. = 2.78)(1.32c)2 + (0.6I+8c + 0.009)2 
------~----------------~ 
+ 1.36~(1.08c)2 + (1.674c + 0.023)2 
4 x 1 Open and Closed Lap 
J.. = 2.78) (1.32c)2 + (0.5020 + 0.008)2 
------~----------------~ 
+ 1.36/(1.08c)2 + {1.844c + 0.029)2 
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CHAPrER X 
CONSIDERATI0:'l OF T.--IE DI:·ffiNSIO:'lS OF SINGLE BAR WARP KNITTED FABRICS 
ON T"dE MACHINE 
INTRODUCTION 
It has been established throughout this work that the 
dimensional parameters of single bar warp knitted fabrics after 
thorough relaxation are dependent entirely on the length of yarn 
knitted into the loop. It is essential, therefore, for this loop 
length to be set accurately on the machine in order to produce a 
fabric to any required finished dimensions. From a practical point 
of view when setting up the machine, it is necessary to adjust 
... 
the fabric take-up motion so that the knitting elements can 
accommodate the desired stitch length. Thus the relationship 
between stitch length and c.p.i. on the machine is particularly 
important. It was decided, therefore, to investigate this 
relatio,nship on the 1 x 1 closed lap construction. 
A preliminary e' periment of the relationship between c.p.i. 
and ,e on the machine can be obtained by plotting c.p.i. against 
1 1 ' (see Fig. 92). It will be observed from this graph that the 
relationship between c.p.i. and I is a complicated one and varies 
with yarn count. 
The work discussed in Chanter IX has established that the 
.. 
relationship between stitch length and the knitted fabric 
c.p.i. 
1/28 
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Fig. 92 Relationship between c.p.i. and ; for fabrics on the machine 
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parameters in the relaxed condition are independent of yarn count 
and the formulae evolved which appropriate to these conditions, 
therefore, do not involve yarn count. Thus they are not suitable 
for the fabric measured on the machine. 
Ho\-lever, the models proposed by Allison and Grosberg, (see 
Chapter Ill), indicate that the c.p.i. of a fabric is dependent 
on yarn count as well as stitch length. 
It was, therefore, considered worthwhile to investigate how 
closely the models proposed by these previous workers fitted the 
experimental results of the fabrics when on the machine. 
PART ONE :. LOOP ~~ODELS 
1. COMPARISON OF EXPERIHENTAL RESULTS WITH EXISTING LOOP HODELS 
1. Allison's Formula 
Allison's formula was used to calculate the appropriate 
values of stitch length for each value of yarn count and c.p.i. 
and these values may be compared with the practical results in 
Fig. 93. It will be observed that there is an approximate agree-
ment between the practical values and those obtained from the 
formula. However, whilst this agreement is good for the 1/8'6 
count at the lower c.p.i., the practical values differ from the 
calculated values above 20 c.p.i. For the 1/28's yarn, however, 
-there is not such a good fit between the practical values and the 
theoretical values for any given stitch length, the discrepancy 
increasing with increase in c.p.i. 
c.p.i 
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2. Grosberr,'s Formula 
The accuracy of Grosberg's forr.lula, (see Chapter Ill) for 
machine state fabrics was then investigated in the same way_ In 
his "/ork, he gives two relationships between stitch length and 
yarn diameter and c.p.i., one for back bar and one for front bar 
yarns, the former being shorter as no allowance is made for 
plating. For a single bar fabric, therefore, the back bar formula 
is more appropriate. It will be seen, (Fig. 94), that this 
relationship fits the experimental points less accurately than 
that of Allison. 
Thus the loop models proposed by previous workers do not 
offer formulae which are sufficiently accurate to predict the 
machine state of single bar Raschel knitted wool fabrics. This is 
not altogether surprising since they were developed for use with 
two bar constructions made from continuous filament materials and, 
therefore, do not take into consideration the collapse of the 
loop or the loop inclination present in single bar constructions. 
II. PROPOSED NE,'" LOOP !10DELS AND CO!'IPARISON WITH EXPERIHE:rrAL 
RESULTS 
It "/as decided to investigate whether a more accurate loop 
model could be established suitable for single bar constructions. 
1. New Loop Hodel No.1 
As a starting point for the shape of the loop on the machine, 
it was decided to consider the shape of the first loop free of the 
needles. The characteristic features of this loop observed by 
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visual exa~ination are that (a) the loop is erect, (b) no waisting 
of the fabric has occurred, therefore, the wale spacing is the 
same as the needle spacing, and (c) the loop is held in an open 
"'I.~" tI'" .,.,,~ 
position, (i.e. lies to the plane of the fabric), theAhead of the 
e.Q"" ...... loop being !,IOpoIlsioonea.. to three yarn diameters. Thus it is 
possible to construct a loop model as shown in Fig. 95 by 
co~sidering the loop in three parts: (i) the underlap tu', (ii) the 
head of the loop 'ht, and (iii) the two arms 'a1' and 'a2'. 
For all calculations, the following symbols are used -
g = needle spacing or 1 
n.p.i. 
c = course spacing or 1 c.p.i. 
w = wale spacing or 1 
w.p.i. 
n = length of underlap in needle spaces 
Therefore, the underlap will be ~ c2 2 2 + n w 
The length of the yarn in the arms = 2~c2 + d2 
1f3d The length of the yarn in the head of the loop = ~
Hence total stitch length = ~c2 2 2 + n w + + 
The accuracy of this formula was checked by comparison with 
the practical values. 
The appropriate values were calculated for the formula and 
plotted as c.p.i. against Jr for comparison with the practical 
, 
values, (Fig. 96). The value used for d was obtained from 
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1 90 Ashenhurst's formula, d = d X ~IOO. As will be yar s per pound 
observed, a poor fit was obtained, particularly \.,ri th the fine 
counts. 
2. Ne\or Loop Model No.2 
Further examination of fabrics on the machine indicated that 
loop inclination takes place on the machine immediately after 
knitting. It was considered, therefore, that perhaps the 
conditions used to give loop model 1 were not truly representative 
of the structure. Hence, a second model was proposed which 
accommodated the suggestion that loop inclination takes place on 
the machine to the extent that the base of the loop occupies a 
position one third of the needle space distance from the head of 
the loop. 
This gives rise to the loop model 2, (Fig. 97), as follows -
Length of underlap 
•••••••• (1) 
The length of arms will be 
2JJrI(J;=( 0=. 3=3=g )===2 ===+ =c::;:2)r-:2::-+---:d 2 
•••••••• (2) 
The amount of yarn in the head of the loop will be 
• • ••••• 
Therefore, from (1), (2) and (3) above, the loop length is 
.f =j(0.66g)2 + c2 + 2)(J(0.33g/ 2)2 d2 1i3d + c++ ~
The appropriate values were thus calculated for this formula 
and these may be compared with the practical values as sho~~ in 
Fig. 98. 
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It will be realised that this formula fits the practical 
values obtained little better than the previous model or that of 
Allison, and that reasonable agreement with the practical results 
is only obtained over the lower range of c.p.i. 
New Loon Model ~o.~ 
r 
Further examination of the fabric on the machine suggested 
that the head of the loop may be of smaller diameter than 
considered in the previous two models. To meet this requirement, 
a third loop model was proposed in which it was suggested that the 
two arms of the following loop pass through the head of the loop 
under consideration, one above the other, as opposed to side by 
side in a horizontal plane as suggested in the previous two models. 
As a result, the diameter of the head of the loop will be equal to 
2d. (Fig. 99). 
Therefore, the stitch length equals -
+ 
2 
c + 
--/12d 
+ +-2 
The results of the model are shown in Fig. 100 and it will 
be observed that, although this model gives results in agreement 
with the practical results for the fine counts, it does not 
satisfy the coarse counts. 
Ill. COHPARISON OF LOOP HODELS 
Of the three new proposed loop models, number 3 was the worst 
fit as, although it provided a good fit for the fine counts, it 
possessed a narrow spread, resulting in a poor fit for the mediuc 
and coarse counts. 
g 
1fu. 
2 ,j<O.66g)2 2 + C 
jjO.33g2 + c 
Fig. 99 New Loop Bodel No.3 
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Model nu~ber 1 provided a good fit at the lower count range 
but although it possesses a greater spread than model number 3, a 
poor fit is obtained for the fine count range. 
Nodel number 2 fits the centre range of the practical results 
and is, therefore, better suited for development than the other 
two models and gave very similar results to that of Allison. 
Of the existing loop models, Allison's provides a better fit 
to the practical results than Grosberg's. 
It was decided, therefore, to dispense with Grosberg's model 
and the proposed new loop models 1 and 3 in further studies and 
to use only model number 2 and comparison with Allison's. 
IV • SUHHARY ON THE ACCURACY OF THE SIHPLE LOOP HODELS 
It can be seen from the above that simple loop models of the 
type investigated are not suitable in their present form to predict 
accurately the expe~imental results obtained for the c.p.i. on 
the machine and the stitch length. 
It will be realised that for each model examined and for a 
given c.p.i. value, the difference in the calculated] value, 
allowing for change in count, was not as great as the difference 
obtained practically. Hence, it is evident that no simple 
modification such as allowing for -
(a) different loop inclination 
(b) different diameter relationships in the head of the loop 
(c) the three dimensional effect of the yarn within the loop 
or (d) values of yarn diameter calculated from formulae other 
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than that of Ashenhurst -
will improve the accuracy of the loop model, but merely 
"weight" the results tm-/ards one end of the scale or the other. 
Therefore, to obtain a more accurate loop model, either (a) some 
factor needs to be introduced \-rhich varies with yarn count to 
increase the spread of the results, or (b) some factor on the 
machine may have occurred in the production of the original 
samples which may be affected by yarn count and which has not been 
taken into consideration in the loop models. 
To investigate this more fully, detailed observation of 
knitting conditions on the machine was undertaken. 
PART T\'1O - EXPERD1ENTAL INVESTIGATION 
I. 11ACHINE COHPARISON 
For this investigation, observations were made on a 24 
gauge machine. It was necessary, therefore, to establish if 
similar practical results of c.p.i. and stitch length were 
obtained. ~/orsted yarns of counts 2/16's and 2/56's were used and 
·fabrics were knitted to a range of c.p.i. from these two yarns. 
Details of these fabrics measured on the machine are given in 
Table 45. The samples were made on the same number of needles as 
for the original samples on the 32 gauge machine. 
When these results were plotted graphically and compared with 
those obtained on the 32 gauge machine, (see Fig. 101), it will be 
noted that the. experimental results for the 32 gauge machine are 
c.p.i'. 
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TABLE 45 
Samples produced on the 
24 gauge machine 
2/16 2/56 
C.P.I. on Stitch 1 C.P.I. on Stitch 1 
machine ll,~th st~ tcll length I machine l~;;Q(h stitch length 
10 0.3792 2.637 
17 0.2750 3.636 
10 0.3458 2.892 
. 
18 0.2188 4.571 
I 
~ 
I 
30 0.2229 4.406 31 0.1583 6.316 
35 0.2125 4.706 35 0.1520 6.575 
42 0.1437 6.956 
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the same as those for the 2l~ gauge machine with a small exception 
of the results for the 2/16 t s yarn above 20 c.p.i. This 
discrepancy can be explained by the fact that the coarser gauge 
machine has greater space between the knitting elements for the 
accommodation of yarn so allo· .... ing a greater number of c.p.i. 
before jamming occurs. However, the similarity between the two 
sets of results below 20 c.p.i. on the coarse counts and for the 
whole range of fine counts is surprising, as for any given c.p.i. 
a larger stitch length would have been anticipated on the 24 
gauge machine than the 32 gauge, because the difference in needle 
spacing, consequently the difference in length of underlap, would 
have been expected to require a different stitch length. This 
fact is reflected by comparing the practical results with the 
theoretical results calculated by the formula for the new loop 
model 2 given in Part One of this chapter. This comparison is 
shown in Fig.102. It will be observed that a worse fit is 
obtained for the 24 gauge samples than the 32 gauge results in 
that the coarse counts show a greater discrepancy between the 
calculated and experimental values but a similarity exists in that 
the fine counts are more in error than the coarse counts. 
These observations suggest that the results from the two 
machines are comparable but that some factor not taken into 
'consideration in the formula must have influenced the results. 
Although all the earlier experiments on the 32 gauge 
machine had been conducted at a constant warp tension, the 
c.p.i •• I 
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magnitude of this tension had been considered unimportant as it had 
been established in Chapter IV, that the knitting tension did not 
influence the dimensional parameters of the 1 x 1 closed lap 
const~~ction produced from wool yarns when the fabric had been 
relaxed- in the tumble dry condition. However, the results quoted 
above suggest that it is possible ~or the warp tension to affect 
the relationship between the stitch length and the c.p.i. of the 
fabric when measured on the machine. 
As the 24 gauge machine was equipped with a positive gear 
take-up mechanism, it was suitable for experiments involving vJarp 
tension and take-up settiIlg while the original 32 gauge machine 
was not. The following experiments were undertaken to establish 
the effects of tension on the relationship between the c.p.i. of 
the fabric measured on the machine and the stitch length. 
11. EXPERIHENT TO DNESTIGATE THE EFFECT OF HARP 1'ENSIOn ON THE 
RELATIONSHIP BET .. 1EEN C.P.I. AND STITCH LEHGTH on THE HACHI1TE 
A set of samples were produced consisting of tyro yarn counts, 
~16's and ~56's, and three different courses per inch of each 
count. Each setting of c.p.i. was produced at biO different yarn 
tensions approximately 10 grams per end and approximately 30 grams 
per end. The following results were obtained as sho\o1n in Table 46. 
From these results, it is clear that for the same reading of 
c.p.i. by piece glass on the machine there is a range of stitch 
lengths 'rrhich can be obtained according to the warp tension. It 
is also clear that this variation will be dependent on yarn count 
TABLE 46 
Effect~of Warp Tension 
2/16 2/56 
Stitch 1 Stitch 1 
C.P.I. {l.ir;.~f l~2iih stitch length C.P.I. tTnsio,~ l~~~~h stitch length _~Iks 
34.0 t 30 0.208 4.800 36.0 .30 0.152 6.575 
34.0 10 0.235 4.247 36.0 10 0.179 5.581 
22.0 30 0.254 3.937 22.0 30 0.198 5.050 I ~ 
22.0 10 0.270 3.692 22.0 10 0.208 4.800 1'" 
9.5 30 0.401 2.494- 9.5 30 0.364 2.741 
I 9.5 10 0.416 2.403 9.5 10 0.372 2.681 I 
~- -- - ~ ~--~-
, 
TABLE 47 
Effect of Warp Tension on Yarn Count 
2/16 2/56 
Tight Slack % Tight Slack % 
C.p.!. Stitch Stitch Difference Difference C.P.I. Stitch Stitch Difference Difference 
r:;~~th L~~th (IN) . ~r;J)th L~~~h (IIV J I ~ 
34.0 0.235 0.208 0.027 13.0 36.0 0.179 0.152 0.027 17.8 I 
22.0 0.270 0.254- 0.016 6.3 22.0 0.208 0.198 0.010 5.0 
9.5 0.416 0.401 0.015 3.7 l 9.5 0.372 0.364 0.008 2.2 
, 
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and c.p.i. 0.5 sho\vu in Table 47. 
If these results are now plotted and compared with the 
theoretical values from loop model 2, (Fig. 103), it is 
immediately obvious that the calculated values for the loop model 
are a good fit for the fabrics produced at the 10 ... 1 Harp tension, 
i.e. those produced at 10 grams per end. The experimental results 
are in good agreeoent with those predicted from loop model 2 ~~d 
Allison. 
The results obtained for those fabrics produced at a high 
warp tension of 30 grams per end, however, do not agree with the 
loop model. These results are very similar to those of the 
original fabrics. 
It was kno\·m that the original fabrics, (i.e. both those 
produced on the 32 gauge machine and the first fabrics produced 
on the 24 gauge machine), were produced at a high tension because 
the fabrics were only 120 "Tales wide, this being a narrow width 
for the size of the machine. 
It is clear from these results that the proposed loop model 
will accurately predict the relatio~ship between the dimensions 
of the fabric and the length of the yarn in the stitch on the 
machine if the warp tension conditions are slack, whereas under 
these high tension conditions the proposed model does not apply. 
This is not surprising since, as the warp tensio~ is 
increased, the stitch length 'of the fabric will change without any 
corresponding change in c.p.i. as measured by a piece glass. 
c.p.i'.: 
40 
30g 
30 
20 
10 J.. ~ Pra.ctical values - 24 ga.uge 
- - -- Ne\V' Loop Iv!odel No.2 
1 -/ 
o I • I ItN 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 
Fig. 103 Effect of Warp Tension 
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Obviously, o~e formula Clli~not fit both these cases. 
For a complete understanding of the problem, it is necessary 
to explain the cause of the disagreement between theoretical and 
practical results obtained under these high warp tension conditions. 
Ill. INVESTIGATION TO ESTABTJISH THE CAUSE OF T!1:E LACK OF 
AGREE;·lE:-IT BE1" .. IEE:I 'l'RE E.XPERIMS:'ITA.L RESULTS AND THEOIL;;;r'rCAL 
MODELS FOR FABRICS PRODUCED A'r HIGH '~lARP TEi{SIONS 
1. Introduction 
By careful examination of the fabric on the machine it was 
observed that fabrics produced at low tensio~s were uniform in 
construction but that those fabrics produced under high tension 
conditions showed considerable distortion. This distortio~, 
caused by the fabric "'vlaisting-in", gave a variation in course 
spacing from the paint at which the fabric was formed to the 
point it passed onto the take-up roller. 
This variation is important because the course spacing used 
in the calculations was obtained from a piece glass reading and 
if this is at variance with the course spacing at the point where 
the loop is formed, an error could be introduced which could 
account for the lack of agreement between the experimental values 
and the theoretical values at high warp tensions. 
2. Variation in Course Spacing 
'a) Record of variation in course spacing 
In order to record this variation in course spacing between 
tight and slack fabrics, photographs were taken of the fabrics 
I 
1 
.. 
• t 
. 
~ 
• I 
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for record purposes by mounting a camera on a tripod in such a 
manner that the whole of the fabric from the trick plate to the 
take-up roller could be shown on the photograph. The camera 
used was a 35mm. single lens reflex using a standard 5Omm. lens. 
The fil~ was llford Pan F with an A.S.A. rating of 32 and 
illumination was by electronic flaFh positioned at 45 degrees to 
the plane of the fabric. 
Photograph 18 shows the effect of variation in course 
spacing on a tight fabric produced from 2/56's yarn with a piece 
glass reading of 40 c.p.i. The course spacing at the trick plate 
is equivalent to 46 c.p.i. while that at the take-up roller is 
equivalent to 34 c.p.i. 
. Photograph 19 shows a slack fabric produced from 2/56's with 
a piece glass reading of 36 c.p.i. This shows a more uniform 
fabric with the course spacing the same at the trick plate as at 
the take-up roller. 
b) Relationship of variation with c.p.i. and count 
To investigate the above further, a piece of paper was 
marked with two marks ~II apart. This was placed on the machine 
as close to the trick plate as possible and the courses per *" 
counted. It was then placed as close to the take-up rollers as 
possible and again the courses per ~11 counted. The following 
-results were obtained:-
Photograph 18 
one inch 
40 courses 
Photograph 19 
~ Piece glass 
reading 
36 c . p . i . 
-211- E~J 
C.P.I. by C.P.I. at C.P.I. at ~'.-~.r./ 
Count piece trick take-un ! 
glass plate roller 
2/56 40 46 34 
2/56 10 10 10 
2/16 34 36 32 
2/16 10 10 10 
Thus it can be established that the variation in course spacing 
between the trick plate and the take-up rollers varies with c.p.i. 
and with the yarn count. At 10 c.p.i. piece glass reading, no 
variation was sho\.,rn on 2/16's or 2/56's count, but at higher 
c.p.i. both yarns displayed a variation. At the point where the 
loop is formed, the course spacing is 15% less than that indicated 
by piece glass on the 2/56's and 6% less on the 2/16's. 
c) Substitution of modified c.p.i. in loop model 
From the above results a graph was constructed, (Fig. 104), 
of c.p.i. by piece glass against c.p.i. by measurement near to the 
knitting point, (i.e. the first -i;" from the needles), it being 
assumed that a straight line relationship exists bebleen the 
parameters. From this, modified values of c.p.i. against T 
calculated and plotted to compare with the practical values. 
This is shown,in Fig. 105. 
From these graphs it will be observed that only a small 
, 
two 
were 
difference is obtained between the original calculated values for 
model 2 and those corrected for c.p.i. 
c.p.i.· 
50 
2/16 2/56 
40 
co 
rf} 
en 
r-I 30 bO 
Cl> 
0 
Cl> 
.,-l 
Po 
>-, 
.0 
• 20 
'M 
• Po 
• 0 
10 
o « I I c.p.i. 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Equivalent c.p.i. at knitting point 
Fip;. 104 
Relationship between c.p.i. by piece glass and size of loop at knitting point 
c.p.i: 
40 
30 
20 
10 
30g 
Practical values - 24 gauge 
New Loop Hodel No.2 corrected ·for 
c.p.i. 
6.0 
1 
£ 
8.0 
o,L ______ ~ ________ L_ ______ 4_ ______ ~ ______ ~------~~----~ 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 7.0 
Fig. 105 Comparison of Model No.2 corrected for c.p.i. with practica.l values 
'N -, 
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This correction, however, represents a considerable 
improvement at the 10\.,rer c.p.i., but not such a marked degree of 
improvement above 25 c.p.i. It is evident, therefore, that soree 
other factor must be influencing the practical results in the 
tight fabrics. 
3. Yarn Diameter 
a) Introduction 
The remaining factor which has been used in the calculation 
of loop length in the loop models which may be subject to error 
is yarn diameter. The yarn diameter is, however, not used in 
isolation but in the calculation of the size of the head of the 
loop by the assumption that the head lies in a shape predicted by 
the formula, -rr~d • 
In order to investigate the effect of yarn diameter and to 
establish the shape of the head of the loop, photographs were taken 
of the first few courses of fabric off the needles. This \'las 
performed with the same photographic set up as described 
previously except that to obtain the required degree of magni-
fication, a 135mm. lens was used in conjunction with a 3 diopter 
close-up lens, mounted on a bellows extension. 
b) Observation of photographs 
No attempt was made to measure the diameter of the yarn from 
the photographs as it was considered that no reliable results 
could be obtained because -
(i) The diameter of a fibrous yarn varies greatly due 
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to its inherent irregularity and the outstanding 
surface fibre. 
(ii) The only use of yarn diameter is in the calculation 
at points where the yarn crosses and therefore is 
compressed at these points. The yarn cannot be 
measured at these points as the loop twists and lies 
out of the plane of the photograph. 
(iii) The diameter used in the calculation is that 
suggested by Ashenhurst and is an empirical value 
suitable for use in the calculation of maximum set 
simple woven fabrics. Under the compression 
conditions present in a knitted construction, these 
values need not necessarily apply. 
It was considerd that a more practical approach was to 
obtain the length of yarn in the head of the loop and hence from 
this the effective diameter of the yarn. 
The loop model used has three parts, (1) the underlap, 
(2) the arm and (3) the head of the loop. The first two can be 
measured accurately from the photographs. If these correspond to 
the calculated values, then it may be assumed that the method of 
calculating these is suitable. The sum of the length of yarn in 
these two parts of the loop may then be subtracted from the known 
stitch length 60 indicating the amount of yarn in the head of the 
loop. 
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c) Heasurement of loop parts on photographs 
It was considered that the various parts of the loop should 
be measured on the photographs on the first loop free of the 
needles, but examination of the photographs revealed that the 
length of the various components measured on this course varied 
considerably according to the position in the knitting cycle at 
which the photograph was taken. In fact, variation occurred over 
the first three courses. If measurements were taken on the 5th, 
6th and 7th courses, however, a constant figure was obtained. 
This variation on courses· 1, 2 and 3 may be demonstrated by the 
simple example of measuring the course spacing on photographs 20, 
21 and 22 all of which show a fabric with 36 c.p.i. by piece glass 
but at different positions in the knitting cycle. The average 
course spacing over the first three courses is as follows -
Course 
Photograph of E9,uivalent 1 , 2 8c 3) c.p.i. 
20 0.018 Ill/ 55 
21 0.021 IN 46 
22 0.039,N 76 
If, however,· the·average course spacing is measured on courses 5, 
6 and 7, then the following results are obtained -
Photograph 20 
Photograph 21 
Phot ograph 22 
Photogrann 
20 
21 
22 
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Course 
Snaci:1?; 
(avcrilc::e of 
courses 5, 6 =( 7 ) 
0.023,J 
0.023 ;tJ 
. 
0.023'" 
Ecuivalent 
c."O.i • 
. 
42 
42 
42 
This shows tha.t the fabric is subject to change over the first 
three courses and that l~easurements cannot be taken from the 
photographs on these courses which could be used in the 
calculations outlined above to obtain the amount of yarn in the 
head of the loop. All following measurements were, therefore, 
taken on courses 5, 6 and 7. 
d) Length of yarn in head of loop by subtraction 
The following results were obtained by this approach from 
Photograph 21 showing a fabric produced from ~56's with 36 c.p.i. 
knitted tight, i.e. 30 grams per end. 
C.P.I. 
by piece 
glass 
36 
C.P.I. 
from 
photograph 
42 
Calculated 
underlap 
at 2+2 c.P.i. 
0.060 
Measured 
underla'O 
0.060 
Therefore total yarn in the two arms and underlap = 
Calculated 
ar:n 
at lj:7"cpi. 
0.037 
t 
0.075 + 0.060 = 0.135 I~ 
Known stitch length = 0.156 
. 
Therefore yarn in head of loop = 0.156 - 0.135 = 0.021/~ 
Thus the ~ount of yarn in the head of the loop is . 
!·~e asurc d 
arm 
0.037 
considerably less than that allowed for in the loop model. It is 
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not possible from the available evidence to separate the two 
factors affecting this, i.e. yarn compression and shape of the 
head of the loop; possibly both are responsible in part for the 
effect. Thus, by substituting the new value of 0.021 for the 
length of yarn in the head of the loop in the formula, the 
folic-wing values ... tere obtained:-
C.P.I. 1 stitch length 
( ''4'" ) 
10 2.910140 
20 4.730570 
30 5.739177 
45 6.493422 
It will be noted that the amount of yarn in the head of the loop 
is ~~ of that allowed for in the original loop model. Therefore, 
1., f a loop shape of ~32d . id b ~ is assumed, the yarn d1ameter wou e 
0.0044 inches, as opposed to 0.0089 as used in the calculations. 
The same procedure was no\., repeated for the 2/16's count 
using Photograph 23 and the following results were obtained. 
C.P.I. Underlan 
. 
C.P.I. by measured Calculated Measured Calculated Measured , 
from Underlap pl.ece at arm at arm 
glass . photo 35 c.p.i. 35 c.p.i. 
34 36 0.062 0.062 0.044 0.044 
'Therefore total yarn in the two arms and underlap = 0.151 
Known stitch length = 0.208 
Therefore yarn in head of loop = 0.208 - 0.151 
= 0.057 INetlU 
" . 
Photograph 23 
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This value of 0.057 is smaller than" that used in the proposed 
loop model which was 0.078 representing a loss of 27i~. 
By substituting the new value, the following results "1ere 
obtained. 
C.P.I. 1 
stitch length 
10 2.61949"+ 
20 3.984222 
30 4.654930 
40 5.0Yt353 
The ne"1 results were no'N' plotted and co:npared with the practical 
values obtained from the tight fabrics and it will be observed 
that a much better fit is achieved, (Fig. 106). 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
It has been established that the relationship between the 
c.p.i. and the stitch length can be fairly accurately predicted 
for the 1 x 1 closed lap construction by the loop model No.2 
provided that the warp tension is low, in the region of 10 grams 
per end or lower, and that this prediction is more accurate tha~ 
the relationship suggested by Grosbers, but similar to that 
suggested by Allison. 
At warp tensions in the region of 30 grams per end, however, 
the prediction is not accurate for the following reasons -
i) The course spacing varies from the point of loop 
formation at the trick plate to the point at which th~ 
fabric passes onto the take-up roller. Therefore, a 
c.p.i. 
40 2/56 
10g 
30 
20 
10 J.. ~~ Practical values -24 gauge 
o 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
- - - - New loop Model No.2 corrected for 
c.p.i. and yarn diameter 
5.0 
Fig. 106 
6.0 7.0 8.0 
Comparison of Model No.2 correct for c.p.i. and yarn diameter with practical values 
1 
1. IN-' 
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reading taken by piece glass is an 'average' value and 
not co:npnrable to that used in the loop model. 
This course variation is not constant but varies with 
count and courses per inch. No variation was shown on 
any count at 10 c.p.i. but at high c.p.i. the 2/16's 
showed a course spacing of 1/36 inch at the trick plut~ 
and 1/32 inch at the take-up roller with a piece glass 
reading of 32 c.p.i., while the 2/56's showed a 
variation of 1/46 inch at the trick plate to 1/34 inch 
at the take-up roller with a piece glass reading of 
40 c.p.i. 
ii) At high warp tensions, the amount of yarn used in the 
head of the loop is less than that predicted by the 
loop model and this varies according to yarn count, the 
1/16's showing 27'/0 less, while the 2/56's show 50% less. 
This is no doubt due to the compression of the yarn at 
the head of the loop where the yarns cross but the loop 
twists and lies out of the plane of the photograph, so 
that it is impossible to see the actual lay of the yarn 
at this point. 
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CHAPl'ER XI 
SUHHARY, CmWLUSIO;~S AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER 'NORX 
Summary 
This thesis is an account of a~ investigation into the 
dimensional parameters of single bar warp knitted co~structions 
produced from worsted yarns and their relationship with stitch 
length. 
The constructio~s investigated are the open and closed lap 
versions of 1 x 1, 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 4 x 1 lapping movements. Each 
construction is produced in a n~mber of stitch lengths and a 
range of yarn counts from 1/8's to 1/28's and their equivalent 
two-fold yarns. 
The first three chapters form an introduction to the subject, 
Chapter I explaining the basic principles of warp knitting and 
fabric construction with reference to trade practice to sufficient 
depth to afford understanding of any technical terms used in this 
work. 
Chapter 11 traces the history of warp knitting from the 
introduction of the hand warp frame through the application of 
power 'to the specialised high speed units used in modern industry 
today. The development of fabric structure is also outlined with 
the transition from natural fibres, such as wool and cotton, to 
the fine denier man-made yarns. 
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A. review of the preyious ... lork by researchers in the field, 
both in weft knitting and warp knitting, is given in Chapter Ill. 
The type of machine used for the production of the sa~ples 
was a bench top Raschel machine, capable of making fabrics from 
small hand wound warps being ideal for research work as samples 
can be produced from small lots of yarn quickly with ease. This 
machine and its associated mechanisms are described in Chapter IV. 
From the work in Chapter III it was not clear which 
relaxation treatment may give the most relaxed state of the warp 
knitted fabric and since other workers on warp knitted fabrics 
had experienced difficulty in relaxing fabrics, it was decided to 
perform a short experiment to evaluate the effect of various 
relaxation treatments. This is described in Chapter V. 
Chapter VI contains a thorough investigation of the 
dimensional properties of the 1 x 1 closed lap construction. As 
this construction is considered the basic single bar construction, 
a detailed investigation was undertaken into the effects of yarn 
count, the relationship between the parameters and stitch length, 
and the fclting properties of the fabric when treated in a 
Cubex washing machine. 
Investigations into the dimensional properties by observing 
the dimensions of the fabrics during relaxation of the 2 x 1, 
~ x 1 and 4 x 1 closed lap constructions and the 1 x 1, 2 x 1, 
3 x 1 and 4 x 1 open lap constructions were undertaken in 
Chapter VII with a summary of the work conducted on these 
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constructions in Chapter VIII. 
Chapters IX and X conclude the work by the construction of 
loop models to investigate the yarn in the two and three 
dimensional shape of the loop. A number of loop models were 
suggested to fit the various fabric groupings discussed in the 
thesis. A separate loop model is proposed for fabrics on the 
machine and the effect of knitting tension is discussed. 
Conclusions 
From the investigations conducted in this work, it is shown 
that for the relaxation of single bar warp knitted constructions 
produced from worsted yarns, it is necessary to wet out the 
fabrics and to dry them while tumbling to achieve the most 
thorough relaxation. Fabrics wet-out and left to dry on a flat 
surface ~o not relax to the same extent and tumbling in the dry 
condition has little or no effect on the relaxation treatment. 
The dimensions of single bar warp knitted constructions 
investigated in the tumble dry condition are depe!ldent solely on 
the stitch length and it has been shown by detailed investigation 
that count and ply of yarn have no effect on this relationship. 
It is shown that a good correlation between the knitted parameters 
of c.p.i., w.p.i. and stitch density with the stitch length exists. 
The results were analysed in terms of k., k ,k and k but this. 
c w s r A.' relationships~ not necessarily a constant and the actual value 
varies according to the parameters, the construction and the 
state of rel~ation. 
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In the tumble dry condition, the most relaxed condition 
investigated, the fabrics group themselves according to the 
freedom of the yarn to move within the construction. The 
following table shows the grouping and the values for the various 
parameters investigated. 
Structure c.p.i. . 1 w.p.i. . 1 aga1nst T S . 1 aga1nst ;2 agoa1nst -
'" ,f 
1 x 1 Closed c.p.i. 8.95 w.p.i. 2.70 2.13 S 25.60 52.50 = --+ = ~2 + i - "e 
1 x 1 Open c. p. i •. 7.79 w.p.i. 4.02 S 30.50 =- =y = 12 } 
2 x 1 Closed 
c.p.i. 7.51 w.p.i. - 5.07 3 24 s 44.90 =y - J + • = )2 2 x 1 Open 
3 x 1 Closed c.p.i. 7.70 w.p.i. 6.09 5.80 s 60.90 :- --+ = 
.f2 3 x 1 Open p - j 
4 x 1 Closed 
c.p.i. 7.88 w.p.i. 8.32 5.54 S 78.00 4 x 1 Open =- =-+ = ).2 
.R. i 
On felting, the 1 x 1 closed lap construction behaves in 
similar manner to the plain weft knitted construction, and on 
analysis by plotting c.p.i. and w.p.i. against] and S against 
]2' the results separate themselves according to yarn count and, 
accordingly, the k ,k and k values are count dependent. The 
c w s 
kr val~e, however, is a constant once the fabric has become 
felted, with a value of 2.69. 
When analysed in terms of cover factor, however, by plotting 
the k values against the reciprocal of cover factor, (i.e. 1 ~), 
the k values of the felted fabrics fall in a straight line 
indicating that the rate of felting of these fabrics is independent 
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of yarn count and stitch length ~~d related only to the cover 
factor in the fabric. 
The models proposed for the tUr:1ble dried condition suggest 
that in this state of relaxation the loop takes up the form of an 
elastica irrespective of its construction and the three 
dimensional shape of the structure is also constant irrespective 
of the constructio:1. The different groupings of the fabrics 
investigated occurs because of the manner in which the loop and 
underlap lies in relation to the course and wale spacing and not 
the three dimensional configuration of the construction. If the 
course/wale relationship observed 0:1 the relaxed fabrics is also 
applied, the following relationships between stitch length and 
course spacing are obtained -
1 x 1 Closed Lap 
1 = 2.78J(1.53c)2 + (1.601c + 0.007)2 
------------------------~ 
+ 1.36~(0.95c)2 + (1.251c + 0.006)2 
1 x 1 Open Lap 
~ _ 2.78~(2C)2 + (A 655c _ 0.008)2 
+ 1.36~(0.70c)2 + (0.591c - 0.003)2 
2 x 1 Open and Closed Lap 
J. = 2.78)(1.32c)2 + (0.975 + 0.005)2 
.------~----------------~ 
+ 1.36~(1.08c)2 + (1.523c + 0.008)2 
3 x 1 Onen and Closed Lan 
t 
p = 2.78)(1.32c)2 + (0.648c + 0.0~9/ 
+ 1.36/(1.08c)2 + (i.67/tc + 0.('~3)2 
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4 x 1 Open and Closed Lap 
J 2 2" 2.78 ('.32c) + (0.502c + 0.008) 
+ 1.36 J(1.08c)2 + (1.844c + 0.029)2 
A different loop model is proposed for the fabrics on the 
machine since in this state it has been found that the relationship 
between c.p.i. and ~ is (a) count dependent and (b) affected by 
warp tensions. These experimental results have been explained by 
suggesting that (a) with high warp tensions the yarn beco~es 
compressed giving an effective diameter which is tension dependent., 
and (b) the fabric is distorted resulting in a variation in the 
size of the loop from the knitting point to the take-up roller. 
Suggestions for Further Vlork 
This work has been concerned with the production of single 
bar fabrics from worsted yarns in order to establish the basic 
fundemental relationship between the knitted parameters and the 
stitch length, but as single bar fabrics are not used industrially, 
an obvious continuation of this \-Iork would be in the use of two 
bar constructions, in which both bars knit and in which one bar 
kni ts and one bar lays-in. It \'lould also be interesting to apply 
the stitch length ~~d c.p.i. relationships established in this 
work to two bar constructions to see if the values indicated 
gave a balanced construction 
• • 
Further and deeper investigation into the loop ~odel would be 
of considerable ~sefulness in establishing the lay of the yarn 
in two bar constructiop~. The technique described here could be 
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extended by marking the yarn or 'vlax to give ciatum points for 
measuring the various sections of the construction to relate one 
photograph with another. 
Although the loop model gave good correlation bebleen the 
calculated and actual values, it was noticed that the short 
stitch lenGths tended to be undervalued and the larger stitch 
lengths over-valued, and an investigation into this aspect could 
well prove worthwhile. 
It is generally accepted in the trade that the bench top 
model is not suitable for producing samples for weight and 
finished courses and w.p.i. and it is necessary to use a large 
scale trial on full size machines to obtain these values. An 
investigation into the effects of tensio~ and their comparison 
with full size machines could well suggest the importance of 
establishing knittiLg tension as a means of sample production. A 
fact on which little is known at the present time. 
In the following appendices, the stitch length (1) 
is measured in inches. 
APPENDIX ONE 
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SAMPLE 1 
Count: 1/12 wore Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
,£ = 0.186 2 1 1 1 J!.. = 0.034 1 = 5.376 )..2 =- 29.41 j,Jii = 1.555 
Condition c.n.i. le \-1. p. i. k S.D. k le 
I1 L c .. , s r 
---
-- --- - --
---. --'-
On Ha::hine i 40.00 7.44 16.00 2.98 640.0 21.76 2.50 
Dry Relaxed 43.63 8.12 15.09 2.81 658.4 22.38 2.82 
Wet Relaxed 45.00 8.37 15.53 2.79 698.8 24.17 2.90 
5 min. Dry Tumble ;45.28 8.28 16.22 3.02 734.4 24.97 2.79 
10 min. Dry Tumble ii 45.74 8.51 16.41 3.05 750.6 {2-.52 2.79 ---~ 
15 min. Dry Tumble !i 45.85 8.53 16.32 3.04 748.3 25.44 2.81 
20 min. Dry Tumble !45.85 8.53 16.32 2.93 748.3 25.44 2.81 
--
60 min. Dry 'fumble ' 45•60 8.48 16.35 2.94 745.6 25.34 2.79 
'l'umble Dry 46.75 8.70 16.49 3.07 770.9 26.60 2.84 
SAMPLE 2 
Count: 1/12 wore structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
., 
l,JN= 1.456 
Conditic;m c.p.i. k w.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c \-1 S r 
3.18 1480.0 
,--
On Machine 3U.00 5.97 16.00 18.72 1.88 
Dry Relaxed 36.54 7.27 14.22 2.70 1519.6 20.26 2.57 
Wet Relaxed 40.81 8.12 14.54 2.76 593.3 i23.40 2.81 
Dry Tumble 
, 
620.8 24.31 5 min. i 41.14 8.19 15.09 3.00 2.73 
10 min. Dry Tumble i 41.86 8.33 15.20 3.02 636.3 24.81 2.75 , 
15 min. Dry Tumble :\41.61 8.28 15.31 3.05 637. 1 24.85 2.72 
20 min. Dry Tumble ;: 41.37 8.23 15.23 2.89 630.1 \24.57 2.72 
60 min. Dry Tumble '41.86 8~33 15.35 2.91 642.6 25.12 2.73 
Tumble Dry 43.10 8.60 16.41 3.27 707.3 28.01 2.63 
SAMPLE 3 
Count: 1/12 wore 
. 2 J!.. = 0.232 J.. = 0.053 
Conditicn c.p.i. 
'r--
On Hachine 20.00 
Dry Relaxed 28.45 
\'/et Relaxed 34.95 
5 min. Dry Tumble 35.12 
10 min. Dry Tumble i 35.12 
15 min. Dry Tumble il 35.64 
20 min. Dry Tumble i 35.12 
60 min. Dry Tumble 35.50 
~umble Dry 36.36 
SAMPLE 4 
Count: 1/12 wore 
Condition c.p.i. 
On Hachine 10.00 
Dry Relaxed 17.34 
'\ 
Wet Relaxed 21.75 
5 min. Dry Tumble 1\ 23.25 
10 min. Dry Tumblel 23.07 
.15 min. Dry Tumble '1 
I 23.45 
20 min. Dry Tumble: 23.52 
60 min. Dry Tumble ' 23.52 
Tumble Dry 25.25 
Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
k w.p.i. k S.D. k k c w s r 
-- .. - .. --
4.64 16.00 3.70 320.0 16.96 1.25 
.-
6.60 12.30 2.82 349.9 18.54 2.31 
8.11 12.30 2.82 429.8 23.13 2.84 
8.15 13.09 3.04 459.7 24.37 2.68 
8.15 13.24 3.07 465.0 24.64 2.65 
8.27 13.22 3.07 471.2 24.97 2.70 
8.15 13.15 3.02 461.8 24.50 2.67 
--8.24 . 13.30 3.05 472.2 25.00 2.67 
8.44 14.22 3.30 517.0 27.82 2.56 
Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
1 2" = 7.51 1 
k w.p.i. k S.D. k k c \01 s r 
.-. --
3.65 16.00 5.84 160.0 21.28 0.63 
6.33 7.71 2.77 133.7 17.7b 2.25 
7.94 8.23 2.96 179.0 23.84 2.64 
8.49 8.74 3.19 203.2 27.03 2.66 
8.42 8.90 3.25 205.3 27.31 2.59 
8.56 8.93 3.26 209.4 27.85 2.63 
8.59 8.83 3.17 207.7 27.62 2.66 
8.59 8.74 3.14 205.6 27.33 2.69 
. 
9.20 J 9.52 3.48 240.4 31.92 2.65 
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SAMPLE 5 
Count: 2/32 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
f.. = 0.172 1. 2 = 0.029 .£ = 5.814 } = 34.4 
Condition c.p.i. k w.p.i. k S.D. k le c ... , G r 
" 
~ 
-
:c_ 
On Hachine 40.00 6.88 16.00 2.75 640.0 18.56 2.50 
Dry Relaxed 48.00 8.26 15.60 2.65 748.8 21.7 3.08 
vJet Relaxed 49.45 8.51 16.66 2.83 823.8 24.37 2.97 
--
5 min. Dry Tumble 
I 
50.13 8.62 17.35 2.98 869.8 25.22 2.89 
10 min. Dry Tumble li 50.00 8.60 17.50 3.01 875.0 25.36 2.86 
--
15 min. Dry Tumble : 50.0Q 8.60 17.39 2.99 869.5 25.23 2.88 
- >--
20 min. Dry Tumble , 50.42 8.67 17.35 2.94 874.8 25.36 2.91 
-
60 min. Dry Tumble I: 50.00 8.60 17.56 2.98 878.0 25.46 2.85 
-
Tumble Dry 
11 
50.70 8.72 18.08 3.11 916.7 27.04 2.80 
SAMPLE 6 
Count:2/32 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
/} 88 0 2 1 1 8 X = 0.1 A. = 0.035 1- 5.319 p:2 .57 1 - = 1.333 1,[N 
Condition c.p.i. k w.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c \01 s r 
r---:- -On Hachine 30.00 5.64 16.00 3.00 480.0 16.81 1.88 
Dry Relaxed 38.70 7.28 14.54 2.61 5b2.7 19.72 2.66 
Wet Relaxed 44.44 8.36 15.38 2.76 683.5 124.15 2.89 
5 min. Dry Tumble 45.00 8.46 16.12 3.03 725.4 25.39 2.79 
10 min. Dry Tumble~ 45.00 8.46 16.24 3.05 1730.8 25.58 2.77 
l5 min. Dry Tumble 45.00 8.46 16.16 3.04 727.2 25.45 2.78 
20 min. DrJ Tumble 
., 
45.00 8.46 16.14 2.90 726.3 25.42 2.79 
60 min. Dry Tumble 45.00 8.46 16.21 2.91 729.5 25.53 2.78 
Tumble Dry 45.57 8.57 16.97 3.19 773.3 27.34 2.69 
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SA}l~LE 7 
Count: 2/32 'tlorsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
o 2 1 1 1 
.x- :: 0.219 .£ :: 0.047 1:: 4.566 l!:: 21.27 j Jfii = 1.142 
Condition \ c.p.i. le w.p.i. k S.D. k k C vI ::; r 
H-
-
- --
-
On Hachine 20.00 4.39 16.00 3.50 320.0 15.04 1.25 
Dry Relaxed 31.30 6.86 12.80 2.68 401.0 18.83 2.45 
\-let Relaxed K·89 8.30 13.33 2.79 505.0 24.22 2.84 5 min. Dry Tumble 38.09 8.34 14.09 3.09 536.7 25.50 2.70 
I 
10 min. Dry Tumble I 38.58 8.45 14.15 3. 10 545.9 25.66 2.73 
--
15 min. Dry Tumble !, 38.50 8.43 14.22 3.11 547.5 25.73 2.71 
20 min. Dry Tumble ! 38.13 8.35 14.22 2.98 542.0 25.50 2.68 
-
60 min. Dry Tumble 3~.70 8.48 14.22 2.9~ 550.0 2,.~6 2.72 
Tumble Dry 38.10 8.33 14.91 3.27 568.0 27.21 2.56 
SAMPLE 8 
Count: 2/32 worsted structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
i = 0.361 12 = 0.130 1- 2.77 iz = 7.69 
Condition c.p.i. k w.p.i. k S.D. k k 
C \-! S r 
- -
--
On Nachine 10.00 3.61 16.00 5.75 160.0 20.80 0.62 
Dry Relaxed 22.16 8.00 7.44 2.67 165.0 21.43 2.98 
Wet Relaxed 23.6 8.52 8.00 2.~8 188.8 24.60 2.95 
5 min. Dry Tumble I 24.16 8.72 8.69 3.14 210.0 27.29 2.78 
10 min. Dry Tumble: 24.57 8.87 8.83 3.19 216.9 28.20 2.78 
15 min. Dry Tumble 1\ 24.32 8.97 8.88 3.21 216.0 28.08 2.74 
20 min. Dry Tumble I 24.48 8.84 8.88 3.19 217.0 28.25 2.76 
60 min. D~J Tumble 24.65 8.90 8.83 3.17 218.0 28.25 2.79 
TU!'llble Dry 25.00 9.02 9.82 3.54 246.0 31.99 2.55 
.. 
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SAMPLE 9 
Count: 1/20 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
.£. = 0.0157 ,R. 2 = 0.024 1 = 6.369 R = 41.6 -2- = 1.427 }tfii 
I c.p.i. k w.p.i. c Condition k w S.D. k c le r 
I On Hachine 40.00 6.28 1G.00 2.51 640.0 15.36 2.50 
Dry Relaxed 50.56 7.94 16.32 2.44 825.0 19.80 3.10 
Wet Relaxed 56.25 8.83 17.58 2.63 988.8 24.37 3.20 
5 min. Dry Tumble i 55.21 8.67 18.22 2.86 1005.9 24.10 3.03 
10 min. Dry Tumbleil 56.07 8.80 18.39 2.89 1031.1 24.75 3.05 
--
15 min. Dry Tumble '155.81 8.76 ·18.28 \2.87 1020.2 24.50 3.05 
1---------!l.L-i--:----t-c---:--l---:---:::--+--:---t---:----t--.-;:-:-t-::-=._-20 min. Dry Tumble I 56.16 8.82 18.28 2.74 1026.0 24.60 3.07 
1--- --
60 min. Dry Tumble 55.81 8.76 .18.32 2.74 1022.0 24.50 3.05 
l\mble Dry 57.14 8.97 18.93 2.97 1082.0 26.61 3.02 
SAMPLE 10 
Count: 1/20 worsted structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
i = 0.175 12 = 0.030 1- 5.714 P = 3}.} 1 - = 1.279 l,JN 
Condition c.p.i. k w.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c W 6 r 
5.25 I ,6.()0 - . -- - - 1.87 On Nachine 30.00 2.80 430.0 14.40 
Dry Relaxed 43.1-1 7.54 15.09 2.56 650.0 19.51 2.86 
Wet Relaxed I 48.64 8.51 15.71 2.67 764.1 ,~3.40 3.10 
5 min. I 48.12 8.42 796.9 Dry Tumble 11 16.56 2.90 23.90 2.91 
10 min. Dry Tumble I 48.25 8.44 . 16.66 2.92 803.8:24.12 2.90 
~5 min. Dry Tumble 48.51 8.49 16.56 2.90 803.3 24.10 2.93 
20 min. Dry Tumble' 48.12 8.42 16.56 2.81 797.0 23.90 2.91 
60 min. DrJ Tumble I 48.12 8.42 16.64 2.82 801.0 24.00 2.89 
Tumble Dry 51.42 9.00 17.78 3.11 914.0 27.98 2.89 
-
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SAMPLE 11 
Count: 1/20 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
1 1 1 
- = 4.648 -:: 21.27 - = 1.032 1.. )l2 j tfii 
() . 2 )(. = 0.217 J!.. = 0.047 
Condition ;\ c.p.i. k w.p.i. k S.D. k le c w £, r 
.. 
On Hachine 20.00 4.34 "16.00 3.48 320.0 15.04 1.25 
Dry Relaxed 33.48 7.27 12.19 2.55 408.0 19.17 2.75 
\';et Relaxed 38.87 8.44 12.95 2.71 503.3 23.70 3.00 
5 min. Dry Tumble 38.50 8.36 13.73 2.98 528.6 24.80 2.80 
I 
10 min. Dry Tumble 'I 38.50 8.36 13.99 3.03 538.6 25.30 2.75 
15 min. Dry Tumble )8.91 8.44 13.97 3.03 543.6 25.55 2.78 
20 min. Dry Tumble \ 38.70 8.40 13.91 2.92 538.0 25.30 2.78 
I 
60 min. Dry Tumble 38.70 8.40 . 13.99 2.93 541.0 25.40 2.77 
~'umble Dry 40.45 8.78 14.41 3.13 583.0 27.40 2.81 
SAMPLE 12 
Count: 1/20 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
1 = 0.356 12 = 0.126 1. 2.812 }z =7.911 
Condition c.p.i. k w.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c 
'" 
s r 
. 
On ~lachine 10.00 3.56 16.00 5.70 160.0 20.16 0.62 
Dry Relaxed 19.20 6.72 7.61 2.66 146.0 1-g.~O 2.52 
Wet Relaxed 23.58 8.25 8.04 2.81 189.5 24.00 2.93 
5 min. Dry Tumble I 24.98 8.74 8.22 2.92 205.3 25.95 3.04 
10 min. Dry Tumble i 
.' 
25.08 8.77 8.83 3.14 221.5 27.90 2.t)4 
.15 min. Dry Tumble ~I 24.96 8.73 8.83 3.14 220.4 27.86 2.83 
20 min. Dry Tumble :1 24.91 8.71 8.76 3.06 218.0 27.50 2.84 
60 min. Dry Tumble 24.94 8.72 8.83 3.09 220.0 27.70 2.82 
Tumble Dry 26.2 9.30 9.16 3.25 240.0 30.24 2.86 
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SAHPLE 13 
Count: 2/48 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
J!.. = 0.156 .£ 2 = 0.024 1 1. = 6.41 1 1 Ji = 41.66 j ~:; 1.311 
Condition I1 ,.,.. p. i. k S.D. k k I c.p.i. k c w ~ r 
- -- - --' -c---
On J·lachine I 40.00 6.24 16.00 2.50 640.0 15.36 2.50 
.-
Dry Relaxed 54.54 8.51 16.41 2.56 895.0 21.50 3.32 
-
~/et Relaxed I 54.13 8.44 18.18 2.84 984.0 23.60 2.98 
5 min. Dry Tumble i\ , 56.25 8.78 19.04 2.97 1071.0 25.70 2.95 
- 3.26 10 min. Dry Tur.1ble!1 56.25 8.78 17.27 2.69 971.4 23.31 
--
15 min. Dry Tumble i 55.8:'1 8.71 19.04 2.97 1062.6 25.50 2.93 
--20 min. Dry Tumble A\ 1071.<125.70 56.25 8.78 19.04 2.97 2.95 
. 
60 min. Dry Tur.1ble I 56.25 8.78 19.04 2.97 1071.0l25.70 2.95 
1umble Dry 57.14 8.90 20.00 3.12 1143.0127.77 2.86 
SAMPLE 14 
Count: 2/48 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
"' 
- = 1.169 i,fN 
Condition c.p.i. k w.p.i. k S.D. I ks k c \01 r 
130.00 . , --On Nachine 5.25 I 16.00 2.80 480.0 14.40 1.87 
Dry Relaxed 45.56 7.97 14.98 2.62 682.5 20.50 3.04 
\4et Relaxed 50.00 8.75 16.41 2.78 820.5i 25.14 3.05 i 
5 min. Dry Tumble: 49.58 8.68 17.27 3.02 856.6 25.69 2.87 
10 min. Dry Tumblei 49.79 8.71 17.46 3.06 869.3\ 26.08 2.85 
.15 min. Dry Tumble ,I 49.65 8.69 17.44 3.05 865.9125.98 2.85 
20 min. Dry Tumble- 49.79 8,.71 17.39 3.04 865.01 25.97 2.86 
60 min. Dry Tumble' 50.00 8.75 17.42 3.04 871.0\ 26.13 2.87 
Tumule Dry 
11 
50.70 8.90 18.18 3.18 922.01 28•20 2.79 
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SAMPLE 15 
Count: 2/48 \.,rorsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
JZ ;: 0.215 2 t = 0.046 2. :: L~.651 2.... = 21.73 _1_;: 0.952 1. ,-2 j,Jii 
Condition c.p.i. k w.p.i. k S.D. k le 
c 'vi c, r 
~-
-
" 
... - -- -
._" • __ . c:.:... 
--=--
On Bachine 20.00 4.30 1~.OO 3.42 320.0 \14.72 1.25 
, 34.28 Dry Relaxed 7.37 12.62 2.70 433.0 19.90 2.72 
\'/et Relaxed 39.34 8.46 13.55 2.84 533.00 24.60 2.90 
-
5 min. Dry Tumble I 39.77 8.55 14.67 3.15 583.4 26.84 2.71 
'--
10 min. Dry Tumble 40.00 8.60 14.67 3.03 586.8 26.99 2.73 
--
15 min. Dry Tumble 40.44 8.70 1'+.74 3.17 596.1 27.42 2.74 
t------ • a' 40.44 8.70 14.67 3.10 593.0 27.27 2.76 20 m~n. Dry Tumble i' ~I --f---40.44 8.70 14.67 3.10 593.0 27.27 2.76 60 min. Dry 'rumble 
'lumble Dry 40.77 8.77 15.39 3.31 628.0 28.99 2.65 
SAl1PLE 16 
Count: 2/48 ",orsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
i = 0.325 12 = 0.105 1- 3.077 12 = 9.52 
Condition c.p.i. k w.p.i. k 
c 
'" 
-.. 
On lviachine 10.00 3.25 16.00 5.20 
Dry Relaxed 20.57 6.69 7.85 2.55 
V/et Relaxed 22.36 7.27 8.79 2.90 
5 min. Dry Tumble I 24.16 
I 
7.85 9.38 3.05 
10 min. Dry Tumble I 24.48 8.00 9.46 3.07 
15 min •. Dry Tumble if 
. ' 
24.00 7.80 9.34 3.06 
20 min. Dry Tumble: 24.48 8.00 9.41 3.10 
60 min. Dry Tumble' 24.65 8.01 9.58 3.10 
Tumble Drv 
" 
26.70 8.67 9.82 3.19 
....L. = 0.629 
1,[N 
S.D. \ ks k r 
.c.:"'c'-= t 
160.0 16.80 0.62 
161.0 16.95 2.62 
196.5 21.08 2.54 
226.6 23.79 2.58 
231.6 24.32 2.59 
224.2 23.54 2.57 
230.0 24.80 2.60 
236.0 24.79 2.57 
262.0 27.69 2.72 
APPENDIX THO 
SAHPLE 17 
Count: 1/8 worsted 
R = 0.408 "e 2 = 0.167 
Con1ition c.p.i. 
On ~1achine 10.00 
\v'et Relaxed 18.46 
Tumble Dry 22.15 
-~ hr. Cubex 31.58 
1 hr. Cubex 36.55 
1~ hrs. Cubex 38.71 
2 hrs. Cubex 40.00 
SAJ.IPLE 18 
Count: 1/8 worsted 
Condition c.p.:. 
On Hnchine 13.00 
Wet Relaxed 24.00 
Tumble Dry 27.69 
~ hr. Cubex 31.91 
. 
1 hr. Cubex 36.55 
1i hrs. CUbex 38.50 
2 hrs. Cubex 41.86 
Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
k 
c 
.1 _ 2.449 
1 -
vl.p. i. 
.L _ 5.999 £2 -
k S.D. 
w 
.IF= 1.155 
J.: k 
s r 
4.08 16.00 6.53 160.00 18.09 p.62 
7.54 8.14 3.32 150.19 25.04 2.27 
9.04 8.65 3.53 191.60 31.94 2.56 
12.89 13.04 5.33 411.90 68.66 2.42 
14.92 14.29 5.83 522.12 87.04 2.55 
15.80 15.38 6.28 595.53 99.27 2.51 
16.33 15.89 6.49 635.76 105.98 2.51 
Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L.~p F = 9.320 .RF= 0.927 
k vl.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
4.26 16.00 - 5.25 20H.00 -:-- --22.26 0.81 
7.86 9.80 3.21 235.10 25.23 2.44 
9.07 10.44 3.42 288.96 31.01 2.65 
10.46 12.87 4.22 410.70 44.07 2.47 
11.98 14.54 4.77 531.61 57.04 2.51 
. 
12.62 15.33 5.02 590.45 63.36 2.51 
13.72 16.01 5.25 670.21 71.91 2.61 
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SA11PLE 19 
Count: 1/8 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
R. = 0.290 ..e 2 = 0.084 1- 3.445 ~2 = 11.876 .pF= 0.321 
Cond.ition c.p.i. k V1.p.i. k S.D. 1,: k 
c w s r 
On Hachine 16.00 4.64 16.00 4.64 256.00 21.50 1 .00 
\oJet Relaxed 27.17 7.88 11.43 3.32 310.51 26.14 2.37 
Tumble Dry 31.30 9.08 11.71 3.40 366.49 30.86 2.67 
* hr. Cubex 34.29 9.95 13.41 3.89 459.70 38.71 2.55 
1 hr. Cubex 37.50 10.88 14.54 4.22 545.45 45.93 2.57 
I 
1i hrs. Cube>:: 39.69 11.52 15.34 4.45 609.07 51.28 2.58 
2 hrs. Cubex 41.86 12.18 16.45 4.77 688.59 57.98 2.54 
SAMPLE 20 
Count: 1/8 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L'1p 
R. = 0.268 
Conriition c.p.i. k' H.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
On H~chine 22.00 5.90 16.00 4.29 352.00 25.34 1.37 
Wet Relaxed I 32.73 8.77 12.00 3~22 392.73 28.20 2.72 
Tumble Dry 34.29 9.19 12.63 3.38 433.08 31.09 2.71 
i hr. Cubex 34.88 9.35 13.56 3.63 472.99 33.96 2.57 
1 hr. Cubex 37.81 10.13 14.03 3.76 530.73 38.11 2.69 
1 . 1"2" hrs. Cubex 38.96 10.44 15.45 4.14 602.10 43.23 2.52 
2 hrs. Cubex 41.10 11.01 16.17 4.33 664.62 47.72 2.54 
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SAMPLE 21 
Count: 1/12 worsted Structure: 1'x 1 Closed Lnp 
R = 0.423 £. 2 = 0.179 ~ - 2.365 F = 5.593 ,PF= 1.465 
Condition c.p.i. k VI. p.i. k S.D. l-: k c w s r 
'On Hnchine 9.00 3.81 16.00 6.77 144.00 25.78 0.56 
\vet Relaxed 18.70 7.91 7.11 3.01 132.99 23.78 2 (,? . -~ 
Tumble Dry 21.18 8.95 8.28 '3.50 175.25 31.33 2.55 
~ hr. Cubex 36.73 15.53 14.12 5.97 518.60 92.73 2.60 
1 hr. Cubex 42.35 17.91 16.22 6.86 686.80 122.80 2.61 
1~ hrs. Cubex 44.44 18.80 17.14 7.25 761.90 136.23 2.59 
2 hrs. Cubex 46.75 19.77 18.04 7.63 843.67 150.857 2.59 
SAMPLE 22 
Count: 1/12 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closcu L~p 
Condition c.p.i. k \Of.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
On Hachine 15.00 4.27 16.00 4.56 240.00 19.44 0.94 
Wet Relaxed 30.00 8.54 10.55 3.00 316.48 25.63 2.84 
Tumble Dry 31.30 8.91 11.43 3.25 357.96 28.98 2.73 
i hr. Cubex 40.45 11.52 15.48 4.41 626.31 50.73 2.61 
1 hr. Cubex 44.44 12.65 17.14 4.88 761.90 61.71 2.59 
, 
1i hrs. Cubex 48.65 13.85 18.60 5.30 905.09 73.31 2.61 
~ hrs. Cubex 50.70 14.53 19.51 5.55 989.34 80.14 2.59 
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SAMPLE 23 
Count: 1/12 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
R. = 0.233 £ 2 = 0.054 1 1 I~ J!.. - 4.299 1.2 = 18.484 .iN H = 0.806 
Cond.ition c.p.i. k v/.p.i. k S.D. }: k c W :3 r 
On Hachine 21.00 4.89 16.00 3.73 336.00 18.14 1. ~1 
\vet Relaxed 36.00 8.37 12.80 2.98 460.80 24.93 2.81 
Tumble Dry 37.50 . 8.72 13.33 3.10 499.99 27.05 2.81 
-~ hr. Cubex 40.91 9.51 15.69 3.65 641.71 34.72 9.52 
1 hr. Cubex I 44.44 10.34 16.90 3.93 751. 17 40.64 2.62 
1i hrs. Cubex 48.32 11.24 18.48 4.30 892.78 48.30 2.61 
2 hrs. Cubex 51.43 11.96 19.83 4.61 1020.07 51.19 2.59 
, 
I 
SAMPLE 24 
Count: 1/12 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Iy'lp 
R. = 0.225 .R. 2 = 0.051 i;: 4.444 F = 18.763 iF::: 0.779 
Condition Ic.p.i. k \,1. p. i. k S.D. k k I C W 8 r 
On Hnchine I 32.00 7.20 16.00 3.60 512.00 26.11 2.00 
Wet Relaxed I 38.92 8.76 13.33 3.00 518.92 26.26 2.91 I , 
Tumble Dry I 40.00 9.00 13.91 3.13 556.52 28.16 2.8, I 
i hr. Cubex 41.38 9.31 15.89 3.58 657.68 33.22 2.6c 
1 hr. Cubex \ 45.00 10.12 16.78 3.78 755.24 38.21 2.6E 
1~ hrs. Cubex 
\ 
48.00 10.80 18.18 4.09 872.73 44.16 2.6~ 
2 hrs. Cube x I 50.25 11.32 19.50 4.40 980.00 50.00 2.62 
1\ 
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SAMPLE 25 
Count: 1/12 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
o . 2 1 
.{ = 0.215 ,e = 0.046 - = 4.660 
i 
Con:lition c.p.i. k 'vI. p. i. k S.D. }: k 
c w S l' 
-
On Hachine 27.00 5.80 1h.00 3.44 432.00 19.87 1.69 
Wet Relaxed 41.14 8.82 13.52 2.90 556.30 25.59 3 .. 01!-
Tumble Dry 41.86 8.98 14.54 3.12 608.88 28.01 8.98 
-~ hr. Cubex 43.37 9.30 16.55 3.50 717.90 33.02 2.62 
1 hr. Cubex 46.-15 9.90 14.67 3.78 814.48 37.47 3.14 
1~ hrs. Cubex 48.65 10.43 18.75 4.02 912.16 41.96 2.59 
2 hrs. Cubex 50.00 10.72 19.40 4.13 975.00 44.60 2.50 
SAMPLE 26 
Count: 1/16 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
Contiition Ic.p.i. k \'1. p. i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
On l·jachine 10.00 3.72 16.00 5.95 160.00 22.16 0.6, 
Wet Relaxed 20.28 7.55 8.89 3.33 182.68 25.24 2.1; 
Tumble Dry 25.26 9.10 9.60 3.57 242.53 33.59 2.6; 
i hr. Cubex 41.86 15.58 14.86 5.53 622.07 86.16 2.81 
1 hr. Cubex 48.00 17.87 16.78 6.25 805.59 111.57 2.8E 
1i hrs. Cubex 50.00 18.61 18.60 6.92 930.23 128.84 2.6c. 
2 hrs. Cubex· 52.94 19.70 19.51 7.26 1032.99 143.07 2.71 
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SAHPLE 27 
Count: 1/16 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
R. = 0.264 J!. 2 = 0.070 1 = 3.789 ~2 = 14.388 .RF= 1.055 
Con:iition c.p.i. k ! . kw I S.D. I J.: k C "I. p.~. :;; r 
On Hachine 16.00 4.22 16.00 4.22 256.00 17.92 1.00 
\oJet Relaxed 32.00 8.44 11.56 3.05 370.12 25.72 2.76 
Tumble Dry 34.29 9.04 12.15 3.21 416.63 28.96 2.82 
-} hr. Cubex 45.57 12.02 16.90 4.4, 772.50 54.10 2.70 
1 hr. Cube x 49.31 13.01 17.92 4.72 882.50 61.70 2.76 
1i hrs. Cubex 53.73 14.17 19.90 5.25 1007.20 74.90 2.70 
2 hrs. Cubex 57.14 15.07 20.60 5.42 1172.01 82.30 2.78 
SAl·1PLE 28 
Count: 1/16 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
f) 2 1 1 ,rrr-
.{. = 0.231 1!. = 0.053 1 = 4.324 p- = 18.727 iN N ::: 0.925 
Condition c.p.i. I k \Ol.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
On I-i~chine I 336.00 17.81 I 21.00 4.85 16.00 3.70 1.31 
Wet Relaxed 37.89 8.76 12.97 2.99 491.60 26.25 2.92 
Tumble Dry 40.00 9.25 13.15 3.04 526.02 28.09 3.04 
i hr. Cubex 44.23 10.22 16.24 3.75 718.15 38.35 2.72 
1 hr. Cubex 51.43 11.89 18.87 4.36 970.35 51.82 2.72 
1~ hrs. Cubex 54.54 12.61 19.87 4.59 1083.68 57.87 2.74 
I 
2 hrs. Cubex 57.32 13.25 20.98 4.85 1202.62 64.22 2.73 
SAMPLE 29 
Count: 1/16 worsted Structure: 1'x 1 Closed Lap 
R. = 0.210 ..e 2 = 0.044 1- 4.768 F = 22.779 ,PjN= 0.839 
Cond.ition c.p.i. k vr.p.i. kwl S.D. y k c ,. r ..., 
On Hachine 28.00 5.88 16.00 3.36 448.00 19.71 1.75 
\';et Relaxed 44.31 9.29 13.91 2.92 616.45 27.06 3.18 
Tumble Dry 43.64 9.15 14.77 3.10 644.47 28.29 2.95 
-} hr. Cubex 46.75 9.80 17.42 3.65 814.28 35.75 2.68 
1 hr. Cubex 50.70 ~0.63 18.24 3.82 924.69 40.59 2.73 
1~ hrs. Cubex 53.73 11.28 19.83 4.16 1065.74 46.79 2.70 
2 hrs. Cubex 57.14 11.98 21.29 4.47 1216.88 53.42 2.68 
SAMPLE 30 
Count: 1/16 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L,.,p 
R. = 0.204 J.. 2 = 0.0416 i = 4.898 P = 24.038 iF:: 0.816 
Condition c.p.i. k '-11. p. i. k S.D. k k 
I C W S r 
....-. 
On Hnchine 34.00 6.94 16.00 3.26 544.00 22.63 2.12 
Wet Relaxed 43.64 8.91 15.00 3.06 654.54 27.23 2.90 
Tumble Dry 45.00 9.18 15.24 3.11 685.71 28.53 2.95 
~ hr. Cubex 46.15 9.42 17.52 3.57 808.53 33.63 2.63 
1 hr. Cubex 50.00 10.20 18.60 3.80 930.23 38.70 2.68 
, 1t hrs. Cubex 53.73 10.97 20.74 4.23 1114.56 46.37 2.59 
.2 hrs. Cubex 57.14 11.66 22.00 4.50 1254.21 52.22 2.60 
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SAMPLE 31 
Count: 1/20 worsted Structure: 1. x 1 Closed LolP 
Condition e.p.i. k \'1. p. i. k S.D. Y: k 
c w s r 
On Machine 10.00 3.61 '16.00 5.78 160.00 20.80 , 0.62 
\~et Relaxed 21.18 7.65 8.00 2.89 169.41 22.07 2.64 
Tumble Dry 25.71 9.28 8.89 3.21 228.57 29.78 2.89 
-} hr. Cubex 43.01 15.53 17.33 6.26 745.31 97.11 2.48 
1 hr. Cubex I 51.43 18.57 20.55 7.42 1056.7~ 137.69 2.50 
1-} hrs. Cubex I 56.69 20.47 22.64 8.18 1283.61 167.25 2.50 
-I 58.35 8.29 1340.02 174.60 2.54 2 hrs. Cubex i 21.07 22.97 
SAHPLE 32 
Count: 1/20 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
R. = 0.243 .R. 2 = 0.059 i = 4.114 P. = 16.949 IF= 1.087 
Condition je.p.i. k \-I.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
On Hnehine I 16.00 3.89 16.00 3.89 256.00 15.10 1.00 
Wet Relaxed 33.49 8.14 12.00 2.92 401.88 23.71 2.79 
Tumble Dry 36.00 8.75 12.31 2.99 443.07 26.14 2.92 
~ hr. Cubex 52.17 12.68 18.68 4.5~· 974.45 57. 49 2.75 
1 hr. Cubex 57.14 13.89 20.78 5.05 1187.38 70.06 2.7~ 
1~ hrs. Cubex 
, 
62.07 15.08 22.73 5.52 1410.65 83.23 2.72 
2 hrs. Cubex 65.45 15.90 23.97 5.83 1569.34 92.59 2.72 
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SAHPLE 33 
Count: 1/20 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lnp 
Con1ition c.p.i. k \". p. i. k S.D. -1-: k 
c w s r 
On '1achine 22.00 4.27 16.00 3.10 332.00 13.38 1.37 
r \.,ret Relaxed It3.64 8.45 14.54 2.82 634.71 23.80 2.99 
Tumble Dry 45.00 8.72 15.24 2.95 685.71 25.71 2.95 
~ hr. Cubex 51.43 9.96 19.51 3.78 1003.40 37.63 2.63 
1 hr. Cube x 58.06 .11.25 22.22 4.30 1290.32 48.39 2.61 
1~ hrs. Cubex 63.16 12.23 24.49 4.74 1546.72 58.00 2.57 
2 hrs. Cube x 67.92 13.16 26.37 5.11 1791.41 67.18 2.57 
SAHPLE 34 
Count: 1/26 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
i!.:: 0.163 ()2:: 0.026 ~:: 6.154 .:!....:: 37.879 IF:= 0.727 
..t A. 1. 2 
Condition c.p. ' .• k 'vl.p.i. k S.D. k 1..-
" C W s r 
- --
On h.:tchine 31.00 5.05 16.00 2.61 496.00 12.90 1.94 
Wet Relaxed 55.38 9.00 17.14 2.79 949.45 25.06 3.23 
Tumble Dry 53.33 8.67 18.11 2.91+ 966.04 25.50 2.94 
i hr. Cubex 56.25 9.14 19.67 3.20 1106.56 29.21 ~ RE; c . c.,; 
1 hr. Cubex 58.06 9.43 20.98 3.41 1218.13 32.16 2.76 
, 
1i hrs. Cubex 62.07 10.09 21.82 3.54 1354.22 38.75 2.84 
·2 hrs. Cubex 65.45 10.64 23.69 3.85 1550.75 40.94 2.76 
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SAHPLE 35 
Count: 1/20 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lnp 
Con:1ition c.p.i. k v,. p. i. kwJ S.D. , Y. k e s r 
On Hachine 43.00 6.41 16.00 2.38 688.00 15.14 2.69 
\-Jet Relaxed 60.00 8.96 18.82 2.81 1129.41 25.07 3.18 
Tumble Dry 60.00 8.96 19.20 2.87 1152.00 25.57 3.12 
-~ hr. Cubex 60.50 9.03 21.68 3.24 1311.74 29.12 2.79 
1 hr. Cubex 60.50 9.03 22.37 3.34 1353.30 30.04 2.70 
1i hrs. Cubex 65.45 9.77 22.92 3.42 1500.39 33.31 2.85 
2 hrs. Cubex i 66.75 10.00 24.79 3.70 1622.83 36.03 2.63 I I 
SAHPLE 36 
Count: 1/24 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
f = 0.349 f) 2 = 0.122 ~ = 2.869 .l.. - 8.2304 IF= 1.70S 
,( I{. £2 -
Condition le.p.i. k v/.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
- --On Ho..chine I 10.00 3.49 16.00 5.58 160.00 19.52 0.62 
Wet Relaxed 24.00 8.37 8.28 2.88 198.62 24.13 2.89 
Tumble Dry i 26.67 9.30 8.89 3.10 237.03 28.80 2.99 I 
t hr. Cubex 51.43 17.93 15.00 5.23 771.43 93.73 3.42 
1 hr. Cubex 61.02 21.27 18.25 6.36 1113.61 135.30 3.34 
1~ hrs. Cubex 64.29 22.41 19.62 6.84 1261.53 153.28 3.27 
2 hrs. Cubex 
"\ 66.67 23.24 29.94 7.30 1396.16 169.63 3.18 
SAMPLE 37 
Count: 1/24 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
R. = 0.240 ,e 2 = 0.058 i = 4.162 F = 17.3611 IF= 1.177 
Cond.ition c.p.i. k 'vI.p.i. kw , S.D. J J.: k c s r 
-
On Hachine 17.00 4.08 16.00 3.84 272.00 15.78 1.06 
\Vet Relaxed 36.92 8.87 12.00 2.88 443.08 25.52 3.07 
Tumble Dry 38.92 9.35 12.31 2.96 478.99 27.59 3.16 
-} hr. Cubex 
\ 
56.69 13.62 18.39 4.42 1042.63 60.05 3.08 
1 hr. Cubex I 63.72 15.30 21.50 5.17 1370.25 78.93 2.96 
1-} hrs. Cubex I 71.57 17.19 24.91 5.97 1780.00 61.45 2.87 
2 hrs. Cubex \ 76.11 18.28 25.18 6.05 1916.72 110.40 3.02 
SAHPLE 38 
Count: 38 Structure: 1 x 1 Closed ~~p 
f = 0.196 F = 26.110 IF,,, 0.959 
Condition c.p.i. k "'1. p. i. k S.D. k k I C W S r 
On i·io.chine \ 23.00 4.51 16.00 3.14 368.00 13.98 1.44 
Wet Relaxed 45.00 8.81 14.12 2.76 635.29 24.33 3.18 
Tumble Dry 46.15 9.04 14.54 2.85 671.32 25.71 3.17 
~ hr. Cubex 53.73 10.52 18.90 3.70 1015.39 38.89 2.84 
1 hr. Cubex \63. 16 12.37 21.72 4.25 1371.75 52.54 2.90 
1~ hrs. Cubex b9.77 13.66 23.53 4.62 1641.58 62.87 2.96 
2 hrs. Cubex 72.00 14.10 26.09 5.11 1878.26 71.94 2.75 
- 245-
SAHPLE 39 
Count: 1/24 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lnp 
R = 0.171 ,e 2 = 0.029 1- 5.854 12 = 34.364 ~F= 0.837 
Con1ition c.p.i. k ... I.p.i. kw , S.D • k le 
c s r 
.. 
On Hachine 30.00 5.13 16.00 2.7l t 480.00 13.92 1.87 
Wet Relaxed 53.33 9.11 16.27 2.78 867.79 25.25 3.27 
Tumble Dry 51.43 8.78 16.55 2.83 851.23 24.77 3.10 
-~ hr. Cubex 56.6.9 9.68 19.92 3.40 1129.15 32.86 2.86 
, 
1 hr. Cubex 63.16 10.79 22.60 3.86 1427.29 41.53 2.79 
1-} hrs. Cubex 68.83 11.76 24.00 4.10 1652.01 48.07 2.86 
2 hrs. Cubex 72.73 12.42 26.09 4.46 1897.23 55.21 2.78 
SAHPLE 40 
Count: 1/24 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L.,p 
Condition c.p.i. k vl.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
On i·bchine 40.00 6.12 16.00 2.45 640.00 14.72 2.50 
v/et Relaxed 60.00 9.16 18.46 2.82 1107.69 25.81 3.24 
Tumble Dry 57.60 8.80 18.46 2.82 1063.38 24.78 3.11 
i hr. Cubex 61.02 9.32 21.24 3.24 1295.93 30.19 2.87 
1 hr. Cubex 63.16 9.64 21.82 3.33 1377.98 32.11 2.89 
1i hrs. Cubex 66.67 10.18 23.76 3.63 1584.15 36.91 2.80 
2 hrs. Cubex 70.59 10.78 25.81 3.94 1821.63 42.44 2.73 
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SM~PLE 41 
Count: 1/18 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
R. = 0.395 ,e 2 = 0.1561 1 2.531 ;. -
Condition c.p.i. k I "I.p. i. c 
On Hachine 9.50 3.75 16.00 
\Ve.t Relaxed 18.95 7.49 8.00 
Tumble Dry 23.23 9.18 7.74 
* hr. Cubex 48.00 18.96 15.48 
1 hr. Cubex 60.00 23.71 20.00 
1i hrs. Cubex 65.45 25.86 21.05 
2 hrs. Cubex 69.23 27.35 22.64 
SAHPLE 42 
12 = 6.406 .IF= 2.091 
k S.D. k k 
w s r 
6.30 152.00 23.73 0.59 
3.16 151.58 23.66 2.36 
3.06 179.81 28.07 2.99 
6.12 743.22 116.02 3.09 
7.90 1200.00 187.32 3.0C 
8.32 1377.99 215.10 3.1C 
8.94 1567.49 244.68 3.0S 
Count: 1/28 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
R. = 0.257 R. 2 = 0.066 1 = 3.892 
Condition Ic.p.i. k \'I.p.i. 
C 
On h:tchine 15.5 3.98 16.00 
Wet Relaxed 34.30 8.84 10.91 
Tumble Dry 36.00 9.25 11.71 
i hr. Cubex 58.73 15.09 19.80 
1 hr. Cubex 64.00 16.90 22.90 
1~ hrs. Cubex 68.50 17.60 26.70 
2 hrs. Cubex 72.80 18.70 27.90 
;=15.175 IF= 1.359 R. 
k S.D. k k 
"I S r 
4.11 248.00 16.37 0.97 
2.80 374.50 24.65 3.10 
3.01 420.00 27.80 3.08 
4.92 1162.00 76.7C 2.99 
5.88 1468.18 96.75 2.80 
6.85 1811.32 119.3'i 2.56 
7.17 2020.74 133.83 2.64 
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SAHPLE 1j-3 
Count: 1/28 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lnp 
n 2 1 
.{ = 0.220 ,e :: 0.048 - = 4.54 
J!. 
Con:lition c.p.i. k l . kYII S.D. k k c I Vl.p.J.. S r 
On Hachine 19.50 4.29 16.00 3.52 312.00 14.98 1.22 
\vet Relaxed 42.35 9.32 12.80 2.62 542.12 26.24 3.30 
Tumble Dry 41.1 1+ 9.06 13.71 3.02 564.24 27.31 2.99 
~ hr. Cube x 57.69 12.70 20.76 4.58 1197.76 57.97 2.77 
1 hr. Cubex 68.44 15.06 24.24 5.34 1659.17 80.30 2.82 
1-} hrs. Cubex 72.72 16.01 26.09 5.74 1897.23 91.83 2.78 
2 hrs. Cubex 74.53 16.40 28.23 6.21 2104.48 101.86 2.63 
SAMPLE 44 
Count: 1/28 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
J!. = 0.156 £2;:: 0.024 i -6.429 R. 2 = 41.49 IF= 0.823 
Condition c.p.i. k \-I.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
On Hnchine 36.00 5.62 16.00 2.50 576.00 13. 82 2.25 
Wet Relaxed 57.60 8.96 18.82 2.93 10~4.23 26.13 3.05 
Tumble Dry 60.00 9.33 18.82 2.93 1129.41 27.22 3.1E 
t hr. Cubex 64.29 10.00 21.43 3.33 1377.55 33.20 2.99 
1 hr. Cubex 72.00 11.20 22.86 3.55 1645.71 39.66 3.15 
1i hrs. Cubex 
.73.47 11.42 24.24 3.77 1781.07 42.92 3.03 
2 hrs. Cubex 79.12 12.30 26.37 4.10 2086.70 50.29 2.99 
SAMPLE 45 
Count: 1/28 worsted 
R. = 0.1~j 2 ,e = 0.020 
Con:iit;i.on c.p.i. 
On l-!achine 45.00 
Het Relaxed 68.57 
Tumble Dry 65.45 
-} hr. Cubex 67.92 
1 hr. Cubex 70.59 
1i hrs. Cubex 
I 
72.00 
, 
2 hrs. Cubex 73.77 
SAHPLE 46 
Count: 2/16 worsted 
Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
1 _ 6.990 
J?. - IF= 0.757 
k \'1. p. i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
6.43 16.00 2.14 720.00 14.40 2.81 
9.81 20.00 2.86 1371.43 27.98 3.42 
9.36 20.43 2.92 1336.94 27.27 3.20 
9.71 23.01 3.29 1562.9~ 31.88 2.95 
10.09 23.76 3.40 1677.34 34.22 2.97 
10.30 ~5.00 3.57 1800.00 36.72 2.88 
10.55 27.12 3.88 2000.55 40.81 2.72 
Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
0 2 = 0.148 ~ _ 2.599 .:!.... - 6.761 
,{ A. 1. 2 - IF= 1.088 
Condition Ic.p.i. k 'l'/.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c w ~ r 
On ho-chine 10.00 3.85 16.00 6.16 160.00 23.68 0.62 
Wet Relaxed 19.73 7.59 8.45 3.24 166.50 24.62 2.46 
I 8.66 8.89 3.42 200.00 29.58 2.53 Tumble Dry 22.50 
i hr. Cubex 31.30 12.04 12.90 4.96 403.90 59.74 2.42 
1 hr. Cubex 34.61 13.32 14.12 5.43 488.68 72.28 2.45 
1~ hrs. Cubcx 35.29 13.58 14.86 5.72 524.49 77.57 2.37 
2 hrs. Cubex 37.50 14.43 18.04 6.94 676.69 100.03 2.07 
SAMPLE 47 
Count: 2/16 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
R. :: 0.290 "e 2:: 0.084 i:: 3.445 F = 11.876 ~F= 0.821 
Concli tion c.p.i. k \./. p. i. k S.D. 1 le: k c w s r 
On }l~chine 16.00 4.64 16.00 J+.G4 256.00 21.50 1.00 
\-let Relaxed 27.69 8.03 10.90 3.17 310.00 25.35 3.05 
Tumble Dry 30.64 8.~9 11.71 3.40 358.69 30.20 2.61 
~ hr. Cubex 32.73 9.50 13.23 3.84 432.99 36.46 2.43 
1 hr. Cubex 35.29 10.24 14.72 4.27 519.67 43.76 2.39 
1~ hrs. Cubex 37.50 10.88 15.38 4.46 576.92 48.58 2.43 
2 hrs. Cubex i 39.56 11.48 16.33 4.74 645.88 54.38 2.42 
SAHPLE 48 
Count: 2/16 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
R :: 0.259 R. 2 :: 0.0674 i.:: 3.850 jy = 14.837 IF= 0.735 
Condi tion le.p.i. k '·l.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
On E[>..chine i 21.00 5.44 16.00 4.14 336.00 22.65 " -" I.) : 
Wet Relaxed 3.2.73 8.20 12.30 3.20 402.79 27.15 2.65 
Tumble Dry 33.96 8.82 12.80 3.32 434.72 29.30 2.65 
i hr. Cubex 35.29 9.17 13.87 3.60 489.63 33.00 2.54 
1 hr. Cubex 36.55 9.49 14.54 3.78 531.60 35.83 2.5~ 
, 
1t hrs. Cubex 37.89 9.84 15.20 3.94 575.61 38.80 2.49 
2.hrs. Cubex 40.00 10.39 16.00 4.15 6~.OO 43.14 2.50 
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SANPLE 49 
Count: 2/16 worsted Structure: 1 ~ 1 Closed Lap 
R = 0.257 J!.. 2 = 0.066 i = 3.892 F = 15.175 J IN= 0.726 
Con1ition c.p.i. k 'vI. p. i. k S.D. \-: k c H s r 
On Machine 25.00 6.42 16.00 4.11 400.00 26.40 1.56 
Wet Relaxed 33.49 8.60 12.00 3.08 401.86 26.18 2.79 
Tumble Dry 34.29 8.81 12.63 3.24 433.08 28.54 2.71 
~ hr. Cubex 34.61 8.89 11~.12 3.63 4~~.b8 32.20 2.45 
1 hr. Cubex 35.64 9.16 14.81 3.81 528.05 34.80 2.40 
1~ hrs. Cubex 1 37•50 9.63 15.29 3.93 573.25 37.78 2.45 
2 hrs. Cubex 39.56 10.16 16.33 4.19 645.88 42.56 2.42 
SAI·1PLE 50 
Count: 2/24 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L,p 
R.:: 0.387 f. 2 :: 0.149 1.:: 2.585 F = 6.684 IF= 1.339 
Condition c.p.i. k \Ol.p.i. k S.D. k 1< 
c w s r 
On Ho-chine 110.00 3.87 16.00 6.19 160.00 23.84 0.62 
I 
Wet Relaxed 20.57 7.96 8.57 3.31 176.33 26.38 2.39 
Tumble Dry \22.50 8.70 9.23 3.57 207.69 31.07 2.43 
I 
i hr. Cube x 36.00 13.92 15.89 6.15 572.18 85.59 2.26 
1 hr. Cubex 40.91 15.82 17.52 6.78 716.65 107.21 2.33 
1~ hrs. Cubex I \ 42.35 16.3g 18.46 7.14 781.90 116.97 2.29 
2 hrs. Cubex 43.37 16.78 19.35 7.49 839.48 125.59 2.24 
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SAHPLE 51 
Count: 2/24 worsted Structure: 1 ~ 1 Closed Lap 
() 2 1 1 .~ 
.{ = 0.264 £, = 0.069 R.. - 3.789 12 = 14.388 .iNN = 0.9'14 
Condition c.p.i. k ... l.p.i. k\Ol , S.D • Y. k c s r 
On Hachine 17.00 4.49 16.00 4.22 272.00 Ib.77 ·1.c6 
Wet Relaxed 31.04 8.26 12.00 3.17 375.65 26.11 2.60 
Tumble Dry 32.73 8.63 12.80 3.38 418.9" . 29.11 2.57 
-} hr. Cubex 36.47 9.62 15.09 3.98 550.55 38.26 2.41 
1 hr. Cubex 39.65 10.46 16.32 4.30 645.20 44.55 1.7'1 
1~ hrs. Cubex 43.37 11.14 17.59 4.64 763.17 53.04 2.46 
2 hrs. Cubex 50.49 13.32 19.20 5.06 969.42 67.37 2.62 
SAHPLE 52 
Count: 2/24 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
/) 2 1 1 I~ 
K = 0.217 .R. = 0.047 1. = 4.615 P. = 21.322 iNN = 0.750 
Condition c.p.i. k \01 .. p. i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
On Ho..chine 25.00 5.42 16.00 3.47 400.00 18.80 1.56 
Wet Relaxed 40.00 8.66 14.12 3.06 564.70 26.48 2.83 
Tumble Dry 40.00 8.66 15.00 3.25 600.00 28.14 2.66 
i hr. Cubex 41.38 8.96 16.55 3.58 684.90 32.12 2.49 
1 hr. Cubex 42.35 9.17 16.78 3.63 710.82 33.34 2.52 
1~ hrs. Cubex 45.00 , 18.04 9.75 3.91 812.03 38.08 2.49 
2 hrs. Cubex 46.75 10.13 19.20 4.16 897.66 42.10 2.43 
SAl-IPLE 53 
Count: 2/24 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lnp 
R. = 0.213 J!., 2 = 0.045 ~ = 4-. 706 ~ = 22.173 .PJN= 0.736 
Condition c.p.i. k \'1. p. i. kw I S.D. t: k c s r 
On Hachine 32.00 6.82 16.00 3.41 512.00 23.04 2.00 
\Vet Relaxed 40.00 8.50 14.12 3.00 564.70 25.47 2.83 
Tumble Dry , 40.00 8.50 15.00 3.19 600.00 27.06 2.66 
-} hr. Cubex 41.86 8.89 16.60 3.53 694.78 31.33 2.52 
1 hr. Cubex 41.96 8.92 16.90 3.59 709.15 31.98 2.1+8 
1~- hrs. Cubex 43.64 9.27 17.78 3.78 775.75 34.99 2.45 
2 hrs. Cubex 45.86 9.74 18.52 3.93 849.25 38.30 2.47 
SAHPLE 54 
Count: 2/32 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
211 R. = 0.136 "1 = 2.712 1.. 2 = 7.36 IF= 1.475 
Condition c.p.i. k \Ol.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c '11 S l~ 
On l·bchine 11.00 4.06 16.00 5.90 176.00 23.94 0.69 
\~et Relaxed 21.18 7.81 8.89 3.28 188.23 25.58 2.38 
Tumble Dry 24.83 9.15 9.60 3.54 238.34 32.39 2.58 
i hr. Cubex 38.79 14.30 17.39 6.41 674.66 91.69 2.22 
1 hr. Cubex 44.44 16.39 19.51 7.19 867.20 117.85 2.27 
1~ hrs. Cubex I 47.62 17.56 20.69 7.63 985.22 133.89 2.30 
2 hrs. Cubex 50.70 18.69 22.02 8.12 1116.42 151.72 2.30 
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SAMPLE 55 
Count: 2/32 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
R. = 0.261' l 2 = 0.068 l:: 3.830 ~2:: 14.684 iF= l.oLt4 
Condition c.p.i. k "".p .. i .. kw , S.D. k k c s r 
On Machine 16.00 4.18 16.00 4.18 256.00 17 .. 41 1.00 
-
Het Relaxed 31.30 8.17 11.57 3 .. 02 362.07 24.66 2.70 
Tumble Dry 34 .. 29 8.95 12.63 3.30 433.08 29 .l~9 2.71 
-~ hr. Cubex 45.00 11.75 17.14 4.48 771.43 52.53 2.62 
1 hr. Cubex 51.43 13.43 19.67 5.14 1011.71 68.90 2.61 
-
1-! hrs. Cubex 53.73 14.03 21.24 5.54 1141.19 77.71 2.52 
2 hrs. Cubex 57.1 l+ 14.92 21.82 5.70 1246.75 84.90 2.61 
SAMPLE 56 
Count: 2/32 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
f.. = 0.208 R. 2 = O.Oll-3 i:: 4.816 F = 23.256 iF:: 0.830 
Condition c.p.i. k 'vI. p. i. k S.D. k k c w s r 
-On Hachine 23.00 4.78 16.00 3.33 368.00 15.82 1.44 
Wet Relaxed 42.35 8.79 14.33 2.97 606.84 26.09 2.95 
Tumble Dry 42.35 8.79 15.00 3.11 635.29 27.32 2.82 
t hr. Cubex 44.12 9.16 17.67 3.66 777.50 33.42 2.86 
1 hr. Cubex 48.00 9.96 19.20 3.99 921.60 39.63 2.50 
1~ hrs. Cubex 52.74 10.83 20.76 4.31 1083.19 46.58 2.54 
2 hrs. Cubex 54.96 11.41 22.43 4.66 1232.79 53.01 2.45 
SAMPLE 57 
Count: 2/32 vJorsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
R. = 0.182 1.. 2 = 0.033 
Con1ition c.p.i. k \·r.p.i. k S.D. \-: k c W G r 
On Machine 31.00 5.64 16.00 2.91 496.00 16.37 1.94 
Wet Relaxed 49.65 9.03 16.55 3.01 821.88 27.12 2.99 
Tumble Dry 49.65 9.03 17.14 3.12 851.23 28.09 2.89 
-~ hr. Cubex 50.28 9.15 19.05 3.46 957.70 31.60 2.63 
1 hr. Cubex 50.28 9.15 19.43 3.5; 977.08 32.24 2.58 
1~ hrs. Cubex 52.94 9.63 20.81 3.79 1101.98 36.36 2.54 
2 hrs. Cubex 54.54 9.92 22.21 4.0~ 1220.50 40.00 3.42 
SAMPLE 58 
Count: 2/32 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
f!. 2 1 1 I~ 6 == 0.173 J!. == 0.030 1. == 5.783 F = 33.557 iN N:: o. 92 
Condition· c.p.i. k vI. p. i. k S.D. k k 
c H s r 
On H2..chine 40.00 6.92 16.00 2.7'i 640.00 19.20 2.50 
Wet Relaxed 53.33 9.22 17.14 2.9E 914.28 27.25 3.11 
Tumble Dry 53.33 9.22 17.14 2.9E 914.28 27.25 3.11 
i hr. Cubex 52.44 9.15 19.35 3.3; 1024.66 30.53 2.73 
. 
1 hr. Cubex 53.89 9.32 19.05 3.2S 1026.52 30.59 2.82 
I 54.96 
. 
1~ hrs. Cubex 9.50 20.69 3.52 113'1.14 33.89 2.65 
2 hrs. Cubex 57.14 9.88 22.10 3.82 1262.82 37.63 2.58 
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SAMPLE 59 
Count: 2/40 ~/orsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed LClP 
R. = 0.350 2 l = 0.123 1 
- = 2.857 ;. 
1 
12=8.163 
Con::lition c.p.i. k ~/.p.i. k S.D. \ le k c W 3 r 
, 
On }1achine 10.00 3.50 16.00 5.60 160.00 19.68 0.C3 
Vlet Relaxed 24.83 8.69 9.23 3.23 229.17 28.07 2.68 
Tumble Dry 26.67 9.33 10.43 3.65 270.28 34.09 2.55 
-} hr. Cubex 37.89 13.26 16.45 5.76 623.35 76.36 2.30 
1 hr. Cubex 48.65 17.03 18.46 6.46 898.13 110.02 2.63 
1t hrs. Cubex 51.43 18.00 19.83 6.94 1020.07 124.96 2.59 
2 hrs. Cubex 56.25 19.69 20.98 7.34 1180.07 144.56 2.68 
SAMPLE 60 
Count: 2/40 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
R. = 0.256 .R. 2 :: 0.065 1 = 3.913 F = 15.337 lF~ 1.143 
Condition c.p.i. k \>1. p. i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
.-
On Hnchine 16.00 4.10 16.00 4.10 256.00 16.64 1.00 
Wet Relaxed 35.12 8.97 12.30 3.14 It32.27 28.18 2.85 
Tumble Dry 36.00 9.20 13.33 3.41 480.00 31.30 2.7C 
i hr. Cube x 48.00 12.26 18.60 4.75 893.02 58.22 2.57 
1 hr. Cubex 55.38 14.15 20.99 5.37 1159.00 75.25 3.5E 
1i hrs. Cubex 58.06 14.83 23.19 5.92 1346.42 87.79 2.5C 
2 hrs. Cubex bO.OO 15.33 24.00 6.13 1440.00 93.89 2.5C 
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SAHPLE 61 
Count: 2/40 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
R. = 0.224 2 J!. = 0.050 1 - = 4.472 1.. 
1 F- = 20.04 .iF= 1.000 
Condition c.p.i. k \-1. p. i. kw I S.D. Y.: le c s r 
On Machine 20.00 4.48 16.00 3.58 320.00 16.00 1.25 
Wet Relaxed 38.92 8.70 13.71 3.07 533.74 26.63 2.83 
Tumble Dry 40.00 8.94 15.00 3.35 600.00 29.94 2.66 
~ hr. Cubex 45.00 10.06 18.10 4.05 814.48 40.64 2.48 
1 hr. Cubex I , 50.00 11.18 20.34 4.55 1016.94 50.75 2.45 
1~ hrs. Cubex 54.54 12.20 22.30 4.99 1216.62 60.71 2.44 
2 hrs. Cubex 59.02 13.20 24.36 5.45 1433.96 71.75 2.42 
SAMPLE 62 
Count: 2/40 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
1. = 0.199 R. 2 = 0.039 1 = 5.035 F = 25.381 iF= 0.888 
Condition Ic.p.i. k \Ol.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
On HClchine 26.00 5.17 16.00 3.18 416.00 16.22 1.62 
Wet Relaxed 45.00 8.94 15.00 2.98 675.00 26.59 3.00 
Tumble Dry 45.00 8.94 16.27 3.23 732.20 28.85 2.76 
t hr. Cubex 47.06 9.35 17.78 3.53 836.60 32.96 2.64 
1 hr. Cubex 51.43 10.21 19.35 3.84 995.39 39.22 2.65 
1~ hrs. Cubex 55.38 11.00 20.94 4.16 1159.89 45.70 2.64 
2 hrs. Cubex 59.01 11.72 22.64 4.47 1336.22 52.65 2.60 
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SAl·iPLE 63 
Count: 2/40 worsted Structure: 1 ~ 1 Closed Lap 
R. = 0.186 J!., 2 = 0.035 ~ = 5.373 F = 28.902 ,tJN= 0.832 
Con1ition c.p.i. k '1'1. p. i. k , S.D. k k c w S 1" 
On Hachine 32.00 5.95 16.00 2.93 512.00 17.92 2.80 
Wet Relaxed 49.65 9.24 15.74 2.93 781.1+6 27.04 3.15 
Tumble Dry 48.00 8.93 16.84 3.13 808.42 . 27.97 2.85 
-
~ hr. Cubex 50.28 9.36 18.55 3.75 934.00 32.64 2.50 
1 hr. Cubex 53.97 10.04 20.51 
I 
3.82 1107.14 38.31 2.(;3 
1i hrs. Cubex 56.69 10.55 22.75 4.23 1289.69 44.62 2.49 
2 hrs. Cubex 60.50 11.26 24.59 4.58 1487.80 51.48 2. 1+0 
SAHPLE 64 
Count: 2/48 worsted Structur~: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
R. = 0.382 ~2 = 0.146 i = 2.618 F = 6.859 iF::: 1.87'1 
Condition Ic.p.i. k '1'1. p. i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
-
On l'iachine I 10.00 3.82 16.00 6.11 160.00 23.36 0.62 
Wet Relaxed 21.18 8.09 8.57 3.27 181.51 26.46 2.46 
Tumble Dry 24.83 9.48 9.41 3.59 233.67 34.07 2.63 
i hr. Cubex 42.53 16.25 15.73 6.01 669.24 97.58 2.70 
. 1 hr. Cubex 50.70 19.36 18.66 7.13 946.27 137.97 2.71 
1~ hrs. Cubex 57.14 21.82 20.98 8.01 1198.80 174.78 2.72 
2 hrs. Cubex 58.06 22.17 23.76 9.07 1379.75 201.17 2.44 
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SAMPLE 65 
Count: 2/48 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lnp 
R. = 0.246 £ 2 = 0.060 1 = 4.068 12 = 16.556 ,fIN= 1.201+ 
Con:1ition c.p.i. k '>'I.p.i. k"l 1 S.D. Y. k c S l' 
On Hachine 17.00 4.18 16.00 3.94 272.00 16.32 1.06 
\~et Relaxed 36.00 8.85 13.19 3.24 474.72 28.67 2.72 
Tumble Dry 36.92 9.08 14.12 3.47 521.26 31.48 2.61 
-} hr. Cubex 47.00 11.55 18.18 4.47 854.50 51.61 2.58 
1 hr. Cubex I ! 54.5/+ 13.41 21.82 5.36 1190.08 71.88 2.49 
1]- hrs. Cubex 60.91 14.97 23.62 5.81 1438.90 86.91 2.57 
2 hrs. Cubex 64.29 15.80 25.81 6.34 1658.98 100.20 2.49 
SAMPLE 66 
Count: 2/48 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closcu L0P 
f = 0.196 £ 2 = 0.038 1 = 5.106 F = 26.110 IF== 0.959 
Condition Ic•p• i • k \-I.p.i. k S.D. k k 1 c w s r 
I 26.00 
., 
,'.621 On Ha.chine 5.10 16.00 3.14 416.00 15.81 
Wet Relaxed 48.98 9.59 16.00 3.13 783.67 30.01 3.0ci 
Tumble Dry I 46.45 9.09 16.55 3.24 768.85 29.45 2.80 
I 
~ hr. Cubex 49.65 9.72 19.58 3.83 972.04 37.23 2.53 
-
1 hr. Cubex I 53.73 10.52 21.11 4.13 1134.17 43.44 2.54 
1i hrs. Cubex \ 60.00 11.75 23.08 4.52 1384.61 53.03 2.59 
2 hrs. Cubex 64.29 12.59 25.92 5.07 1666.15 63.81 2.48 
SAMPLE 6'7 
Count: 2/48 worsted 
R. :: 0.175 ,e 2 :: 0.031 
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Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lnp 
.:L _ 32.68 
£2 -
Con1ition c.p.i. k \,'.p.i. kw l S.D. k k c G r 
On ~lachine 32.00 5.60 
\~et Relaxed 53.33 9.33 
Tumble Dry 51.43 9.00 
-} hr. Cubex 54.96 9.62 
1 hr. Cubex 58.06 10.16 
1-~ hrs. Cubex 60.91 10.66 
2 hrs. Cubex 65.45 11.45 
SAHPLE 68 
Count: 2/48 worsted 
£=0. 163 2 1 J!. :: 0.027 1.. 
Concli tion Je.p.i. k 
I C 
On h~chine I 40.00 6.52 I 
Wet Relaxed 57.60 9.39 
I Tumble Dry I 57.60 9.39 
I 
i hr. Cubex 57.78 9.42 
I 
1 hr. Cubex I 58.73 9.58 
1~ hrs. Cubex 61.02 9.95 
2 hrs. Cubex 63.83 10.1+1 
16.00 2.80 512.00 15.87 2.00 
-- ~. 
17.45 3.05 930.91 28.49 3.05 
18.46 3.23 949. 1+5 29.05 2.73 
20.5'1 3.59 1127.42 34.50 2.6'7 
21.62 3.78 1255.44 38.44 2.6c 
~3.39 4.09 1424.88 43.60 2.6c 
25.00 4.37 1636.36 50.07 2.61 
Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
6.128 F = 37.594 lF~ 0.800 
v,.p.i. k S.D. k k 
W S r 
. 
- --
16.00 2.61 61+0.00 17.28 2.50 
18.46 3.01 1063.39 28.29 3.11 
19.20 3.13 1105.92 29.42 3.00 
21.37 3.49 1234.94 32.85 2.70 
22.09 3.59 1293.08 34.40 2.65 
23.41 3.82 1428.69 38.03 2.60 
25.26 4.12 1612.54 42.89 2.52 
SAHPLE 69 
Count: 2/56 worsted 
R. = 0.311 
Condition c.p.i. 
On Hachine 12.00 
\~et Relaxed 25.26 
Tumble Dry 28.80 
-} hr. Cubex 56.25 
1 hr. Cubex 63.16 
1t hrs. Cubex 67.54 
2 hrs. Cubex I 70.87 
SAHPLE 70 
Count: 2/56 worsted 
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Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
.1 _ 3.208 i -
k v,. p. i. 
c 
3.73 16.00 
7.87 10.67 
8.96 11.71 
17.53 21.64 
19.68 25.32 
21.05 26.67 
22.08 28.64 
~ _ 10.309 n 'N= 1.645 £2 - -K/Jl' . 
kw I S.D. }: k s r 
4.98 192.00 18.62 0.75 
i 3.32 269.50 26.13 2.36 
3.65 337.16 32.37 2.46 
6.74 1217.31 118.08 2.79 
7.89 1598.93 155.10 2.49 
8.31 1801.12 174.71 2.53 
8.92 2029.58 196.87 2.47 
Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lnp 
/) 2 1 1 I~ ~ = 0.219 R. :: 0.048 :e - 4.557 F = 20.79 iNN::: 1.161 
Condition Ic.p.i. k v'.p.i. k S.D. k l{ 
C W s r 
i ---On ho.chine I 19.00 4.16 16.00 3.50 304.00 1lt.59 1.19 
Wet Relaxed 37.89 8.31 13.91 3.05 527.23 25.36 2.72 
Tumble Dry 40.00 8.78 15.24 3.34 609.52 29.32 2.62 
.~ hr. Cubex 57.78 12.68 21.47 4.71 1240.46 59.67 2.69 
1 hr. Cubex 64.52 14.15 24.74 5.L~3 1596.27 76.78 2.60 
1~ hrs. Cubex I 69.23 26.08 1806.01 86.87 2.65 15.19 5.72 
2 hrs. Cubex 71.57 15.70 27.49 6.03 1967.57 94.64 2.60 
SAMPLE 71 
Count: 2/56 v,orsted 
R. = 0.181 ~2 =0.033 
Con1ition c.p.i. 
On Hachine 26.00 
\vet Relaxed 50.00 
Tumble Dry 48.00 
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Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lap 
1 
- = 5.530 
.R. 
k v,. p. i. 
e 
4.71 16.00 
9.04 16.33 
8.68 17.45 
; = 30·675 ,PF= 0.957 
"-
kw J S.D. l-: k s r 
2.90 Lt16.o0 13.73 1.62 
2.95 816.32 26.61 3.06 
--
3.16 837.82 27.31 2.71l-
-J hr. Cubex 56.25 10.17 21.58 3.90 1214.03 39.58 2.60 
1 hr. Cubex I 63.38 11.1+6 24.51+ 4.44 1555.34 50.70 2.58 
, 
1-~ hrs. Cubex 70.59 12.76 2.6.67 4.82 1882.35 61.36 2.64 
2 hrs. Cubex 72.58 13.12 28.23 5.10 2049.33 66.80 2.57 
SAI·1PLE 72 
Count: 2/56 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
R. = 0.148 0 2 = 0.022 ~ = 6.779 2.. = 46.083 iF::: 0.780 
.{ A.. f..2 
Condition le.p.i. k v,. p. i. k S.D. k l{ , C W s r 
--On l-letchine ! 36.00 5.33 16.00 2.37 576.00 12.67 2.25 
Wet Relaxed 62.07 9.15 20.00 2.95 1241.38 26.94 3.10 
Tumble Dry 59.02 8.70 20.57 3.07 1251.64 26.73 2.82 
J hr. Cubex 62.07 9.15 22.73 3.35 1410.65 30.61 2.73 
1 hr. Cubex 66.67 9.83 24.90 3.67 1659.74 30.02 2.67 
1~ hrs. Cubex 69.23 10.21 25.86 3.81 1790.44 38.85 2.67 
2 hrs. Cubex 73.02 10.77 27.71 4.09 2023.71 43.91 2.63 
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SAMPLE 73 
Count: 2/56 worsted Structure: 1 x 1 Closed Lnp 
0 2 1 
.{ = 0.143 £ = 0.020 i - 7.017 
Con1ition c.p.i. k "':.p.i. k J S.D. , k k C '-[ S r 
On Hdchine Lp+.OO 6.29 16.00 2.29 704.00 14.08 2.7~ 
\vet Relaxed 62.61 8.92 20.00 2.85 1252.17 25.42 3.13 
.-
Tumble Dry 62.61 8.92 20.43 2.91 1278.81 25.96 3 c: . -' 
-~ hr. Cubex 61.33 8.74 24.00 3.42 1471 .89 29.88 2 r.;r, • .,-1,,/ 
1 hr. Cubex 66.18 9.43 24.74 3.53 1637.35 33.24 2.67 
1-i hrs. Cubex I 69.50 9.90 25.78 3.67 1791.57 36.37 2.f{ 
- --
2 hrs. Cubex I 71.57 10.99 ' 27.71 3.95 1983.48 40.26 2.5" 
\ 
SAHPLE 
Count: Structure: 1 x 1 Closed L~p 
R= 1 1= 1 p= 
Condition c.p.i. k '1'1. p.i. k S.D. k k 
c w s r 
- -
On l·bchine I I 
I 
\~e t Re laxe d 
Tumble Dry 
i hr. Cubex 
1 hr. Cubex , 
1-t hrs. Cubex 
2'hrs. Cubex 
APPENDIX THREE 
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SAMPLE 74 
Count: 1/12 Worsted Structure: 2xlClosed Lap 
211 G--.: 1, = 0./~42 1. = 0.1950 1. = 2.262 J.2:: 5.12 1 NN = 1.531 
Condition c.p.i·l k \·I.!). i. k 
\ 
S.D. k k c \"l s r 
On Eachir.e 10.0 I 4.42 16.0 i 7.07 160 31.~ ~62 ! 
-- ._---
I 
-------- - -----'-Dry Relaxed 14.3 6.31 10.9 4.81 155 30.3 1.31 ~ 1-------\Jct Rclo.xcd 13.6 6.00 12.6 5.57 171 33.4 1.0S 
---
---
f-. 
Tumble Dry 17.1 7.58 14.0 6.12 2/.0 47.0 1.22 
SAHPLE 75 
Count: 1/12 Worsted Structure: 2xl Closed Lap 
1 = 0.313 2 1 1. =0.0979 1 =3.195 12 =10.22 1P == 1.084 
Condition J c.r>.i. k \01. p. i. le s. D. k k C \'1 S r 
On Hachine 17.0 5.32 16.0 5.00 272 -~~~ ~.06 _~ 
-------
------
Dry Relaxed 20.1 6.29 15.7 4.91 318 30.9 1.28 : 
_c-~---, 
Het Relu.xed 20.4 6.40 17.3 5.41 353 34.6 1.18 
_._-
-- -Tu:nb1e Dry 23.8 7.46 18.6 5.82 443 43.4 1.28 
.... 
I 
SAMPLE 76 
Count: 1/12 Worsted Structure: 2x1 Closed Lap 
2' 1 1 m-: 1 = 0.264 1 =0.0696 1 =3.788 12 =14.36 lt11~ = 0.914 
Condition c.p.i. k '.·I.p.i. k S.D. l~ k C \-1 6 r 
On Enchine 25.0 6.60 16.0 4.22 I 400 27.6 1.56 ) 
Dry Relaxed 26.5 6.99 17.8 4.69 1~70 32.8 1·49 
Wet Helo.xed 25.? 6.79 19.1 5.21 507 35.3 1.30 
Tumble Dry 28.3 7.48 21.6 5.?1 612 42.7 1.30 
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SAHPLE 77 
Count: 2/32 Worsted Structure: 2xl Closed Lap 
2 1 1. =0.1616 1 =2.49 1 2: = 6.18 j J Jr~ = 1.608 
Condition c.p.i. I k H.!1.i. 1,.. I S.D. k le "" C \"J S r 
011 l';c-,chi f.e I I 
I I 0.56 _ 9.00 3.62 16.0 6.43 144 23.2 J 
Dry Relc:xed 17.3 6.07 11.0 4.43 191 30.9 1.57 
-
-
i/et RolC"'exed 16.7 6.71 14.5 5.84 243 39.3 1.14 
Tumble Dry 19.2 7.72 16.2 6.49 311 50.2 1.19 
SANPLE 78 
Count: 2/32 Worsted Structure: 2x1 Closed Lap 
1 = 0.272 2 1 1 =0.0739 1 =3.68 
Condition C.Il.i. k \'I.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c \., s r 
-
On Hachine 22.0 5.98 16.0 4.35 352 25.7 1. 3.fL~ 
-- I 
Dry RelElxcd 25.3 6.87 17.3 4."70 436 32.3 1.46 :' 
\'let Reh,.xed 25.3 6.87 20.2 5.50 514 38.0 1.25 
-- -
TU:?'lble Dry 27.5 7.47 22.2 6.04 611 45.1 1.2/+ 
,,-~ 
SAHPLE 79 
Count: 2/32 Worsted Structure: 2x1 Closed Lap 
1 = 0.244 2 1 1 =0.0595 1 =4.10 
Condition c.p.i. k '.'1. p. i. 
. C 
On i·;:J.chi ne 30.0 7.32 16.0 
Dry Rela~{ed 31.0 7.57 18.6 
Het Relaxed 29.4 7.17 22.1 
TuI!1ble Dry 31.3 9.6/+ 24.2 , 
12 =16.80 iF 0.0/76 1 
k S.D. 1~ k H S r 
3.90 480 28.3 1.88 
4.53 511 34.3 1.67 
5.38 6/+7 38.5 1.33 
5.91 758 Lt;.l· 1.29 
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SAMPLE 80 
Count: 1/20 Worsted Structure: 2xl Closed Lap 
1 =0.416 2 '1 1. ::: 0.1730 1. = 2.40 1 )2 = 5.78 IF 1.860 
CO!lcii tion c.p.i. I k H.:!1.i. k I S.D. k k c \'l s r 
0<1 l-:~,chir.e lO~.16_ 16.0 6.66 \ 160 27.7 O.SL -------_. -- . ..- --
Dry Heh:xed ~7 6.93 10.5 ~L 174 30.1 -.1:.;;2-
.. -- ----
\'let Rclc.xcd 15.3 ,6.40 14.5 6.05 223 38.6 1 05 
18.2 f7.56 
.--
. -~ 
TumbJ.e Dry 14.4 5.99 262 45.3 1.26 
~-
SAEPLE 81 
Count: 1/20 Worsted Structure: 2xl Closed Lap 
1 = 0.287 
Condi tion C.Il.i. k \·I.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c \'I s r 
On Hachine 17.0 4.88 16.0 4.59 272 22.3 1.06 
-. 
Dry Rcl~xed 23.1 6.62 15.5 4.46 358 29.5 1.49 
.--
~let Rcl(;:.:ced 22.5 6.45 18.3 5.24 412 33.9 1.23 
--- ---
.-
Tumble Dry 25.0 7.17 19.7 5.66 493 40.6 1.27 
SAMPLE 82 
Count: 1/20 Worsted Structure: 2xl Closed Lap 
1 = 0.236 2 1 = 0.055 1 1 = 4.24 1.2 = 17 .98~F= 1.055 1 
Condition c.p.i. I k -,'I.p.i. k S.D. l~ k C \-/ 6 r 
On EQ.cnine 30.0 7.08 16.0 3.78 480 26.4 1.88 
Dry Helaxed 29.3 6.91 19.0 4.49 557 31.0 1.54 
Wet Rel~xed 28.8 6.79 20.6 4.87 596 33.1 1.40 
• -!1 
,I 
" 
I 
Tumble Dry 30.2 7.14 23.2 5.47 703 39.1 1.30 
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SAII.PLE 83 
Count: 2/48 i\Torsted Structure: 2x1 Closed Lap 
1 = 0.377 2 1 1. = 0.1421 1. = 2.65 1 2 = 7.03 j J Jz~ = 1.847 
Conc12 tion c.p.i. k \'1. '!1. i. k 
\ 
S.D. k k c \'I s r 
On Ec:,chir.c 10.0 13·77 I 16.0 _~.03 __ ]'6l=t:2;'_'L~ 0,63 r-------
Dry Re12xed 15.1 5.70 13.8 4.82 193 27.5 1.18 
---
\'let Relnxcd 17.1 6.1+6 14.9 5.60 255 36.2 1.15 
-----
f---. -- ----
Tumble Dry 19.3 7.30 17.2 6.48 334 I 47.5 1.13 
-
SAl''JPLE 84 
Count: 2/4B Worsted Structure: 2x1 Closed Lap 
1. = 0.259 ,/ = 0.0670 1 = 3.86 12 = 14.92 -f.F" 1.269 
Condition c.p.i. k \.,r.p.i. k S.D. k k 
-j 
C \'I 5 r 
On Hachine 27.0 6.99 16.0 __ lL.l~_ r_4.32---~.8 .• 9.. .1 .69-' 
'I Dry Relaxed 24.2 6.26 17.8 4.60 429 22.7 1.36 : 
---
_._-. 
\'1et Relo.xed 25.3 6.56 22.1 5.71 561 37.6 1.15 
-- , .. -----
Tumble Dry 29.3 7.58 23.5 6.09 689 46.2 1_,2it. 
SAHPLE B5 
Count: 2/48 Worsted Structure: 2xl Closed Lap 
2 1 1 = 0.233 1 =- 0.0542 1 =4.29 12 = 18.45 .iF 1.141 
Condition c.p.i. k ','I. p. i. k S.D. l: k 
c \-I s r 
On l';~chine 22.0 5.13 16.0 3.73 352 b2..0 1.38 
Dry Relaxed 29.5 6.87 '19.5 4.55 575 31.2 1.51 
\vet Relaxed 28.2 6.57 22.9 5.32 646 35.0 1.24 
ful1b1e Dry 31.3 7.29 25.4 5.91 795 1.,43.1 1.23 
'. 
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SAMPLE 86 
Count: 1/12 "'lorsted Structure: 3xl Closed Lap 
2 1 1 = 0.478 ·1 = 0.2284 1. =: 2.092 1 F= 1.656 
Condition c.p.i. k I \'1. p. i. k S.D. k k c H s r 
On l':c,chir.e 9.00 
.-"!1.16.0 7.65 144 32.8 0.5~ ._- ---
Dry Re12._xed 14.2 6.80 13.4 6.45 191 91~L 1.06 
-
--------t- --I-. --------\Jet Re12cxcd 13.0 6.24 15.7 7.'50 204 97.8 0.83 
Tumble Dry 16.4 7.86 17.2 8.22 282 64.2 0.96 
·1 
'SAMPLE 87 
Count: 1/12 Worsted Structure: 3x1 Closed Lap 
1. = 0.356 2 1 1 = 0.1267 - =: 2.809 
1 
1 12 =7.89 IF =1.233 
Condition c.p.i. k \'1. p. i. le S.D. ks k c ~I r 
On Nachine 20.0 7.12 16.0 5.70 __ I-_J20 I.Q----.L _1.25 
Dry RelCl.xcd 19.6 7.00 17.6 6.26 345 43.8 1.12 
\'let Rel[J.xed 18.8 6.71 19.7 7.03 372 47.2 0.95 
--------Tu:nble Dry 21.8 7.77 21.9 7.80 478.3 60.6 1.00 
-
SAHPLE 88 
Count: 1/12 Worsted Structure: 3x1 Closed Lap 
1. = 0.325 2 1 1 = 0.1056 1 = 3.077 
Condition c.p.i. k 
c 
'.'1. p. i. 
On ED..chine 25.0 8.13 16.0 
Dry Relaxed 23.4 7.60 19.4 
\'/et RclEtxcd 21.1 6.86 21.9 
Tumble Dry 24.0 7.80 23.7 
.!..2 =: 9.46 ,tJN= 1.126 1 
k S.D. l~ k H 5 r 
5.20 400 42.0 1.56 
6.30 453 47.9 1.21 
7.12 462 48.8 0.96 
7.72 568 60.1 1.01 
,I 
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SAMPLE 89 
Count: 2/32 ',"'orsted Stl~cture: 3xl Closed Lap 
1 = 0.480 2 1 1 =0.2304 1 =2.08 1 ~N = 1.92 
Condi tion c.p.i. I k \.;. !'l. i. k I S.D. I k k C '_1 S r 
-- I On i-:&chiLC 7.68 t 128 I~ 0.')0 
Dry Re12xed 1.09 
.. ---
8.00 th~I6,0 
14.5 __ 6. ~~Ll~l __ 6.30 193 144.5 
8 .O?_J __ 229 - __ 52.B- ----Het Re12xcd 13.6 . 6.51 16.B 0.81 ---~~--~-. \--._--
8.72 I 289 66.5 Tumble Dry 15.9 7.65 IB.l 0.88 
SAHPLE 90 
Count: 2/32 Worsted Structure: 3xl Closed Lap 
1 ~ 0.355 l ~ 0.1260 1 = 2.82 12 ~ 7.93 iF = 1.42 
Condition c.}?i. k 
c 
\'l.p.i. S.D. k 
5 
J--On_H_a_Ch_i_rl_e--t-__ l_8_.0 __ t- 6.39 16:..:.0~4--=:.5-=-.6_8 __ 1 288 __ )6.3 
Dry Relaxed 20.0 7.10 IB.2 6.45 363 45.8 
\'let Relcxeci 19.5 6.90 21.3 7.5? 415 52.3 
I------I------I-~-t----+-- -.- -
~Pu~ble Dry 22.1 7.86 23.2 8.23 515 64.9 
SAMPLE 91 
Structure: 3xl Closed Lap Count: 2/32 Worsted 
2 1 = 0.313 1 =0.0979 1 1 =3.20 
Condition c.p.i. k ':1. p. i. k S.D. I. 
c ';1 5 
On E~chine 30.0 9.39 16.0 5.01 480 1+6.6 
Dry Relaxed 23.4 7.32 20.3 6.34 474 46.4 
i'iet Rel&xed 22 .. S ?13 23.7 7.41 540 52.9 
-
'fumble Dry 25.5 ?99 25.8 8.0? 657 64.3 
k 
r 
0.91 
0.96 
k 
r 
1.8S 
1.15 
0.96 
0.99 
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Count: 1/20 ~orsted Structure: 3x1 Closed Lap 
1 =0.448 2 1 .) =0.2007 - =2.23 
1 
1 
;'2 = 4.98 
Condition c.p.i. k \ \./. p. i. k S.D~ k k c \'I s r 
0:1 1'~c',chiLe 9.00 4.03 16.0 ~--'?.,17_ 1/ .. 1* 28.8 0.56 
Dry Re12.xed 14.9 6.69 13.4 6.02 201 40.3 1.11 
'-
.. 
\Jct Relc.xed 13.9 6.22 17.3 7.75 ~O __ 48.~_ ._ 0.80 
-----
Tumble Dry 16.1 7.19 18.4 8.23 296 59.4 0.87 
SAEPLE 93 
Count: 1/20 Worsted Stnlcture: 3xl Closed La.p 
1 = 0.327 2 1 1. = 0.1069 1 3.06 1 12 = 9.35 
Condition c.p.i. k \-1. p. i. k S.D. k k c \'1 5 r 
On Hachine 20.0 6.54 16.0 5.23 320 33.9 1.25 
-
-f------ . 
:1 Dry Re12~xcd 21.2 6.92 17.8 5.81 376 40.0 1.20 ! 
" 
\'!ct Rclc.xed 20.3 6.63 22.1 7.21 ___ 449. __ 48.0 0.92 \-----
'ru:nble Dry 22.7 7.40 23.2 7.57 524 56.0 0.98 
"'- " 
SAHPLE 94 
Count: 1/20 Worsted Structure: 3xl Closed Lap 
1 = 0.259 2 1 1 = 0.0670 1 = 3.86 1 If. = 14.92 IF 1.158 
Condition c.p.i. k '.v.p.i. k S.D. )~ k 
C \'1 S r 
Oh Ho.cnine 30.0 7.77 16.0 4.14 480 32.2 1.88 
Dry Relaxed 25.5 6.61 20.8 5.33 530 35.5 1.23 
Het RelClxcd 23.6 6.11 24.6 6.37 581 38.9 0.96 
'fumble Dry 26.9 6.95 26.2 6.79 705 47.2 1.02 
-
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SAHPLE 95 
Count: 2/48 '.-lorsted Structure: 3xl Closed Lap 
2 1 1 = 0.425 1. = 0.1806 J!. = 2.35 
Condition c.p.i. k I VI.!lo i. \ k \ s. il. k k c \"I s r 
Oa i·:&.chir.G 9.00 3.83 16.0 6.80 144 25.9 0.56 :------
----
c-. --~-
Dry Rel;:~xed 14.8 6.31 14.7 6.04 207 39.3 1.01 
-------.--- -----r---
\let Re12.xed 15.0 6.37 20.0 8.50 300 54.2 0.75 
--
Tumble Dry 17.6 7.!+6 21.9 9.31 387 69.9 0.80 
-
SAHPLE 96 
Count: 2/48 Worsted Structure: 3x1 Closed Lap 
1 = 0.283 Il = 1 A 0.0800 1 = 3.53 12 = 12.5 lP ~ 1.386 
Condition c.,.i. k ,·,.p.i. k I S.D. k k C \'1 S r 
On Hachine 20.0 5.66 16.0 ~.53 __ 320 25.6 . 1.25 __ 1--"- ;i Dry Relaxed 26.2 7.41 20.5 5.81 536 42.9 1.28 ; f-'-- ---
V/et Relo.xed 25.7 7.27 26.7 7.54 686 54.9 0.96 
r----
Tumble Dry 28.6 8.09 29.1 8.23 829 66.3 0.98 
SA}fPLE 97 
Count: 2/48 Worsted Structure: 3xl Closed Lap 
1 = 0.279 l = o.rms l =3.58 12 = 12.85 lJN= 1.367 
Condition c.p.i. k ' . ,r.p.i. \ k S.D. 1~ k 
c VI s r 
On EQ.c!line 30.0 8.37 16.0 4.46 480 37.0 1.88 
Dry Relaxed 26.3 7.33 21.6 6.03 568 44.2 1.22 
\'let Relaxed 24'.7 6.88 26.0 7.25 642 49.9 0.95 
Tumble Dry 27.7 7.73 29.1 8.11 806 62.7 0.95 
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SANFLE 98 
Count: 1/12 Worsted Stl~cture: 4xl Closed Lap 
2 1 1 = 0.519 1 =0.2693 1. 1 1.927 ;'2:: 3.71 1 IN :: 1.789 
-e 
-
_ ..... IIB 
\ 
Condition c.p.i. I le \ \,1.:o.i .. k S.D. k k c \'I c- r i u 
..-.... I 
Oa l':E,chi ,_8 9.00 4.67 16.0 8.30 t 144 38.7 0.56 
Dry Rel2.xed 12.6 6.56 15.5 8.00 .. 196 52.8 0.81 
-------
\'Iet Relaxed 12.5 6.49 17.9 9.28 __ 223 __ 60.3 0.70 . r--'--
Irumble Dry 14.9 7.72 20.4 10.6 I 303 81.7 0.73 
SAHPLE 99 
Count: 1/12 Worsted Structure: 4xl Closed Lap 
2 1 1 n-). = 0.419 1. :: 0.1755 1 = 2.387 12 = 5.69 ~tJ j~ = 1.451 
Condition c.:D. i • k H.p.i. k S.D. =k~: I 1-.: 1 c \'I r On Hachinc 15.0 6.29 16.0 6.70 240 42.0 0.94. ___ t 
f- -----f------- .: 
Dry Relc:.xcu 17.0 7.12 19.0 7.98 323 56.8 0.89 .1 
~ 
Het Rel["xed 15.4 6.47 22.9 9.58 353 62.0 0.66 
-- --~-----
Tu:nble Dry 19.5 8.15 24.2 10.2 471 82.8 0.80 
SAHPLE 100 
Coun t: 1/12 Worsted Struc ture : 4xl Closed Lap 
211 ~ 1 = 0.381 1 = 0.1451 1 = 2.625 12:: 6.89 it1N:: 1.320 
Corldi tion c.p.i. k 'tT.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c \'I s r 
On E:.:;,chine 20.0 7.62. 16.0 6.09 320 1+6.4 1.25 
Dry Relaxed 2.0.3 7.75 2.0.0 7.62 406 59.0 1.0? 
Het Rel<:l.xcd 19.0 7.26 22.5 8.59 429 62.3 0.85 
ful~ble Dry 21.2 R.O? 25.6 9.75 541 78.7 C.83 
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SANPLE 101 
Count: 2/32 Worsted Structure: 4xl Closed Lap 
2 1 1 = 0.516 1 =0.2662 i 1.94 1 --; =: 3.75 
,R.-
Conchtion C.l).i. \ k l H.p.i. ,~ I S.D. k \ k ,., C 'd S r 
-
38.U O.~6 On I<c~chir;e 9.00 I 4'~ 16.0 8.26 I 144 
----------
- __ -----1___ _ 
Dry Hel:;.xed I 56.0 O.g4 13.;L_~5 J:?~_ 8.17 210 
--
Het He18xed 12.5 i 6.46 20.0 10.3 250 66.5 0.63 
Tumble Dr~r 15.1 I 7.77 T 21.9 11.3 331 88.1 0.69 
SAMPI,E 102 
Count: 2/32 Worsted Structure: 4x1 Closed Lap 
1 = 0.430 2 1 1. =0.1849 - =2.33 1-
Condition c.;?i. k H.p.i. 1~ S.D. k k .\. 
C \'1 S l' 
On Hachine 15.0 6.45 16.0 6.88 2/:±0 44.!J: Oi<l4_ 
Dry Rel8.xcd 15.7 6.76 19.3 8.29 302 56.0 0.82 J .' ,. 
V/et Rel<:,.xed 15.5 6.65 22.1 9.49 343 63.4 0.70 I 
--- . 
Tu:nble Dry 18.3 7.88 24.6 10.6 450 83.2 0.74 
SM1PLE 103 
Count: 2/32 Worsted Structure: 4x1 Closed Lap 
1 = 0.369 2 1 /J = 0 1361 - =: 2.71 A.- •. 1 1 12 =7.34 
Condition c.p.i. k \ ~·l. p. i. k S.D. k k 
. C \1 S r 
On l·:0.chine 22.0 8.12 \16.0 5.90 352 47.9 1.38 
Dry Rola_xed 20.6 7.59 20.5 7.59 421 57.3 1.00 
Het Rel&xed . 67.0 19.2 7.08 25.6 9.1.+4 492 0.75 
'l\mble Dry 21.8 £.05 28.1 10.3 \ 603 83.4 0.78 
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SAHPLE 104 
Count: 1/20 1,{orsted Structure: 4x1 Closed Lap 
2 1 () = 0.497 1 = 0.2470 - = 2.01 
,1(.. '- "e 
1 
"2" = 4.04 
,R J,JN = 2.223 
CO:ldi tion c.y.i. I '.- \'l.p.L J k I S.D. k k h C \'I S r 
9.0~ 4.47 I 16.~~ 7.95 I 144 35.6 0.56 Ot! l<c:,chil':e 
Dry Rel<,xed =13.3 IU6~63 _ J6.~_ 7.95 213 52.7 0.83 ~. 
\:ct Rel"xcd 250 61.7 0.59 
---~------
_12.1 ,6.0L __ 20L 11O.L 78.5 0.66 'rumble D.,..,· 14.5 17.21 21.9 10.9 318 -J 
SA}'iPLE 105 
Count: 1/20 Worsted Structure: 4xl Closed Lap 
2 l' 1 1. = 0.386 1 =0.11.90 1 =2.59 12 =6.71 .ftP" = 1.726 
Condition c.]J.i. k \oJ.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c \'1 s r 
On Hachine 20.0 7.72 16.0 ~.18 __ '- 320 47.7 1.25 I 
Dry Rel~xcd 7.53 366 54.4 0.96 ii 18.7 7.24 19.5 
V/et Rel[,.xed 17.1 6.61 24.6 9.50 1---- 421 62.7 0.70 
~'u~ble Dry 20.0 7.72 25.8 9.96 516 76.8 0.77 
SAHPLE 106 
Count: 1/20 Worsted Structure: 4xl Closed Lap 
1 = 0.355 2 1 1 = 0.1260 1 = 2.82 1 12 = 7.93 'LF= 1.588 
Condition c.p.i. k ':l.p.i. k S.D. k k c \'1 s r 
On r':~clline 25.0 8.88 16.0 5.68 400 50.4 
Dry Relaxed 21.9 7.79 21.0 7.47 462 58.2 1.04 
\-Jet Relaxed 20.6 7.30 25.6 9.08 527 66.4 0.80 
TuI~b1e Dry 22.4 7.94 27.8 ! 9.87 623 78.5 0.80 
Count: 2/ 48 ~'lorsted Structure: 4x1 .C1osed Lap 
1 = 0.47312=0.22371=2.11 JJN = 2.317 
.-
Cor.dition c.p.i. I le I .. n ~ 1. I S.D. \ k k ~'4 • __ ..... ,. C ! \-I S r 
Oi! l·:ctchir.c 10.0 i 4.73 I 16.0 7.57 I 160 35.8 0.63 ~. 
----r- -
Dry Rc:i..;'xed 13.0 6.14 18~_ 8.69 258 53.3 0.71 
--
-.-
V/et Helc<xcd 13.3 6.30 22.4 10.6 298 66.7 0.60 ] 
----
rrumble Dry 16.1 7.73 24.2 11.5 390 37.2 -l 0.67 
SAlfJPLE 108 
Count: 2/48 Worsted Stnlcture: 4xl Closed Lap 
1 = 0.36.3 2 1 1. = 0.1317 1 = 2. 7 6 1 12 = 7.59 iF = 1.778 
Condition C.Il.i. k \'l.p.i. k S.D. k l( C \'1 S r 
On Hachine I 46.1 l 22.0 7.99 16.0 5.81 __ 1-122 1.~8 
:i 
Dry Relaxed 19.3 7.02 21.9 7.96 424 55.8 0.90 " 
V/et Relc.xed 18.0 6.53 26.7 9.68 481 63.3 0.68 • 
-
8hl .. 1O.75_ Tu:nble Dry 21.7 7.87 29.1 10.5 632 
.. 
SAHPLE 109 
Count: 2/48 Worsted Structure: 4x1 Closed Lap 
f) 2 . 1 
,.,L = 0.355 1 = 0.1260 1 = 2.82 12 = 7.93 -'-F 1.739 
Condition c.p.i. ~{ \ '.'l. p. i. k 
\ 
S.D. 1~ 
\ 
k 
c '.-I ~ r '-' 
On Ec:;.cl1ine 28.0 9.94 16.0 5.68 448 56.4 11.75 
, 
\ 0.82 Dry Helaxed 19.2 6.82 23.5 8.35 451 57.0 
\~et Relcty-cd 18.0 6.39 27.8 9.87 500 63.0 0.65 
'lUl1ble Dry 22.2 7.B9 30.2 10.7 670 6~4 0.74 
SAl1P1E 110 
Count: 2/16 Worsted Structure: lxl Open Lap 
1 :: 0.393 2 1 j :: 0.154 1. 1 2.544 ;3':: 6.49 .R.~ 1 ~N :: 1.111 
Condition c.p.i. \ , \':. p. i. k I S.1). k k K C H S r 
On l<&chir,e 10.0 , 16.0 6.29 I 160 24.6 0.63_ ! 3.93 r-7 .0'} ---~ Dry Rel2.xed 18.0 8.00 144 22.2 2.25 
\'Jet Relnxed 19.0 1 __ 7.1 .. 8 9.09 *173 26.7 2.09 Tumble Dry 20.8 I 8.20 10.3 4.06 215 33.2 2.02 
S/JViPLE 111 
Count: 2/16 Worsted Structure: 1x1 Open Lap 
2 1 1 I T'h" 1 ::; 0.254 1 :: 0.064 1 3.934 12 :: 15.62 1", h :: 0.718 
Condition c.p.i. k VI.p.i. k S.D. k 
\ 
k 
c v, s r 
On Hachine 18.0 4.57 16.0 4.06 288 18">-e '1 Dry Relaxed 28.2 7.17 12.6 3.21 356 22.8 2.24: 
\'Jet Rel[:.xed 31.3 7.95 14.5 3.69 455 29.1 2.15 
------
Tumble Dry :31.3 7.95 15.7 3.40 492 31.5 1.99 
SAHPLE 112 
Count: 2/16 Worsted Structure: Ix! Open Lap 
1:: 0.209 2 1 ~ = 0.044 ~ = 4.768 1 - m: J!.f- :: 22.78 inN:: 0.593 
Condition c.p.i. k ~.,. p. i. k S.D. k k 
. C \-I S r 
On H:~chine 25.0 5.23 16.0 3.34 400 17.6 1.56 
Dry Relaxed 35.1 7.36 16.0 3.35 561 24.7 2.20 
\vet RelE<xed 36.0 7.52 18.0 3.77 649 27.9 1.99 
'Iul:'lble Dry 36.0 7.52 18./+ 3.94 \ 678 29.2 1.96 
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SAHP'"LE 113 
Count: 2/32 Worsted 
1 :: 0.230 2 1 1 = 0.052 1. 
Structure: lx1 Open Lap 
4.337 12 :: 19.23 J IN :: 0.920 
Condition c.p.i. k \'1. p. i. k 
\ 
S.D. I k k c \"l s r 
OL1 l':achiLe 18.0 ~4.14 16.0 3.68 i 288 i 15.0 1.13 
Dry Re12xed 36.9 8.49 13.7 3.15 ~26.3 2.69 
" 
-\-Jet Relaxed 35.3 8.12 17.1 3.94 605 31.5 2.06 
Tumble Dry 34.9 8.04 18.7 4.31 I 655 l- 34.1 1.90 
SAfflPLE 114 
Count: 2/32 Worsted Structure: Ix! Open Lap 
1 = 0.158 2 1 1. :: 0.024 J- 6.315 12 = 41.67 1,)V = 0.632 
Condition C.Il.i. 
On Machine 34.0 
Dry Relaxed 51.4 
V/et Relc.xed 48.8 
Tumble Dry 49.3 
SAHPLE 115 
Count: 2/32 Worsted 
COl1dition c.p.i. 
On E!:1.chine 45.0 
Dry Relaxed 55.4 
\'/et Relaxed 52.2 
Tumble Dry 52.4 
k w.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c \'1 s r 
5.37 16.0 2.53t 544 13.1 2.13 
8.12 20.9 3.30 1073 25.7 J 2.46 
7.69 25.3 3.99 1228 29.5 1.93 
----
7.79 26.7 4.22 1317 31.6 1.85 
:.-
Structure: lrl Open Lap 
1 
-=6.792 1· 
k '.'1.p.i. 
c 
6.62 16.0 
8.14 21.8 
7.67 26.4 
7.70 27.5 
1 . 12 :: 47.62 ~F= 0.588 
k S.D. k k 
\-I s r 
2.35 720 15.1 2.81 
3.21 1208 
. 25~h 2.54 
3.88 1357 I 28.9 1.98 
I "--
4.04 1442 30.3 I 1.90 
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SAHPLE 116 
Count: 2/48 worsted Structure: 1x1 Open Lap 
1. ~ 0.318 .. l "0.101 J 1 3.144 )2 = 9.90 1 ~N = 1.557 
Condition c.:p.i. k \-r.!).i. 1. S.D. 
\ 
k k c. 
C \-1 S r 
On J.:<:1.chir.e 11.0 I 3.50 16.0 5.09 176--t 17.~ 0.69 
Dry Rehxcd 21.2 6.73 9.06 2.88 191 119.4 2.34 
\!ct Relr,xcd 24.0 7.63 11.1. 3.63 274 \27 !.7 2.10 
Tumble Dry 26.7 8 .. 48 13.7 4.36 365 \ 36.9 1.95 
SANPLE 117 
Count: 2/48 Worsted Structure: !xl Open Lap 
1 !)TiT" 12 :: 19.61 Atv j, = 1.111 2 1 1 = 0.227 1. :: 0.051 1:: 4.390 
Condition c.;:>.i. k \'I.p.i. l\. S.D. k k c \'1 s r 
On Hachine 18.0 4.09 16.0 3.63 288 14.7 _l.lLt r---". 
2.56 ~ Dry Relaxed 32.7 7.43 12.8 2.90 418 21.4 
\'let RelG.xecl 35.3 8.01 17.1 3.89 605 30,8 2.06 
Tu:-nble Dry 36.7 8.34 19.7 4.46 722 36.8 1.87 
SAHPLE 118 
Count: 2/48 Worsted Structure: Ix! Open Lap 
2 1 1:: 0.172 1 = 0.029 1- 1 . IN: 5.806 12:: 34.48 itl N :: 0,842 
Condition c.p.i. k ':l.p.i. k S.D. 1~ k 
c \'I 6 r 
On l';:)cni ne 27,0 4.64 \ 16.0 2.75 432 12.5 1.69 
Dry Rel3.xed 48.0 8.26 17.8 3.06 853 24.7 2.70 
\vet Reh.xed , 31,3 2,03 46.7 8.04 23.1 3.g] 1078 
'l'tmble Dry 46.7 B.04 25.8 4./J. 1206 35.0 1.81 
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SAMPLE 119 
Count: 1/28 'tlorsted Structure: 1xl. Open Lap 
2 1 1 r?'T"': 1 =c 0,344 1 = 0.118 1 = 2.903 f.2 ~ 0.118 INN = 1.820 
Condition c .1). i. I k \'1. p. i. k 
\ 
s. D. k k 
c \-l s r 
On l'-:ctchiLe 10,0 3 ,I+-l~ 16,0 1-4 160 18.9 0.63 r--- l Dry ne) L~xod 2/ ... 0 8.26 8.27 2.85 198 23.4 2.90 
------- ~-
\iot l\elo.xcd 25.7 8.84 8.54 2.94\ 219 25.9 3.01 
Tumble Dry 23.1 9.67 10.0 3.44 \ 281 :3.2 2.81 
SA~'iPLE 120 
Count: 1/28 Worsted Structure: 1x1 Open Lap 
/. = 0.236 1/ - 0.055 ~ - 1 1 1 . liT 4.235 1..2 = 18.18 iN h = 1.248 
Condition c.:r>.i. k H.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c \'1 5 r 
On Hachine 18.0 4.25 16.0 3.78 288 15.8 1.13 • 
Dry Relaxed 36.9 8.71 12.5 2.94 460 25.3 2. 96 ~i 
\'Jet Reh,.xed 34.0 8.01 14.8 3.50 503 27.7 ±ill --'rumble Dry 36.7 8.67 16.0 3.78 587 32.3 2.30 
SANPLE 121 
Count: 1/28 Worsted Structure: 1xl Open Lap 
1 = 0.155 1 1 6.428 12 = 41.67 1F= 0.820 
COlldition c.p.i. k ':I.p.i. k S.D. 1:: k 
c \-l s r 
On l·;o.chine 29,0 4.50 16.0 2.45 464 11.1 I 1.81 
Dry Relaxed 49.6 7.70 '18.5 2.86 916 22.0 2.69 
Hot Reluxed 54.5 8.45 21.2 3.29 1158 27.8 2.57 
Tu:1ble Dry 53.3 8.27 I 24.0 3.72 1279 30.7 2.22 
-
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SI'J'lPLE 122 
Ccun t: 2/16 Worsted Struc ture: 2x1 Open Lap 
2 1 1 fN""': 
.1 = 0.444 1 = 0.19'7 1 = 2.250 ;.2 = 5.08 J NN :: 1.255 
CO:1di tiC!l c.~.i. I k \-1. !1. i. I k \ S.D. k c \., s 
0'1 L;\c!lir.c 9.00 \ 4.00 L16.~j 7.10 1 I 
\ 
l4.4 128--1..._ f------
Dry neh.xed ~~93 1------\Jct Relnxed 16.0 I 7.10 
Tumble Dry 18.0 i 7.'19 
SAJiiPLE 123 
Count: 2/16 Worsted 
1 = 0.319 2 1 1. = 0.101 1 = 
Condition c.:r. i • k 
c 
On l-iachiue 15.0 4.78 1----
Dry Relaxed 20.0 6.38 
\-Jet Rel~:{ed 22.1 7.04 
Tu:nble Dry 23.1 7.36 
SAHPLE 124 
Count: 2/16 Worsted 
2 1 1 = 0.302 1 = 0.091 1 
Condition c.p.i. I k C 
On r-:·~c!li ne 20.0 6.04 
Dry Relaxed 22.5 6.79 
Het Relaxed 24.5 7.39 
Tumble Dry 25.4 7.66 
12.615.61 171 33.8 
I 14.1 6.2~225 44.3 
15.3 6.82 276 54.5 
Structure: 2xl Open Lap 
3.130 12 0 9.90 iF 0 
"".p.i. Ie S.D. k 
\'/ s 
16.0 5.10 240 i 2.l..2 
16.5 5.28 331 33.4 
18.3 5.84 404 40.9 
18.7 5.95 430 43.5 
" .. ~" 
Structure: 2x1 Open Lap 
1 -
3.302 ~2:: 10.99 ~~ 
\·J.p.i. k S.D. 
\ 
k 
\'/ S 
I 16.0 4.83 i 320 129.1 
17.1 5.18 385 \35.1 
19.5 5.89 477 143.5 
20.2 6.09 511 \46.6 
k 
r 
r-0.....5..6--
1.07 
1.13 
1.17 
0.902 
k 
r 
0.9" 
1.21 
I 1.~0 
1.24 
0.854 
k 
r 
1.25 
1.31 
\ 1.2'5 
1.26 
~ 
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SlJ1PLE 125 
Count: 2/32 Worsted Structure: 2xl Open Lap 
1 = 0.261 2 1 1. = 0.068 1. 3.829 )2:: 14.70 J IN = 1.044 
-Condi Hon c.p.i. Ie I \,1.!l. i. 1~ I S. D. k k .. C H S r_ 
0;1 l·:6.chir:e 18.0 4.70 16.0 I 4.18 i 288 19.5 1.13_ f----
Dry Reb.xed 24.4 6.37 20.0 5.22 488 33.2 1.22 f---------- . r' 
5.91 I \Jet Rel"xed 26.3 6.S6 22.6 594 40.4 1.16 
-------
6.08 I TUi-:1blc Dry 29.0 7.58 23.3 676 46.0 1.24 
SAl·'iPLE 126 
Count: 2/32 Worsted Structure: 2xl Open Lap 
J ~ 0.251 l ~ 0.063 1 3.977 12 ~ 15.87 iF ~ 1.004 
Condition c.r>.i. k \1.p.i. le S.D. k k 
c \'1 s r 
--On I·lnchine 
_ 36.0_~4 16.0 4.02 576 J6.3 2.25 
Dry Rel8.xcd 30.0 7.53 19.2 4.82 576 36.3 I 1.56 
-I 
Het Rclc..xed 29.5 7.41 22.6 5.68 668 42.1 1.30 
Tu:'1ble Dry 31.3 7.86 22.9 5.76 718 45.2 1.36 
SAJ·1PLE 127 
Count: 2/32 Worsted Structurc: 2xl Open Lap 
1 ~ 0.237 l ~ 0.056 1~4.210 12 = 17.86 .LF: 0.948 
C~mdition c.p.i. I k ' . ,r.p.i. k \ S.D. k k c \./ s r 
On j·;~chi ne 30.0 7.11 16.0 3.79 480 26.9 1.88 
Dry Relaxed 30,6 7.26 20.0 4.74 612 34.3 1.53 
\o./et Rel<txed 31.3 7.42 23.8 5.63 743 41.7 1.32 
'lul': ble Dry 31.9 7.56 24.4 5.77 
I 
777 43.5 J 1.31 
Count: 2/48 ~{orsted Structurc:~ 2x1 Open Lap 
1 ::: 0.362 ()2 
.A =- 0.131 1. 1 1 2.758 i~ ~ 7.63 1 JI~ :: 1.773 
-'--r- -". , . j -
\ I CO:;'ii~~.~_ c.:).i. \ l( I ".;.!). i. lr \ S.D. k k h C ! \1 S r 
0" l:c,chi,," t 11.0 I 3.98 I 16.0 5.79 176 tn..l_ 0 69 
,.----------_.- ------ . ._..., 
\ Dry HeL-xcd 16.4 i 5.92 14.1 5.11 230 30.3 1.16 
-------------. --_ ~-----L----------1---- .-
'Jet _~cl~~xcd J 19.0 .i 6.89 I 16.7 6.03 317 41.6 1.14 
-_.- -~--. 
1'u:nblc Dry i 22.1 I 7.99 i 18.9 6.G/. 417 54.7 1.17 
SALPLE 129 
Count: 2/48 'vlorsted Strncture: 2x1 Open Lap 
1:: 0.261 2 1 1 == 0.068 1 3.829 12 "14.70 iF" l.na 
Condition 
_1 c.p.i. \ k \'1. p. i. l~ S.D. k k c \'; 5 r 
On l·jD,chine 18.0 \ 4.70 16.0 ~J8 __ 288 19.!?'_ ~~]J_~ 1--------.--
23.216.0'6 
----
f------
Dry Reh.:wd 21.8 5.69 506 34.4 1.06 : 
----- I \'lct Rclcxeci 26 e 9 7.01 I 23.5 6.14 632 43.0 1.14 
Tu~.1ble Dry 30.'- \ 7.89 J 24.6 -r6~/~- 744 50.6 1.23 
< 
SAI'~PLE 130 
Count: 2/48 Worsted Structure: 2xl Open Lap 
1. == 0.230 2 1 1 = 0.052 1 1 4.337 J.f. =19.23 iF: 1.126 
Condition c.p.i. \ 1~ t'..r·P.i·l k S.D. \ 1~ k C \./ S r 
- I, 0:1 !,:::-~c!1i l:C I I I I 20.8 1.56 25.0 I 5.75 I 16.0 I 3.68 400 L ------ I I Dry Rel:t:-::ed 28.8 I I 22.8 658 34.2 1.26 i 6.62 i 5.26 i .----. 
V;et rtcL:,xcd 31.6 \ 7 .26 L~6L~~0 823 42.8 1.21 
.- [i:1~ ..... J32.:.Ltw-3. .1+2 \ T-Jl':blc Dry 31 .. 6 965 I 50.2 1.24 1...<_._- -........ .,.. -~ -~ 
S1' !1P.LE 131 
Co'.mt: 1/28 'Jorsted Structure: 2x1 Open Lap 
2 1 1 = 0.377 1 = 0.142 1. 1.994 
Co;~ci:i. tion c.p.i. k \ H.p.i. \ k 
\ 
S.D. k k 
c \"l s r 
On r:.:,chil~e 10.0 3.77 16.9_L?·03 1 160 22.7 0.63 
--------
Dry TIel~~xcci 15.3 5.77 *-H_ 5 •03 ! 204 29.0 1.1~_ 1----------- -\/et Rel:-,xcd 17.7 I 6.68 14.2 5.35 251 35.7 1.25 
~---. 
16.4 - 6.19 I 'I'u:nb1c Dry 18.9 7.14 311 44.2 1.15 
SAl·';PLE 132 
Count: 1/28 Worsted Structure: 2x1 Open Lap 
) = 0.:161 l = 0.068 1 = 3.829 12 = 14.70 -f.F ~.330 
Condition c.:!,.i. k Vl.p. i. l~ S.D. k k 
c \" s r 
----On lb.chine 17.0 4.44 16.0 4.17 272 18 • .5 -LQP-) 
Dry Relaxed 25.7 6.71 20.0 5.22 514 35.0 1.28 ~ , 
\'let Relc_xed 27.5 7.17 20.2 5.26 5 54_f-37 • ?-J-'-~tI --
TU:!1ble Dry 29.7 7.76 22.2 5.80 661 44.9 1.34 
-
a_ -
SAHPLE 133 
Count: 1/28 Worsted Structure: 2xl Open Lap 
1 = 0.208 l = 0.043 1 = 4.800 12 = 23.25 iF 1.100 
Condition c.p.i. k ',-I. p.i. k S.D. 
\ 
k k 
c \'I s r 
On j·;::c?li ne 26.0 5.41 16.0 3.33 416 \ 17.9 1.63 
Dry Relaxed 32.7 6.81 22.8 4.75 748 ~2 1.43 i';et RcL:,xcd 34.6 7.20 25.3 5.25 874 37.6 1.37 f- -
\ 39~3 T"u:::ble Dry 36.1 7.50 26.4 5.28 915 1.37 
SliHPLE 134 
Count: 2/16 Worsted Structure: 3x1 Open Lap 
. f* ....... . 
Conc.ition c.,!).i. I k I ,:.n.i. \, I S.D. + ks l~ c r 
0<1 l::<:,chir.e 9.00 I 4.28 ! 16.0 I ?6~4 . 32.5 0.56 !------ 6.12.1~_? .62 205 .- 4§.5_ Dry Rcl2-xed. 12.8 0.81 1-------- r--- -.-
? .32 ~6.9 i 8.04_ 260 t58.8 \'ict HcL'.xed. 15.4 0.91 
._------
TU:TlbJe Dry 16.5 6.90 i 17.5 \ 8.35 \ 25U 57.4 0.83 
SAhPLE 135 
Count: 2/16 Worsted Structure: 3x1 Open Lap 
2 l' 1 6 ~ = 0.383 p = 0.147 0 = 2.608 - .81 
A A A- 1.2 iF = 1.084 
Condition I c.p.i. k \'I.p.i. k S.D. k k 
c \'1 s r 
On J·bchine 14.0 5.36 16.0 6.13 _224._ ~3 __ _ Ch.f1Li f-----
,I 
Dry Rcb.xcd 17.6 6.73 18.5 7.08 324 47.6 0.95 ,I ,. 
----. 
V/et Rcl[.;{eci 18.8 7.22 20.7 7.92 389 56.9 0.9;1 
--
TU'!lble Dr~' 20.2 7.75 21.3 8.18 432 63.1 0.95 ~ 
SAHPLE 136 
Count: 2/16 Worsted Structure: 3x1 Open Lap 
1 = 0.369 1 -2 =7.35 1 iF 1.043 
Condition c.p.i. k -:l.p.i. \ k S.D. 1 1~ k C \'1 S r 
On !·:::\c?1ir.e 20.0 
1--. 7.38 16.0 5.90 320 \ 43.5 1.25 
Dry Relaxed 19.4 7.18 19.2 7.08 373 50.8 1.01 
\'let Helc:.xed 20.1 7.42 21.8 8.05 438 59.7 0.92 
TUI';ble Dry 21.2 7 • .£:1- ... 122 .0 8.12 466 63.4 0.96 
SIJiP.LE 137 
Count: 2/32 Worst.;:d Structure~ 3x1 Open Lap 
1 :: 0.325 2 1 1 /J :: 0.105 - == 3.076 ~ =9.52 1 JH ::: 1.300 
A 1. f.c-
SAHPIJ~ 138 
Count: 2/32 ylorsted 
1 = 0.304 2 1 1 = 0.092 1-
Condition c.~.i. k 
c 
Structure: 3xl Open Lap 
3.2S7 12 o10.!!7 1F 0 1.216 
1\:'11-s~. D_. -..I-L_k_s -l-I_k_r ~'1 
On Hachine 33.0 10.0 16.0 _4.:..~.=--8_6_._-+-_:5=--2_B __ t-_ 4B!~ \ 2.0.6_i 
Dry Re12x~d ---2-4-.-8--4-7-.~55---t-2--0-.-9 6.34 51B 47.7 l 1.19 ,; 
1-------4----+----!----+-----+----+-------"-----..-: 
'let Rclo;(ed 24.5 7.44 25.3 7.68 61S 56.910•97 I ~------~----+-----~-----T---- ----~-----
Tu:nble !)ry 25.9 7.88 25.5 7.76 662 60.9 1.02 
SAHPLE 139 
Count: 2/32 ~rsted Structure: 3xl Open Lap 
1 = 0.302 2 1 1 = 0.091 1:: 3.302 
Condition c.p.i. 
\ 
k , .. r.p.i. 
c 
On !':·-:-~c;1iYle 28.0 8.1.6 i .16.0 I 
Dry Reb.xed 24.0 7.25 21.8 
._----- i----
Het Rel::-J.xed 23.2 7.01 25.8 
r--' r--' 
rrUl'1blc Dry 25.5 7.71 I 24.5 
--....-.. 
\ 
.1..2" :: 10.99 iF 1.20B 1 
k S.D. k 1 k \'l s r 
4.f33 448 1.0.8 I 1.75 
.~-
6.59 523 _47.6 ! 1.13 
7.79 I 599 \ 54.5 \ 0.90 
7.39 625 1 56.9 11.04 
-
StJ1PI,r.; 140 
Count: 2/43 Worsted Structm'c: 3xl Open Lap 
2 1 :;: 0 0 391 1. :;: 0.152 1 1 rN": 1. :;: 2.553 £2 = 6.58 ! NN = 1.915 
Cor:cii ti on c.p.i. k H.!J.i. k s. D. I k k C \1 S r 
0i.1 :O:c,chir.c 11.0 I 4.30 I 16.0 \ 6 "'I' i 176 1 26.7 0.69 I • .:.0 r--------- -- 0 5 Dry Rel::.xed 13.3 5.21 20.0 7.82 266 0.67 r------
\iet ~el::-,xcd 16.7 6.55 23.1 9.02 I 386 ~8.7 O·IL 
-
--
9.11 f463-J 70.4 Tumble: Dry 19.9 7.78 23.3 0.85 
--
SAl'.'iPLE 141 
Count: 2/48 Worsted Structure: 3xl Open Lap 
1 ; 0.305 l; 0.093 1; 3.212 12; 10.75 lP; 1./.93 
Condi tion J c.y>.i. k \'I.p.i. k S.D. k k J c '" s r 
On j·luchi:le 18i±5.49 1-------------- - - --
Dry Rcl~,}:cd r---3.'2.. 6 602'2.... 
\-let RcJ.:::xed 22.6 6.90 
Tu:nble Dr:/ 26.7 8.13 
SAIWLE 142 
Count: 2/48 Worsted 
2 1 1:;: 0.293 1 = 0 0 085 1 
Condition cop.i. I k c 
16.0 
----
f--4. 88 ~ 
1--- 2~.0 7.32 
27.6 8./+1 
._---
28.2 8.61 
Structure: 
1 
3.412 1.,-;- =-
\\.,r.P.i. k 
\-I \ 
On j·:::"c!1i ne 25.0 7.33! 16.0 4.62~ Dry Rel8.xed 22.5 i 6.59 1-34.0 7.03 
~-".---- . 
i'let Hel<.xed 24.3 7.13 27.9 8.18 I 
.------_.-
288 26.8 t 1.~L· 
493 45.9 0.86 :i 
624 58.1 0.82 
752 70.0 0.94 _n_ 
3xl Open Lap 
11.76 ~~ 1.435 
S.D. 
\ 
l~ k 
s r 
400 \ 34.0 1.56 i 
540 1 45.9 0.94 
L57.7 \ 67'0 0.87 I 
'lu::;blc Dry 26.4 r,·.70 27.9 8.18 \ 733 \ 62.3 \ o Qr, I • .I ~ 
I ..... . )~ 
Count ~ 1/28 ',brsted Structure: 3x1 Open Lap 
. 2 1 1 I"N"': 1 = 0.1.22 1. = 0.178 1.::: 2.3&3 f..2 = 5.62 INN = 2.232 
--'--~'r \:c -r·\ .. ,.~-:-" . .;. k CO:;di=~.L c. p 0 i. . c \ -:) .... --:. __ \_1,..,.;.,,1 _S_._D_o --+---1-----1 
0" L~,chir.e 10.0 i 04 •22 \ "16:0 6.75 I 160 
k k 
s r 
-I)!'~_' ~_e1~i-_~~l -_-_1~_.8_--'=~-_5_.8~_117 ._1 ._7_.2_~_·-i-_=_2-3=7==:.=---t----1 
~~t Relnxcd 17.3 7.30 17.8 7.50 307 
28.5 0.63 
42.2 0.81 
54.8 0.9'7 
--------- --·-··---1-----"---L-1 ------t----4------t---'IUl:lb1c Drj' 18.2 7.67 19.9 8.39 361 
--
64.3 0.91 
SAJ.'jPLE 144 
Count: 1/28 worsted Structure: 3xl Open Lap 
1 = 0.308 2 1 1 = 0.094 1- 3.243 12 =10.61, iF' 1.629 
Condition I c.r>.i .. k \.,r. p. i. k S.D. k c \'l S 
_'t.~. 
On l-inchinc 17.0 5.24 16.0 4·93 __ 272 25.6 
--
----------
---
Dry Rcl2..xcd 20.9 6.43 22.8 7.04 477 44.8 
. 
-' \'!ct RcL:_xecl 23.7 7.29 25.0 7.70 592 55.6 
'- 64~l. Tu~ble Dry 25.9 7.97 26.5 8.18 687 
-
SAl·1PLE 145 
Count: 1/28 Worsted Structure: 3xl Open Lap 
1 = 0.272 2 1 1 = 0.073 1 = 3.673 
Condition c.p.i. I k l ' .. I. P,,: i. . C 
.... 
On !-;:.'..c:'1i l'.e 26.0 
1---------------
Dry Rc18::ed 
1.2' = 13 .70 L F= 1.439 1 
k I S.D. k k \-I S r 
30.4 1.63 I 7·ili·O 4.35 I 416 
""-1-6.53 - 22.S 6.22 I 5/+8--- 40.0 1.05 24.0 
--.----- I-
\ 26~7 7.2W71 _~9.~_ O.9,L \'.'et RclD:;.:cd 25.2 6.85 
----------
-----+-
T-..l:::bl:: Dry 27.9 7.59 I .~7 :.~2:2~"L769.1~.2 \ 1.01 : ! 
--
• ~WCS"\.~ ___ • ! 
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SAHPLE 146 
Count: 2/16 Worsted Structure: 4xl Open Lap 
1- = 0.519 }2 = 0.269 1 = 1.925 P = 3.72 1,,);; = 1.467 
, 
c. :). i. j I 
\ I 1 COl":cli tiC!1 l~ \ \;·l,·i. 1~ S.D. k k .-C \-1 S :c 
, I I I • 0;1 i':c:,c!:.ir:e 
· ~~_1 5.191 __ J:§~~ __ ~!)~ 160 +/+3.0 ~.63 • 
-.--------
Dry Hel;-,xed 12.1 \ 6.28 -t 18.5_ 9.58_\ 223 J 60.1 ! 0.66 1---------
\Jet Rcl;-,xed 14.0 7.27 20.0 10.4 280 75.3 I 0.7~ 
-----~-
-15.4 --1 8.02 I 20-:5-- -lO~61-316 1-85.2 J 0.75 ] TUi1lblc Dry 
SAHPLE 11~7 
Count: 2/16 Worsted Structure: 4x1 Open LaP 
211 . r;:-J = 0.1+51 1 = 0.203 1 = 2.215 12;:: 4.93 1/'1;;;:: 1.275 
Condition c.:r. i • k H.p.i. k S.D. k \ k ] C \'/ S r 
On Hachinc 14.0 6.31 16.0 7.22 22~ J.2.L~88_~ t-------- --
Dry Reh,xcd 16.0 7.22 19.2 8.61 307 62.4 I 0.83 ' 
---
382 77.7 \ 0.73_ VJet ReL;(ed 16.7 7.55 22.8 10.3 
--
40]. l§2: 7 ..Lo .76 Tumble Dry 17.6 7.93 23.2 10.1+ 
SAHPLE 148 
Count: 2/16 Worsted Structure: 4xl Open Lap 
1 = 0.430 l = 0.184 1 =2.322 i)?; = 1.216 
Condition c. p. i. 
\ 
k ':l.p.i. k 
\ 
S.D. \ 1: L kr c H S 
!W*' ~ 
On j·;;}chir:e 20.0 8.60 \ '16.0 I 6.8H 320 I 58.9 J 1.25 
Dry Relaxed 17.1 7.37 19.2 
----- 1--
\-let l~e1a:,.:cd 17.8 7.66 
Tu:::b1e Dr:r 18.6 
23.3 
8.26 ~60.5 \ 0.89 
10.0 J=-415 __ 7_~!-L\-_Q.7L 
10.0 J 435 l80,O \ 0.80 
t 
1 
~ 
\ 8.01 \ 23.3 
S/IHPLE 149 
Count: 2/32 Worsted Structt,re: I.,xl Open ~ 
1 ~l~ -=: 1.752 
lO_ 
T \ 
-
I ;j. D. I: k J s r 
176 33.6 \ 0.69 
, 
------- -----
4- 310 59.3 0.59 --
400 76 c 5 O.ED 
-- ---
88 93.3 0.66 
SA):;PLE 150 
Count: 2/32 Worsted Structure: 4xl Open Lsp 
1 = 0,383 2 1 1 = 0.146 1 
Condition c.r>.i. k \'l.p.i. k S.D. k k 
C \./ S r 
~ 
On Hctchine 25.0 9.58 16.0 
--------_ .. 
6.13 1-4QQ_-,--51;3---"- 1.56 
Dry Relaxcd 19.4 7.45 21.8 8.36 42.4 62.0 0.89 
-------.-- f--
Vlet ReL.:~eci 19.8 7.57 27.3 10.4 539 78.7 0.73 1---
I 
----
t-._-
'l'u:?1ble Dry 21.2 8.11 27.0 10.3 57~.--l-~1:.L 0.78 
SAHPLE 151 
Count: 2/32 Worsted Structure: 4xl Open Lap 
2 1 = 0.381 1 = 0.145 1 - = 2.618 1 l2 == 6.901F= 1.524 1 
J 
~ 
t 
.• 239-
::>:J·;PLE 152 
Count: 2/4b ·.~orsted Structure: 4x1 Open L!lp 
1 = 0./~19 12 = 0.175 .:!. = 2.J8/.. ~2 == 5.71 1 AfN-= 2.052 /e X 
SALPLE 153 
Count: 2/48 Worstod Structure: 4xl Open Lap 
J = 0.365 2 1 =0.133 1 2.737 ;. =7.52 1 1 
... ~ .... --
".P.i] ~" I S.D. I ~s J kr ! Condition c.y>.i. 1: c 
On j·;3.chinc 18.0 6.57 _}6.0 I 5.84+J.76 __ I_?J_~j-1AL~ f-- - ----
Dry Rclc,xcd 17.1 6.26 25.3 9.22 433 57.6 I 0.63 :1 
t-- - . --< 
V/et Rclc.xec1 18.5 6.77 29.3 10.7 
_2Q_ -72.-~i O.6~ 
-
-
8.01 \ 
--r------
'fU:':'lble Dr:r 21.9 29.3 10.7 642 85.4 0.75 
.;;wnt ..... ~ ~ __ I 
SAHPLE 154 
Count: 2/48 Worstod Structure: 4x1 Open L!l.p 
1 = 0.361 2 1 1 6 1 = 0.130 1 = 2.769 If- = 7. 9 l)r~ = 1.768 
·e 290-
Count: 1/28 ~~orsted Structure: 4Xl Open Lap 
1 1 =: 2.195 1 J2 = 4.83 1 JT( = 2.407 
Sj\J';PLE 156 
Count: 1/28 ivorsted Structure: 4x1 Open Lap 
2 1 1 r 1 = 0.1+13 1 =: 0.170 1 =: 2.416 1.2 = 5.88 iN;;:: 2.185 
Condition i c.]J.i. 
\ 
k \'Iop.i. le I S.D. k k c \'l s r 
On HaChine\= 11.0 4.54 16.0· ~~ .. 29~~~~ __ 
Dry He1:,.:,~eci.- 13.8 --5.72 23.~~+-9-~7-··-324 }!.~?J 0.59 
\'Jet Rcl~ ;·:ed 15.6 6.44 _26''1t~~_J 415 70.6 I 0.58 
'l'u'Y1ble Dr:' -18'~ 7~47 -'\ 26.7 11.4J... 501 85.2 I 0.68 
.. ~ . ......." .... '--~~~,~ 
1 
-I 
SAl~PLE 157 
Count: 1/23 Worsted Structure: 4x1 Open Lap 
1 = 0.355 . 2' 1 1 = 0.126 1 2.812 12 =7.94 1)1; = 1.878 
APPENDIX FOUR 
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APPEnDIX F'OH2 
r--- 111 ~~ 11~ Count C.l).i. lee VI. p. i. ks 
0.359 2.79 22.50 8.10 1" "9 It. 0_1 1 255 32.84 , '. I 
----
2/32 0.2'19 4.57 33.44 7.35 20.33 4.45 \ 731 35.W: 1 i.G5 
-
4 y' 1"027 0.180 5.56 L1-5.00 8.--:0 21-1.24 33 .. 27 1.86 • :) 1 I 
0.336 2.98 21.80 7.30 10.39 3.49 251 28.1t3 2.10 
~.--
-----
V20 0.205 4.88 36.73 7.50 19.28 3.95 771 32.38 1.91 
-
0.1 SIt 6.49 46.75 7.20 26.23 4.0~5 'i242 29. 11-5 1.78 
0.341 2.93 24.82 8.45 iO.39 3. )il- 260 ~5'J. 21 2.39 
2/48 0.152 6.58 48.64- 7.40 26.23 3.93 ".237 28.5'/ " R-1. 1-, :J 
-~-~ 0.129 7.75 57.14 8.00 28.57 3.63 -1562 25.92 2.00 
---------~--
0.l1-03 2.45 20.34 8.30 8.94 3.65 163 28.30 2.28 
1/12 0.255 3.92 30.20 7.71 i5.33 3.9? 465 30.19 1.96 
0.204 4.90 ' 31' 30. () 7.42 19.75 4.03 718 28.87 1.81+ 
I 
I 
Regre.ssion l\.nc.l:,-rGis of 1 x '1 Opr'm L:J.n Hcp~,':1.t Test in the T1<1':1010 Dr~; Cor.cli tio'). 
I ~J.. • • -r. I" t d d d . +' I ';J...)Cl"'n""'- I i 'Jl.cna.::>.ra ..:.rror v,:J.rl ar, cv~a,,~Oil 
..... v1...,~ ..... ~L.. LJ 
H'?GTcssion I ' I ['.o~ut. Corr. I t-tc31; B'juatioil m C i RegreG~lOn l~nc Cocff. of ir.tnrcept 
J I 
. 7.029 2 h30 0.410 1.432 0.982. I 1.78'1 I ~ ..,. c.p.~. == ,.f + .• 0 ,I. •• '-). 
I I 
0.980 I w.p.i. = Lt. 12"5 + 0.761 0.315 1.486 '1 .1+2l~ jl n.s. 
S ~6.860 + 70.25 1.284 34.81 55.1+:10 0.976 n .• s. = j2 
le == 1.522.R.. + 1.586 
r 
1.041 0.107 0.276 0.4053 *. 
"'... significa..."lt at the .., to O. 'i~~ level 
n.s. = not significQlltly different from zero 
I 
I\) 
'-D 
f'v 
I 
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" 
. . t I for C 'Y'\" ')''I'~;'' ''''S -~ ·1'· ... • ~:j_, .... 1 .e' H.p.i. 
" I 
ngai:1st f 
and S ngai.:[;t A 2 :~ .. .,..c not sigaific::-~t~'l.:; different from ~erOe 
vQ.lues \·:cre, t~wrefore, recalc'..llated to pass throuGh zero Gi virl£.; 
the followin~ r03~lts -
c.p.i. ?531 = ~ 
vr.p.i. 3.969 --
.f 
s ~8.86 ::: --
..t 2 
It is sholm in the follm-Jing table that thc~e v::lucs ccl-...d 
thnt for the k are not different froi':'", the results o,:)toincd i:1 
r 
Chapter VII a..'1.d therefore r..ay be cOr.ibined to give the results c:.s 
outlined in Ch2pter VIII. 
---, 
Hcgression Variation about StUd3:1t'S t-test 
Structure El1uation Regression Probabili ty ,Slopes 
line arc S.1.:ne 
c.p.i. 8.06 0.0027 Ch. VII ::: 7-
f---Repeat ~cst n.s. 
c.p.i. ::: 7.53 0.0041 
1 
\-l.p.i. 4.08 0.00;;1+ ::: 
-
C":1. 'HI ~ 
Repent Test n.s. 
\·/.p.i. ::: 3.97 0.0078 ~ 
-
S 32.50 12.5800 ::: 12 -Ct •• VII 
- n.5. Repent r.lest 
_Q ()/" 
... 
c,,-",. t,c 
'-13.6700 ~ 0..) ::: --. t2 
Slope and Intercept Analysis kr aGainst 
Slope Analysis 
r -----~----- --r I .standard , Varia .. I."lce of Student's t-tc.:;t-
Construction I 3lope error of di.f: fat'0ncc 
slope bch!C'f~n slope 
Chapter VII. 1.5':4 1.039 
1.562 n.s. 
Re}')cat test 1.522 ,.041 I 
-------~ 
Interc.3pt 
Sta.!1dard Variance of ! Student's t-tcst Construction Intercept error of dif '::'c:rence probo'oili ty 
Intercepti ocbTcen Intercept I intercepts are s~me 
Chapter VII. 1.690 0.103 
I I 
0.2[\4- n.3. 
Hepeat test 1.586 0.10'7 I 
I 
-
n.s. = not significantly different from zero 
I 
f\) 
'-0 
..... -
I 
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1 
c.:r>.i. 
0.08 
0.06 
0.04 
0.02 
0.04 0.06 
Fig. 107 
0.08 o. :0 
1 
Rcla:tions:'li n betw~en . 
.... r.: • .'9. J... 
w = 2.501c + 0.011 
o. -:2 
1 
and ---. 
";t' ;.!~. :L. 
0.11+ 0.16 
for 1 y. 1 Closed La~ 
1 
w.p.i. 
I 
rv 
--0 yr 
-, 
I 
c.p.i. 
O.~O 
0.08 
O.oG 
0.07 
0.02 
w = 2.361tC - O.Oil 
I 
-----
... 
_______ ~~~~~~---------:~~-----------L~-----------~L-------------L I· H.p.i. J 
0.10 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.12 0.08 o. It,. 
Fig. 108 
1 
Rel~tionshin between .. 
~ C.p.l. 
'1 d . an \-1. p.l. for 1 x 1 Open Lap 
I 
rv 
'-D 7\ 
1 
c.p.i. 
0.06 
0.05 
0.04 
0.03 
o = 2 x I clo;:;cd lap 
X = 2 x 1 open IQ? 
o 
w = 1.096c ~ 0.006 
1 
w.n.i. < . 
0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0 .. 07 0.08 
Fig. 109 Relationship between _.2._. &l1d 1. 2 x 1 Or-en and CloGcd Lau C.p.l. W.p.l. ~ . 
I 
f\) 
'-.0 
--.J 
I 
" I 
c.p.~. 
0.06 
0.05 
0.04 
0.05 
Fig. 
w = 0.728c + 
0.03 0.04 0.05 
110 R 1 ·· 1 e atlonsh1n between . 
- c.n.l. 
X0 
0.06 
1 
or .. a Yl. p. i. 
o = 3 x I Closed Inp 
x = 3 x 1 O~~n lap 
1 
----
v,'. }'.2. 
0.07 0.08 
for 3 x : Open n:1d Closed Lap 
I 
rv 
'-.0 
co 
I 
1 
c.p.i. 
0.07 
O.OIS 
\0[ = O.56/+c + 0.009 
~ 
~ 
0.05 o 
o = 4 x 1 Closed lap 
0.0'+ t- / 
X = 4 x 1 Open la"1 
I 
f\) 
'-.0 
'.D 
I 
0.03 
I 
\·1 C' :--). l. 
0.03 0.0'+ 0.05 0.00 0.0'/ ().08 
Fig. 111 R 1 " h" , 1 1 . le at~ons ~n oetween " and " for ~ x 1 
. C.p.2. W.p.1. Open and Closed Lap 
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1 Values of g Calculated from Loop Model 
c.p.i. 1 -
..R 
2 x 1 Open and Closed Lap 20 2.68 
tI tI tI tI 11 30 3.93 
3 x 1 Open and Closed Lap 20 2.64 
11 11 11 11 11 30 3.75 
4 x 1 Open and Closed Lap 20 2.59 
11 11 11 11 11 15 2.00 
1 x 1 Closed Lap 30 3.36 
11 11 11 60 6.40 
1 x 1 Open Lap 20 2.27 
11 11 11 50 6.40 
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